HISTORY OF THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE
PART I: THE AVERY YEARS, 1927-1952
Compiled and Annotated
By
David B. Field
Overseer of Lands
Maine Appalachian Trail Club
1947
PREFACE
Many of the original letters that I have transcribed were hand-written, and often difficult to
read. Most anything enclosed in brackets [ ] is one of my comment inserts. An insert “[?]”
indicates that I just could not read a word or section in the original letter. (In a few cases, the
author of a typed manuscript used brackets within a quoted passage but it should be clear
from the context that these are not my comments.) I have used braces { } to enclose handwritten marginal notes in otherwise typed manuscript and also to enclose footnotes in the
original material. Throughout, I have corrected obvious typos but have not changed
misspellings and abbreviations that reflect the culture of the times and places. Except for
these items, the text included in “THE WRITTEN RECORD” are verbatim transcriptions of
the original documents as best as I was able to read them.
SUMMARY
The post-War years continued to see Avery struggling to catch up from the War. He was
beginning to see volunteer efforts fill in the blanks in the maintenance of the Trail west of the
Kennebec River, but the Trail east of there remained a source of frustration and anxiety. Prof.
Sawyer resigned as Advisor to the Bates College Outing Club in April of 1948 and another
Bates Professor, Roy Fairfield, replaced him in that position. After a disastrous and
expensive attempt to pay a few Bates students to work on the Trail in 1947, The BOC got its
act together in 1948 under Fairfield’s leadership. (Fairfield replaced Avery as MATC
President when Avery died and was still President when I joined the Club in 1956.) Also in
1947, Avery struck another contract deal with the Maine Forest Service to pay MFS
employees to work on the Trail when they had spare time.
Avery’s detailed instructions to the Bates Trail Crew (“Suggestions for Trail Work on the
Appalachian Trail in Maine”, June 12) provide a thorough statement of his philosophy of
Trail maintenance, perhaps the best available that is gathered into one place.
In 1947, John W. (Jack) Clark of Westbrook, Maine, appeared on the scene and began
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volunteer work in western Maine. He replaced Avery as Overseer of the Trail in Maine in
1949. His son, Larry, and grandchildren all became MATC Trail maintainers.
Continuing the tradition of work by “The Washington contingent of the Maine Appalachian
Trail Club”, in September, Avery and a small group of Potomac Appalachian Trail Club
members cleared and re-blazed the Trail from Antlers Camps to Rainbow Lake and re-blazed
from there to the West Branch of the Penobscot River.
THE WRITTEN RECORD
January 4, 1947. Myron Avery to E. E. Keister, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. Keister:
You will recall my letter of November 20, 1946, in which I reviewed at some length the
situation with respect to the Maine Guidebook.
In carrying out the work, we have found that the Supplement will be very much more
extensive than we first thought. The number of pages to be reprinted is close to 139. This
makes the matter one of some consequence and since we are extremely concerned to have
these pages available by April 1st at the very latest, I am glad that we are so well along.
As I wrote, this work consists of the regular Supplement, sheets which are marked
"Corrigenda", and the reprinted sheets. The work on the Supplement is not quite finished but
I am sending by separate cover, with a carbon of this letter, the pages as they can be handled
separately. We have worked over these pages very exhaustively and they have been
completely edited and marked so that your compositor should have no difficulty whatever
with the work. We assume, of course, that you have available for purposes of comparison the
printed Guide and with that available, the task should be much facilitated.
As I wrote, we do not intend to make any author’s corrections and as far as we are concerned,
we should be prepared to deal with the matter on page proof.
While we have not had any quotation from you in this matter, our long and very satisfactory
dealings with you lead us to feel that we can rely wholly upon your fair dealings and practice
in this matter where we are obliged to go ahead without being able to ascertain exactly the
outcome.
1 will appreciate your writing to day that you have received the manuscript.
January 6, 1946. Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
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I find that I have not personally acknowledged your letters of November 4 and 6. I think
Supervisor Hutton has given you the specific details you have been interested in.
I am pleased that you will arrange to continue the appropriation for improvement work on the
Appalachian trail within the Maine Forestry District. I will be glad to ask the Governor and
Council to authorize my acceptance of the $350.00 which you propose to allocate this
coming spring, and spend the same in accordance with your letter of November 6. Rather
than accept the money at this time I will contact you again some time just prior to April 1.
{Miss Stephenson, Miss Park, Mr. Heard}
January 7, 1947. F. C. Evans, Dupont Building, Wilmington, Delaware, to Myron Avery.
[Hand-written]
Dear Capt. Avery:
Recently in talking with Warren Watson I mentioned the article by you in the latest issue of
Appalachia, commenting on how much I enjoyed it, and ventured the question if he thought
you might be interested in some old—relatively—prints in the Maine Woods.
In a letter from him today he gave me the clear board so I’m enclosing some taken generally
from 1904 to 1910. Some are pretty good, others are historical only. You are quite welcome
to them if you wish them.
My brother, about nine years older than I, finished Bowdoin in 1901 and having a yen for the
wilds began a series of jaunts into the Maine Woods in 1903, which extended to about 1916.
I was with him on about nine trips, covering the West Branch, Allagash River, Musquacook,
Allagash Lake, Poland Pond, Caucomgomoc and vicinity. I finished Bowdoin in 1910. The
woods has a real grip on us, for my son, now a Junior at Bowdoin has spent a number of
weeks around Ktaadn during the past two summers.
Warren suggests a get-to-gather in Washington where I could see your collection of Maine
photos. I am looking forward to this opportunity as well as to meeting you for I have read
your contributions to Appalachia and In The Maine Woods with high interest.
January 13, 1947. Myron Avery to Honorable Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Commissioner Rendall:
I appreciate your letter of January 6, 1947, advising me that you are recommending to the
Governor and Council the authorization of the acceptance of the $350.00 to be allocated in
keeping with our letter of 6 November. We are most anxious to complete the work on Mt.
Bigelow. I believe that the location of the remaining section and its accessibility by
automobile will make for much faster progress than was experienced with last year's funds.
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The basic problem is the timing of the work. To be of maximum advantage in the hiking
season, the work should be accomplished as early as possible. This presents, I know, a
complication with other Forest Service work and is not the most pleasant season to be in the
woods. It is a matter to which, however, Supervisor Hutton can give some thought with a
view of trying to offset arrangements which will accomplish this objective.
I note that you prefer to write us some time prior to April 1st when you wish the money sent
on. We will accordingly await your further advices.
I appreciated your telegram in response to my inquiry as to whether you would be available
in Augusta on January 11th. I was called to Lubec by reason of the death of my father. I had
not appreciated that the Maine State Departments had followed the Federal Government
example of Saturday holidays. I am at a loss to explain why Maine and the Federal
Government should be doing the same thing and I am wondering whether Vermont has also
followed suit.
I anticipate having to be in Maine on two or three occasions within the next two or three
months and I will write you and make an appointment at a mutually convenient time.
I am enclosing an additional carbon of this letter, in the event that you wish to send it on to
Supervisor Hutton by reason of the suggestions which I have made.
cc to Mr. Heard, Miss Stephenson
January 15, 1947.
MAINE APPALACHIAN TRAIL CLUB
808 17th Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.
TO THE MAINE WORK CREWS OF 1945 and 1946 –
Do you realize that those who made the journeys have never seen the pictures taken on those
two trips? It really is too bad, for in spite of mishaps to cameras and loss of films in
developing, etc., rumor has it that some quite good shots were taken.
This situation is now about to be remedied.
Announcement is hereby made that a MEETING IS CALLED FOR 8 P.M., WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 22ND, at P.A.T.C, HEADQUARTERS, 808 17th Street, N.W., for the express
purpose of viewing pictures (kodachromes, movies, and black and white) taken by anyone on
these two trips.
While it might be said that this is in the nature of a reunion for those participating in trips of
the years indicated, others will be welcomed. Particularly invited are those who were on the
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trip of 1944 or those who just happen to want to look at photographs of the Maine woods and
the work crews in the midst thereof.
If you took any sort of picture on either of these trips, please bring them with you. We will
have there the Club kodachrome projector, but no movie equipment, so if you have movies,
please bring your own projector.
LIST OF KODACHROME SLIDES DESIRED FOR A.T. COLLECTION
Pryor - 1946:
Group on Monument Cliff
Ripogenus Dam, water and sluice
Ripogenus, Katahdin
Sunset, Katahdin and Daicey Pond.
Pryor – 1945:
Best of beaver pictures.
Richardson: 1946:
Mersch truck at Katahdin
Katahdin from Doubletop
Trail picture
Pleasant Pond Mtn.
Moxie Mtn.
Mountain Ash at West Carry Pond
Moxie Mtn.
Bigelow Sunset Series
Horns Pond
January 16, 1947. Faulkner D. Gaskell, Carry Pond Camps, 349 Water St., Skowhegan,
Maine, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Capt. Avery:
A late answer to yours of Dec. 7th. I do not know if there is a Trail guide at Camp or not but
will take good care of the new one.
The material and tools left at Camp in 1945 as indicated in your list I believe to be correct.
Will check at earliest opportunity.
I have an interest in the “Trail” and will do everything we can to keep the trails open but
cannot at this time guarantee to put time into the development of it. I hope conditions will
allow for it however. We will do everything possible to cure the “condition” at the “lean-to”
however, and look forward to seeing you in 1947.
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January 30, 1947. Myron Avery to Charles Pryor, 3306 Shepherd Street, Mt. Rainier,
Maryland.
Dear Charlie:
To complete our Maine collections from what you showed on Wednesday night, I think the
following pictures out of your 1945 and 1946 set will fill in the gaps and will best tend to
complete the set:
Group on Monument Cliff
Ripogenus Dam, water and sluice
Rlpogenus, view of Katahdin
Sunset, Katahdin and Daicey Pond
Best of beaver pictures.
If you have any others that I overlooked and are particularly pictorial, please let us know.
Marion will care for the matter of defraying the costs of the slides out of the Maine
Appalachian Trail Club funds, so if you will let her know what the cost is, she will pay it.
I did not know just when we would be getting together again and I thought it might be
simpler to give you the titles as I had jotted them down from seeing the slides. If you feel that
I have overlooked anything, be sure to throw it in. We have your 1944 slides in the collection,
so that there will be no use in waiting for those.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
File in Maine File
,
Katahdin to Kennebec
Kennebec to N.H. Line
Slide collection
Two copies to go to Miss Stephenson
{File Katahdin}
January 30, 1947. Myron Avery to William W. Richardson, 153 South Aberdeen Street,
Arlington, Virginia.
Dear Bill:
To complete our Maine collections from what you showed on Wednesday night, I think the
following pictures out of your 1945 and 1946 set represent the gaps and will best tend to fill
in:
Mersch truck at Katahdin
Katahdin from Doubletop
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Trail picture
Pleasant Pond Mtn.
Moxie Mtn.
Mountain Ash at West Carry Pond
Bigelow Sunset Series
Horns Pond
If you have any others that I overlooked and are particularly pictorial, please let us know.
Marion will care for the matter of defraying the costs of the slides out of the Maine
Appalachian Trail Club funds, so if you will let her know what the cost is, she will pay it.
I did not know just when we would be getting together again and thought it might be simpler
to give you the titles as I had jotted then down from seeing the slides. If you feel that I have
overlooked anything, be sure to throw it in. We have your 1944 slides in the collection, so
that there will be no use in waiting for those.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
File in Maine File
,
Katahdin to Kennebec
Kennebec to N.H. Line
Slide collection
Two copies to go to Miss Stephenson
{File Katahdin}
January 31, 1947. Prof. Leland M. Goodrich, 299 Doyle Avenue, Providence, Rhode
Island.
Dear Chauncey:
Your letter of January 26th. I might say that my appreciation and enjoyment of your rejoinder
to my rather, as you term them, “spirited" communications might warrant my not writing you
immediately. It is, however, with a sanctimonious self-righteous attitude that I write at once
to point out the disorderly and unsystematic habits which intellectual attainments bring on to
us.
On reading your letter, my hopes revive. Perhaps I need not despair of your regeneration. If I
can ever catch you at Daicey Pond, I am sure that you will live up to all of the glowing
tributes I painted of your prowess two decades ago. You are on a fair way to redemption.
I did not know (since I had not been over the terrain) of all you accomplished in 1945. I shall
certainly not fail to enter credit on the ledger for it.
In fact, as an indication of my faith in you, I am going to send you a reprint of an item on
Katahdin in the December 1946 Appalachia and I have had you marked down to receive the
130 pages of revision to the Maine Guide. I take it you have Maps 3A and 3B.
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My father's death in Maine has necessitated a number of recent trips and I shall be in Boston
for a day or two. My best opportunity to be in Providence has passed, I am afraid, for some
time.
I can always send you the reel on Trail technique which only requires the projector. The
same would be true of the Katahdin slides
I am afraid that you will find that your associate, Mr. Spiker, will not applaud our efforts and
I would not look for much cooperation through him or through the Appalachian Mountain
Club Chapter. I am not entirely “beloved” in all circles of the Appalachian Mountain Club,
although it amuses me to continue my membership and to have contributed so much to
Appalachia.
If you want the reel or the slides before I can tell you when I will be in your area, let me
know.
When you see the revised guidebook description of Section 2, you will appreciate how we
changed the Trail description for the detour of the bog pond. In 1944 we painted the detour. I
recall that it was somewhat rainy and that may account for its being faint. Junior York will
tell you how he tried to fence that off but this was ineffective until we changed the paint
blazes. So now, we apparently are going to have to undo your good work to conform to the
guidebook, if, as I understand the situation, we have two alternate lines of paint blazes.
One of our good Trail workers this summer, Seymour Smith from Connecticut, has a son
attending Brown. I think your boy met him.
P.S. I was at the Psi U House in January. Sixty men in the house. I was surprised to learn Joe
Badger's boys went Beta. M.H.A.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
{Copy Maine file, Katahdin}
January 31, 1947. Myron Avery to Harold Dyer, Wildlife Research Department,
9 Coburn Hall, Orono, Maine.
Dear Hal:
1 am writing to say that your letter at 27 January duly arrived. The kodachromes are at the
house. I look forward to examining them.
Our views of the Basin are below standard. We have none which show the rise of the Basin
walls and Chimney Pond - the impressive views of Dawson and Rogers. I am hoping that
your slides will fill in this want.
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I am leaving for Boston tonight and shall go to Lubec again next week. My father's death
there in early January has resulted in my taking considerable time out. Consequently, I have
little news of what occurred. I saw that Mr. Baxter had made another donation. The State's
economy program does not look well for the needed appropriations for either the State Park
or the Katahdin area. We are trying to find out from the budget just how much was
recommended. Perhaps you know.
Supervisor Rendall recently approved the arrangement under which the Forest Service will
carry out more work on Mt. Bigelow, Moxie Bald and White Cap. Our appropriation will be
$350 for this work. I feel that the return is on the low side for the money expended but under
the present situation it is the only method for caring for these difficult problems.
The reprints of the "Photographers of Katahdin” have not come to hand. I asked the
Appalachian Mountain Club to send you the issue of Appalachia. It is perhaps at Millinocket.
When I return, I plan to check with the Geological Survey and I will get you the latest word
on the mapping situation. The $100,000 recommendation seems slightly on the fantastic side,
after considering the recommendation on budgets in Maine.
When things settle down, I will catch up with matters again. Our Maine Guidebook material
has headed for the printer. In all, we are revising about 180 pages.
If your wildlife study work results in any publication, please be sure to keep me posted.
I will return your slides shortly with a notation as to those which will fill in our collection. I
think I sent you some time ago a note listing those particularly needed to make it complete.
Recently I ran through our black and white collection and I am inclined to think that in a
couple of decades, they will prove to be the ones still remaining, for some of our
kodachromes show a marked tendency to fade.
I expect to stop off in Augusta on my February and March trips to see Mr. Rendall. I was at
Bates on my return in January and saw Prof. Sawyer about Trail work in western Maine.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
File in Katahdin File, Maine File, {Slides}
January 31, 1947.

POTOMAC APPALACHIAN TRAIL CLUB
808 17th Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.

At the meeting on January 22nd, to view the pictures taken on the Maine work trips of 1945
and 1946, a number of those present expressed the desire to see the pictures taken in 1944
and earlier years, and also some of the pictures of Maine and Katahdin in the Maine A.T.C.
and Appalachian Trail Conference collection.
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It was agreed at that time that the earlier date which seemed to be convenient for those
present and for the photographers would be Wednesday, February 12th. This date was
tentatively set, but it was also promised that a notice would be sent to confirm the
arrangement.
Here is the promised notice. The meeting to look at Maine pictures will be at P.A.T.C,
Headquarters, 808 17th Street, N.W., at 8 P.M., Wednesday, February 12th.
It is hoped that all who were present at the previous meeting will be there, and it is also
hoped that the date will be one on which some of those who could not come before can now
come. Also, be sure to spread the word that anyone interested is more than welcome.
February 3, 1947. Myron Avery to S. Morton Vose, Robert C. Vose Galleries, 559
Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
Dear Mr. Vose:
I am being called to Maine again early this week. I expect to arrive in Boston on the morning
train on Wednesday and as I am taking a plane out around noon, I had thought that it might
give me an opportunity to drop in and discuss matters of mutual interest. If you have been
able to obtain a photograph of the Hallowell painting, I shall look forward to seeing it with
interest. In the interval, I will make a note to bring a copy of my photograph of the painting
at the Corcoran Art Gallery.
1 have had no further returns since your letters. I acquainted Mr. Harold Dyer, Baxter Park
Custodian, with your comment and activities, by reason of Mr. Dyer’s intense interest in all
phases of Katahdin, apart from his administrative problems. Mr. Dyer said that he saw Mr.
Fitzgerald in the Park and also saw his paintings in an impromptu exhibition at the Kidney
Pond Camps.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
cc to Mr. Dyer, Katahdin file, {MHA Files}
February 6, 1947, Myron Avery to George T. Fuller, Bingham, Dana and Gould, 1
Federal Street, Boston 10, Massachusetts.
Dear Mr. Fuller:
I appreciated very much your taking your time to tell me of recent developments in the
Haymock Lake area.
In keeping with my suggestion, I am sending to you a reprint of my article on the Telos Cut
which dealt with the early history of this area. The material in the reported cases presents a
fascinating story.
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The account of our trip to Haymock with Moorehead and then on to Katahdin appeared in the
1928 issue of “In The Maine Woods" (Bangor and Aroostook Railroad).
I mentioned four items which furnish a great deal of interesting data for the Allagash and
Aroostook areas. These were Thomas L. Steele's "Canoe and Camera” and "Paddle and
Portage"); Lucius L. Hubbard’s "Moosehead Lake Guides” and "Woods and Lakes in Maine".
Mr. A. J. Houston, bookseller on Exchange Street, carries these items and if he does not have
them in stock, could probably supply them on short notice.
I hope in the not too distant future to resume some of my canoe trips in Maine but during the
interval, I may have to do my traveling vicariously through the method of keeping in touch
with the situation by imposing upon and interrogating those who are able to go in there.
I shall tell Mr. Ludwig K. Moorehead, who is Assistant Treasurer of the Newport News
Shipbuilding Company at 90 Broad Street, New York City, of my very pleasant discussion
with you.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
cc to Mr. Moorehead, Katahdin file, Maine file.
February 9, 1947. Mrs. M. L. Smedberg, The Forks, Maine, to Myron Avery. [Handwritten]
Dear Sir:
I wanted you to know Mr. Rohr received the Books you sent him. Also I want you to know
he passed away Feb. fourth here at our House.
February 10, 1947. Paul R. Jenks, Secretary, Appalachian Mountain Club Committee
on Trails, to Jean Stephenson.
Dear Miss Stephenson:
It was more than good of you to write me about Marjorie Hooker’s faux pas (shall I call it?)
on the Katahdin matter; and perhaps it was also wise, for if I can do anything to avert further
unpleasantness in what seems to me a most unseemly squabble, you may be sure that I will
do so. All I had heard was one or two indefinite squawks from Boston a while ago, to which I
paid no attention.
Firsts, I think I can clear Marjorie Hooker by going into the "case history," sic.— Her
younger sister had been a favorite pupil of mine, but I knew Marjorie only by name until two
years ago, when she asked if she might come down with said sister for one of the pleasant
evenings that we always have when former pupils of mine come back to see their families
and contrive to get in an hour or two with Mrs. Jenks and myself.
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That evening I found out how much Marjorie knew about the White Mountains and their
trails; and she saw my "sign shop." Shortly thereafter she proposed making a map of the
A.M.C. trails for my personal use, whereby I could visualize the age of any sign and so
determine readily the routine replacements presumably needed the following season.
She then began to come to our home for consultation, on each visit to Flushing, and presently
we developed an idea that had been in the back of my head for twenty five years, to publish
in Appalachia a map of the A.M.C. trails for the benefit of Club members, to show where
$3000 to $5000 of their money goes each year; and to show also the relation of our trails to
those of other organizations; for if only A.M.C. trails were shown, there would apparently be
many dead ends, jumping-off places, etc., rather inexplicable to anyone not personally
familiar with the lay-out of all the trails in the region. The Katahdin and North Chatham trails
were to be insets.
To my great pleasure my idea appealed to Miss Hurd, and she was disappointed that such a
map could not appear in the December issue, her last. She had suggested that I write a short
article to explain the map. There the matter rests, since I have heard nothing from Mr.
Henderson, her successor.
I might add that our map would be of little practical use to a tramper compared with others,
because the purpose to which it is rigidly restricted is so different.
As for the Katahdin trails, we did nothing, because I know nothing about them personally.
She would need help in determining what other than A.M.C. trails should be shown on the
map in order to indicate how they all tie in together.
Parenthetically and quite confidentially, I thoroughly deprecate, almost to the point of
bitterness, the taking over of these Katahdin trails by the Club. The question came up many
years ago (when I was Councillor and Chairman of the New England Trail Conference) and
was dismissed. When it was brought up again a few years ago, the action was put through
entirely without my knowledges and if Austin Chase was consulted at all, it was merely
perfunctorily; and the action was taken on the say-so of two or three members of the Council,
a typical proceeding. My blood has boiled (more scientifically, my blood pressure has been
raised) many times at the way the young Councillors of Trails have been ignored or snubbed
by the boss(es) of the Council (because they were not Bostonians?). I have painted signs for
the Katahdin trails only to maintain the reputation of the Club, those first signs, painted by
the protagonist of these trails, being just too awful.
Now as for the present problem presented in your letter, first, I am sure that in calling up
Capt. Avery, Marjorie Hurd had no motive ulterior to her desire to perfect her map. I have at
one time or another mentioned to her the friction between Boston and Washington without
trying to conceal my disgust with the former. And as she and her family are very loyal to me,
I can't conceive that she would deliberately give aid and comfort to the enemy; and as she
knows none of them except Miss Hurd (slightly) and is quite observant of "the deeds of
men," I can't believe that she is their tool.
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I thought that in your letter you hinted at a way out; i.e., that she write Capt. Avery for
permission to use such data as she needs. It seems unimaginable to me that there would be
any objection to granting it. I would hope also that this explanation of the "scope and plan" of
our joint work on map and article might induce you or Capt. Avery to give her some of the
"advice and counsel" which she seeks. [See top of page.]
We COULD of course say in Appalachia that it was planned to include a map of the A.M.C.
trails on Katahdin showing their relations to other trails in that vicinity, but owing to the
objections and threats of the Maine Appalachian Club we had been forced to desist. By this I
mean that this is about what the Boston crowd WOULD DO; but not we!
Please answer as frankly as I have written, and between us we'll try to straighten out this
unpleasant situation.
February 14, 1947 (received). George S. Fuller, Bingham, Dana & Gould, One Federal
Street, Boston 10, Mass., to Myron Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
I was pleased to receive your letter enclosing your article on the Telos Cut which I have read
with great interest. Do you wish me to return it to you?
I have acquired Steele’s two hooks and I found Hubbard’s "Woods and Lakes in Maine", but
they wanted five dollars for a rather battered-looking copy, the binding of which was in bad
shape, and this seemed to me too great a price to pay for it, so I will continue to look around
for that book and Hubbard’s other book.
I received in the same mail a letter from Mr. Moorehead telling me something about his visit
to Allagash Pool last summer. I hope both you and he will find an opportunity to get to
Haymock some September when I am there.
My boy is with the National Stationers Association, 740 Investment Building, Washington.
After his return from the service he went back to Dartmouth for a year and got his degree last
June.
I had him up at Haymock with me for a week or ten days in two Septembers before the war,
and he is very enthusiastic about the place. The first year he rigged up a sail in an old canoe
which we had there, and had a great time sailing about. The next year I had a small 16 ft.
sailing canoe with two small sails and a centerboard, and he had a wonderful time with that. I
hope that you will meet each other sometime in Washington. I have given him your address
and told him to look you up.
I hope that when you want any further information as to what is going on up around
Haymock or in that vicinity, you will not hesitate to write me and I will give you such little
information as I may have.
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P.S. I gather that your article on the Telos Cut was written before this summer, for I notice
that you state that the Chamberlain Dam was last repaired in 1923. It was extensively
repaired this summer, - perhaps it was rebuilt. We didn’t go that way this year because we
were able to go around by the railroad to Eagle Lake. It would have been quite a difficult trip
to go via Lock Dam because the lake had been lowered to a great extent to enable the repair
work or rebuilding to be done. The picture of the Dam in the article about Jim Clarkson in
the Maine newspaper this fall showed that the covered walk across the Dam has been
removed.
{Sent to Moorehead—Please return.}
February 15, 1947. Jean Stephenson to Paul R. Jenks.
Dear Mr. Jenks:
I was certainly delighted to get your letter of February 10th, in response to mine, written after
Miss Hooker’s call.
Captain Avery has returned to Washington and I thought he should know what I had done in
this matter and as I felt unable to paraphrase adequately what was contained in your letter, I
took the liberty of showing it to him. I trust you have no objection to the action on my part.
I am very glad that you did take the time to go into such detail in connection with this matter,
for it relieved our minds of the impression that had been created by Miss Hooker’s call,
coming just after certain other incidents! It does serve as a warning as how, out of nothing at
all, serious misunderstandings occur. And I am extremely glad that I wrote you.
Captain Avery says to say that as a courtesy to Mr. Jenks and Miss Hooker, he will be glad
indeed to give her any assistance she desires. He said that if what she is planning is a sketch
map, probably what would serve would be the source from which the much reduced sketch
map of Katahdin trails was prepared for the Maine Appalachian Trail Club Guide; that
A.M.C. trails could be designated by one symbol, The Appalachian Trail by another, and the
unmarked trails by still another. All that he asks, in view of the controversy, is that specific
statement be made that the sketch map is used by permission of the Maine Appalachian Trail
Club, if that were the case.
You will, 1 know, take as a real compliment Captain Avery’s observation that if the A.M.C.
had more men of Mr. Jenk’s temperament and character, its reputation might be far different
from that which it now “enjoys"!
I assume that you will want to give Miss Hooker some word of instruction and we will wait
to hear from her. She can contact me during the day at RE 7400, Ext. 5235 (and I am usually
there until 6:30 or later in the evening) and reach Captain Avery on RE 7400, Branch 2575.
I might add a word for myself. I hope that if you go into the history of Katahdin trails you
can pay the Appalachian Trail Conference the compliment of having the first marked all-
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weather trail at Katahdin, the example of which undoubtedly served as the precedent for the
A.M.C. marking excursion.
I think the situation is now clear and I certainly do appreciate your taking the time to give me
full details. On word from Miss Hooker, we will be glad to help her in any way possible.
February 17, 1917. Myron Avery to George S. Fuller, Bingham, Dana and Gould,
1 Federal Street, Boston 10, Massachusetts.
PERSONAL
Dear Mr. Fuller:
Thank you very much for your letter in response to my note of February 6th. Recently, when
I was in Portland, I picked up for myself another copy of Hubbard's Woods and Lakes. This
was the second edition. The bookseller was A. J. Houston, Exchange Street, Portland. The
guidebooks run through four editions; the first of which I obtained another copy from Mr.
Houston has very interesting old photographs. It sold for $3.00. The fourth edition with an
appendix is the final form.
The reprint on the Telos Cut is an extra copy which I should be glad to have you retain, if
you wish to hold It in connection with the literature of the area.
The original guidebook of this section was written by Way who is referred to in Steele's
books. I had never seen a copy outside of the library of Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstom. It was a
very small booklet and appeared in 1876.
You are quite right in thinking that I worked on the Telos Cut article many years ago. It
appeared in Appalachia Jan. 1937. I am much interested to know of the recent work on
Chamberlain
Dam. I hope that your son will look me up some time, for we have here considerable
information, books, slides, etc. about Maine.
I shall indeed avail myself of your very kind offer to keep myself familiar with developments
in the Haymock area by drawing on your source of information.
{Copy Moorehead}
February 17, 1947. [Railway Express receipt for shipment of Maine Guide Manuscript
from Strasburg VA to D.C.]
February 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Aeronautical Map Company, 236 East Courtland
Street, Philadelphia 20, Pennsylvania.
Dear Sirs:
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Some time ago I wrote to you indicating our interest in your work with particular reference to
the Katahdin Quadrangles. One of your representatives called me in Washington and I
explained the matter in more detail. It was my impression from the conversation at the time
that I would hear further from your Company. As I have had no response, in order to avoid
the possibility that there is some misunderstanding and that my inquiry has been overlooked,
I thought it advisable to follow up the situation.
I hope that it will be possible for you to deal with the matter and write us as to the situation in
the near future.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
Filed in Katahdin File
February 18, 1917. Myron Avery to George H. Winter, Jr., Woodlands Department,
Maine Seaboard Paper Company, Division of Time, Inc., Bucksport, Maine.
Dear George:
Now that the season’s cut should be well along, I am wondering if you have had occasion to
be in the Barren-Chairback area lately and whether you have any knowledge as to how far
beyond Third Mountain this year's operations may have extended. I assume that there has
been nothing new in the way of road work or camp building other than that which was set
forth in the map which you sent to me with your letter of 2 October.
We are planning to issue a very extensive revision of the Maine Guide in the early spring,
including, of course, the conditions on the Barren-Chairback Range, with a correction for the
map. This is based to a large extent on the material which you sent to me. You will receive it
in due course.
I hope you will bear in mind to let me know of any developments and if you get into the area,
to tell me the results of the lumbering, so that I can gauge what we need to do in the way of
remedying conditions.
There is little to say here. It is pretty much a matter of the same thing.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
cc to Miss Stephenson:
Please check to see that Mr. Winter is on the Maine Guidebook list so that he will receive the
Supplement. Mr. Rohr at Moxie Pond is dead and his name should come off of the list.
M.H.A.
February 18, 1947. Myron Avery to Harold J. Dyer, Wildlife Research Department,
9 Coburn Hall, Orono, Maine.
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Dear Hal:
1 had an opportunity to go to the Geological Survey and ascertain the mapping situation.
Specifications were issued, bids let and the Aero Survey Company of Philadelphia was the
low bidder. The specifications require that the photographing is to be done before leaves
come out this spring, or if uncompleted, to be postponed for another year. The strip to be
flown is a strip of four quadrangles running east from the Roach River Quadrangle. It takes
in the layer south of the Katahdin sheet. In addition other quadrangles in a different area to be
flown. When the work Is done, there should be available a mosaic which will be of some
value. I will keep in touch with it and try to get a copy of any map preliminarily worked out
from these photos.
They tell me that the Brown Company, for instance, has had a lot of mapping by aerial
photography close to the line in Western Maine. It occurred to me that perhaps the Great
Northern might have done this and you could make inquiry at Bangor to see if the Northern
has had any aerial mapping.
There was no word here as to the progress of appropriation for cooperative mapping with the
State. The Federal Bureaus are experiencing, as you may have read in the paper, severe
budget cuts and the situation might preclude going ahead with much cooperative work, even
if the State funds were available. I have heard nothing about the projected $100,000 in the
Maine Legislature which you mention. I have to be in Maine early in March; you will have
some definite word by that time.
I wrote that we had received one box of Kodachromes but by reason of your reference to
views from localities which did not appear on these slides, I am wondering whether there are
others which have been sent or which you intend to have come forward. You wrote that we
were to retain those sent to us.
I think that this covers the situation for the moment.
I shall look forward with interest to see what the Legislature does in the way of appropriation.
It is time that the State began to recognize its responsibilities in accepting so much land in
the Katahdin area.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence.
February 19, 1947. Myron Avery to R. P. Thatcher, Spruce Wood Engineer, Great
Northern Paper Company, 6 State Street, Bangor, Maine.
Dear Mr. Thatcher:
You will remember that a few months ago you were kind enough to send me a sketch map
and data on the Great Northern road into Debsconeag. This material will be incorporated in
the revisions of the Maine Guide which will appear early in 1947. We will send to you, of
course, these revised pages in order that the copy which you have may be kept current.
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There is one point in which I am particularly interested. This is the topography on the bank of
the river between Abol Stream and Katahdin Stream. I am wondering if you could send to me
a copy of a larger scale map, presumably a township plat, which would show the situation
here.
I have just been advised that the Geological Survey has contracted with the Aero Service
Company of Philadelphia to fly before spring for aerial photographing a tier of quadrangles
extending east from Roach River. I understand that the Brown Company has had some aerial
mapping done and I am wondering whether the Great Northern has ever had any aerial maps
made of its holdings.
Again thanking you for your courtesy in this connection,
Dictated by Captain Avery Chairman, The Appalachian Trail Conference but written and
sent out during his absence.
cc to Miss Stephenson: Please take appropriate action as to listing this man for revisions.
{Copy Dyer}
February 19, 1947. Myron Avery to F. C. Evans, Dupont Building, Wilmington,
Delaware.
Dear Mr. Evans:
I received your letter of January 7th on February 12th; it was most welcome. I have not had
the pleasure of seeing Warren Watson since I was called on active duty in Washington but
recently he called me by phone and told me of your interest in the Maine woods.
I am pleased indeed that you have taken the time to write to me and I am greatly indebted to
you for the photographs. They fill in a vacuum. I have, through the Stoddar photographs of
1875, photographs of Chesuncook Lake and the Dam prior to the building of Ripogenus Dam.
Your photographs, however, fill in an era which was, as far as I know, unrecorded pictorially.
Particularly unique are your photographs of the old Ripogenus and Chesuncook Dams before
the building of the Ripogenus Dam. Smith's Half-way House is another lost relic. The
tramway photograph is of great interest. Your collection bridges over the gaps between the
early series and the present-day conditions.
You will be interested to know that I have a map made either by you or your brother which
Professor Copeland at Brunswick gave me. This is an enlargement of the area just north of
Chesuncook Lake. I was working for the Maine Forest Service during the summer in those
days and did some trapping for the Zoology Department. I remember well what Professor
Copeland said of "Evans” trips to the Maine woods.
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It would seem to me that you would have, through your knowledge of the terrain in 1905, a
knowledge of matters which cannot be duplicated and which would make an invaluable item,
illustrated by these photographs. Have you ever given any thought to writing of the Maine
woods two decades ago?
These days most of my available time is devoted to The Appalachian Trail route but I still
have a great fondness for the water routes and hope, with some leisure, to retravel these
courses.
I look forward to seeing you in Washington and going over these matters of mutual interest.
1 hope you will give me advance notice of your presence here, since I am away a great deal
of the time.
Again thanking you for your courtesy and your contribution to our collection,
{Copy Watson}
February 20, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg. Virginia,
to Jean Stephenson.
Dear Dr. Stephenson:
We have received your manuscript for changes on the Maine Guide. The instructions in your
letter dated January 22 and Captain Avery's letter seem to be clear and we should have no
trouble following your copy marking. As suggested, we will send only page proofs, and have
marked our records to the effect that four sets are to be furnished.
The only point not entirely clear is the quantity. However, it will be sometime before we get
the job to a point where we will need that information.
We assume that the lines at the bottom of the pages, "Second Revision (1947)" and "First
Revision (1947)" run on the margin separate from and below bottom page number line, and
that we are to assemble the sheets in numerical order or the order in which they insert in the
book, with odd pages face up. Therefore, any even page which may print only one side will
be blank on the side facing up. "The Corrigenda" printed only on one side will be assembled
printed side up and punched and round cornered as odd pages, without regard to the long
binding margin on the items that are to attach to even pages.
We understand we can use the 30-pound white Warren's Cumberland English Finish Book
"ear-marked" for your job. We have our order in for Tri- Opaque but have no hopes of
getting it in time. However, if it should come in we will use that.
If we have not made ourselves clear or if we have failed to correctly interpret your wishes,
kindly advise.
February 20, 1947. Charles P. Bradford, Superintendent, State Park Commission,
Augusta, Maine, to Myron Avery.
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Dear Captain Avery:
Congratulations on the citation that the Navy awarded you in recognition of your work of the
past few years.
We have a request from Nora Levin, Editorial Offices, Holiday Magazine, Ledger Building,
Philadelphia 6, Pennsylvania for material for their recreation library. It seems to me that the
“Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine” should be included in this library. It may be that
they have already requested a copy from you. If not will it be possible for you to send them a
copy.
February 24, 1947. George S. Fuller, Bingham, Dana & Gould, One Federal Street,
Boston 10, Mass., to Myron Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
I have your letter of February 17th and appreciate very much you permitting me to retain the
reprint on the Telos Cut.
I am writing to Mr. Houston in Portland to see if he has any copies of either of Hubbard’s
books.
I may be in Washington some time in March and if so I will try to see you.
February 25, 1947. Clair Sawtell, Mahwah, N.J., to Myron Avery
Dear Myron:
Thanks for sending me your latest Katahdin article, which we all enjoyed. If I ever get to
Washington I should like to look at the ATC collection of Katahdin photographs. It is much
more extensive than I realized.
Sorry that you were unable to contact me when in New York. I finished working for the
Housman Estate last fall, and have been in town infrequently since that time. We spent part
of October and of November on trips into northern New England, looking for business
properties, and have located one in Maine that seems to suit our needs. Ida and I have for a
long time been sick and tired of working on salary for somebody else, of commuting, and
particularly of riding in the stinking and crowded subways. So, you probably will be a bit
surprised to know that we are about to start a business venture of our own. We have bought a
restaurant at Salmon Falls, Maine, where Routes 202 and 4 Alternate cross the Saco River,
and plan to sell our Mahwah House and move permanently to Maine about May 1st. We will
live at the old farm in Lyman, York County, which has been in Ida's family well over a
hundred years. The accommodations are primitive--there isn’t even water piped into the
house; but the place is lovely, and with some fixing up--most of which we can do ourselves-it will be quite satisfactory as a home. The Indian Cellar will open Memorial Day, and will
run through the month of September, or even longer if we can keep the customers coming. It
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is, of course, a summer proposition. We plan to advertise the place as exclusive, expensive,
and the best darned food to be had in the state of Maine.
Real estate prices here are fantastic, and we would be crazy not to realize on our house now,
even if we weren't going to the farm and had to build a tar paper shack somewhere. At
present values I don't feel that I can afford to live in this house. Somebody is going to take a
terrific loss on it during the next few years, but it won't be me. We will be sitting pretty,
living at the farm with almost no overhead, a nice little business bought and fully paid for,
and a pretty fair nest egg in some good safe bonds. We have loved living here, but at today’s
prices we won't shed any tears at selling We are having the house completely done over
inside, floors made like new, and last but not least we are getting rid of that awful pile of
brick that topped our fireplace. The job is done, with a nice pine mantle at shoulder height. It
makes a different room and ought to add another five hundred dollars to the value of the
property. You see how dollar minded I have become!
Dick has been out of the navy about nine months, and is well along with his first year in
college. Don left Bremerhaven three days ago for home, so we should all be together again
soon--the first time in nearly four years. Trust that all is well with you and yours
February 26, 1947. Myron Avery to Charles P. Bradford, Superintendent, Maine State
Parks, Augusta, Maine.
Dear Mr. Bradford:
Thank you for your thoughtfulness in sending me your letter of congratulations , of 20
February.
It happens that the Trail Conference publicity people have been in touch with Holiday
magazine, and I am passing on your suggestion so that we may he sure that in taking care of
their requirements in the way of material, the Maine Guide has not been overlooked.
It will be of interest to you to know that we are making a very substantial revision of the
1941 issue of the loose-leafed Maine Guide. Over 150 pages will be reprinted, with an
extensive revision of the Katahdin area. The material will be off the press in approximately
three months, and copies will, of course, come forward to you at that time.
We trust that the economy program, where Maine and the Federal Government seem to see
eye to eye, will not too much restrict your activities. The editor of Appalachian Trailway
News has asked me to ascertain the appropriations for Baxter State Park and the other Maine
parks. I assume that the appropriation bill has not yet been passed but if you could bear in
mind to write us as to the final results, it would be of material assistance.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
February 26, 1947. R. P. Thaxter, Spruce Wood Engineer, Great Northern Paper
Company Spruce Wood Department 6 State Street Bangor, Maine
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Dear Sir:
In reply to your letter of February 19th last, we have no adequate topographic plan of the area
between Abol Stream and Katahdin Stream but are sending under separate cover our
township plan of T 2 R 10 which embraces that region. We have no vertical control there and
suggest the U.S.G.S. Katahdin Quadrangle for elevation.
The Aero Service Co. of Philadelphia mapped an area of thirty townships for us last summer
but they are in deep Aroostook County and a sketch of the location is being sent under
separate cover on which the green cross-hatched area represents the towns flown.
We suggest you write Mr. Myles Standish, Chief Forester, Brown Company, Berlin, N.H.,
for information on the Kokadjo area.
Doubtless you know that a number of the Sporting camps in the Katahdin Area have changed
hands within the past year.
The old MacDougal camps on Nahmakanta Lake for example have been improved and added
to and are now owned and operated by Mr. Frank H. Schoppe of Millinocket. The
MacDonald camps on the East Branch, Kidney Pond Camps, Berry’s Yoke Pond camps and
Kokadjo Camps have all changed proprietors.
Copy to Mr. Charles H. Davey, Chief, Photogrammetry Section, U.S. Geological Survey,
Washington, D.C., Mr. Dyer
Filed in Katahdin File .
.
Maine Map File No. l at Headquarters.
February 27, 1947. Jean Stephenson to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I duly received your letter of February 20 and we were all relieved to know that the Maine
Guide had reached you safely. I showed your letter to Captain Avery, and he asked me to
acknowledge it and answer your questions, as he was on the point of leaving the city, for a
short trip.
As to the quantity: We will need at least 1,500, as that was the number of Guides we got.
Then, we had printed 500 Katahdin reprints, so we will need an additional quantity of certain
pages, which we will indicate after we get the proof. However, the above information will
enable you to do your preliminary planning.
This will confirm that you are to use the 30 lb. white you had set aside for me.
Paragraph 3 of your letter is correct and this will confirm it.
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I think everything is clear now and you can go right ahead on the job. We will, of course,
look forward to having the proof. If you could let us know a few days ahead when you are
going to begin sending it, it would help in having things squared a way so we could start
reading it at once, and hence return it to you even sooner.
March 1, 1947. W. M. Dore, Monson, Maine, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Sir:
If you will excuse this pencil as I am still in bed, I went to Bangor Feb. 4th for an operation
on that leg. It just wouldn’t grow together. They put in a plate and took a piece of bone from
my good leg for a bone graft. The x-ray shows it coming good now, they sent me home last
week to let nature finish the job. Will be getting around on crutches soon and expect to walk
before June.
This has been a long job but I am feeling fine and will soon be in the harness again. Perhaps I
needed a long rest but I don’t care for this kind.
March 1, 1947. Jean Stephenson to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
When I sent you the "copy” for the Maine Guide Supplement, I said there would be no
alterations on the proof. We still mean that.
However, I find that I had failed to make some corrections on pages 221 and 397; while they
are minor, they are needed to make the description clear. I thought it might not he too late for
you to make them in the copy I sent previously and thus have the proof right when it comes
to us.
1 am enclosing a copy of a portion of each of these pages. You will have no trouble in seeing
what the change is to be as the enclosed is a carbon of a portion of the page you have, and the
changes we want made are the changes made on this carbon in pencil and ink. (The
corrections were in red pencil, but as they were not too legible, I printed the insertions in ink;
the deletions I left as they were in red.
I will appreciate it if you can have these made.
March 4, 1947. Myron Avery to Miles Standish, Chief Forester, Brown Company,
Berlin, New Hampshire.
Dear Mr. Standish:
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1 have taken the liberty of writing to you to make inquiry as to whether any of the recent
topographic mapping performed for your Company by the Aero Service Company in the
Kokadjo area would cover The Appalachian Trail.
The Trail in Maine extends from Katahdin to the New Hampshire line beyond Old Speck. I
have sent to you under separate cover a copy of Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine
which will outline the area traversed by the Trail, together with a publication descriptive of
The Appalachian Trail.
We are preparing for 1947 a major revision of this Guide. The sections which are off of the
U.S.G.S. quadrangles, particularly in the Kokadjo area, you will note are mapped in a rather
elementary fashion.
I, therefore, wish to make inquiry as to whether any of the work by the Aero Service
Company would cover the route of the Trail in Maine and whether, assuming that the Trail
route was covered, it will be possible to obtain a copy of any map issued. As you will
appreciate, our thought is to improve the existing maps by having the benefit of recent highgrade topographic maps.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
March 4, 1947. Myron Avery to Clair Sawtelle, Mahwah, New Jersey.
Dear Clair:
1 am glad indeed that I thought to jog you on your telephone number. Otherwise, I might not
have known of the revolutionary development in the Sawtelle family.
I am inclined to think that you and Ida are very wise.
Commuting on the Erie has its problems and with a family behind you, you can start living a
life that you really wish to lead. Most of us have to do something to earn a living rather than
live the way that we want. With the Sawtelle diplomacy and the culinary accomplishments of
the other half of the family, I shall expect to read in the next issue of "Yankee” of the new
development.
I do not know the Salmon Falls area too well and whether I shall see the area soon is
problematical.
As you know, the problems of commuting to Tarrytown became a little bit too difficult and
September, 1945, I moved back to Washington and in self-defense, purchased a house here. I
sold the Tarrytown house to realize upon the rising market, although I let it go with very real
regret.
I have not yet been released from Service and have been trying to wind up the business here.
Mrs. Avery's health is very bad and she has been at the Medical Center for the past month.
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My older boy has defective eyesight which kept him out of the Navy and as he was nineteen
last February, we expected the draft to pick him up. I am sending him to American
University for a few courses until the fall. Both boys are over six feet tall and tower above
me.
I had not known that Don was in the Navy. I was at Bremerhaven in July of 1945 and I am
sure that he has found his stay there of very considerable interest.
I do feel that you and your good wife, before you take up this Maine pilgrimage, should give
yourselves a Washington visit. I would like to show you the Katahdin photographs and
particularly the slides. The collection has grown materially. It does quite a business in the
way of travel.
I do not know whether you are on the Trailway News mailing list but I refuse to permit you
to divorce yourself completely from old friends and that is one way that I am going to force
you to keep in touch with us. I am having the 1946 issues sent to Mahwah and if you will
advise me and the Conference of your ultimate address, we will correct the records here.
I really should go to work on you to induce you to take over some section of The
Appalachian Trail in Maine for Trail maintenance. As a dispenser of hospitality to the rich,
you may find yourself waxing so fat and prosperous that physical labor will be a salutary
diversion.
Do not cross us off of your list completely.
As ever, with best regards to yourself and Ida…
March 4, 1947. Myron Avery to Clair Sawtelle, Mahwah, New Jersey.
Dear Clair:
I am glad indeed to have your letter of February 10th.
I have known indirectly of your situation and was extremely sorry to learn of your loss. I am
glad to know that the Indian Cellar Coffee House escaped the ravages. I was in the Maine
woods for two weeks after Labor Day and followed the fire situation closely. We were in a
dangerous area in Washington County and at one time it seemed as if the fire would jump the
Machias River. If so, it would have swept to the St. Croix and cleaned out the County.
My home at Lubec is shut up for the winter. Bob is in school at Bowdoin. 1 have been in that
section of Maine on several occasions of late.
I was released from military service in late December but the transition merely meant very
little, as 1 have been kept on by the Judge Advocate General in a civilian capacity to continue
to do the work here. We are plagued by shortage of personnel and a volume of work which
does not diminish appreciably. Consequently, my expectation to return north does not seem
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at the moment as if it will materialize very soon. We are tremendously driven in every way.
The pace during the war years was terrific and it seems to me not to have slackened off at all.
Jeanette’s health continues to be very bad and she has returned to the hospital for another
major operation.
I am sorry to know of the loss of all of your historical items. It would grieve me greatly If I
were to experience a similar catastrophe. We cannot conceive of your being without some
Trail literature, so I have had sent to you a Maine Guide and the last two years’ issues of
Trailway News. We do not have at the moment any Katahdin Bibliographies available.
Speaking of literature, I very frequently look through the album of Katahdin photographs
which you people were so kind as to assemble and give me. They have become more
valuable each year and I marvel increasingly at the amount of work involved. My return for
this was so small as to trouble my conscience. When matters settle down and you become
thoroughly acclimated in your roll of dispenser of gracious hospitality, I wish you would turn
your thoughts toward getting back into the Maine woods and joining us on some of our A.T.
trips. I suppose that Fontana is entirely out of the question but some of these days I shall
hope to see you again. Do bear in mind to keep us posted as to where you are.
With best regards to Ida and yourself, as always…
March 10, 1947. R. P. Thaxter, Spruce Wood Engineer, Great Northern Paper
Company, 6 State Street, Bangor, Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Sir:
In reply to your query of March 4th; there is an excellent prospect that the proposed road up
the West Branch of the Penobscot River will be built in the near future. We have long
considered such a road to facilitate river driving and provide access for a transmission line
from Ripogenus Dam to Millinocket. It is the writer's opinion that the road will be on the
south side of the river and consequently wholly on our own land. We expect to run
reconnaissance and preliminary surveys in the area next summer and thus determine the final
route.
Regarding the aerial survey of the thirty Aroostook County towns, we are not yet sure
whether we will make a composite map of the entire area or separate maps for groups of
from four to eight towns. When we arrive at a decision, we will be glad to advise you of the
same.
We are enclosing a print of T.4. R.10, W.E.L.S., showing the area we retained, when on
October 23, 1946, we sold our other interest to Mr. P. P. Baxter who will in turn deed the
same to the State for addition to the Baxter State Park. We reserved the 880 acre tract in the
northwest corner, a portion of the Public Lot and the Greenville-Millinocket road right of
way.
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Copy A.T. Maine (Send M.H.A. with three copies), Maine Map File, Part 1, Dyer (Please
treat confidentially)
March 10, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Ray:
You wrote to me some time ago that you would let us know when the Governor’s Council
had approved the contribution of funds from the Maine Appalachian Trail Club for trail work,
at which time we were to send on the money. I thought that I would mention the matter in
order to avoid any possibility of it being thought that were in arrears.
I recently had published in Appalachia an item on the "Photographers at Katahdin” which
continues the one on "The Artist at Katahdin” which you have no doubt seen. This may be of
interest to your Katahdin collection and I enclose two reprints.
I anticipate being in Augusta for a day probably in April or May and I will, of course, write
to see if you can spare a few minutes from your busy day to bring me up to date on matters of
mutual interest.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{Copy Katahdin File}
March 12, 1947. Myron Avery to Ralph V. Farris, Esq., The Attorney General,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Mr. Farris:
You may recall that when you assumed office as Attorney General and also found yourself
one of the Baxter State Park Commissioners, a somewhat unrelated activity to the practice of
law, I sent to you copy of Guide To The Appalachian Trail in Maine and the Katahdin
Bibliography in order that you might have available the published material of the Maine
Appalachian Trail Club.
We are planning a very extensive revision of this Guide and the sheets will come forward in
due course.
Recently I had published in Appalachia an item which carries on an earlier subject, "Artists
at Katahdin", which I believe you have.
March 13, 1947. Myron Avery to R. P. Thaxter, Spruce Wood Engineer, Great
Northern Paper Co. 6 State Street, Bangor, Maine.
Dear Mr. Thaxter:
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Thank you very much for your letter of March 10. I am much interested to know that the road
plan is a moving on. It will make the Cable Bridge very accessible. In its present isolated
situation there was danger that it might deteriorate, no repairs be made, and that an
invaluable means of crossing the Penobscot be lost.
I am greatly interested to know of the proposal, for we have given some thought to an effort
to improve the Trail between the West Branch and the ledges north of Rainbow. The old
route was laid out by the CCC just after the building of the bridge and mainly followed
lumber roads. That was good enough then but now they are a mass of bushes, grass and
holes— totally unsatisfactory. In addition, we cross three ridges.
To get away from our problem, we have given some thought to following the tote-road west
from the Cable Bridge and then following Horse Race Brook up the blue-blazed RainbowNesowadnehunk Trail to the height of land. Here we thought of turning east to come out on
the ledges above Rainbow and rejoin our old route. The problem is to have an all-land route
around Rainbow. Along the southwest shore to the Dam seems to be very difficult. I have
sometimes thought that if we picked a new route and bore toward Hurd Pond and then hit the
old route from Hurd to Rainbow we might strike better terrain. I do not know the country at
all and it is hard to find time to do the necessary scouting. If you have any suggestions or
know of anyone who knows the route, we will be glad indeed to have the benefit of what
help they can afford us.
I appreciate your courtesy in sending me the map of T 4 R 10 and giving me the details of the
sale to Ex-Governor Baxter. It is hard to keep in touch with these matters of interest at long
range and that is why I greatly appreciate your courtesy and the information which you have
given us.
March 13, 1947. George H. Winter, Jr., Woodlands Dept., St. Regis Paper Company,
Bucksport, Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
I have held off answering your letter of February 18 until adequate information was at hand.
At present the situation or conditions are about as follows:- The enclosed map of Raytown
shows the old as well as this year's cutover area. You will note that the north cant of Third
Mountain is not cut entirely as yet, but should be a year from now.
The westerly portion of the top of Fourth Mountain will also be cut next year and the major
portion of the cut will extend westerly onto Barren Mountain and Elliottsville.
It is expected now to build a new camp, for next year, in the notch between Third and Fourth
Mountains, but the exact location is as yet indefinite.
The Trail itself, up until snow fell, had been kept clean and, according to the camp foreman,
has been kept that way wherever they encountered it. Instructions were that all brush be
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removed from the trail, but as we all know, it is one thing to say it and another thing to get it
done.
I am also enclosing a map of Elliottsville showing the road used this past season and also
locations of other camps. The road is graveled a short distance beyond Vaughn Stream which
would be about the extent of summer travel by car. We will be using the same road next year,
at least as far as the line between Elliottsville and Raytown.
It is hoped that with this letter and the maps that you can get all the information you need, but
if it is not entirely clear or there are other questions, please write and let me know.
March 13, 1947. Myles Standish, Chief Forester, Brown Company, Berlin, New
Hampshire, to Myron Avery.
Dear Capt. Avery:
I have your letter of March 4th, which for some reason did not arrive here until March 10th,
regarding maps covering the Kokadjo Area. I received the Guide to the Appalachian Trail in
Maine yesterday, for which I thank you.
I can not be of much assistance to you, as the area over which we have aerial photo coverage
does not extend as far East as Kokadjo. However, I believe (but am not sure) that the
Hollingsworth and Whitney Company, 60 Batterymarch Street, Boston, (2), Massachusetts,
has photo coverage for the area in question.
I notice that the last end of the Appalachian Trail in Maine is on a portion of a Maine
Highway Map. Probably you know that this area is now available on a U.S.G.S. Sheet that
has come out within the last year or so, namely; the Old Spec Quad.
I am putting the Guide Book into the Forestry Library, as we have numerous inquiries
through the year regarding the Appalachian Trail. If you will send us revisions, as they come
out, we will endeavor to keep the book up to date.
If I can be of further assistance, do not hesitate to write.
March 17, 1947. Helen E. Attwood, Camp Adeawonda, Spring Lake, Flagstaff, Maine,
to Myron Avery.
My dear Mr. Avery:
I remember you wrote us last year about this time and said that in 1947 one of your work
groups expected to come back into the Bigelow Range section of the country. We are
wondering at this time, if you plan to be in our part of the country in September.
We still remember the day that you and your friends visited us at Spring Lake, and now that
we accommodate Adults in the Spring and Fall, we would very much like to have you return
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and spend some time with us. I am enclosing one of our Spring Lake folders and if you
would like more to give to other members of the Appalachian Mt. Club, please do not
hesitate to get in touch with me. We would be glad to offer a special rate for a good size
group. As you know, we have a beautiful private lake, splendid cabins, transportation
facilities (two beach wagons. two trucks, canoes, skiffs, etc.) a main dining room, two
recreational halls, outboard motors, hot and cold showers, and everything for the
convenience of your party.
We operate as Camp Adeawonda for girls in the summer, July 1st to August 27th, and as
Spring Lake Camp in the Spring and Fall, for adults.
Hoping that we shall have the pleasure of hearing from you and that we may see you again
this Fall.
March 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Howard Zanhiser, The Wilderness Society, 1840
Mintwood Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Zanhiser:
I return herewith the two manuscripts, “Katahdin’s Klondike” and "Wilderness Economics-The Strange Case of Northern Maine”. As to the latter, I think that if the author had been
more recently in the State and had known of the revolutionary developments in lumbering
and use of truck roads resulting in a marked degree in inaccessible areas, he would have
expanded his theme materially.
The Klondike article covers pretty much the terrain of my own exploration in 1928. The item
is “The Katahdinauguoh“ and it appeared in the 1929 issue of In The Maine Woods. We have
copies at Headquarters. I like very much the emphasis upon the inability to gain an adequate
knowledge of the Katahdin country through one climb to Monument Peak. We have been
pounding at this theme for a long time.
It occurred to me that, if you use this item, you would wish to orient the locality. Accordingly,
I have put on a separate sheet some factual observations which you might wish to use as an
editorial
{Copy in Katahdin File}
March 19, 1947. Myron Avery to The Hollingsworth and Whitney Company, 60
Batterymarch Boston 2, Massachusetts. Attention - Forestry Department.
Dear Sirs:
As perhaps you are advised in connection with The Appalachian Trail project, we have
issued an extensive Guide to The Appalachian Trail In Maine. The Trail route between Yoke
Ponds and White Cap crosses an area where your Company has recently built a dirt road and
is lumbering around Third West Branch Pond.
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We are advised that recently large sections of Maine have been flown by Aero Service
Corporation for the purpose of preparing maps for lumber company use. This section is one
where there are not available any very recent or detailed maps. Accordingly, I should like to
make inquiry as to whether any of your timber land in Maine is covered by any recent aerial
maps.
In order to designate more exactly the route of the Trail and the area in which we are
interested, I shall be glad to forward a copy of our Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine,
if you will indicate to us to whose attention the volume should be directed.
We should be very much obliged to you for any information which you can give us as to the
extent of the mapping operations. It may be that, if the area is not covered by aerial
photographic maps, you would have available some other map showing the terrain along the
Trail route which we could use for the purpose of correcting and improving the maps in
Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
March 20, 1947. Mildred Smedberg, Troutdale Camps, Lake Moxie, Maine, to Myron
Avery.
Dear Sir:
This is to notify that Mr. Joseph Rohr of the Forks, Maine has passed away, and Mrs.
Angelina McNeil has purchased the Troutdale Camps.
March 20, 1947. Myron Avery to William Dore, Monson, Maine.
Dear Mr. Dore:
Your Washington friends were glad indeed to have your letter of March 1st and to know that
the operation had been successful.
We have wondered for some time where you had spent the winter and how you were coming
on. A hospital is not a particularly pleasant place but it is encouraging to know that you will
be about again next summer.
I had a letter from George Winter (whom I knew when he was with the CCC) of the
Seaboard Pulp and Paper Company. He tells us that this year they cut on the side of Third
and up toward Fourth. Also, he says that next year a camp will be located somewhere near
the sag between Third and Fourth. The foreman promises him to keep the Trail path free of
brush and tops. That sounds fine but of course we know that it doesn't work out that way.
However, it may be of some help to us when we have to re-mark and reclear.
We have not made definite plans for next year but it is obvious that by 1948 most of the
cutting on Fourth and Barren should be over and then we will have the wreckage to deal with.
I hope you will continue to keep us posted as to how matters go with you.
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I am telling your Washington friends the news and they all want to be remembered to you.
March 24, 1947. William Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, to Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
I have refrained from writing while negotiating with a student here to head up the paid trailclearing project that you suggested when you were here in Lewiston. He has worked for a
number of summers for Joe Dodge and would have been an excellent man. I can't get Joe to
release him, however, so he is out. However, I have found another man, Robert Harrington,
who has had considerable woods experience. He is willing to take on the job and thinks he
knows of two others, one a student here and one a prospective student for next fall from his
home town, who would work with him. I think that all we need now is a go-ahead signal
from you, with a statement regarding pay and any specific directions you may have regarding
the work. I believe you mentioned five dollars a day. With the high cost of food, even simple
woods fare, this seems to me a rather low figure. In view of the distinct asset to the sporting
camps on or near the trail that results from having the trail cleared, I wonder if it would be
fair for you to ask them to furnish food and lodging for these men when they are working in
the camp's vicinity. This would save them considerable expense and also give them
considerable more time to work on the trail. If you think that four men would be better than
three, we will try to find another man, but if you have only about seven hundred dollars
available for the work, it doesn't give each man much profit for his summer' s work. Write
me.
March 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Helen E. Atwood, Owner and Director, Camp
Adeawonda, Wauregan, Connecticut.
My dear Miss Atwood:
I appreciated very much your letter of March 17th and I am glad to know that you have not
forgotten us.
Flagstaff Camp would certainly make an ideal place for our Bigelow Range work. It is the
more advantageous as you indicate the availability of beech wagons. The transportation at
Bigelow is something of a problem. Since the only other possible accommodation is at
Stratton Inn, there is not much question as to how we shall want to plan our trip.
We have contract arrangements with the Forest Service for cleaning the Trail on Bigelow.
Last fall it was cleared from the Ledge House to the summit. This spring the work is to be
completed to Bigelow Village. Due to the end of the war, the sponsor maintaining from
Bigelow Village to Orbeton Stream has revived his activities and that section (from Orbeton
Stream to Sugarloaf was never too bad) should again be in fair order. We still have a problem
of no sponsorship from Orbeton Stream to Saddleback where the Bates Club commences.
Our work trip this year seems to be committed to Eastern Maine. Whether it would be
possible to arrange the schedule for a week at Flagstaff to work on Bigelow is our problem.
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The transportation from Greenville over is on the difficult side. We do have to repaint the
section after the Forest Service completes its clearing.
If any of your parties are on Bigelow, I would be glad to have your observations as to the
Trail conditions. If you have any suggestion on the transportation from Greenville to
Flagstaff, I would be glad to know of it.
I assume that your name is on the mailing list and that you have been receiving Appalachian
Trailway News, so that you are able to keep in touch with us. If not, I will ask that back
copies be sent to you and your name carried on the list at your winter address.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson. Please take any required action. M.H.A.
March 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Mrs, Mildred Smedberg, Troutdale Camps, Lake
Moxie, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Smedberg:
I am afraid that I neglected to write to you some time back and thank you for your
thoughtfulness in telling me of Mr. Rohr’s death. I was very sorry to hear of it.
Apparently our mailing list was not corrected to remove his name. I have asked that this be
done.
I am indeed interested to know of the purchase of Troutdale Camps and the possibility that
they will be open for use next year. I wonder if you could tell me Mrs. McNeil’s address.
I am enclosing an addressed envelope, so that you could note it on this letter and return it to
me.
[Hand-written notes on returned letter:]
{Mrs. Angelina McNeil, Troutdale Camps, The Forks, Maine. If you would let me know
what Mr. Rohr has at his camp belonging to the Trail I can get it in May for you when his son
comes.}
March 25, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
It has been quite a little while since you acknowledged the manuscript on the Maine Guide. I
wrote to you as to our anxiety to have this distributed in April. That time is already close at
hand. I would assume that you have the work well under way but I thought that I would like
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to say that, instead of delivering all of the proof and overwhelming us, you commence to
send it on to us by installments. We can obviously make much better progress this way.
1 shall be obliged to you for word as to how the matter is going and what you expect to be
able to do.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
March 25, 1947. Myron Avery to George H. Winter, Jr., St. Regis Paper Company,
Bucksport, Maine.
Dear George:
I have been giving a lot of study to your letter of March 13th and the two maps. Many thanks.
They make the matter, with your letter, quite clear to me.
We cannot keep up with the lumbering, let alone the developments in your own company.
We no more than announce the Seaboard is a part of Time, Inc., than you become a part of
the St. Regis Paper Company. That is quite a name.
There is only one thing which puzzles me. I am wondering why that camp would be going in
between Third and Fourth Mountains when it looks as if this year's locality has taken off
most of the wood in that area. The answer may be that there is still something to be cut in
what you marked as having been worked on this year.
I can see what our work is for us next year. About 3/4 of a mile on Third, across the sag and
up the north slope of Fourth. There is so much big timber on the flat on Barren that I am
afraid we are going to have our work cut out there.
I think you have summarized the situation for me but If there are any new developments, I
hope you will bear in mind to let we know,
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
March 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Myles Standish, Chief Forester, Woods Department,
Brown Company, Berlin, New Hampshire.
Dear Mr. Standish:
Thank you very much for your letter of March 13th. I shall write the Hollingsworth and
Whitney Company as you suggest.
We are pleased to note that the guidebook will serve some purpose in your forestry library.
We shall be glad indeed to send annual revisions and unless you advise us to the contrary, we
shall carry on our address list your name to receive the revisions.
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Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
March 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Omar A. Sawyer, Manager of Woodlands,
Hollingsworth and Whitney Company, Waterville, Maine.
Dear Mr. Sawyer:
You may recall, after our Appalachian Trail trip of last summer, that I wrote to you with
respect to your operations around Third West Branch Ponds. You corrected our map and
indicated that the cutting would probably not extend more than a mile east, toward Logan
Brook from Third West Branch Pond.
I assume that the cutting for this season is practically over and I am wondering if you would
be able to tell me how far east along the Trail route from Third West Branch Pond the cutting
extended and whether you expect to go farther east along the Trail route during this summer
and next year.
We shall be very ouch obliged for any Information that you can give us in this matter.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
March 26, 1947. Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta, Maine, to Myron
Avery.
Dear Myron:
This is to advise you that the Governor and Council have passed an order allowing me to
accept $350.00 from the Maine Appalachian Trail Club for work to be performed on the Trail
as outlined in your letter of November 6, 1946. I am passing this information along to Robert
G. Hutton so that he may make his plans.
I will be pleased to see you when it is possible for you to come to Maine.
March 27, 1947. George H. Winter, Jr., St. Regis Paper Company, Bucksport, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
I don't wonder that you were puzzled when you saw the map showing a proposed camp
between Third and Fourth Mountains. I, also, was puzzled and it does appear to be not
needed, but I think the situation is as follows:
There is still an uncut area to the east of that location, another on the southwest and also
areas directly south and on small flats on top of the mountains, all of which will be operable
from a camp in that location but too far to walk from a camp farther west or perhaps over the
line onto Elliottsville.
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Another thing is that the bulk of the pulpwood is in dense stands near and on the top of the
mountains, so that the amount of wood to be cut would really warrant a camp fairly close.
We will still endeavor to keep the trail free from brush and I will gladly keep you posted on
any future developments.
March 27, 1947. Omar A. Sawyer, Manager of Woodlands, Hollignsworth & Whitney
Company, Waterville, Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Capt. Avery:
Replying to yours of March 25th, the cutting along the Appalachian Trail from 3rd West
Branch Pond extended about ½ mile and we do not expect to extend the cutting along the
trail during this coming cutting season.
March 28, 1947. K. A. Swenning, Executive Assistant, Hollingsworth & Whitney
Company, 60 Batterymarch Street, Boston 2, Massachusetts, to Myron Avery.
Dear Sir:
With reference to your letter of March 19th, we request that you communicate with O. A.
Sawyer, Manager of Woodlands for this Company at Waterville, Maine. We are sure that Mr.
Sawyer will be glad to furnish you with such information as we have available.
March 31, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
I have read your letter of March 24th with respect to our discussion of a paid trail clearing
project with much interest. We are certainly indebted to you for your efforts to try to put it
across. Since I am not in the State, there is nothing which I could accomplish.
The situation does present a good many problems. In the first instance, we have obligated
$350 to the Forestry Department. I am having sent to you a copy of Rendall's latest report
which indicates that he has given very considerable publicity to this. Apparently the high
powers favor it and look upon it as a constructive measure. While the employees need a
longer work season, I have had the feeling that they would not welcome work in the way of
Trail clearing. Certainly, they made very little progress on Bigelow compared with the
money and the mileage. It was, however, tough and there was no other way of handling it.
This year's program is to care for that perennial problem on Moxie Bald and to complete the
work from Bigelow down to Bigelow Village. In addition, we wanted something done on
White Cap.
I did not feel that I should hold up this program pending the possibility that our conversation
would develop into something constructive. I felt that, if we were going to keep the Forest
Service interested, we could not skip a year and the Bigelow matter reached a crisis.
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However, while this represents quite a commitment, I feel that we should make an all-out
effort to get the funds which would make this click. Our work trip plans this year may not
produce much in the way of mileage covered. I thought all we could accomplish would be
from Joe Mary to the Penobscot West Branch. Accordingly, my thought would be to try to
start the work at Yoke Ponds and move west with this crew. If we could get to the base of
Bigelow, then we would have all of Maine opened up. The financial problem is a real one.
The Forest Service pays its men $5.00 a day (unless there has been an increase of which I do
not know). Out of this the men board themselves. It is out of the question for this crew to
think of camping and boarding themselves. With the work in fly time, they would get little
done and it would just be too much of a problem all around. That means staying at the
sporting camps. The question is what cooperation we could get from the camps.
Unfortunately, all of the original proprietors whom we knew so well and whose cooperation
we could count on have gone and there is a new crowd. How far we could get them to go in
the way of helping remains to be seen. I could write each camp, when the program became
more definite, explain the situation and see what rate they would give. I am sure of one thing
and that is the best we could hope for would be the out-of-pocket to the camp. Whether they
would do anything better than $3.00 a day I very much doubt. We are not going to get far
with trying to impress upon them that they stand to gain and should help. Those people just
are not built that way.
This raises the question of whether we should try to do more than get the sporting camps to
give a preferential rate, leaving the men to care for their own arrangements.
If it comes to a question of the sort of a summer where one can make a good deal of money,
this is obviously not it. The A.M.C. pays its boys a very small amount. Before the war it was
only $1.00 a day and the work was regarded as an opportunity to get into the woods, see the
mountains, with the financial return distinctly secondary. If these men are looking for
something where they can make as much as they could make elsewhere, we would not make
much progress.
It is hard to try to say anything definite. In view of our Forest Service commitment, the
original amount we spoke about, $700, represents a terrific strain. I think, however, we
would have to regard this as the one and only opportunity and bankrupt ourselves to make it
click. We can take some interest from the Walter D. Greene Fund, although we are precluded
from touching the principal. I could try to get a small amount from the Conference and if
some of our other workers can help out in the matter, we might be able to swing it.
I think that the thing to do would be for me to arrange to be in Maine to spend the first two or
three days with the crew. We could go into Monson in order to tackle the section on the south
slope of Barren-Chairback Range. It would mean expense for me to get in to start the work
which could go into the operating fund, if we felt there was some other way of doing it.
However, there is a lot of data, such as guidebooks, maps, trail condition reports and details,
which would have to be explained. We have a supply of Army Bergans packs and we could
furnish one free to each worker. That would eliminate one question. Tools and paint are
cached at various camps along the Trail.
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I realize that this has been long and indefinite but in view of our Forest Service commitment,
I think that the most definite thing that I can do is to be responsible for making the $700
available, write the sporting camps and see how far we can go. If we paid $7.00 a day, the net
might possibly be $4.00 to the individual, although that is probably on the high side. Four
men at $7.00 a day for five days would be $140. This would give us just about a month's
work.
I have had to go to Maine a good deal during the last three months and on my next trip I will
make every effort to arrange my schedule to get a chance to talk with you.
P.S. As the program got under way, I would expect, of course, to have prepared express
written directions as to what would be done as well as to arrange session where we could go
over the arrangements in detail. M.H.A.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
March 31, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Ray:
Thank you for your letter of March 26th, advising me that the Governor and Council had
passed the order allowing you to accept the $350 from the Maine Appalachian Trail Club for
the work to be performed on The Appalachian Trail, as outlined in my letter of November
6th.
We will have the check forwarded to you within a few days.
I noted with very much interest the prominence you had given to this work at pages 8 and 9
of your biennial report, which I was very glad to receive.
The Trail Conference staff tells me that mail sent your Mr. Hutton at Greenville, a recent
issue of Appalachian Trailway News, was returned. Perhaps it was due to the fact that he was
not there during the winter.
I hope very much that Mr. Hutton is able to arrange matters so that this work can be done
early in the season in order to give Trail travelers the full benefit.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
P.S. I shall let you know well in advance when I will be in Augusta.
cc to Miss Stephenson
March 31, 1947. Arthur M. Eldridge, Manager, Inquiry Division, State of Maine
Publicity Bureau, Portland, Maine, to Myron Avery.
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Dear Captain Avery:
I find that we are entirely out of the Katahdin Section booklets which retail for 50¢.
I have several orders at the moment for this guide and believe we could easily use a dozen or
so, if you would be good enough to send them along.
March 31, 1947. Marion Park to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Rendall:
Will you kindly send to the Appalachian Trail Conference two copies of your last Annual
Report as Forest Commissioner? We would appreciate also having a copy sent to Prof. W. H.
Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, and to Osborne 0. Heard, 3910 Lowndes Avenue,
Baltimore, Maryland. The two copies for The Appalachian Trail Conference should be
addressed to Miss Jean Stephenson, Editor of Appalachian Trailway News.
If the Legislature has taken final action with respect to the appropriation for Baxter State
Park and the State Park Commission, we would very much appreciate your stating the
amounts. We would make a request of the Document Clerk for your Annual Report, but we
assume that the printing situation might be such that information from this source would be
delayed.
cc in Katahdin file, Myron H, Avery, Miss Stephenson
April 1, 1947. J. Fred Smith, Passenger Traffic Manager, Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad, Bangor, Maine, to Jean Stephenson.
Dear Madam:
In reply to your letter of March 30th. Please be advised that we have now discontinued
publication of our booklet “In the Maine Woods.”
April 3, 1947. Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta, Maine, to Myron
Avery.
Dear Myron:
Acknowledgement is made of your letter of March 31.
I note that mail addressed to Robert G. Hutton at Greenville was returned. His permanent
address is Monson, Maine, where you can contact him should there be a need.
I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Hutton so he can advise the postal authorities at
Greenville to hold any mail that comes there.
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April 9, 1947. Ludwig Moorhead, Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company,
90 Broad Street, New York 4, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron:
I am sending herewith the KDK slides you selected. I hope they are fair reproductions. I am
pleased that you like my handwork. I lay no claim to being any great shakes as a
photographer.
We were in Washington Saturday, showing Barbie the sights, and didn’t have a chance to
look you up. My stepson, Ens. George Grove, USN, may do so if he can get there; they work
him pretty hard at the Ordnance School. I’d like him to see some of your Maine collection.
He was with us in ’44 at K. Lake. He has also been to Allagash, Haymock, Carpenter,
Pillsbury, Umsaksis, Churchill, Eagle, Millinocket, Millimagassett, Matagamon, Rangeley
Lakes and Pierce Pond. He was born at York Village.
I have obtained from Ottawa some very good maps of Labrador. You should get the
Canadian key map just in case. It’s without cost: “Index to National Topographic Series” (8
mi. to inch), Surveyor General, Legal Surveys and Map Service, Labelle Bldg., Ottawa. My
Labrador quadrangles are about 80% aerially surveyed—the balance practically blank except
for big river courses. There are no contours and only a few sketchy hachures for eskers and
mts.
P.S. I hope to run Barbie from Washington to Roxbury crossing Sat.-Sun.
April 11, 1947. Myron Avery to E. E. Keister, Shenandoah Publishing Company,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. Keister:
I am in a very disturbed state. We sent you a tremendous mass of manuscript for the
Supplement to the Maine Guide. We sent it early with the view of having it issued by May
1st. May is almost here and I have not been able to obtain more than a bare acknowledgment.
I had written, asking that this avalanche of proof not all descend upon us at once but that it be
sent piecemeal. I have heard nothing. It cannot be that not even a single page of this has been
set up. If this matter is not going to appear until the fall, obviously we shall need to revise our
program.
Do let me know how matters stand and see if some of this proof cannot begin to come
forward to us at this time.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{Copy Stephenson}
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April 14, 1947. Myron Avery to Mildred Smedberg, Troutdaie Camps, The Forks,
Maine.
Dear Mrs. Smedberg:
Thank you for giving us the address of Mrs. Angelina McNeil. We assume that she is not at
Troutdale Camps at the present time but if we write to her at that address, the letter will
undoubtedly reach her.
1 appreciate your willingness to check the situation with respect to Trail equipment which Mr.
Rohr might have had at his camp. However, according to our records, all of the equipment
which Mr. Rohr might have had is now at the Troutdale Cabins. I will check with Mrs.
McNeil. However, you might mention to Mr. Rohr's son that if he finds any Trail tools or
paint and would leave it at the Troutdale Cabins, we should be very much obliged. I am
enclosing two addressed envelopes which can be used to send on any further information
which may be developed.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
April 14, 1947. Myron Avery to L. K. Moorehead, Assistant Treasurer, Newport News
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, 90 Broad Street, New York 4, New York.
Dear Lud:
I found on my return your letter of April 9th with the slides. They seem to me to be splendid
reproductions and we are delighted to be able to include these superior Katahdin Lake views
in our Kodachrome collection.
The one at Allagash Lake typifies the best of the Maine woods and I am very much pleased
with that shot.
I will be glad indeed if your stepson, Ensign Grove, will make contact with us. We can put
him in the way of getting out into the Blue Ridge area and seeing some of the out of doors.
There is plenty to do here in Washington in the way of out of door recreation.
Some of the boys here are becoming very much interested in canoeing on the streams in West
Virginia. They have to catch the flash water at this time.
There is a man here by the name of Warren Watson, who is working up a good deal of the
literature of Labrador and Newfoundland.
I have recently obtained some very interesting photographs taken by a man named Evans of
places in the Maine woods, such as the Tramway, Ripogenus, etc., between 1905 and 1917.
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If you are at the Maritime Law Association, I shall hope to see you.
Our expectation as to Trail work is to spend four days at Joe Mary, Nahmakanta and
Rainbow; then we will either go over to the old Morgan Camp or see a little of Moosehead
and possibly Lobster Lake. The Morgan Camps are run as sporting camps after the end of the
season of boys’ and girls' camps and possess many attractions.
April 14, 1947. Myron Avery to Angelina McNeil, Troutdale Camps, The Forks, Maine.
Dear Mrs. McNeil:
Mrs. Smedberg at The Forks wrote us that you had recently purchased the Troutdale Cabins
and intended to operate them during the coming year. As you may know, The Appalachian
Trail route crosses Moxie Pond at Troutdale Cabins. We had a large party at the Cabins for
several days in 1945 when we recleared the Trail from Caratunk to the Moxie Pond Lean-to.
At the present time the Trail between the Camps and Moxie Pond Lean-to is to be cleared by
the Forest Service under arrangements which we have worked out with the Forest Service.
By reason of the growth of grass in the fire-killed timber, annual clearing and mowing is
necessary to make the route at all passable. The Forest Service should do this work early this
year so that your guests who wish to go on the mountain should find a very well maintained
Trail.
I do not know whether you have seen or will find at the Camps the copy of our green-covered
guidebook printed in 1941. This describes the Trail route. We also send to the Sporting Camp
proprietors along the Trail in Maine the issues of our Trail Conference publication,
Appalachian Trailway News, which contains many local items. We have added your name to
the mailing list. The Camp proprietors place this publication as well as the Guidebook where
they will be seen by their guests. When you check over the situation, at the Camps, if you do
not find the Guidebook or Trailway News, if you will let us know, we will be glad to send
them for the purpose of having them available.
You may also find at the Camps some equipment which was left there by our party with the
expectation that it would be used at the time of our next Trail work trip. I am listing this
equipment so that you may know what is there:
8 qts. white paint in cans
3 qts. black asphaltum
2 prs. pruning shears

4 qts. white paint in cardboard containers
2 weeders (1 new in 1945)-1 extra blade

You will note from the Guidebook that we had arrangements with the former Camp
proprietor under which they ferried Trail travelers across Moxie Pond at the cost of 25 cents
each. We hope that, in view of the publicity which has been given to this ferrying
arrangement, you will be disposed to continue the arrangement on this basis.
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1 do not know whether we will have any of our Appalachian Trail crews in your vicinity next
year but if there are any developments in connection with the Trail, we hope very much that
you will bear in mind to let us know of the situation.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
Miss Stephenson to take appropriate action with respect to Trailway News List.
April 14, 1947. Myron Avery to Arthur M. Eldridge, Manager, Inquiry Division,
St. John Street, Portland 4, Maine.
Dear Mr. Eldridge:
Thank you for your letter of 31 March 1947. We appreciate indeed your thoughtfulness in
advising us that your supply of the Katahdin Reprint is exhausted. You have anticipated our
intentions in this connection. Miss Park, our Secretary, was just on the point of writing your
office to ascertain the material remaining on hand and to make arrangements to supply you
and the Branch Offices with current material for 1947.
It happens that we are preparing a very extensive revision of the Maine Guidebook which
involves the reprinting of something like 150 pages. These will be distributed by the packet
form and the result will be that the 1941 edition will be completely brought up to date. Due
to printing difficulties, we anticipate that it will be a matter of a couple of months before
these packets are available. They will be sent to you to be included with the sale of each of
the loose-leaf green-covered Maine Guides.
As I discussed with Mr. Butler, it has long been our expectation to make available a small
display board which would exhibit the Maine Guide, the Katahdin Reprint and a map or two.
This would serve to attract attention of inquirers to the material available. This, however, like
so many other desirable projects, seems to experience recurring delays, due to the priority of
more pressing matters. We will eventually accomplish it, however.
I am arranging to have sent to you two dozen copies of the Katahdin section. You will note
as an enclosure there are two additional maps.
A year ago, in response to Mr. Butler's suggestion, we prepared a mimeographed sheet on the
condition of the Trail in Maine. This served the purpose of constituting a general over-all
response to Trail inquiries and necessitated no action by the Bureau in response to any
requests for information other than the sending out of one of the mimeographed notices.
We are engaged in preparing a similar mimeographed sheet and this should come forward to
you with a full supply in two or three weeks.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
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cc to Miss Stephenson
This is forwarded for the information of the very energetic Director of Publicity of the Maine
Appalachian Trail Club. M.H.A.
NOTE: Miss Park will see that the Guides are sent and charged on the accounts and will care
for the issuing of this one-page notice.
{File Katahdin}
April 16, 1947. Helen E. Atwood, Camp Adeawonda, Wauregan, Connecticut, to Myron
Avery.
My dear Captain Avery:
Thank you very much indeed for your nice letter. I am sorry you have been so long in
hearing from me, but I have had to take several business trips, and my correspondence has
suffered greatly.
Owing to the fact that our girls enjoy Bigelow Range so much and take advantage of the
trails each season, we would like very much to have your party at Spring Lake if you plan to
be in our section after our campers leave the camp. I note that you will be in Greenville
before working on the Bigelow Range, and do I understand that there would be transportation
needed for your party just one way, and one trip to Spring Lake? I would be glad to send my
beach wagons for your party if there is to be just one trip. I could, of course, send my truck,
too if necessary. I would have to charge a small amount for this transportation, from
Greenville to Spring Lake.
Have you any idea how many would be in your party and how long would you wish to stay at
Spring Lake? The size of the party, and the question of meals served in camp, would
determine the special rate which I would be able to offer you. I am sure you are aware of the
increase in the price of food, as this is quite an item today. Do members of your parties bring
bed rolls, or would you like to have us furnish linen etc?
While you are at Spring Lake, I would be glad to furnish the transportation to and from the
trails.
If you can consider being with us, please let me know, and I shall be glad to quote special
rates for your party.
P.S. Thank you very much indeed for the Appalachian Trailway News. I have never had any
of these before, and I appreciate them greatly.
April 16, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia, to
Myron Avery.
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Dear Captain Avery:
We are planning to start composition on the Maine Supplement immediately after work is
completed on the PATC Bulletin—which work was started today. Once we are able to start
the job, we believe we can keep the machine on this publication and proofs can then begin to
go forward.
Regretting this unavoidable delay,
April 17, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, to Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
I have your letter of March 31st, and have given it due thought. I have assured myself that the
three men willing to work on the Trail are trustworthy, capable workers. You have talked in
terms of four men: we might possibly find a fourth, but I think that we might be better off
with these three. They are willing to work for the five dollars a day, if that is the best that we
can do. With the present high cost of food, they will hardly break even on expenses on this
basis. If they use sporting camps, I think they will have to do their own cooking part of the
time. We can furnish them, I think, with all the equipment they need except for more paint.
We have, I believe, about a dozen cans here in all.
If we decide for these three men to go ahead, I would like very much to have them begin on
the Bates College section of the Trail. One reason for this is that it seems very improbable
that our Outing Club will be able to put the whole forty miles in usable condition this season.
Another reason is that it is the section nearest to us here, and I believe that I could put in a
few days with the boys, and see that they got started right. I should estimate that about ten
days would put our section in good shape; they would them be hardened to the work, and
experienced enough to turn them loose on a more remote section. I think one of these men
will have a car available, so that they can get around, and move equipment, etc.
We shall try to run one or two week-end Outing Club trips on the Trail before college closes
and I hope to get all the signs renewed this spring that way. It seems improbable now,
however, that we can do much, if anything, as an Outing Club project after college closes.
I think that we ought to get this matter closed pretty soon, for if these three men are not going
to work on the Trail, they will want to know in time to make other plans for the summer. I
feel quite strongly that it will work out to our best advantage all around if we sign them up
soon, and start them in on the Bates College section.
{Discussed orally April 21st and arrangements made.}
April 21, 1947. Arthur Eldridge, Manager, Inquiry Division, State of Maine Publicity
Bureau, Portland, Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
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I have your letter of April 14th and will be very glad indeed to receive the Katahdin reprints
for which I already have several orders. I have several of the large Maine Guide books and an
ample supply of the mimeographed sheets which you sent us a year ago. I look forward also
to receiving the new mimeographed sheets which bring the condition of the trail up to date.
I had hoped to see you at the New York Sports Show, since I was told by Mr. Burton of the
N. Y. and N. J. District that you were expected there during the Show.
We are getting considerable inquiry for information about the Katahdin Trail and I believe
many will use it this year.
In the event we find orders coming in for the large book, I will send an order for additional
copies at once.
{Showed Miss Park, Miss Stephenson}
April 24, 1947. L. Felix Ranlett, Librarian, Bangor Public Library, Bangor, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Capt. Avery:
I am sorry indeed to have missed your visit for I would have liked to have talked with you
about the Stodder photographs and other photographs and about the mountains in general. I
am also pleased when I see a new article of yours, in "Appalachia" and was very much
interested in the way that you handled the Stodder and other early photographs of the Maine
woods recently.
The library has lately acquired many of the manuscripts and papers of Mrs. Fannie Hardy
Eckstorm who died not long ago. I have not had time fully to acquaint myself with the
contents of all of these but I do know that in the lot are a good many photographs of the
Maine woods. Perhaps you know better than I what Mrs. Eckstorm had. At any rate, if the
time does come when things that have to be done leave an interval for me to do the things
that ought to be done sometime I will compare these photographs with the other Stodder
photographs and really inform myself about them.
When you are this way again please do make another try to see me.
April 24, 1947. W. T. Schultz, Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo, Maine, to Myron Avery.
[Hand-written]
Dear Sir:
We are the new owners of Rainbow Lake Camps, formerly owned by Mr. Fred Clifford
deceased. Our book Guide to the Appalachian Trail in Maine does not have a map of the
Rainbow Lake Region.
We would appreciate receiving a map of our region. Please tell us and we will mail check.
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We wish to extend an invitation to you to visit our camps.
April 25, 1947. Myron Avery to L. Felix Ranlett, Librarian, Bangor Public Library,
Bangor, Maine.
Dear Mr. Ranlett:
Presumably there was delivered to you the pencil note which I left at Bangor on April 16th. I
happened to have a few minutes between trains and thought that it might afford, even if
unannounced, an opportunity to check your collection of the Stodder photographs against
those which we have. I shall have to do it at a later date.
I can hardly make a confession without an apology but this visit to the Library was my first
occasion to see the photographs of the two Stodders. I was greatly impressed. Perhaps even
more impressive was the bookplate for the Stodder collection. It is an admirable Katahdin
illustration. I am wondering whether you would be in a position to send to me half a dozen
copies of the bookplate which I might indicate as a most unusual Katahdin representation.
Had I known of it, I should have made reference to it in the item on Nineteenth Century
Photographers at Katahdin.
What is the exact number of the Stodder Katahdin photographs which you have?
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson, File in Katahdin File
April 25, 1947. Memorandum by Myron Avery
MEMORANDUM
While in Augusta on April 21, 1947, I checked the situation with respect to the
appropriations for Baxter State Park. While the Legislature has not finally acted, any more
favorable results than the Appropriations Committee recommendation are not to be expected.
That Baxter State Park Commission requested an annual appropriation of $10,000. The
budget recommendation was this figure. The Appropriations Committee recommended as
follows:
Appropriation (each year)
Department Revenues (lean-to fees)
Deduct appropriation to Forest Service
for fire protection
Total average, each year

$4,800.00
1,200.00
$6,000.00
1,525.00
$4,475.00

The breakdown is:
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Personnel salaries

(first year)
(second year)

$3,684.00
3.644.00

Mileage and contractor services
(first year)
(second year)

656.00
696.00

Commodity purchases (first year)
(second year)

135.00
135.00

The Baxter State Park Commission obtained in November, 1946, an allotment of $2,000
from the State Contingent Fund, basing it upon the changed situation after the war and the
inadequate appropriations of the 1945 Legislature.
Commissioner Rendall said he thought it would be of much interest to list authentically all of
the Baxter conveyances and to show the existence of the restrictions. This appears on page 26
of the 1947 Forest Commissioner’s Biennial Report which can be obtained from the Forest
Commissioner, Augusta, Maine. It is of value in showing the exact situation as to the State
ownership and is somewhat at variance with the publicized statistics.
{Copy Katahdin File, Zahniser, Dyer}
April 25, 1947. Marion Park to Arthur M. Eldrldge, Manager, Inquiry Division,
Maine Publicity Bureau, 3 St. John Street, Portland 1, Maine.
Dear Mr. Eldridge:
A day or two ago I sent you ten of the Katahdin Reprints. You asked for two dozen and I will
send the balance just as soon as they become available. Due to the fact that we have moved
our headquarters, everything is packed up and until we get things arranged somewhat, I will
not be able to get the extra maps that go with the Reprints. I hope to have them ready to send
by the end of next week. I thought that, in the mean time, perhaps the ten would tide you over.
If you have calls for more, if you will take the orders for them, I think I can promise that they
will reach you not later than early during the week If May 5th.
P.S. Will you please let me know just how many copies of the Maine Guide you have on
hand now. Due to the fact that I was ill for almost a year, our records have become very
confused and I would like to straighten them out. I will also send half a dozen Guides when I
send the balance of the Katahdin Reprints.
April 25, 1947. Marion Park to Maine Publicity Bureau, Bangor, Maine.
Dear Sirs:
A couple of years ago I send to you six Maine guides and twelve Katahdin Reprints. May I
ask what the situation is with respect to these various publications? As I have been ill for
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about a year, the records became very confused and I would like to get them straightened out
and know just where we stand. I do not find any record that you made any remittance for
Guides or Reprints sold. In order that we may get our records correct, will you please advise
us what the status is and if you require any additional copies of either the Guide or the
Katahdin Reprint for this coming season?
April 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine. [Draft? See May 10th]
Dear Mr. Rendall:
When I was last at Augusta, I discussed with you the problems created by the gap in the leantos along The Appalachian Trail in Maine. As a result of the CCC activity there was a
completed section in eastern Maine, for some 33 miles from Katahdin to the foot of
Nahmakanta Lake. Then came a gap, as far west as Pierce Pond, a distance of
miles.
(In this section there were two public campgrounds, Little Wilson and Yoke Ponds and one
lean-to on Moxie Bald Mountain.) From Pierce Pond to the New Hampshire line, there were
consecutive structures over a distance of
miles. This unit had the further advantage of
being contiguous with the A.M.C. Shelters through the White Mountains, forming a chain of
in Maine and New Hampshire.
We have found that the problem of the Maine Guide Laws and the break in the exempted
sites constitute a very serious deterrent to travel on The Appalachian Trail in Maine. While
there have been to my knowledge no instances of prosecution or other unfortunate
experiences, the impression is definitely abroad that Maine is a forbidden land to other than
one who can utilize the sporting camps. Strange as it may seem, there are those who want to
scrupulously comply with statutes and do not wish to incur the possible difficulties involved.
The very number of letters and inquiries which come by letter and in person to the
Appalachian Trail Conference over the past years has indicated definitely to me that this is a
situation which emphatically requires correction if the Trail is to be fully used as a
recreational asset to Maine.
With these problems in mind, I discussed with you the possibility of declaring official
campsites along the route in order to provide a continuous chain and eliminate this difficulty.
These campsites, in my view, would be cleared areas, with a fireplace, beside water, and
marked by an official sign. You suggested that I prepare and transmit to you a list. I have
done so and attach it to this letter. You will note that the list differs to some extent from the
proposed structures for the gap in Maine which are listed in Plans For An Appalachian Trail
Lean-to (A.T.C. Publication No. 12). This is by reason of changed developments and to
eliminate some extensive sections.
This brings the matter to one of mechanics, that is, whether or not you would want your
Supervisor to check in person or through his wardens the sites indicated. To that end, in the
attached list, I have tried to indicate the site by specific reference to Guide To The
Appalachian Trail In Maine. I have also indicated the sites on maps which I am enclosing in
triplicate. (Due to a shortage of Map No. 4, an obsolete edition is used but these will indicate
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the locality.) We will be glad to furnish copies of the Guide, additional copies of this list and
whatever else might be useful in identifying the locality.
The final point would be one of mechanics. I would assume you would want your wardens or
patrolmen to check the exact spot, locate and build a rough fireplace and install a sign. This
could be your usual metal sign or we could prepare a special board sign with the name of the
locality indicated.
I think that this covers the project in a general manner and will enable you to deal with the
broad outline of the matter. We should like to give this project publicity at the earliest
opportunity, and the September issue of APPALACHIAN TRAILWAY NEWS would be
particularly opportune. Our editor. Miss Stephenson, will submit to you an item for approval
prior to publication, if the matter is advanced to the point that we can deal with the broad
outlines at that time.
SYSTEM OF PUBLIC CAMPSITES IN MAINE
The Appalachian Trail in Maine has been developed as a dual accommodations system. The
first, a curious accident in a wilderness area, has been the availability of sporting camps on
attractive lakes at the interval of a moderate day's journey. The opportunity for swimming
and canoeing, as well as the comfort and pleasure to be found, has made this system unique.
While changes have occurred since the Trail project was initiated in 1933, this plan of travel
from camp to camp remains entirely feasible.
The alternative was the system of lean-tos. This project received tremendous impetus from
the CCC work on The Appalachian Trail in Maine. The result was a chain of five lean-tos at
the east end of the Trail, from Katahdin to the foot of Nahmakanta Lake (33 m.). Then came
the blank area extending west for 94 miles to the Moxie Bald Lean-to. Beyond, to the New
Hampshire line there was a series of
structures over a total distance of
miles.
The chain in western Maine further has the advantage of being contiguous with the A.M.C.
shelters in the White Mountains.
For the traveler who wishes to traverse the Trail, camping out, this gap between Nahmakanta
Lake and Moxie Bald presented difficulties. This was particularly emphasized in the situation
of a non-resident who wished scrupulously to observe the Maine Guide laws. Page 23 of
Guide to The Appalachian trail in Maine made suggestions for meeting the problem but the
situation was unsatisfactory.
While it was apparent that no lean-to construction could be expected, answer to the problem
seemed to lie in the formal designation by the Maine Forest Service of public campsites
which could be exempted from the requirements of the Maine Guide laws. It was
contemplated that the site selected would be cleared, a fireplace built and the area designated
by an official sign.
A.T.C. Chairman Avery initiated the project with the Maine Forest Service in 1947 and due
to the cooperation of Forest Commissioner Rendall, the necessary sites were selected and
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approved. Steps are underway to complete the designation of these areas. They will be
included in the next revision of the booklet, Maine Campsites, which is issued by the Forest
Service. The sites which have been selected are as follows:
Locality
Reference
Penobscot West branch (at the
G.N.P. river drivers’ camp
site, in order to replace the
burned West Branch Lean-to
farther up).

Distance on A.T.

Map No.

Guidebook

10.53 m.

Wadleigh Farmsite
(Edge of Wadleigh Pond)
Potaywadjo Spring
Cooper Falls
Yoke Pond Camp ground
East Branch Pleasant River
Junction of Trail to Chadwick’s
Hay Brook
Sag between Chairback and Columbus
Long Pond Stream
Little Wilson Bridge
______________________
Moxie Bald
Pleasant Pond
Thus, while lean-tos are not available and tents are required for the use of these localities,
The Appalachian Trail has been made thoroughly usable for nonresidents and the Maine
section has at last a complete list of official campsites.
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Lawson Reeves, Dryden, Maine.
Dear Lawson:
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Yours is the third letter that I am writing to-night and I find I have already dictated once most
of what I was going to write to you as to the new developments. To save re-dictating and rewriting, I am enclosing copies of my letters to Mr. Perham and to Mr. Attwood, which will
tell the story. If the program goes across as we hope, the Trail in Maine should be close to
being back to its pre-war standard.
Accordingly, in addition to letting you know of this activity, I thought I had better write and
ask at this time as to the prospects of the 1947 work which you felt would complete the task.
I know what you can do in the way of Trail work, but the report which came to me indicated
a dense growth of conifers up on the plateau south of Spaulding which pretty nearly choked
off the Trail, making the kind that a low-slung individual best gets through. So I am afraid it
is going to mean more than one trip.
As I recall the situation, the “Closed” signs are at both ends of the section and you intend to
remove them this year, after finishing your work.
How do we stand for the board signs on this section? Did we succeed in locating them all last
Fall and getting them into your hands? I suppose that I would be hearing from you any way
in due course, but I thought I should write you now, in order that you could know how vital
your intended work is and how it would fit into the overall program.
I believe you have sufficient supplies of markers and paint.
I will be looking forward to hearing from you as to your plans and prospects.
P.S. I presume you have it in mind to take a new notebook up Sugarloaf?
April 28. 1947. Myron Avery to Earl Perham, Chairback Mtn. Camps, Brownville
Junction, Maine.
Dear Mr. Perham:
I have found an old friend in the Bucksport office of the Seaboard, so that during the winter I
have kept fairly well posted as to what was happening on the Barren-Chairback Range.
Apparently they have continued cutting for about a half a mile beyond Third Mountain. I
have also had confirmed what you said as to building a camp in the notch between Third and
Fourth, although it would seem that much of the lumber up there had already been taken off.
I don’t know whether you have gone into camp as yet, but I am writing to ask if you can help
us by taking the four pruning shears in the octagon house, tieing them up and sending them,
express collect, to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine. I am enclosing
an addressed express tag.
In an effort to get the entire Trail in shape, we have made arrangements for at least three
young fellows to start in western Maine and work along the Trail as far as Yoke Ponds. Our
work trip for this year is to cover the section between Joe Mary and the Penobscot West
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Branch. There is a lot to be done in that area. These fellows are from the Bates College
Outing Club at Lewiston. The trouble is that we have been unable to get any more longhandled pruning shears for this group and consequently we have to use those which we left at
your camp.
I had expected that in order to work on the Barren-Chairback Range and get rid of this year’s
lumbering, we would be starting in that area. Since the work will start in Western Maine and
come east, this changes the picture and makes it necessary to get the tools out.
It will work out all right if they get to Lewiston by June 1st, but we would appreciate
knowing that you could care for this matter so as to avoid trying to locate tools elsewhere.
If, when you get around the area, you learn of any other developments during the winter, we
shall be glad to know of them.
cc: W. H. Sawyer, S. B. Attwood, Lawson Reeves
On copy to Sawyer: We thought it would be simpler to have these come forward by express
collect. If you will send the expense bill to me I will have it cared for from the Conference
petty cash fund.
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Helen E. Attwood, Waurega, Connecticut.
Dear Mrs. Attwood:
Thank you for your letter of April 16th. We appreciate your interest in our party and I would
know of no better place to be than at Spring Lake. The availability of your transportation
would help greatly on our plans for Bigelow.
We have had some interesting developments since our last correspondence. I wrote you (as
Trailway News indicates) that the Forest Service, under contract with the Maine Appalachian
Trail Club, recleared the Trail last fall from the Ledge House to the firetower. They are to do
the balance to Bigelow Village this year. Efforts are to be made to do it at the beginning of
the hiking season but the way their work program develops, it usually comes at the end of the
year when it is too late to be of any value for travel that season.
In addition, we expect to have thoroughly recleared from Bigelow Village to Orbeton Stream.
The five miles from Bigelow Village to Sugarloaf are not in too bad condition now. As
Maine's Second highest mountain, this would be an interesting trip from your Camp.
Since then, we have worked out tentative plans to have a paid Trail crew cover the Trail from
near the western boundary of Maine to the Joe Mary Lakes. If this materializes, this may care
for one of our specific jobs; that is, the repainting on Mt. Bigelow. We are making strenuous
efforts to get all of the Trail re-opened in Maine this year and put back in standard condition.
To that end, our work trip will be concentrated in the eastern end, with four days at Joe Mary,
Nahmakanta and Rainbow, respectively. This takes quite a bit of time and leaves us
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somewhat uncertain as to whether we will be able to extend the schedule for a four or five
day holiday at Spring Lake. Our present itinerary calls for leaving Rainbow Lake on
September 3rd. It will be a matter of driving to Greenville and if the plans went through, it
would be four or five days subsequent to that date. I am sorry that at the moment I cannot be
more definite or indicate whether we would do this this year or have to let it go for another
season. I realize that our inability to be definite may preclude us from obtaining reservations
at a later date and, of course, we shall have to take our chances and hope that there will be
something open, if matters develop so that we can extend our trip to include the holiday. I
will write you immediately if matters begin to trend that way.
On your return to camp, if you find that Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine is not
available or that you can make use of any of the Trail literature, please be sure to let us know.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to F. H. Shoppe, Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Mr. Shoppe:
While it is very early in the season, I thought it desirable to write you at this time in
connection with our plans for a party to work on The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
We had expected last year, as you will recall, to be able to have one party cover the section
between Joe Mary Lakes and the Penobscot West Branch while the other party worked the
area to the west and north. However, the developments and the amount of Trail work which
was more particularly needed in the other areas prevented our going ahead on the basis which
we had expected. Accordingly, we were obliged to cancel the arrangements. This year,
however, we are scheduling, as our Trail Club trip, what was omitted last year.
We are planning to spend four days, respectively, at Joe Mary Lake, Nahmakanta Lake and
Rainbow Lake. We would plan to come to Millinocket and go in to Joe Mary in the usual
way. We would work on the Trail in the vicinity of Joe Mary and to be met by boat at the
foot of Nahmakanta on the 26th of August.
Accordingly, I thought I would write you at this time to indicate our plans so that you could
make appropriate reservations. Our itinerary is expected to be as follows:
August 22, 23, 24, 25, stay at Joe Mary Lakes.
August 26, 27, 28, 29, stay at Nahmakanta Lake.
August 30, 31, September 1, 2, stay at Rainbow Lake.
It would, of course, at this time be impossible to say just how many people we would have
but we would prefer not to have too large a party, since we have found that more than twelve,
with the presence of other guests, is apt to make for crowded quarters and make the stay there
less pleasant than when not so many people are in the party.
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Further, the length of time that we have allotted to each Camp makes the stay long enough to
be advantageous to the Camp proprietors.
It happens that our stay at all of the Camps on this trip will he our first since the new
proprietors assumed ownership. We shall look forward with interest to making new
acquaintances. The Camps involved were always the favorites of our people and we enjoyed
the most cordial and pleasant relationships with your predecessors. We look forward to a
continuation of this situation.
In order that we may make appropriate arrangements, I would like to make inquiry as to the
cost. You will note that the matter will involve dinner on August 26th through lunch on
August 29th. For lunches, our parties, as you know, take a packed lunch, consisting of
sandwiches, fruit and some sweet. Because the party will be obliged to work rather hard on
trails, we would want to obtain a single bed for each person. In addition to the lodging and
food charges, there would be the charge per person for meeting the party at the foot of the
lake. We also might wish to be put down to the foot of the Lake on one day in order to work
on the Trail. We assume that these charges would be small.
Our parties on these trips have been afforded the use of canoes not used by other guests. Of
course, any damage incurred (none ever has) would be for our account. We assume that you
would follow the pre-existing practice but thought it advisable to make sure of the matter, in
view of the changed proprietors.
*****
I have given some thought to the possibility of relocating the Trail between the Wadleigh
Farmsite and the beaver flowage in Wadleigh Valley. A Mr. Fernald, General Counsel of the
Boston and Albany Railroad Company, who has a private camp on Penobscot Lake, has told
me of the country, since he has been over the route. The lumbering beyond the Wadleigh
Farmsite has made for a dense growth of small bushes that involves very difficult clearing. It
has ruined what used to be a fine trail route. I have in mind the possibility of following the
Wadleigh Valley Road to Muskrat Ponds and then continuing back to Nahmakanta. Mr.
Fernald, who has been over part of this, thinks that it would involve very little work. I am
wondering whether, in your travels around Nahmakanta Lake, you have been on any of this
and could tell me what you think of the change and how much longer it would make the Trail
in this area. Also, if you have been over the route as now marked, south of Wadleigh Farm,
you could tell me if the growth of bushes is as bad as it was in 1944.
We also intend to do something which we have never covered before; that is, go to the
outlying camp on Wadleigh Pond and then follow Polywog Brook down from the dam. We
are told that the stream is wild and spectacular.
I will be glad to know that you have received this letter and will have in mind the dates that
we have selected. As the season advances, we will, of course, indicate to you the number of
people which we have and at the last end we can make a specific reservation for a definite
number of people, indicating the number of men and women, respectively.
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We are looking forward to revisiting the area.
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Harold F. Dyer, Wildlife Research Department,
9 Coburn Hall, Orono, Maine.
Dear Hal:
I passed through Bangor on April 16th and tried to reach you by telephoning Coburn Hall. I
thought we might have a few minutes to exchange word as to latest developments. The
statistics as to appropriation may already be known to you but I thought if you did not have
the breakdown, it might be of some value.
I had my annual visit with the Forest Commissioner, bringing me up to date on Maine
developments. I did not have a chance to see your report and neglected to ask for an
opportunity to take it with me for study. Rendall showed me a copy of the letter which he had
written to the Public Utilities Commission, requesting that the State designate the towns in
the Park as the area to be surveyed by the U.S.G.S. He said that the Utilities Commission
agreed to sponsor the request. This should go a long ways in bringing about the desired result.
I will check at the Geological Survey very shortly in order to obtain the latest word as to the
work to be done in 1947 as well as the status of the mapping program.
I was much interested and somewhat amused at the good Governor's letter to the Eastern
Corporation, written in October, 1946, after his visit to Black Brook Farm. He complains to
the President of the Eastern Corporation, as a citizen and a substantial stockholder of the
Eastern Corporation (the last is interesting), on the score that the roads are being built to
lumber in another town, I think he has little ground for complaint. He is on a much sounder
basis when he objects to the taking of gravel out of his township into another town. I should
like much indeed to know what was in the Eastern's reply to the Governor and what the
Eastern proposes to do.
I see that our item in Appalachia about the deplorable condition of the A.M.C. trails has
stirred up the Appalachian Mountain Club to do something about its paint blazes on The
Tableland. That was just the result intended. I hope, however, that they will not be in a
position to alter the arrangement around Hamlin Peak, which you established last summer.
That is, with the North Peaks Trail ending at Hamlin Peak and the Hamlin Peak Trail ending
at Caribou Spring, without any marked cut-off along one leg of the triangle extending
between Caribou Spring and the North Peaks.
I will be in Maine on May 7th and 8th. Rendall indicated that you would probably be back at
Katahdin. If you still plan to be at Orono, let me know and I can perhaps arrange my trip so
as to have some time on the evening of the 7th or the morning of May 8th.
Professor Leavitt, as I think I told you, was to have located the old Professor Merrill glass
negatives. This follows up a lead which Dr. Rogers gave me. If you have time at Orono, you
might want to see them to determine how good they are.
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I think this covers all of the developments for the present. Let me know if there is anything
new.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{Enclosure—Statistics, Copy Katahdin File}
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to W. P. Schultz, Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo, Maine.
Dear Mr. Schultz:
While it is very early in the season, I thought it desirable to write you at this time in
connection with our plans for a party to work on The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
We had expected last year to be able to have one party cover the section between Joe Mary
Lakes and the Penobscot West Branch while the other party worked the area to the west and
north. However, the developments and the amount of Trail work which was more particularly
needed in the other areas prevented our going ahead on the basis which we had expected.
Accordingly, we were obliged to cancel the arrangements. This year, however, we are
scheduling, as our Trail Club trip, what was omitted last year.
We are planning to spend four days, respectively, at Joe Mary Lake, Nahmakanta Lake and
Rainbow Lake. We would plan to come to Millinocket and go in to Joe Mary in the usual
way. We would work on the Trail in the vicinity of Joe Mary and Nahmakanta and come on
to Rainbow.
Accordingly, I thought I would write you at this time to indicate our plans so that you could
make appropriate reservations. Our itinerary is expected to be as follows:
August 22, 23, 24, 25, stay at Joe Mary Lakes.
August 26, 27, 28, 29, stay at Nahmakanta Lake.
August 30, 31, September 1, 2, stay at Rainbow Lake.
It would, of course, at this time be impossible to say just how many people we would have
but we would prefer not to have too large a party, since we have found that more than twelve,
with the presence of other guests, is apt to make for crowded quarters and make the stay there
less pleasant than when not so many people are in the party.
Further, the length of time we have allotted to each Camp makes the stay long enough to be
advantageous to the Camp proprietors.
It happens that our stay at all of the Camps on this trip will be our first since the new
proprietors assumed ownership. We shall look forward with interest to making new
acquaintances. The Camps involved were always the favorites of our people and we enjoyed
the most cordial and pleasant relationships with your predecessors. We look forward to a
continuation of this situation.
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In order that we may make appropriate arrangements, I would like to make inquiry as to the
cost. You will note that the matter will involve dinner on August 30th through lunch on
September 3rd. For lunches, our parties take a packed lunch, consisting of sandwiches, fruit
and some sweet. Because the party will be obliged to work rather hard on trails, we would
want to obtain a single bed for each person.
In estimating the charge, there would be involved the matter of the cost of transporting each
person from your Camps out to Millinocket. I would like to have these charges listed
separately. We should also probably need to have use of the motor boat in order to go up to
the head of the lake for trail work on one or two days. The charge on this presumably would
be small.
I will be glad to know that you have received this letter and will have in mind the dates that
we have selected. As the season advances, we will, of course, indicate to you the number of
people which we have and at the last end we can make a specific reservation for a definite
number of people, indicating the number of men and woman, respectively.
We are looking forward to visiting the area again.
{Copy sent Millinocket, Copy Special File}
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Stanley B. Attwood, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Stan:
I have been making hurried trips to Maine of late by reason of matters growing out of the
death of my father at Lubec in January. The difficulty with catching up with the war
deterioration on the Trail in Maine has proven so serious that I talked with Will Sawyer about
the possibility of finding in the Bates Outing Club three or four men who we could utilize as
a sort of a paid trail crew, the same as the A.M.C. We have some money, representing
interest on the Walter D. Greene Fund, and some other, that we could use. It did seem to me
that if we were ever going to get the Trail back into shape we were going to have to scrape
the bottom of the barrel and make every effort to get the program under way. Coming back to
Washington the 21st, I had a couple of hours and stopped over in Lewiston. Will Sawyer had
just written me that after much checking and work he thought he had the program under way.
Two of the boys were available so that we could go over the details. They are mature,
understand what they are up against and seem to be extremely interested and capable. This is
one of those jobs where one has to find a return other than in dollars and cents.
The plan is that these fellows would start work on the Andover-B Hill Road about June 20th.
We plan to skip--in order to stretch the money available--the areas where the maintenance
can be had in any other fashion. Our 1947 Maine trip covers between Joe Mary and the
Penobscot River. We worked from Katahdin to the Penobscot last year. So these fellows will
go east to the Joe Mary country. They would pass up sections where there is any other
maintenance, such as the Baldpate section, because it is the territory of the Maine Alpine
Club. Similarly, since by contract arrangements as set out in the Maine Forest
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Commissioner’s 26th Biennial Report, they would not do any clearing on Mt. Bigelow,
Moxie Bald or the south slope of Whitecap. In addition, Lawson Reeves wrote that as a result
of what he did last year and will do early this year, the twelve miles from Orbeton Stream to
Bigelow Village should be declared re-opened. On the strength of his assurance, we have
done that in our extensive revision of the Maine Guide, which is now in the printer's hands. If
his program should fail, we would be in a decided hole, for a party in there late last Fall
wrote us that it was bad from Orbeton Stream to the Spaulding Mountain Lean-to, but not
difficult from there on. Lawson’s 1946 work was on the other end, which explains the
situation.
All this points up to one thing. You have reported the difficulty on Baldpate and to make this
program click for re-clearing the entire State, do you think that you can get underway
sufficient activity to care for the Baldpate sector?
I feel that this program is going to click and to that end I wanted to have you know of it at the
earliest possible moment, so you could use it as an incentive for caring for the troubles on
Baldpate.
I will appreciate your giving the matter some thought and letting me know the possibilities.
I thought that considering her space limitations, Miss Stephenson was able to squeeze out
quite an extensive review of your book. We think that it should stimulate sales by getting
note of its appearance into the hands of different persons than would be reached by your own
notices.
When you see Will Sawyer you can, of course, get from him further word as to these plans.
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Manager, Commercial Printing
Department, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I found your letter of April 16, 1947, on my return front Maine.
I note that you plan to start work on composition of the Maine Supplement the moment you
have finished with the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club Bulletin, which work was started on
the 16th.
1 also found Mr. Keister's letter of April 19th. We are sending you a letter under date of
April 17th, which contains the manuscript for the Supplement to the Southern Appalachian
Guide.
I want to say that I fully appreciate the difficulties under which you labor and I know that
you have made every effort to meet our problems. However, the uncertainty of the situation
with respect to the Maine Supplement presents a very serious matter for us. We endeavored
to place the manuscript in your hands sufficiently early so that there would be no doubt of its
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availability. We had expected to have it distributed by May 15th at the very latest. This
manuscript represents very considerable revision. We experienced, as you know, a rather
heavy loss when the loose-leaves were assembled in the Maine Guide without our
appreciating that this would be done. Unless we can know definitely when this manuscript
would be delivered to us so that we can arrange our mailing out program, I have a feeling
that it may be necessary to have all of the revisions, that is, the printed pages, lie over until
another year and limit this production to the bare Supplement. We cannot successfully handle
this matter, if it is a case of distributing the printed pages in late July or August. We have
very considerable money tied up with this project and it is imperative that when we incur this
expenditure, we do it under circumstances which will warrant a definite return to us.
Consequently, I am afraid that we are going to have to radically revise the order unless we
can have a definite commitment as to the assembly and delivery. This is going to be
something on the order of a major task. I wish that the situation was such that we could
discuss it in person or at least over the telephone.
Unfortunately, we are not going to be in a position to deal with the Maine Guide on the basis
of "if and when" we receive it.
You will appreciate, of course, that this is just a matter of adjusting our own situation to your
ability to make delivery and we have a very full appreciation of the problems. We cannot,
however, incur serious financial liabilities through delivery to us of this Supplement at a date
too late to meet the 1947 hiking season.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out daring his absence to avoid delay.
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Mrs. L. C. Guiney, 1171 Boylston Street, Boston,
Massachusetts.
Dear Mrs. Guiney:
While it is very early in the season, I thought it desirable to write you at this time in
connection with our plans for a party to work on The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
We had expected last year to be able to have one party cover the section between Joe Mary
Lakes and the Penobscot West Branch while the other party worked the area to the west and
north. However, the developments and the amount of Trail work which was more particularly
needed in the other areas prevented our going ahead on the basis which we had expected.
Accordingly, we were obliged to cancel the arrangements. This year, however, we are
scheduling, as our Trail Club trip, what was omitted last year.
We are planning to spend four days, respectively, at Joe Mary Lake, Nahmakanta Lake and
Rainbow Lake. We would plan to come to Millinocket and go in to Joe Mary in the usual
way. We would work on the Trail in the vicinity of Joe Mary and be met by boat at the foot
of Nahmakanta on the 26th. We would plan as our day off on Joe Mary Lakes what we have
been in the habit of doing in past years; that is, making an all day canoe trip to Turkey Tail. I
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assume that you are still operating this outlying camp. In any event, it would not keep us
from making the canoe trip.
Accordingly, I thought I would write you at this time to indicate our plans so that you could
make appropriate reservations. Our itinerary is expected to be as follows:
August 22, 23, 24, 25, stay at Joe Mary Lakes.
August 26, 27, 28, 29, stay at Nahmakanta Lake.
August 30, 31, September 1, 2, stay at Rainbow Lake.
It would, of course, at this time be impossible to say just how many people we would have
but we would prefer not to have too large a party, since we have found that more than twelve,
with the presence of other guests, is apt to make for crowded quarters and make the stay there
less pleasant than when not so many people are in the party.
Further, the length of time that we have allotted to each Camp makes the stay long enough to
be advantageous to the Camp proprietors.
It happens that our stay at all of the Camps on this trip will be our first since the new
proprietors assumed ownership. We shall look forward with interest to making new
acquaintances. The Camps involved were always the favorites of our people and we enjoyed
the most cordial and pleasant relationships with your predecessors. We look forward to a
continuation of this situation.
In order that we may make appropriate arrangements, I would like to make inquiry as to the
cost. You will note that the matter will involve dinner on August 22nd through lunch on
August 25th. For lunches, our parties take a packed lunch, consisting of sandwiches, fruit and
some sweet. Because the party will be obliged to work rather hard on trails, we would want
to obtain a single bed for each person. In estimating your charges, there of course would be
added the cost of transporting each person from Millinocket to your Camps.
Our parties on these trips have been afforded the use of canoes not used by other guests. Of
course, any damage incurred (none ever has) would be for our account. We assume that you
would follow the pre-existing practice but thought it advisable to make sure of the matter, in
view of the changed proprietors.
I will be glad to know that you have received this letter and will have in mind the dates that
we have selected. As the season advances, we will, of course, indicate to you the number of
people which we have and at the last end we can make a specific reservation for a definite
number of people, indicating the number of men and women, respectively.
We are looking forward to revisiting the area.
April 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Howard Zanheiser, 1840 Mintwood Place, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
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Dear Mr. Zanheiser:
You will note the deplorable situation. The payroll comprises Supervisor Dyer and the two
Patrolmen at Chimney Pond and Katahdin Stream. They wanted others for the north end of
the Park. The salary is hardly sufficient for Dyer.
I do not know how the State will struggle along the next two years unless they can get more
out of the Contingent Fund, evading the appropriation limitation.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
April 29, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
You had indicated it would be of help if you could have a supply of literature available.
I am sending –
1 dozen Trail Manual.
3 dozen The Appalachian Trail (Pub.No.17).
1 dozen Suggestions for Appalachian Trail Users.
½ dozen The Silver Aisle (booklet).
1 dozen The Silver Aisle (leaflet).
1 set of Appalachian Trailway News for the last two years.
Would it help if we increased the number of copies of Appalachian Trailway News sent you,
in order to provide a better distribution?
P. S. Due to the fact that the move to the new Headquarters was made before the work on the
house was finished, and boxes of publications cannot be opened until plastering and painting
is completed, it is possible that the above will not be sent for several weeks. However, I
thought it advisable to let you know what was to be sent. M. H. A.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
May 1, 1947.

THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE

For convenience in dealing with inquiries relating to the condition of The Appalachian Trail
in Maine, the following statement has been prepared by the Maine Appalachian Trail Club,
Inc.
Like many activities, The Appalachian Trail in Maine, for 266 miles from Katahdin to the
Maine-New Hampshire line, was materially affected by the war. The suspension of activities
and the non-availability of personnel, who were engaged in war work, produced a situation
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where maintenance work on some sections of the Trail in Maine could not be carried on. At
the end of the war, the Trail was below the standard of excellence maintained in the pre-war
years. There were, during this period, however, subject to war conditions, trips for Trail work
conducted by the Maine Appalachian Trail Club. These trips restored certain sections of the
Trail but personnel and time did not permit covering the entire route.
Apart from the deterioration of marking occurring through the inability to periodically renew
the Trail marking, there was an unusual growth of vegetation, small bushes, which obscured
the route, following the cessation of use. In addition, the post-war situation produced
intensive lumbering operations, resulting in a renewal of operations on the Barren-Chairback
Range and. new operations on the East Branch of Pleasant River between White Cap and
Boardman Mtns.
Efforts to complete in 1946 the restandardization of the Trail, in Maine failed through the
amount of work required. It is expected that this goal will be attained in 1947. The Maine
Appalachian Trail Club has scheduled, between August 22nd and September 3rd, a work trip
to renew the Trail between Joe Mary Lakes and the Penobscot West Branch. Between Long
Pond Stream and White Cap Mtn., the route was standardized in 1946 and the obliteration
caused by lumbering on the Barren-Chairback Range restored. In 1946 the Trail was
recleared between Moxie Mtn. and Mt. Bigelow, The Maine Forest Service, under contract
arrangements with the Maine Appalachian Trail Club, is clearing this season the route over
Mt. Bigelow, Moxie Bald and White Cap Mtns.
To supplement the efforts to return the Trail in Maine to standard maintenance, a three-man
Trail crew is commencing work in the western part of the State to cover the terrain from the
Andover-B Hill Road to Joe Mary Lakes. This work will not reach completion until late
August and it is suggested that parties who cannot defer extended trips and have no previous
knowledge of the route in Maine, communicate with The Appalachian Trail Conference,
1916 Sunderland Place, N. W., Washington, D.C., in order to obtain exact advices as to the
status of the area which they propose to travel.
NOTE: The section of Trail between White Cap and Yoke Ponds has been officially closed
by reason of the lumbering operations. This may be re-opened by late August. With the
exception of this area, experienced Trail travelers will have no difficulty in following the
Trail route but it is not expected that the plan for return to the post-war condition can be
achieved before late August.
*****
There have been numerous changes in the situation as to accommodations along the route of
The Appalachian Trail. Sporting Camps' costs have materially increased and there is no
longer a standard daily rate. Costs vary from $5.00 to $6.00 a day.
To bring the 1941 edition of Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine current, there will be
issued in 1947 a Supplement of approximately 100 revised pages, to be substituted for the
corresponding pages in the 1941 edition. Delays, as elsewhere, are being experienced in the
printing of this Supplement. The Supplement (cost 50 cents) will be automatically sent to all
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purchasers of Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine, whose purchase is registered with
The Appalachian Trail Conference. If you are in doubt, send a post card with your address to
the Conference, requesting that the Supplement be forwarded to you.
There have also been extensive changes in the situation at Katahdin, following the
termination of the war. These are reflected in the supplementary pages.
*****
No traveler should undertake a trip over The Appalachian Trail in Maine without the benefit
of the 566-page Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine. A descriptive prospectus may be
obtained by application to the State of Maine Publicity Bureau.
Visitors to Katahdin may obtain, as a separate booklet, the Katahdin Reprint from the Guide
(146 pages), together with two new maps issued in 1946. Those are No. 3A - Lower
Nesowadnehunk Stream, Daicey Pond and Kidney Pond Regions, and No. 3B - The Traveler.
The publication of The Appalachian Trail Conference, Appalachian Trailway News
(subscription $1.00), reflects current developments along The Appalachian Trail route and
will serve to keep those interested in the Trail fully advised as to the situation. Items on
Maine are frequent.
As a convenience for travelers in Maine, the State of Maine Publicity Bureau has for sale
copies of Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine, the transparent map case and the
Katahdin Reprint.
May 1, 1947. Lawson Reeves, Dryden, Maine, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron:
Rec’d yours of April 28th. In regards to my proposed work trip: I am in hopes of organizing a
car load of 4 to 6 men over the weekend of Memorial Day May 30 to June 1st and work on
the section from Oberton Stream to the top of Sugarloaf.
I was very surprised to hear of your report that this section was in such bad shape. It seems to
be all a matter of what one uses as a standard. While it is true that there are places where the
trail is narrow with young conifers and needs widening out, never the less the trail is well
defined and open for easy travel. I remarked how I was agreeably surprised with the
conditions as I found them when I made the trip through there last year about Sept. 1st. We
cleared some of the worst places then but did not have time to do any where near a thorough
job.
The dense growth of raspberries that used to grow here had disappeared and the fishermen to
Carabou Valley had traveled about 3 miles of this trail keeping it well open.
Considering other sections that we traveled last year, this section isn’t too bad and a good
vigorous week-end should clean it good.
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I sent Wm. Sawyer my pruning shears last fall for his trips and will have to get them back for
my trip and then he can have them back again.
I have a good supply of paint and markers and weeders. I believe all of the wooden signs are
here too. If a notebook has not already been placed in the register, I will put one in on
Sugarloaf.
The gentleman from Stratton, I forget his name, that wrote me after your correspondence
with him last fall agreed that there was no need to have closed this whole section at all.
We had a very good winter in Maine as far as trail conditions are concerned. No bad heavy
snows nor severe wind storms. The trail should have suffered very little.
Lack of transportation is still my big problem as I have not got a car yet. As soon as I get the
trip in I will send you a report.
{Copy Sawyer (2), Special File, Original.}
May 2, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Mr. Avery:
We are mailing you page proofs of that part of the Maine Guide Supplement which we have
set, and a dummy pasted to show how the pages will be assembled.
Your letter of April 28 leaves us uncertain about proceeding with the rest of the composition.
It is practically impossible to set a definite date for delivery until the composition is
completed and the pages made up so that we can ascertain the number of signatures we must
handle and how they must be printed.
The job is a little more complicated than the average, and the complication is further
aggravated by the odd size paper we have had to accept and the " Katahdin" Section extras.
We had to accept a 25 X 38" sheet, which means that in order to use all the paper we must
run part of the job in 20-page signatures and part in 12-page whereas if we could have gotten
the 28 X 44-” paper, we could run 32-page signatures throughout.
We had in mind a June delivery when we started the composition, believing that was early in
the Maine hiking season. However, we did not realize until reading your letter that
considerable time would be required for distribution, especially where the Supplement must
be inserted in the book before it could he sent to new subscribers.
We can hold the type we have set and correct it later to bring it up-to-date when the
summer’s trail alterations are complete, or if there would not be many changes necessary in
the data as it is assembled now we could complete composition as soon as possible. If it is
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too late for this season we could hold and correct it next fall before proceeding with the press
work.
May 4,1947. Stanley B. Attwood, Lewiston, Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
Please accept my sympathy in the death of your father. My own folks are all gone now, and it
is hard to realize until it actually happens.
The Bates paid trail crew looks like a fine idea.
Even though it may be difficult to pump new life into the Maine Alpine Club--and we still
plan to try it--there seem to be good prospects for Baldpate.
Mr. John H. Adams of Kennett Square, Penna., and Mr. Ovide J. Theberge of Lewiston did
some work with me last Fall and Adams hopes to go again this Fall.
Theberge, interested in Scout work, believes he can get another leader, take ten boys (five
under each), and spend a week early this year, with one group at the Frye Brook lean-to, the
other at Grafton Notch lean-to. He is very anxious to do this and I think a letter from you
would provide further encouragement. Ten capable boys under two men should do quite a
job in a week. His address is 123 Holland Street.
The sign at Frye Brook bridge was in good shape last Fall. That at the Grafton Notch end
needs replacement. Because of changes in elevations, the summit sign ought to be replaced.
Will you send me the correct data and perhaps we will be able to put up three new ones.
Not much enthusiasm around here--all it has done for a week is rain, and no sign of a break
yet. Ought to provide a good crop of black flies.
My climbing partner, E. L. Penley, editorial writer on The Sun, suggested the other night we
ought to try out one of the government weed killing mixtures. First mow a section of trail,
such as the Table Rock spur which has blackberry bushes big enough to require a crosscut,
then spray the ground thoroughly, using an Indian tank or some such device. Maybe it would
work and maybe it wouldn’t.
Have had one book sale directly traceable to the Trailway News--Mr. J. Daniel McKenzie of
Middletown, Conn., who plans to cover the Mahoosuc Range this year. Also, he wanted to
know why the ATM [ATC? AMC?] guidebook had nothing about Crocker. I told him the
best I could. He inquired about bushwacking from the summit of Spaulding to Caribou Pond
and up the ridge to Crocker. I told him you or Helon Taylor would know the answers.
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May 5, 1947. Myron Avery to W. P. Schultz, Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo, Maine.
Dear Mr. Schultz:
I have your letter of April 24th and I am pleased that you have thought to write us as to your
acquiring the ownership of Rainbow Lake Camps.
We were in the area many times during Mr. Clifford's ownership of the Camps. He took a
decided interest in The Appalachian Trail.
Last year when the Camps were purchased by the Goodwins, we wrote explaining the
general situation and our connection. You can perhaps tell me whether the Goodwins were
able to turn over that letter to you.
It happens that we are planning a trip on The Appalachian Trail in Maine this year, during
which we would be staying four days at Rainbow around the first of September. We are
writing you about that trip through a separate letter.
I am writing at this moment to ask if you will indicate whether we have your address correct
as at Kokadjo. Mr. Clifford apparently used both Millinocket and Kokadjo. The reason for
the urgency of the request is that we are issuing very extensive revisions to the Maine
Guidebook which will cover the area around your Camps. We want to be correct on your
name and address. I am enclosing an envelope which you can use in replying to me.
We have tried to keep a Guidebook to the Trail in each Camp. The trouble seems to be that
fishermen borrow the map from the Guide and do not replace it. This map is very popular,
but we have found an extra copy and enclose it so you can insert it in your Guidebook. Mr.
Clifford used to keep a map on the wall of the dining room.
The only way of dealing with the matter is to send you a new Guidebook. This has gone
forward to you at Kokadjo. There is no charge for the book and we shall be glad to have you
keep it where it will come to the attention of your guests. Later on you will get the new pages
to be substituted for the existing pages covering your territory.
In the meantime we will try to see if we cannot find another extra copy of Map No. 1 in order
that you can put it up in the dining room for all your guests to see.
We assume that you will be using the main camps. Rainbow Lake's reputation has suffered in
past years through the use of the Camps at the Dam, which are, of course, inferior to the main
Camps.
The Trail from the Dam to the main Camps has always given us considerable trouble. Last
year we were told that the Camp proprietor had cut the bushes and left them in the Trail. I
assume that this year you will brush out this section in connection with your telephone wire
and it would be of great help if particular pains could be taken to leave the Trail route clear.
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You will have our letter shortly indicating our plans for the summer. We are glad to know of
your acquisition of the Camps and feel that you should do well there. It is a favorite region
for many people.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
May 6, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg,
Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I have your letter of May 2nd in response to my letter expressing my serious concern over the
Maine Guidebook situation.
I shall be away from Washington for about a week and unfortunately I will have no
opportunity to see the page proofs. I infer that all of the page proofs were sent to me. We had
intended to ask. that one set come to me and one go to Miss Stephenson. To avoid delay, if
you have any proofs available, I would ask that you send them to her at The Conard
Apartments.
Your anticipated June delivery might mean either the first or the last of the month. When one
takes into consideration the length of time required for distribution, it does mean the
possibility of late delivery. I am wondering if a solution to the problem might lie in making
one mailing of the Supplement, which you have no doubt already set up and inserting a card
to the effect that the separate pages will come forward as soon as they can be completed.
Your letter does not indicate how far you have gotten along with the project and to that end I
cannot give any directions until I return on May 12th when I will have seen the proof
available. I will telegraph you on that date.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson with original incoming letter.
For your information as to how the matter stands. M.H.A.
May 8, 1947. Gretchen H. Waldo, 85 Pinckney Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts.
Dear Mr. Avery:
Ever since I read your article about Katahdin in the Dec. 1946 Appalachia I have been
meaning to write you.
George Hallowell was a good friend of mine for many years. I often visited him and Mrs.
Hallowell at their house on the slopes of Boy Mountain, in Jefferson Highlands, N.H.
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At one time I owned 13 of his paintings. I have given away five of them to my various
children, but of the remaining 8, there are three which I am sure you would some day be
interested in seeing.
One small water color he called "Katahdin Basin". I think it is the most beautiful picture he
ever painted. He said it was painted in the early morning. The great cliff has caught the
sunlight with a breathless delicacy, while the basin below is in violet shadow.
The other two are forest fires. George told me that he was caught in a forest fire in the
Katahdin area, had to bury the pictures and take refuge, himself, in a stream. This ties in
exactly with your account of the Wassataquoik fire of 1903. He considered that the paintings
had been spoiled, but I thought they were fascinating and bought them for a song.
These three are all in my summer home in Petersham, Mass. I hope that, if you should ever
be near that part of the country, you will stop and see them. I am there from June through
October.
The only Hallowells I have here in Boston are three tiny water colors of the Dalmatian Coast
and one which he painted when visiting Harold Camp in Vermont. In my daughter's house, in
Milton, there are two lovely oils of New Hampshire and one small water color of a wild
sunset over an unidentified Maine Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Brown, Maynesboro Farm, Berlin, N.H., have several Hallowells. I don't
remember any of Katahdin but it might be worth your while to inquire.
Copy to Mr. Vose, Miss Hurd, Mr. Dyer, Miss Stephenson, {Lore Rogers, Katahdin,
Photographs}
May 8, 1947. L. Felix Ranlett, Librarian, Bangor Public Library, Bangor, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Capt. Avery:
Mrs. Eckstorm willed her folksong books to the University of Maine library. There were
more than 50 of these and that constituted only a small part of her total library. In addition to
Mrs. Eckstorm's manuscripts and papers, mostly relating to Indians and lumbering, that were
acquired by the Bangor Public Library, we also acquired some 20 books, mostly about
Indians. I looked over the rest of her library but did not make an offer for it since it largely
duplicates material we have. I believe the rest of it has not yet been distributed. Miss
Charlotte W. Hardy, Mrs. Eckstorm's sister and one of her executors and who lives at 159
Wilson Street, Brewer, is disposing of the books. I suggest that you get in touch with her
about the Way Guide. I do not remember seeing this when I went over the books, but that
does not, by any means, prove that it is not still there, for there are a lot of books and I went
through them at less than a leisurely pace and with the difficulty of having someone at my
elbow most of the time.
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May 10, 1947. Myron Avery Mr. C. S. McCarty. Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I refer to my letter to you of May 6th in which I indicated that, because of the extreme
uncertainty as to the situation with respect to the Maine Guide Supplement, we were unable
to tell you what to do without some word as to the possibilities. I have returned to the office
today but I do not find in my mail a copy of the proof and the dummy which you wrote were
to be sent to me. I have concluded, therefore, that my letter arrived in time to change
arrangements and that you sent the proof and dummy to Miss Stephenson instead.
You have given us the Supplement, the Corrigenda and the revised pages through 91. If you
can. assure us that all proof will be resolved within two weeks from the date of this letter, we
authorize you to complete the work. We will return the pages you have forwarded on the
14th.
There are one or two matters as to which I should make comment. We are on the whole very
well pleased with the work. It does seem, however, to be somewhat spotty; that is, pages
which are perfect and then pages where numerous errors appear. This may be just a
manifestation of labor difficulties.
We have one concern with the confusion from failure to follow copy. (Perhaps the copy was
not as clear as it should have been. If so, you will, of course, indicate.) I have particular
reference to page 17 where the page numbers were not repeated and the lines which refer to a
page were not sufficiently indented.
We have had a change come in since the manuscript was typed. If in Sections 2 and 3 you
can substitute W. P. Schultz, Kokadjo, Me., for Earle B. Goodwin, Millinocket, it will avoid
the necessity for asking corrections on the proof.
In sending the proof, please continue to send three proofs to Miss Stephenson with the
manuscript and one to me at the address given below.
I shall await your confirmatory advices that you can furnish the balance of the proof within
the two weeks' period.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
May 10, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Rendall:
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When I was in Augusta on April 19th, I discussed with you the problems created by the gap
in the chain of lean-tos along The Appalachian Trail in Maine. As a result of CCC activity,
there was a completed section of lean-tos in eastern Maine, for some 33 miles from Katahdin
to the foot of Nahmakanta lake. Then came a gap as far west as Pierce Pond, for a distance
for 117 miles. (In this section there are two public campgrounds. Little Wilson and Yoke
Ponds, and one lean-to on Moxie Bald Mountain, now burned.) From Pierce Pond to the New
Hampshire line, there were 17 consecutive structures over a distance of 116 miles. (Three of
these are pre-existing Appalachian Mountain Club lean-tos.) This unit had the further
advantage of being contiguous with the A.M.C. Shelters through the White Mountains in
New Hampshire, forming a chain of 27 structures in western Maine and New Hampshire.
We have found that the problem of the Maine Guide Laws and the break in the exempted
campsites constitute a very serious deterrent to travel on The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
While there have been, to my knowledge, no instances of prosecution or any other
unfortunate experiences, there is abroad the definite impression that Maine is a forbidden
land to other than one who can utilize the sporting camps. Strange as it may seem, perhaps,
there are those who wish to comply scrupulously with statutes and do not wish to incur the
possible difficulties involved. The very large number of inquiries, which have come by letter
and in person to the Appalachian Trail: Conference over the past years has definitely
indicated to me that this is a situation which emphatically requires correction if the Trail is to
be fully used as a recreational asset to Maine.
With these problems in mind, I discussed with you the possibility of declaring official
campsites along the route in order to provide a continuous chain and eliminate this difficulty.
These campsites, in my view, would be cleared areas, with a fireplace, beside water, and
marked by an official sign. You suggested that I prepare and transmit to you a list. I have
done so and attach it to this letter. You will note that the list differs to some extent from the
proposed structures for the gap in Maine, which are listed in Plans For An Appalachian Trail
lean-to (A.T.C. Publication Ho. 12). This is by reason of changed developments and to
eliminate some over-long distances between structures.
Based on your table of official campsites, you would want the township reference. I have
indicated these according to our map.
I have spaced these structures at closer intervals in the terrain which involves climbing and
rough going, in order to avoid the situation where one carrying the load required in camping
is obliged to press and overexert in order to reach the designated site. Strenuously inclined
travelers can skip between structures, which works out very nicely.
This brings the matter to the question of mechanics, that is, whether you would want your
Supervisor to check in person or through his wardens, the sites indicated. To that end, in the
attached list, I have tried to indicate the site by specific reference to Guide To The
Appalachian Trail in Maine. I have also indicated the sites on maps which I am enclosing in
triplicate. (Due to a shortage of Map No. 4, an obsolete edition is being used, but these will
indicate the locality. There are available no copies of Maps 7 and 8, but the sites should be
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easily developed from descriptions given.) We will be glad to furnish copies of the Guide,
additional copies of this list and whatever else may be useful in identifying the locality.
The final point would be one of construction. I would assume you would want your wardens
or patrolmen to locate the exact spot, build a rough fireplace and install a sign. This could be
your usual metal sign or we could prepare a special board sign with the name of the locality
indicated.
I think that this covers the project in a general manner and will enable you to deal with the
broad outline of the project. We should like to give this project publicity at the earliest
opportunity and the September issue of Appalachian Trailway News would be particularly
opportune. Our editor. Miss Stephenson, will submit to you an item, for your approval prior
to publication, if the matter is advanced to the point that we can deal with it by August 1.
LIST OF PROPOSED PUBLIC CAMPGROUNDS
Township
reference
________

Locality
Reference
1. Penobscot West branch
T2 R10
(At the G.N.P. river drivers’
campsite, in order to replace
the burned West Branch Leanto farther upstream.)

Distance from
Katahdin on
A.T.
Map No.

Guidebook

10.53 m.

4

p. 179, lines 10-11

2. Wadleigh Pond (At
southwest end of
Wadleigh Farmsite.)

T1 R11

28.12 m.
(incl. 0.1 m.
side trail)

4

p. 189, lines 8-10

3. Potaywadjo Spring

T1 R10

39.76 m.

4

p. 194; lines 16-18

4. Cooper Brook (View of
boulder; see guidebook.)
the
(This locality will require
waterfall
careful checking to locate.)

TA R11

47.06 m.

4

p. 199; last par. at
4 m. (Correct site;

5. Yoke Ponds Campground TA R11

boulder and
are unmistakable
location.)
56.36 m.

6. East Branch Pleasant River TA R12
63.17 m.
or
TA R12
(Dam seems to be on town line.)

4

p. 209; lines 11-16

4

p. 203; last par.
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7. Junction of Appalachian
Trail and blue-blazed trail
to Chadwick’s camps.

TA R12
68.61 m.
(Possibly on East
Bowdoin College Grant)

4

p. 208; 1st par. of
detailed trail data.

8. White Brook
(Where Trail leaves White
Brook at washed out depot camps.)

74.91 m.

5

p. 210; 3rd. par.

9. Sag between Chairback
and Columbus

Raytown
(T7 R9)

83.65 m.

6

p. 218; par. 3

10. Cloud Pond

Elliotsville
Plantation

90.63 m.
(incl. 0.2 m.
side trail)

6

p. 220; last par.

11. Long Pond Stream

Elliotsville
Plantation

94.37 m.

6

p. 221; 2nd par.

12. Little Wilson Bridge

Elliotsville
Plantation

100.11 m.

6

p. 226; 2nd par.

13. Old lumber campground with spring.

Shirley or
Elliotsville

107.06 m.

7

p. 228; line 3.

14. Brook crossing
(Perhaps better site
can be found.)

Monson

114.4 m.

7

p. 230, line 7

15. Marble Brook

Blanchard

122.8 m.

7

p. 234, last line

127.08 m.

7

p. 235, 19th line

134.13

7

p. 237, 7 lines

16. Moxie Bald
(Lean-to burned 1946)
17. New outlet, Sandy
from
Stream

Bald Mtn.

18. North Beach,
Pleasant Pond

The Forks
140.71 m.
8
(includes app. 200 yds.
side trail from A.T. to beach)

bottom.
p. 243, 2nd par.

May 12, 1947. Myron Avery to Stanley B. Attwood, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Stan:
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I have been delayed in replying to your letter of May 4th by reason of being in Maine last
week.
I am glad indeed to know that there are prospects of revival of Maine Alpine Club activity. I
have written Theberge as you suggested and enclose a copy of my letter to him.
We are having the Maine sign list re-copied. I will send to you in a few days, copies of the
section between Frye Brook and Grafton Notch. This will give you the correct data.
I would like to see the experiment with the use of the weed-killer. It should work better in the
Southern Appalachians, where we have so much annual growth. It would make a good story.
Why don't you try it?
I believe that a recent inquiry to the Trail Conference about Crockertown must have come
from McKenzie. The answer would be that it is not on the A.T. and our Guide only describes
mountains on the through route or side trails. We were able to give him some suggestions
and the U.S.G.S. map is helpful for one going there. It is trail-less and probably viewless.
P.S. I am sending my fifteen year old this summer on the St. Croix voyageurs cruise, which
is run by Mr. L. L. Dwelly of your town.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
May 12, 1947. Myron Avery to Ovide J. Theberge, 123 Holland Street, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Mr. Theberge:
Mr. Stanley B. Attwood, of the Maine Alpine Club, in a recent letter to me spoke of your
interest in The Appalachian Trail in western Maine and of the possibility that you will be
able, using the Frye Brook and Grafton Notch lean-tos, to do some work on the Trail over
Baldpate.
We have underway a rather ambitious program to try to complete the restoration of The
Appalachian Trail in Maine to its pre-war standard. Baldpate will be one of the problems and
any work which you can do there will be a material help. The A.M.C. Guidebook has
repeated a comment of previous years to the effect that the Trail on Baldpate requires more
extensive cairning. This, plus the renewal of the painted mile markers on the rocks, is
something to which you could perhaps give particular attention. If you are going into the area
and doing any work I thought it would be helpful to have the Trail Conference publications
which set forth our practices. Consequently, I am having sent to you the following:
The Appalachian Trail
Suggestions for Appalachian Trail users.
Trail Manual.
Appalachian Trailway News for the past two years.
The Silver Aisle.
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I presume that you have available Guide To The Appalachian Trail in Maine, and would
check the situation to determine whether there are any corrections which should be made. We
are particularly anxious to check the situation as to accommodations and transportation at
Andover.
If the plans which Mr. Attwood indicated materialize, I hope you will bear in mind to write
us of the progress which you are able to make.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
{Copy Attwood}
May 12, 1947. Adelaide Storey, West Carry Pond Camps, North New Portland, Maine,
to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Mr. Avery:
Please forgive me for not writing before but when you hear that we have been marooned by
the usual Spring high water you will see I have a perfectly good excuse. We had no mail for
three days last week and as we are very busy at camp our mail is slow.
We received notice that you had renewed the subscription for Pine Cone, we thank you very
much. We surely enjoy it.
This is a very terrible late Spring with us and we are far behind with our many plans. We
haven’t been able to get a thing in only what we pack in on our backs, but when the water
gets down we hope to rustle it all in fast for as you know we have a tractor and a trailer
which will be a great help.
At last we hope, we have lumber enough to build a new camp soon. We have moved out of
our camp and we will let that. Elwyn has enlarged Louise play house and we will crawl into
that for the Summer at least. The Season promises to be a very good one.
We came in April 1st and have made 15 gallons maple syrup and I guess we shall need it for
the O.P.A. don’t seem to loosen up much on the sugar to us.
Elwyn has ice put up. I told him I thot it was a waste of time for I didn’t think it would go out
this year. Ha Ha. But right now it looks as if, if we could have a few warm days it might go
by the 15th or 20th. We came in from Dead River last Friday with out snowshoes but in
places had to wade knee deep in snow while on the other end we used the canoe from just
below Taylor’s house to way across bog brook swamp. Any where from 4 to 5 feet of water.
How are all of our friends in the Nation’s Capital? Haven’t heard from any one since
Christmas. Maybe I am the one that should write but we had such a lovely mild (but icy)
winter I spent nearly every day in the woods with Elwyn, cutting wood and limbing trees for
him. We some times lunched out and to me that’s fun but he isn’t very fussy about it.
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Not much of any news of interest for Dead River is as dead as usual. However they did wake
up and appoint a road commissioner so maybe this year the roads might be a little smoother.
Louise is still in Bethel going to school, she has grown fast, so much so that I don’t try to sew
for her. I buy sweaters and skirts. We spent two weeks with her at Christmas and a week
Easter. She has been out of school with this miserable cold and sickness that is going the
rounds. But is back now and only has three weeks to go. Got to get her home some how so
she can wait on tables.
You no doubt know that East Carry has a new manager, some one said, people from Portland
had bought it but we don’t know who. We heard that Harriman’s at Pierce Pond had sold but
so many places have changed hands in this section that I’m all tangled up.
As to the trails, all I can say is that from Sandy Stream to Jerome brook it is in very good
condition as El did a little clearing last Fall, that is, cleared it of windfalls and I don’t think it
can be too bad for we didn’t have any hard winds nor ice storms to bother.
Where will the work trip be this year? Did that place up on Bigelow ever get cleared or is
that still a problem?
I suppose they will soon start on the finishing up work at the fish hatchery.
Well guess this is all the news. Please remember us to all in the club.
{Miss Stephenson, Miss Park}
May 12, 1947. Earl Perham, Long Pond Camps, Milo, Maine, to Myron Avery. [Handwritten]
Dear Myron:
As yet we haven’t gone to camp but expect to in a few days now the water has been so high
and the bridge just before you get into K.I. in fact it’s right in K.I. has gone bad and I don’t
know as it’s safe yet to take the horses across but soon as I do get there I’ll do up your shears
and bring them down and mail them express to Prof. Sawyer, Jr. at Lewiston, Me.
If anything new has happened I’ll let you know later in regard to cutting around Third Mt.
and in that area.
Sara had to move out of her house twice there at K.I. it rained steady for 2 wks here but at
last seems to have stopped for awhile.
Hoping to see you this summer
{Will: For information re shears. Please return. Still delayed in mailing the other stuff.
Myron.}
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May 13, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Va. to Myron
Avery.
Dear Mr. Avery:
It is impossible for us to complete composition on the Maine Guide Supplement in two
weeks.
On the whole the copy is very clear. We were in doubt about the indention and the repeating
of the page numbers in one section as the style seemed to change in the copy. We, no doubt,
followed the wrong style.
We regret very much the situation in which we find ourselves but there is nothing we can do
to overcome it. In view of this fact, kindly let use have your final decision in the matter.
Thanking you for your favors and courtesies,
{Park, J.S. Answered by telegram. Letter May thirteenth. Wire when you can complete
composition Guidebook. M.H.A.}
May 13, 1947. Myron Avery to Miss Charlotte F. Hardy, 159 Wilson Street, Brewer,
Maine.
My dear Miss Hardy:
For many years I have enjoyed the benefit of an acquaintanceship and correspondence with
your deceased sister, Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm. As a resident of Maine and one interested
in matters of which Mrs. Eckstorm was an authority, it was very natural that I should follow
the path which brought me to her door on many occasions. It may be of interest to you to
have a copy of the issue of the magazine published by The Appalachian Trail Conference
(which is one of my hobbies), which indicates our obligation and indebtedness to Mrs.
Eckstorm.
I regret if I should add in any manner to your labors as her Executrix. I did wish to make an
inquiry as to what is to be done with some volumes in Mrs. Eckstorm’s library. About two
years ago she loaned to me her copy of a guidebook of Northern Maine by John Way and the
first edition of Lucius Hubbard’s Guides of Northern Maine. I, of course, do not know
whether you are preparing to dispose of the library as a unit but if by any chance these two
volumes are available, 1 should very such appreciate an opportunity to purchase them.
For your convenience in replying, I am enclosing on addressed envelope.
I shall be very much indebted to you if you could tell me the situation in this connection.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
May 15, 1947.
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MAINE APPALACHIAN TRAIL WORK TRIP
August 22 to September 3, 1947
This is the announcement of the 1947 Appalachian Trail trip to the Maine woods. These trips,
continued over a period of years, have become a recognized feature of a recreational program
which affords unusual variety. There is work--trail work of the type which provides its own
return and a sense of physical well-being. There are opportunities for swimming and
canoeing and the comfortable accommodations at the sporting camps in Maine.
The plan for the 1947 trip differs from any hitherto taken. It will be concentrated within a
comparatively short territory. The locality is Joe Mary, Nahmakanta and Rainbow Lakes; as
a group, these lakes and the surrounding terrain are perhaps unequaled on the Trail route in
Maine. A four-day stay is planned at each camp. At each camp one day is given over
completely to recreation devoid of any trail work.
The attractions of this terrain have been well broadcast by participants on previous trips in
these areas, so that little need be said here. If, by any chance, you are unfamiliar with the area,
consult The Silver Aisle or the Maine Guide.
The nature of the terrain will make the maximum walking distance, that between Joe Mary
and Nahmakanta Lakes, 10 miles. This situation, plus the length of stay at each camp, makes
this trip particularly attractive to those to whom a more intensive schedule presents
difficulties.
The program is as follows: From the morning train in Millinocket, by automobile for ten
miles to Woodworth's Camps on the isthmus between Pemadumcook and Ambejijus Lakes.
From there it is a boat trip across Ambejijus and Pemadumcook Lakes to Joe Mary Stream. A
short walk beside the stream and then another boat trip across Lower Joe Mary Lake to the
very attractive Antlers Camps. The holiday in the program at Antlers Camps will be a canoe
trip over the Joe Mary Lakes. For the ultra-ambitious, the trip to Joe Mary Mtn. will provide
a satisfactorily strenuous day.
On August 26th the party leaves for Nahmakanta Lake. The cabins at Nahmakanta are being
modernized but the Camp still retains its age-old impression of isolation and charm. At
Nahmakanta, for diversion, the party will have an opportunity to enjoy a side trip, postponed
on previous trips by reason of the Trail work required. This will be a journey from the outlet
of Pollywog Pond down Rainbow Brook [sic, “Pollywog Stream”] to Nahmakanta Lake, with
its waterfalls and gorges reputedly hazardous in the lumbering days.
Rainbow Lake will be reached on August 30th. The main Camps, the attraction of this area,
are again in operation. The Trail work will extend to the Penobscot West Branch. The exit
from Rainbow will be via the Camp road over to Chesuncook Pond, then to the GreenvilleMillinocket road and back to Millinocket. This year's excursion will permit only long
distance views of Katahdin. The 1946 program provided a week's sojourn at Daicey Pond.
With restricted time and in order to have a prolonged sojourn between the West Branch and
Joe Mary Lake, Katahdin must wait until another year.
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For those who have a longer period, however, Daicey Pond and Katahdin are but an easy
day’s journey from Rainbow Lake.
Guidebooks and Maps
The terrain is covered by Sections 2 to 6, inclusive, of the Maine Guide. These sections are
being rewritten in the 1947 Supplement. You will also need Map No. 4 from the Maine
Guide. The supply of this map is exhausted, so your copy will need be well protected. Also
include the loose-leaf Trail description for the Rainbow-Nesowadnehunk Trail from the 1941
edition. Map No. 4 and the Rainbow-Nesowadnehunk trail data plus the revised sections 2 to
6, inclusive, from the 1947 Supplement will meet your requirements.
Addresses
Each camp is accessible by telephone and telegraph. The addresses are listed below. In
sending telegrams, twenty-four hours should be allowed for their receipt.
Dates
1947
Aug. 22-25
Aug. 26-29
Aug. 30-Sept. 3

Camp

Address

Antlers Camps, Joe Mary Lakes
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
Rainbow Lake Camps

Millinocket, Maine
Millinocket, Maine
Kokadjo, Maine

Monitions
Clothing; Hiking clothing may be worn from Washington but "store clothes" may be left at
Woodworth's Camps, if desired.
Difficulty has been experienced on work trips through overloaded packs. This is particularly
serious on the days when the load must be carried on work trips between camps. Packages
can be mailed to yourself at each sporting camp. However, because of transportation
conditions, packages can be sent with greater facility to Antlers Camps and Rainbow Lake
Camps. Use a cheap duffle bag with a return tag, together with estimated postage, so that you
can mail back discarded clothing. Include extra flashlight batteries, bulb and extra shoes, in
the event the latter should be required. Mail this package at least ten days in advance of your
leaving for Maine. Use the mail route for required changes and reduce the weight of what
you carry.
Your pack at each camp should not exceed (and we mean it) 12 pounds. A change of clothing,
underwear, socks, swimming suit, toilet articles, rain suit, rain hat, flashlight with extra
batteries and bulb (wrapped to prevent breakage), proper guidebook sections and map, cup,
compass, and matches in a waterproof case are the essentials. Take a liberal supply of
bandaids and a small emergency first aid outfit. The Club first aid outfit will be used for
reserve supply.
Take some form of emergency ration, less than half a pound in weight, preferably Boy Scout
emergency ration.
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Canteens are not required.
The Trail in Maine is often wet. There is a heavy dew. Take a small can of waterproofing
material to soften shoes and prevent shrinkage.
For fly dope, obtain Insect Repellent available from the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club.
There are no poisonous snakes in this part of Maine.
Above all, pay particular attention to your shoes. Do not start this trip with new or unbroken
shoes. Blisters are a very serious disability on this type of trip. Their occurrence can be
largely prevented by precautions to harden the skin. Buy an ounce of tannic acid powder
from the druggist and put it in two quarts of water in a porcelain bowl. Soak your feet and
your hands for fifteen minutes half a dozen times before the trip. (Tannic acid will be carried
along to cope with casualties experienced en route.)
In the event of emergency, from each sporting camp, at varying expense, arrangements can
be made to obtain necessary transportation to the railroad.
All trail tools will be furnished. Canvas gloves will also be provided for the trail marking
contingent.
Because of the nature of the region through which this trip passes, it is understood that all
registrants agree in advance to abide implicitly by the directions of the leader.
Smoking while traveling or working on the Trail is prohibited; there will be ample rest stops.
Applications are accepted with the understanding that there will be a full observance of these
conditions.
Trip Cost
The expense is computed from Millinocket to Millinocket and extends from breakfast on
August 22nd through dinner on September 3rd. The cost will be approximately $92.00. Any
adjustment required will be made.
Transportation Cost
The very popular day train, the East Wind, will operate from Washington to Portland. The
most expeditious transportation is by the Penobscot, leaving Boston at 9:30 p.m. and arriving
at Millinocket early the next morning. Plane connection on the American Air Lines, leaving
Washington approximately at 4:00 p.m., will enable you to be in Millinocket the next
morning. Returning from Millinocket, the night sleeper places you in Boston the next day.
Transportation arrangements will be discussed in detail. The purpose of this note is to
indicate that you can leave Washington at 4:00 o’clock on the preceding afternoon and be in
Millinocket when the trip starts next morning.
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*****
Send your reservation to Miss Jean Stephenson The Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916
Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington 6, D.C., not later than July 25th. Your reservation
should be accompanied by a deposit of $25.00. The balance must be paid by August 15th.
Miss Jean Stephenson,
The Appalachian Trail Conference,
1916 Sunderland Place, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Dear Miss Stephenson:
Please register me for the Maine Appalachian Trail Work Trip from August 22 to September
3, 1947. I am enclosing my deposit of $25.00 and will pay the balance by August 15th.
May 15, 1947. Myron Avery to Miss Marjorie Hurd, Mercer Circle, Cambridge 38,
Massachusetts.
Dear Miss Hurd:
I thought it might be of interest to you to know what had materialized in the way of trying to
locate Hallowell paintings of Katahdin and to fill in the gaps of his career. The copy of the
letter of May 8th from Mrs. Waldo and of my reply indicate the situation which may be of
interest even to the former Editor.
Miss Stephenson has favored me with a blow by blow, round by round account of the
Appalachia proof-reading session which she has attended. I feel as if I had had a ring-side
seat. You should know, the very high compliments which she pays to Miss Hurd and to Mrs.
Hurd. You would be, I know, extremely pleased if you knew of her high tribute to Mrs. Hurd.
As I recall, I was on one occasion slightly rebuked for economy in time at the expense of
signature. I had not felt that my autograph was so appreciated in Appalachia circles but I
tender it here with.
cc to Miss Stephenson
{Copy Katahdin File}
May 15, 1947. Myron Avery to Morton Vose, Vose Galleries, Boston, Massachusetts.
Dear Mr. Vose:
1 still have not progressed beyond the stage of where I have a visit to your studio on my list
of what I wish to do when I have some leisure at Boston. I thought it would be of interest to
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you to know of Mrs. Waldo. Perhaps you would have an opportunity, which I will not, to see
some of these Hallowell paintings.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{Copy Katahdin File}
May 15, 1947. Myron Avery to Mrs. Graham H. Waldo, 85 Pinckney Street, Boston,
Massachusetts.
My dear Mrs. Waldo:
I am most appreciative of your interest in the item in the December 1946 Appalachia, relating
to the Photographers.
1 had hoped that the item might come to the attention of someone who knew Hallowell and
could fill in some of the gaps. You have answered one very specific inquiry; that is, the
location of his New Hampshire summer residence.
It happens that I had had an earlier note in connection with Hallowell from Mr. Morton Vose,
of the Vose Galleries. Mr. Vose had recently acquired two Hallowell water paintings, as I
recall without reference to my notes. Your letter and Mr. Vose's communication represent the
supplemental chapter which has developed since the Appalachia item.
I had expected to see Mr. Vose’s paintings before now but on my trips to Boston I have
regrettably been too much occupied.
I am quite familiar with the story of the Wassataquoik fire which occurred in 1903. I had
been told that Hallowell had been caught in the fire and his photographs show much of that
1903 burn.
It has been some years since I have been at Petersham. I shall mark the locality down on my
calendar and when I am next in the area, I shall take advantage of your most gracious
invitation, for I should like very much to see these paintings.
Perhaps when sufficient time has elapsed so that I may be sure that we have all of the
additional information which can be developed, I would like to add a short supplementary
note to the Appalachia item. To that end I wish to ask if I may have your permission to quote
the substance of what you have indicated.
With the thought of forming a circle of the community of interest in Hallowell, I have taken
the liberty of sending a copy of your letter to the former Editor of Appalachia and to Mr.
Vose.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
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cc to Mr. Vose, Miss Hurd, Mr. Dyer, Katahdin file
May 15, 1947. Charlotte W. Hardy, 159 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine, to Myron Avery.
[Hand-written]
Dear Capt. Avery—I intended sometime ago to write you regarding Mrs. Eckstorm’s death. I
found your address in her book but was unable to read it.
I have been away a great deal the past few years on account of the illness of my niece—
Francis Bates. I returned Dec. 13 after ten weeks absence, so had a week with my sister
before her illness. She seemed to have a premonition of her death and told the Dr. that she
expected to die Dec. 23—the anniversary of her husband’s death. The 27th she became
unconscious and passed away the 30th.
She left several letters for me advising me how to dispose of things especially her books and
thought you could advise me on many things. I realized how very busy you are and so have
left many of her letter files intact. Among them there may things you would know about. I
sold the house to my sister-in-law Mrs. Walter Hardy, and have had to get things out as she
planned to have repairs made. Many of the books have been sold. I regret that the Guide
Book of Northern Maine by John Hay [sic] and Lucius Hubbard’s Guide of Northern Maine
were among them unless by accident they were brought here. If I find them or can get them
back I will be glad to send them to you.
Fannie wished the Bangor Public Library to buy her manuscripts and some of her Indian
books—for a working library for students—they have done this. She willed many of her
ballad books to the University of Maine. Mr. Hadlock has bought a good many Indian books
and articles for the Abbe Museum. Mr. Benton Hatch wanted Appalachian books. Miss Ring
came from Portland and selected the books for the library. Mr. Stephen Wheatland and Mr.
Carlisle have taken some. I feel that my sister would be pleased to have her books in
appreciative hands but would regret, as I do, that you cannot have the ones that would
interest you.
I would very much like a copy of the magazine and thank you sincerely.
May 17, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
On receipt of your letter of May 13th, I wired you as follows:
Re letter May 14th wire when you can complete composition Maine Guidebook.
I was sorry that you overlooked indicating when you could promise to complete the
composition on the Maine Guidebook. I realize that conditions are such that it is hard to
make a definite commitment but I indicated the seriousness of the situation in my letter to
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you. We have to know when we can count on mailing out the Supplement. It is not only
useless but an utter loss to us to send out these revised pages in July and August.
It occurs to me that, under the present circumstances, our best plan might be to issue the
Supplement only and have you run about a dozen page proofs of the remaining material. The
page proofs would serve our requirements during this year and would give us the benefit of
making any changes or corrections as a result of this year's experiences. Then, since we
would send you revised page proof in the fall, we would have the new pages ready in ample
time for 1948.
Since this matter is being so long drawn out with a loss of valuable time in discussion, I
suggest that on receipt of this letter, you might call me at my office. The telephone number is
Republic 7400, Extension 2575. I shall be away on Thursday of next week. It is necessary
that we come to some definite arrangement in these matters.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
May 19, 1947. Myron Avery to Elwyn and Adelaide Story, West Carry Pond Camps.
Dear Mr. and Mrs Storey:
We have been very much the losers this winter by not having received the usual frequent
chapters from "Life at the Carry Ponds". Your last letter, which is now circulating among
your Washington friends, made us appreciate how far behind we had gotten. We have the
usual explanations. Miss Stephenson is, as usual, very much occupied. Miss Park is still in
poor health, although she has returned to work. I have found little free time, apart from the
fact that I have been obliged to be in Maine a great deal by reason of family business matters.
We are working on extensive corrections of the Maine Guidebook and we had heard from the
new proprietor of East Carry Pond. I also learned at Augusta that Chief Fire Warden Wing
has resigned. The spot where he had no information was the Ledge House, that is, whether
the same caretaker was there and the same difficulty?
We tried to combine the necessary Trail work still remaining in Eastern Maine with the
return to Mt. Bigelow but found we were spreading matters too thin. So the trip this year is
concentrated on three lakes, with four days at each.
1 myself am anxious to get into the area, for I want to see how well the Forest Service did its
contract work of clearing from the Ledge House to Mt. Bigelow. They are to finish the job to
Bigelow Village this year. Forest Commissioner Rendall said every effort would be made to
get it done early in the season.
I read with encouragement what you said about the route being open from Sandy Stream. I
presume you were over there in the hunting season. I imagine that the raspberry bushes and
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maple sprouts are bad. There is a prospect that we may have a three-man crew work east on
the Trail in July and August. Something of the sort is desperately, needed, for the bushes are
getting beyond our control and we still have to soft-pedal Trail travel.
If this doesn’t work out, late in the summer we may have to ask again for one last session of
your husband's good right arm to hold the fort until next year for us.
I am greatly interested in what you write about the trailer and the tractor. I don't know any
other camp that uses such a conveyance. I am particularly Interested because of the effect on
your tote-road. Due to its weight and its use during damp weather, it may result in deep ruts,
so that the work on the road may be more than ever. How long does it take to get in from
Dead River now?
In the next chapter, we shall look forward to hearing some of the engineering aspects of the
matter.
From last summer's experience you certainly seem to have built up a good clientele, which
gives you a good season and promise for the future. You were able to hold on during the lean
and war years and can now reap the benefits. We are glad if we were of help in any way
during that time and appreciate the help which you gave us in our problems.
We can imagine that Louise is quite a young lady now.
If Mr. Storey ever has any opportunity, I wish he would ask whether the lumbering is getting
over near the Trail on Bates Ridge.
We see that the people at Spring Lake are running a sporting camp business after the close of
the boys and girls camps.
While I may get into the section to check over the Trail if the crew works on it, I am afraid
we shall have to depend upon you during this year for news of interest to us in your locality.
Regards from your many Washington friends.
May 20, 1947. Myron Avery to Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Sirs:
I refer to my letter of recent date, asking for a specific date as to when you could complete
the Maine Guidebook work. Your response as to the final delivery is somewhat
indefiniteness. On account of the considerations which are set forth in my letter, the
uncertainty of the situation involves very considerable prospect of loss. On the other hand,
we have concluded that, because of the uncertain and complicated situation, it is advisable to
go ahead with matters.
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We realize that we cannot hold you to any definite commitment or ask for any guarantees.
While we have perhaps not always been in agreement on minor points with the Shenandoah
Publishing House, we have always considered it the world's best printer and have been
thoroughly appreciative of its long-standing cooperation and interest in our activities. That is
what we rely upon in this situation. We are asking you to do your utmost to move on the job
and get the proof to us in series. It should go directly to Miss Jean Stephenson at The Conard,
with a copy of the page proof being sent to me at the address given below.
We would ask that you keep us closely posted as to the prospects of the situation.
We are awaiting word from you as to the two-page sheet with the list of publications.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
May 20, 1947. Charles P. Bradford, Superintendent, State Park Commission, Augusta,
Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Sir:
On February 26, 1947, you wrote us requesting information on appropriations for Baxter
State Park Authority and the Maine State Park Commission.
The Legislature has just gone home and we have learned that the Baxter State Park Authority
was given an appropriation of $7500 per year for the next biennium and the State Park
Commission $59,357.
TELEGRAM
May 21, 1947. Myron Avery to Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasbourg, Virginia.
AFTER DISCUSSION GUIDEBOOK SITUATION HAVE CONCLUDED BEST
PRACTICE TO RISK YOUR COMPLIANCE EXPECTED DELIVERY DATE JUNE
FIFTEENTH AND COMPLETE ORIGINAL MAINE GUIDEBOOK PROJECT.
SUPPLEMENT WILL BE PRINTED SEPARATELY SENDING AN ADDITIONAL PAGE
May 22, 1947. F. H. Schoppe, Nahmakanta Lake Camps, Millinocket, Maine, to Myron
Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Sir:
Received your letter of April 28th, regarding your trail work plans for 1947 in this section.
I haven’t been over very much of trail, but understand that there is considerable blowdown
on some sections.
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Camps at Wadleigh have changed hands and I have been selected as caretaker due to our
location etc.
Our rates are $6.00 per day. Canoe rental $1.00 per day.
As these rates apply to all of regular clientele do not think it wise to make any changes
although should have increased.
May 22, 1947. Jon D. Williams, 170 Hubbard St., Glastonbury, Conn. to The
Appalachian Trail Conference,1916 Sunderland Place, N.W.,Washington 6, D.C.
Gentlemen:
Page 26 of your bulletin "Plans for an Appalachian Trail Lean-To" gives a list of proposed
structures on the AT in Maine from Nahmakanta Lake to Pierce Pond. Could you tell me if
any work on these shelters is planned for the coming season? If so, I would be glad to
volunteer for a project of this sort and would appreciate it if you could help me get in touch
with a person or persons who might be in charge of such an enterprise.
Do you know whether the Maine Appalachian Trail Club or the Appalachian Trail
Conference contributes anything toward the construction of shelters?
May 22, 1947. Myron Avery to Miss Charlotte W. Hardy, 159 Wilson Street, Brewer,
Maine.
Dear Miss Hardy:
I am very much indebted to you for your letter of May 16th. I appreciate greatly your pains in
writing me as to the disposition of these matters which are of considerable interest. I am glad
indeed that people such as the Bangor Public Library and Miss King and Mr. Haddock could
take effective steps to place these books and records in permanent depositories.
By reason of matters in connection with the handling of my father’s estate, I am very
frequently in Maine these days. I usually pass through Bangor at night but if I could be of
any service to you, I should consider it a privilege to stop at Bangor to render any assistance
possible in your handling of Mrs. Eckstorm's affairs. I shall hold myself subject to your
availability and will await your suggestions in the matter.
I appreciate that I have only my own delinquency to blame for my failure to have made
inquiry at a sufficiently early date. It would perhaps save you labor to merely indicate where
the volumes were sold and I could write the purchaser and repurchase the Guides, if they
have not been otherwise disposed of.
I am most appreciative of your action in forwarding to me the letter of August 8, 1898, from
Harry Frink to Lucius A. Hubbard. It is odd that the envelope and letter should have been
preserved intact. I should rather guess that Mr. Hubbard might have left this with Mrs.
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Eckstorm when he came east in 1927. I remember that she told me that he had left with her
some of his material. I assume that this was included.
I am enclosing an addressed envelope which would serve to indicate to whom the Way Guide
and the Hubbard Guide have been sold, if they went to a book dealer.
Again, thank you for your courtesies in this situation.
P.S. The issue of Trailway News with the item on Mrs. Eckstorm was sent forward. If it has
not arrived or if more copies would be of interest, I would appreciate your advices.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson, Katahdin File
May 23, 1947. Earl Perham, Long Pond Camps, Brownville Junction, Maine, to Myron
Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron:
I have sent the 4 pr. of shears to the add. you gave me. Do you know where I can get hold of
a pr. or two of them. I tried in Bangor but couldn’t get any.
The weather here has been cold and rainy. The water is the highest ever. There are still 2 diff.
booms of logs that they are trying to get the right kind of wind to carry it through to dam.
Hope they get it soon so to drop the water.
The Seaboard only has 6 men here at their new camp now and they have built a new camp on
Mink brook way below Dore’s for the depot camp this yr. Bill Dore they told me was in to
camp. He can’t walk so must be in bad shape.
If you happen to know anything about the shears let me know. Best regards to all the crowd.
May 23, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I refer to my telephone conversation with you in which there was fully explored the
possibilities of the Maine Guidebook matter.
We feel that, while we may risk the possibility of serious losses, we are justified in relying
upon your expectation of delivery by the middle of June. Delivery of the printed pages could
be in installments. An initial delivery of 300 would carry us a long ways in meeting the
commitments which are outstanding.
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I confirm my conversation to the effect that the Supplement will be printed separately and
will be sent to us at once so that we can mail it out. The proof on the first installment, which
includes the Supplement, has been returned to you. You are in a position to print the
Supplement at once. On a separate page we would wish to add the following explanation:
"NOTE: The 1947 Maine Guide Supplement is to be accompanied by corrigenda and
the extensive revised pages. Printing difficulties have occasioned a delay in
completing the project. Instead of delaying the appearance of this Supplement until
the project could be completed, it has been thought desirable to mail the Supplement
in advance. The corrigenda and the printed pages will be sent forward separately. The
printer's expectation is that these pages will be available in late June.
The availability of this Supplement, indicating the general conditions, will serve to
permit users of the Trail in Maine to make plans and arrangements at this time. The
detailed corrections and revised pages will be available before trips are undertaken.
The changes and corrections relating to Katahdin contained in the revised pages
should be particularly noted."
This notice will be on a separate sheet apart from the Supplement, which constitutes one
document. If there is any misunderstanding on this, please let me know.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
May 26, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
As I am going to be away for a few days and as we have been delayed in getting the listed
material forwarded to you, I thought I had better check to make sure there had been no
change in the tentative arrangements, before we proceeded. I trust that there will not be, for I
am extremely anxious to see this project go forward.
I am sending my younger son on the St. Croix voyageurs trip which is run by Mr. Dwelly of
Auburn. In getting together his equipment he bought at the Army stores here a mosquito
netting and I gave him my mosquito helmet. It just occurred to me that, if our plans are going
through, it would be wise strategy to obtain three of these items at Conference expense. They
might eliminate a very unsatisfactory experience, although I am a little troubled to know how
the mosquito netting, which is substantial, could be used in one of the Army tents. The cost,
however, is small and the convenience great.
Another point which I had failed to mention earlier: In order to tie more closely the Outing'
Club into the arrangement, I would prefer to have the P.A.T.C. funds turned over to the
Outing Club and have it disburse to the men the amounts involved. This would give it more
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definitely an Outing Club aspect. I do not wish to add to anyone's labors but I think this does
have a very practical value. How does it strike you?
copy to M.A.T.C. Treasurer Park.
Dictated by Captain Avery, but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
May 28, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron—Your letter of the 26th at hand. I have an appointment Saturday with the two
men on campus to go over maps, etc. of the A.T. They are beginning to be anxious to receive
equipment and learn details of their work. On account of bad weather our O.C. has not had
opportunity to run a spring trip to our section of Trail, and so these men have no
acquaintance with it yet. When they start in about the 17th of June I shall have to go with
them for two or three days to break them in.
I feel that I shall have to take some responsibility for these men and their work anyway, and
if you wish to transfer the M.A.T.C. funds to our Outing Club and have me pay them by
Outing Club Checks, it will, I suppose, be all right. It would seem somewhat more direct and
less complicated, if I OKed their bills and sent them on to Miss Park for payment; however, I
will cooperate in any arrangement you wish to make. After I get them started in, we shall
have to depend pretty much on the integrity of the men themselves to do an honest job, for I
can’t check on them as I have a very busy summer ahead of me. However, unless I have lost
my sense of evaluating students, they will be O.K.
The pruning shears have arrived. I am enclosing the letter from Earl Perham.
Stanley Attwood is seriously ill: in fact for several days it looked as though he wouldn’t live.
He had a cerebral hemorrhage. I don’t know how this may affect the Alpine Club and their
work.
I’m glad Hal is going with Zeke Dwelly this summer. Zeke is an experienced man and Hal
will have a good trip.
MEMORANDUM OF EQUIPMENT TO BE SENT PROF. SAWYER FOR USE OF
TRAIL CREW
1.

3 copies Guide To The Appalachian Trail in Maine.

2.

3 transparent map cases.

3.
from

3 copies 1947 Supplement to Guide. (Very extensive; to be mailed when received
printer.)

4.

3 copies of The Appalachian Trail (A.T.C. Publication No. 17).
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5.

3 copies Suggestions for Appalachian Trail Users (A.T.C. Publication No. l5).

6.

3 copies of each publication of The Silver Aisle.

7.

3 sets of APPALACHIAN TRAILWAY NEWS for the last two years.

8.

3 copies Trail Manual (A.T.C. Publication No. 1).

9.

Motion picture reel on Trail technique.
*****
3 scrapers (with string).
1 dual paint carrier.
3 Bergans type packs
3 bottles Dimethyl phthlate and 1 can of same. (If more is needed, advise promptly.)
3 sets of Sign List for Appalachian ^rail in Maine.
Geological Survey Maps as per letter.
*****
Appropriate credential letter will be written if required.
*****

Reports as to Trail conditions, and directions for actual work on sections to be
forwarded later.
{Copy in Special Folder}
May 28, 1947. Charlotte W. Hardy, 159 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine, to Myron Avery.
[Hand-written]
Dear Capt. Avery—I am sorry that I do not have a record of the exact books purchased by
different people so I cannot trace the Way and Hubbard Guide books. I expect to see Mr.
Hadlock before very long and will ask him if by chance he has it and if he will sell it to you.
Apparently my last letter has not reached him. I will be very glad to do what I can to get
these books for you as I am sure my sister would like to have you own them. She appreciated
many things you did for her.
Thank you for the Appalachian Trailway News. With the fine tribute to my sister, Mrs.
Eckstorm. I think it especially good, as it covers her work and personality. It will be pleasing
to have a few copies for my family and one of her friends. Thank you for suggesting it.
In one of the letters she left for me Mrs. Eckstorm suggested that if I needed assistance as to
what to preserve and what to destroy you might advise me. She left seventeen filing cases,
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many I have not opened, beside odd manuscripts. At present I am leaving these untouched.
Her home is under repairs and so is [?]. Later I can send you anything I think would be of
special interest. It is very kind of you to offer to stop over but not necessary at present. I
would however be glad to see you if you came to Bangor. My time is divided between
Portsmouth N.H. (where my niece is ill) and Brewer.
May 31, 1947. Harold Dyer, Baxter State Park, to Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
I have just learned that out appropriation is $7,500 for each of the next two years. I estimate
our income to be about $1,500 which will give us about $9,000 to work with each year.
Along with the pre-season work, I was able to get the Doubletop Mountain trail and the
Sentinel Mountain Trail cleared, painted with blue paint and signed.
The AMC party in Chimney Pond has just completed a big job of painting all the mountain
trails with blue paint, erecting cairns and clearing windfalls. The Northwest Basin Trail was
fixed as far as the scrub line going into the Northwest Basin, and the old North Peaks Trail
was cleared through the scrub on the North Peaks end but was not marked until the entire
trail has been cleared so that climbers will not be misled into an uncompleted trail.
That about covers developments to date,
copy: Jean Stephenson
June 2, 1947. Myron Avery to Earl Perham, Chairback Mtn. Camps, Brownville
Junction, Maine.
Dear Earl:
I have your note of May 23rd and I appreciate your sending the four pair of shears to
Professor Sawyer.
I am not surprised that you cannot get any at Bangor. We have been trying unsuccessfully for
over a year to get more of these. The supply is non-existent and that is why we had to trouble
you to send on these four pair. They are a special length, made by Disston Company of
Philadelphia, which simply is not in a position to duplicate them.
We are working on the problem and sooner or later should be able to get more shears. When
we do, we will have your problem in mind and take care of it. Our present job is to try to
make what we have last until we can get some more.
I am interested in what you say about the high waters and the Seaboard operations. It looks as
if they are moving definitely toward Barren for next year. I judge from your letter that
nothing has been done in the way of putting up the camp in the notch between Third and
Fourth.
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With best regards from your Washington friends,
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson for special folder, Mr. Sawyer
June 2, 1947. Myron Avery to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
I found your letter of May 28th on my return. I was glad to be reassured that the situation as
to the work crew was still in hand. Because of your apprehension over the fact that the
equipment in detail which was included in my memorandum had not been received, I sent
you a night letter to reassure you.
The trouble has been two-fold. All of this material has been stored away during the moving
of Headquarters and the renovation of the premises and hard to get at. My further difficulty
lay in the fact that I tried to obtain some assistance in getting the list of material sent out and
it did not move forward as promptly as I would have wanted. It should all go forward this
week and be in your hands by the first of next week.
I wrote you about the possibility of providing at Conference expense the mosquito netting.
Perhaps your stores carry these items, so that you could get it locally. I will await word from
you. As to the head nets, C. C. Filson Co., Seattle, Washington, advises me that me they do
not have them available. I am continuing to look for them, for I want one to replace the head
net I gave to Hal. These might be extremely serviceable items of equipment for use in
evenings, etc.
As far as the work directions are concerned, it is my plan to withhold writing these until we
know that the program is definitely under way. I shall, of course, see to it that they are
prepared in sufficient time but with the work on your Bates section, they will be more broken
in before the additional instructions are required. You will recall that I left it that on the Bates
section you would furnish all of the directions. Do you intend to have them make any effort
to repaint the C-Pond side trail which is described in the guidebook. That project incidentally
might be a good outing club feature because of the unusual prospect from the Bluff. I realize
your primary interest is the Bates section and in view of the fact that your efforts have made
this program possible, you will want to try to get as much as possible in shape. I would
suggest, however, because of the labor and the difficulty involved, that you instruct them to
bypass the section between the fire-road on Maine Highway 4 and Sandy Ponds, putting up
detour signs at each end and marking temporarily the connection in the south end of Maine
Highway 4. This is the sort of thing that you could cover to best advantage, I think, with a
large crew on an outing club trip in the fall.
As to finances, my feeling is that, if the men felt that there was a direct connection with the
College and the outing club, it might create more of a sense of responsibility and direction. If
it is a matter of any great difficulty with you, I of course would gladly forego my views in the
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matter. I do feel that probably it would be wise to have funds available so that they would
have money to draw on and I have instructed Miss Park to send to you a check, payable to
the Bates College Outing Club, in the amount of $200. If you felt disposed to take the
additional burden, we will send on from time to time sufficient funds in advance so that there
will be no delays or difficulty in payment.
When the crew reaches the Monson area where there is some running around on dirt roads,
etc., I would propose to write Forest Commissioner Rendall to ask that he instruct Supervisor
Robert Hutton (who took Stubbs’ place) to furnish transportation and help in their problems.
This is the area where transportation would be to greatest benefit and it would save expense
and time. It is Hutton who has charge of the contract work for the Forest Service on Bigelow.
I am glad to know that you planned to go in with the men on 17 June. To be able to put in
two or three days at the outset will be invaluable in the way of getting them oriented.
As far as my own situation permits, I intend to keep in close touch with the work and check it
over as it progresses. I am doing it, not from a sense of checking up on the work, but with the
view of eliminating any problems and further, since there will be some sections that I want to
cover for the purpose of revising guidebook data, etc.
My thought is to make my first trip over the Fourth of July holiday. By that time they might
have covered a considerable section of the Bates area. I do not know whether you would be
available to run up with me for the day and I of course would find my own transportation
back, after finishing going over the section. I am reserving the July Fourth weekend
especially for that and you might let me know how it fills in with your plans.
I of course entirely agree with you that, after the work starts, we have to rely on the interest
and integrity of the men to do a thorough and worthwhile job. I was much impressed with the
fellows and, like you, I am entirely satisfied to leave the matter that way. Your experience
and contact with students would make your judgment in these matters far superior to mine
and I would defer to it in any event. My thought in mentioning the contact is simply to get
the most effective results and to try to eliminate any difficulties which might cause the men
to lose interest or fail to complete the program. I am hoping that it will be sufficiently
successful so that we will have no trouble in continuing it from year to year as a sort of
adjunct to outing club activities.
I am shocked with what you say as to Stanley Attwood’s illness. A cerebral hemorrhage is
not the sort of thing that one recovers from completely. I believe this would eliminate the
Maine Alpine Club completely and I am wondering whether it would not be preferable to
start this crew at Grafton Notch. It would involve repainting as well as reclearing but with
Attwood's illness, I have a feeling that nothing will be done in this section. You may know
whom he counted on working with this summer, so as to be able to determine whether there
is any prospect. If that program goes across, it would be too bad to leave any gap and
Baldpate is an interesting mountain.
The person in charge of the motion picture reel has warned me that the reel is broken and will
separate when it is being run. This, however, will not present any great difficulty.
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The check for $200 will come forward within a few days.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay
June 2, 1947. Myron Avery to John D. Williams, 170 Hubbard Street, Glastonbury,
Conn.
Dear Mr. Williams:
Your letter of May 27, addressed to the Appalachian trail Conference, has been referred to
me, by reason of my connection with the Maine Appalachian Trail Club.
We appreciate very much the expression of your interest. This leads me to inquire whether
you have traveled The Appalachian Trail in Maine and have any familiarity with the Maine
Guide.
Most of these lean-tos were built by the CCC from materials available at the site. Due to their
age, all require some work and the roofs on many have cracked and are leaking.
If you are a subscriber to Appalachian Trailway News, you will have noted the reports of our
work trips in Maine. These, however, are primarily concerned with Trail maintenance. This
year's trip, of which we will be glad to send you a notice, will cover the terrain between Joe
Mary Lakes and the Penobscot West Branch. There is a possibility that a small crew, of about
three, will cover the Trail in western Maine but their schedule will not permit any lean-to
activities.
Under these circumstances, I think it advisable to inquire exactly what your offer of
assistance contemplates, and specifically what you had in mind in this connection.
It is unnecessary to say that we will be very glad to utilize your offered assistance in any
manner possible. As soon as I have a clearer picture of what you have in mind, we can
indicate specific possibilities.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
Copy to Seymour Smith
June 2, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Rendall:
I am enclosing a letter which is self-explanatory, relating to the plan for the use of Bates
students to try to complete the re-clearing of The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
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The situation had reached the point where drastic efforts were required, to overcome the war
damage. These men have been selected by Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Jr. They are veterans and
students of mature judgment and experience. One of these students is a Maine resident;
therefore, the situation is one where there would be full compliance with the fire laws when
this party is camping. The plan is for the party to work from Grafton Notch to Katahdin.
I had thought that it might be advisable to have your firewardens know of the project, apart
from the fact that they might be able to help the crew in some incidental manner.
Accordingly, I thought that I would write to ask if your office would send to the wardens
copies of this letter and the enclosure, so that the project would be fully understood. If you
prefer to give the names and addresses, we could mail the letters direct, or we could send to
you a sufficient number of letters to be mailed out by your office. I am writing a similar letter
to Commissioner Stobie, with the request that the same procedure be used to inform the game
wardens of the activities of this crew.
P. S. This plan has no effect on the contract arrangement for the work on Bigelow, Moxie
Bald and White Cap. The crew will skip these areas.
{Original not dated and held for to Sawyer to see.}
June 2, 1947. Myron Avery to F. H. Schoppe, Nahmakanta Lake Camps, Millinocket,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Schoppe:
I have your letter of May 22nd in reply to my letter of April 28th. We are going ahead on the
basis of the schedule of the trip outlined in my letter. We will write you later as to the exact
number.
I note with interest what you say as to being the caretaker of the camps at Wadleigh Pond.
The next time you write me, I wish you would tell me the owner.
The part of the Trail in which I am particularly interested is the Wadleigh Road via
Musquash Ponds. The small growth between the Farmsite and the foot of the lake in the
lumbered section makes for bad maintenance.
I am not quite clear what you meant by canoe rental of $1.00 per day. For most parties this is
a full day's use. With our people it is a relatively short time in the evening after the return
from the work trip. Perhaps you were talking about Trail use generally and do not have
reference to our 1947 work trip.
I can appreciate what you say about the increase of rates. I do not know that they are higher
anywhere than your figure and it is true there is such a thing as killing the goose that lays the
golden eggs, if people feel that charges are getting too high, particularly in view of the down
turn of the market. However, that is your business and I simply make this comment as
bearing on the policy of the camp proprietors with whom I have long been acquainted.
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If there are any developments in your area in the next two months, I should appreciate being
advised.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
June 4, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
When I was at Lewiston, we spoke about the matter of credentials for the Trail crew. I have
prepared a draft of a letter which may serve. It is my thought that we could mimeograph and
send it to all of the camps along the route. This would serve as advance notice. In addition,
the men could carry the original for identification.
Before we proceed with the project, I thought I would check to see if you think it is adequate.
Please feel free to make any changes or to cover any other points.
Enclosed is a copy of a letter which I thought it well to write to Mr. Rendall and to Mr.
Stobie in order to give the crew the green light.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
TO THE PROPRIETORS OP THE SPORTING CAMPS ALONG THE
APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE:
This letter will serve to introduce three students of Bates College, members of the Bates
College Outing Club who are working on The Appalachian Trail in Maine this summer.
Because of the inability to maintain the Trail route in the customary manner during the war,
some sections of The Appalachian Trail in Maine have gotten into a very bad condition.
Accordingly, arrangements were made to have the Trail route covered by a crew for the
purpose of restoring the Trail to a fully usable condition. The members of this crew are:

There are along the Trail in Maine certain items of equipment, paint, etc., which were left at
sporting camps from previous Maine Appalachian Trail Club work trips or sent to these
camps. This letter will constitute authority for the work crew to take from these supplies, left
for trail use at the sporting camps, any equipment which they may require.
There is a great deal of trail work to be done and this crew is performing the work under
arrangements which hardly do more than defray their expenses. The work of the crew will
benefit each camp on the route in that it will permit the proprietor to publicize an additional
feature as a part of the attractions of the camps. While the Trail crew intends to camp, there
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will be situations where staying at sporting camps will be of great help in accomplishing the
work. Therefore, if the situation is such that the crew finds it advisable to obtain
accommodations at your camp, I trust that you will find it possible to cooperate with the
Conference by furnishing accommodations to the crew at a minimum rate. Any other
assistance which you can give to the crew will not only benefit the Trail but also your own
camps. The funds available for this project are decidedly limited and the more that the
expense can be reduced the more work can be accomplished.
Due to the sub-standard condition of the Trail in Maine and the necessity for warning of
these factors, Trail travel in Maine has been discouraged. When the Trail has been re-cleared
and put back into standard shape, it will be widely publicized and it is expected that the result
will be greatly increased travel.
We hope that you will aid the Maine Appalachian Trail crew in every possible manner.
June 5, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
All the material has now gone forward except the sign lists, which will be sent in a few days.
I remember we had some discussion about buying a Sandvik or Swedish pulp saw. My note
is not clear on the ultimate decision but it was my recollection that you thought that was
something you could get as an Outing Club item. If I am in error, let me know.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
June 5, 1947. Marion Park to W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Prof. Sawyer:
In keeping with Captain Avery’s arrangements with you, I am forwarding check of the Maine
Appalachian Trail Club for $200. I enclose a form of receipt which I would appreciate your
executing and returning for my records.
I will keep closely in touch with the matter in order that the additional funds may be sent on
as required.
{Receipt sent June 9th. W.H.S.}
Received from Marion Park, Treasurer of the Maine Appalachian Trail Club, Inc., the
amount of $200.00 to be used in defraying expenses of the Trail Crew on The Appalachian
Trail in Maine.
BATES COLLEGE OUTING CLUB
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By
____________________________________
W. H. Sawyer
June 5, 1947. Myron Avery to Charlotte W. Hardy, 159 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine.
Dear Miss Hardy:
Thank you for your letter of May 28th.
I appreciate your interest in the matter and the efforts which you have made.
I shall understand that, when I can be of any assistance, you will specifically advise me.
We are pleased to know that the tribute to Mrs. Eckstorm was to your satisfaction. It was
written by Miss Stephenson, the Editor of Appalachian Trailway News. I have arranged, in
view of your expression in the matter, to have sent forward to you a dozen copies. These will
go forward by separate cover.
Again thanking you for the time you have taken to acquaint me with the details of the
disposition of Mrs. Eckstorm’s matters,
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
Copy in Katahdin file, Maine File, Miss Stephenson
Miss Park will send forward a dozen copies of Trailway News.
June 7, 1947. Stanley B. Attwood to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron:
Mountain climbing is out for this year, if not forever. Am just out of the hospital. The doctor
said it was a cerebral hemorrhage over a minute area. Anyway, it cut the legs out from under
me and I must take it easy for a long time.
Nevertheless, I hope within a week or two to have a talk with Theberge.
June 9, 1947. Myron Avery to W. P. Shultz, Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo, Maine.
Dear Mr. Shultz:
I am glad to have your letter of May 31st.
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I am glad to see that the map which I sent for insertion in your guidebook and extra
guidebook duly arrived. In a couple of months we will be sending out new sheets to be
substituted for the ones in the present book which cover your area.
We expect to redraw Map No. 4, which covers your region during the coming winter and if
you see any errors or changes, I would like to know about it in order to incorporate them.
I appreciate what you have written about reducing your publicized rates to $6.00 per day
from your listed price of $7.00. That is in line with what the other camps on this trip are
charging and therefore will be satisfactory. I take it that what I said about the incidental use
of canoes at the end of the day was entirely agreeable to you.
I note what you have said in your prospectus about hiking the Trail. However, unless we get
it improved between the Dam and the Camps, people who try it will not have much to say of
that section.
From your letterhead, I assume that we should carry your address as Kokadjo and we are
doing this in the guidebook.
We will write you at a later date as to the exact number of our party. You have the schedule
and know the dates involved. We are looking forward to your acquaintance and a very
pleasant stay at Rainbow Lake.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson:
Miss Park has made up and is maintaining the special folder on this trip, which is with the
other trip folders at Headquarters. Watch for the error in the spelling of Shultz’ name in the
Maine Guide supplement. You can see his letter in the folder. M.H.A.
June 9, 1947. John D. Williams, 170 Hubbard Street Glastonbury, Connecticut, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
Your kind letter is greatly appreciated and in response to your request for more details, I am
glad to reply as follows.
My trail experience altogether has not been very great, being confined very largely to
Connecticut. Under the sponsorship of the Connecticut Forest & Park Association I have for
the past few years been developing a new trail near here for the Connecticut Trail System and
wrote a short piece about it for the latest edition of the Connecticut Walk Book.
The furthest afield I have been is on a couple of trips up into New Hampshire when I did a bit
of mountain climbing but was not situated on either occasion to get onto the AT. But my
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interest in the AT project itself is of some years duration since I clipped and saved two
newspaper articles about it written by Raymond Torrey back in 1926 and 1929. They now
comprise part of my early scrap book which I kept on trail and forestry subjects. That of
course was before the AT was completed and it is interesting to see how the actual route in
western Connecticut varies from the one originally proposed by Torrey.
The idea of shelter work in Maine first occurred to me as I was reading the ATC publication
“Plans For an Appalachian Trail Lean-To" (Pub. No. 12; Dec. 1946). Seeing the gap in
shelters from Nahmakanta Lake to Pierce Pond (32.68 and 150.61 miles respectively from
Katahdin) I soon became ambitious to help fill in this gap. I also saw the statement in your
pamphlet "The Silver Aisle" that "a continuous series of such public campsites (lean-to
shelters) is planned for the Trail route." (p. 11) Just which location should be tackled first is
perhaps not too easy to decide but it occurred to me that if we could get onto the Trail at
Blanchard the Moxie Bald Mtn. shelter which burned down in 1946 might be rebuilt.
For myself, perhaps I could say that my present ambition is to write about the Trail in
newspapers or magazines so that more people will know about it. What better way is there to
do this than by creating news worthy activities of the Trail such as shelter construction work
itself will furnish.
The practical matter of establishing a camp in the wilderness where food would of course
need to be brought is something which you of course know much more about than I do. But
if the enthusiasm and will to accomplish a project like this means something I am confident
of getting ahead in spite of obstacles. Of course I can outfit myself and will contribute my
share toward buying equipment necessary for a group. We have an old wall tent here which,
tho rather small might be used. I would want, however, to give it a pretty thorough testing
before depending on it. We also have a gasoline stove here which has been used before and I
see no reason now why it should not still be serviceable.
June 9, 1947. Myron Avery to Mrs. L. Cole Guiney, Antlers Camps, Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Guiney:
I am glad to have your letter of May 29th in answer to my letter of April 28th. The
information which you have given me about the transportation situation is entirely
satisfactory. It also covers the question of the canoe trip to Turkey Tail. I note that your rates
would be $6.00 per day. Our party will take packed lunches and since we will take a lunch on
the day we leave, that would make four full days and nights, or $24.00 per person for the four
days involved.
I am glad to have the word as to Mr. Woodworth being able to take the party to the foot of
Nahmakanta Stream. We would have to have transportation from the train at Millinocket to
Woodworth's. You gave us his price for setting the party across the lake to Joe Mary Stream
but not for the automobile transportation. I see that you have relieved yourself of the problem
of operating the boats on Pemadumcook which used to take so much of Mr. Potter's time.
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Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
June 10, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
We have in our records two miscellaneous signs to go up at various places. We could try
mailing them in but I have come to the conclusion that it would be better to send them to you
with several copies of this letter. The men could put the package in their car and keep it as
required. They will have the sign list, but as these signs have the numbers of the Sixth
Revision instead of the numbers of the Seventh Revision, which the men will have, I thought
it best to list them here. The signs are:
No. 204. For Poplar Ridge Lean-to. (This will probably be taken up from Redington Pond
Camps.)
Sign marked "Site of Savage’s Mills". This is Sign No. 146 of the Seventh Revision; it is
marked #115 of a very old vintage of the Sign List. This would be taken in at Monson.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
June 10, 1947. John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street Westbrook, Maine, to
Maine Appalachian Trail Club, 1916 Sunderland Pl., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
Gentlemen:
Doubtless you get many reports on trail conditions, so here is one more you may look over
for whatever it is worth. It covers the trail from Big Wilson bridge to Katahdin which we (my
wife and I) traveled in early October, 1946.
Sec. 9 - Bodfish Farm to Long Pond
October 5th.
Left Monson and walked by road to Bodfish siding, picking up the trail at Big Wilson bridge
thence by tote road now passible by auto to where the trail branches south to Long Pond
Stream and climbs Barren Mountain. The trail is well cleared and marked to the crest of the
ridge at which point a pair of clippers and a “Lively Lad” weeder were hanging in a tree.
(Perhaps someone is still looking for them.) Here good maintainance ends abruptly and the
trail is poorly marked and cleared to Cloud Pond where we spent the first night.
October 6th.
The trail improves somewhat to side trail to Perham’s Camps on Long Pond. Sign warns of
poor condition of loop over Chairback to Long Pond. “Sign speaks truth”. Some sections
were almost too obscure to be followed.
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Sec. 8 - Long Pond to 3rd West Branch Pond
The trail is very good to the West Branch of Pleasant River. We took a quick look at the
lower part of Gulf Hagas, but found the Gulf trails blocked with numerous heavy blowdowns
and decided to come back to the Gulf later. From the West Branch to the top of White Cap
the trail is plainly marked most of the way, but in need of considerable clearing. There was
no fire warden at the cabin. We cooked our supper at the brook after a very cool dip, and
after supper climbed to the summit where we spent the night.
October 7th.
Expecting a difficult trip through the closed section of the trail, we cooked breakfast by
firelight at 4:30 A.M. and climbed into the tower to eat it and watch the sun rise. The trail to
the Junction of the Chadwick's camps trail is good and the latter good to the camps.
Sec. 7 - 3rd. West Branch Pond to Yoke Ponds
From here the truck road leads to 3rd. West Branch Pond and a well marked trail leaves the
truck road and proceeds to the G.N. camp. There is a little confusion right at the camp, but no
difficulty in finding the route through to Logan Brook. There were no bad beaver flows as
reported in the '45 supplement. The trail is excellent from Logan Brook to where it swings
north from the Chesuncook road on the East Branch of the Pleasant River. Here we left the
trail, following the river to the B-Pond road which we followed north picking up the trail
where it leaves the road to go to the Crawford Pond dam.
Sec. 6 - Yoke Ponds to Lower Joe Mary Lake
We followed the Cooper Brook tote road to Cooper Falls where we spent the night. This
section of the trail {from West Branch Pond to Crawford Pond} was one of the best
encountered. We would definitely recommend it for travel in spite of the fact that it is closed.
October 8th.
The trail from Cooper Falls to Lower Joe Mary Lake is well marked. The entire Cooper
Brook tote road from the B-Pond road to near Cooper Pond is being used as a buck-board
road to an active G. N. camp and is extremely muddy and rocky, rather tiring and wet to
travel.
Sec. .5 - Lower Joe Mary Lake to Mahar Camp Ground
The trail is well marked and cleared.
Sec. 4 - Mahar Camp Ground to Nahmakanta Lake
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The trail is good to Nahmakanta Lake except for minor wading due to beaver flows on
tributaries of Nahmakanta Stream. Camped on Southwest shore of the lake a half mile
beyond the lean-to.
October 9th.
Got up with the temperature at 21° and a cup of water frozen nearly solid. The trail to
McDougall's camps is reasonably clear and well marked.
Sec. 3 - Nahmakanta Lake to Rainbow Lake
The trail is good as far as Clifford's Rainbow Dam Camps which are pretty dilapidated. From
the dam lean-to to Clifford's Rainbow Lake Camps, the trail follows a telephone line. Some
one had freshly mowed the line, leaving stubs 18 inches high and thrown most of the brush
into the trail. This made walking very arduous. Without doubt this was the most tiring
walking of the entire trip. The trail is well marked. The damage done to this section of trail is
inexcusable.
Sec. 2 - Rainbow Lake to Daicey Pond
That night was spent at the east end of Rainbow Lake. We were too mad about the blocking
of the trail to even stop in at Clifford's Camps.
October 10th.
The route from Rainbow Lake to the West Branch of the Penobscot is in quite good shape
both as to marking and clearing. We did not find the West Branch lean-to, but did see
evidences of a good sized fire. Perhaps we did not go up stream far enough to reach the leanto. The trail up the Nesowadnehunk is good and so is the swimming at the foot of Big Niagra
Falls, but cool in October.
Sec. 1 - Daicey Pond to Katahdin
This trail is well cleared and marked. Spent the night at the Hunt Spur shelter and ate
breakfast in the light of a full moon so as to get to the top to see the sun rise. Spent October
10th wandering around on Katahdin and meeting a beautiful bear.
****************
The general condition of the trail was good. All quite well cleared and marked, except for the
Barren-Chairback range. This is the poorest section of the trail traversed.
We are contemplating traveling from Blanchard south to Rangeley this coming October and
would appreciate any information you may have on trail conditions beyond that given in the
May “'Trailway News”.
In November we returned to Gulf Hagas with a saw and cleared its trails of blowdowns and brush. The
paint markings are all right so that you can list the Gulf trail from the Hermitage to the head of the Gulf
and back including the side view trails as cleared.
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We notice that Sec. 23 "Andover-B Hill Road to Grafton Notch" (7.64 M) has not been thoroughly
cleared since before the war. If you have not already arranged maintenance, we would be glad to clear it
this summer and maintain it for a few years. I have had quite a bit of experience with the Appalachian
trail, (Delaware Water Gap to Sherburne Pass in one trip ten years ago, and all the New Hampshire
Section piece-meal since then) and live near enough this section to make it accessible for week-end
work.
Incidentally, the total weight carried between the two of us on this trip was just 50 pounds. This
included our packs, food for eight days, and equipment for comfortable camping in northern Maine in
October. Modern equipment certainly makes it possible to travel light.
{Copy Heard, Stephenson, Attwood, Sawyer, M.H.A. (3)}
June 12, 1947.
SUGGESTIONS FOR TRAIL WORK ON THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE
As outlined in the preliminary conferences, these suggestions as to how the work can be most
effectively carried on and what is required will be sent as the work progresses. They are
intended to cover the section beyond the jurisdiction of the Bates College Outing Club.
These instructions are premised by some general observations and then detailed suggestions
and requirements for each section are set forth. The Maine Appalachian Trail Club maintains
from Orbeton Stream to Katahdin detailed records showing the work done on the Trail, its
condition, and particularly what is required. These sets of instructions are being furnished in
triplicate, one for each member of the crew, and a copy for Professor Sawyer, together with a
set for file purposes.
It is important that the crew send to me their mailing address for the purpose of having the
next installment of suggestions sent forward.
Enclosure 1. General Suggestions.
Enclosure 2. Section 19 - Saddleback Mtn. to Orbeton Stream.
{PART I}
{This set to be retained by Prof. Sawyer.}
Enclosure 1
SUGGESTIONS FOR MAINE APPALACHIAN TRAIL CREW
1. Controlling Considerations. The essential is to provide a route sufficiently marked so that
the Trail traveler can never be in doubt or have any justification for missing the way. This
essential places the primary emphasis on marking as contrasted with clearing. Even an
overgrown route,
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if adequately marked, can be followed with assurance. Consequently, in working over any
section, arrangements should be made to always have available paint material. Further, if
there is any error in marking, it should be on the side of over-intensive marking rather than
under-marking. Changing conditions of Trail growth, lumbering, etc., may make a sparsely
marked area difficult to follow. It is, in the last analysis, a matter of judgment. Tote- roads,
with their well defined footway, require obviously far less intensive marking than winding
woods trail.
In general, it is the intention to repaint all Trail except that which was painted in 1945 and
1946. The Trail reports as well as the suggestions for each Section will show the specific
situation.
The suggestions made are based upon the condition as reported or recorded. Actual
conditions may vary widely and hence the Trail Crew should not feel itself bound by any
restrictions or limitations in the directions. Where there is a problem, the essential is to solve
it in some manner. Any action would be preferable to non-action or ignoring the problem.
The reports of the Trail Crew as to conditions resulting after the work, what was
accomplished, and particularly what remains to be done and recommended work are very
important. It will help if such reports can follow the style of the attached Trail Reports. The
needed work item is most essential.
2. Lean-tos: It is known that the lean-tos are in somewhat bad shape and the roofs require
new shakes in many situations. The amount of work to be accomplished and the time
available require omitting all lean-to work (except in emergencies) until another year. A very
necessary feature which has not been cared for is the indication at each structure of a rough
latrine, such as the one at The Horns Pond on Mt. Bigelow. However, any incidental clearing
around lean-tos to eliminate fire hazards, particularly destroying fireplaces right under the
eaves, can be done to advantage. Old boughs should be thrown out and, if conditions permit,
burned. Bad defects in the lean-tos should be noted in the reports in order to determine the
amount of work required.
3. Paint: The paint blazing will need to be done with extreme care. Enclosed is a pamphlet of
directions used on the Southern Appalachian work trip which emphasizes the high lights.
Extreme care must be used to avoid over-sized and excessive blazes. The size is 6 inches by
two inches, at eye level. Old blazes have a tendency to spread and will need to be cut down.
That is the purpose of the brown or neutralizing paint in the double paint carrier. One man
should in most instances be able to keep abreast of the clearing crew.
Particular pains will need to be asserted to watch carefully the blazes in the reverse direction
when one is painting both directions on one traverse.
The neutralizing of overgrown blazes and the elimination of excess blazes is particularly
required on some portions of the Mt. Bigelow Range in the spruce and fir.
Particular care must be taken to use double blazes correctly. It is not a turn signal; it is a
danger signal only and must be used only where the route presents an unexpected turn or
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change which may be easily overlooked. Where the Trail crosses into a road so that it is
obviously sure that one must turn to the right or left, the danger signal is not appropriate. The
double blaze is particularly appropriate, however, when one is traveling along a road and
turns off into an obscure or narrow trail which could be readily by-passed. It is a danger
signal.
4. Appalachian Trail Markers: Old obliterated markers are knocked off. Half an inch of the
nail is left protruding for growth. At highway crossings, a third nail in the triangle of the A.T.
is a wise precaution against vandalism. Markers and galvanized nails will be found in the
caches at the various camps. Only galvanized nails should be used.
5. Mile Markers: In most Sections those will be readily located. It is particularly important to
repaint in every Section the mile markers, noting those that are missing. Careful check of the
guidebook data will indicate where these are to be found. (These mile markers are a
particular hobby of the Conference Chairman.)
6. Trail data: Each member of the Trail crew has been furnished with a complete guide and
the supplementary sheets will be sent as soon as they are received from the printer. The
extensive changes come after West Carry Pond and run east. To make the guidebook current,
the data should be checked and inappropriate or erroneous references noted.
7. Board Signs. The current (1946) edition of the Master Sign List has been supplied to the
Trail Crew. The Trail Reports indicate when signs were placed. The signs, which are cached
at some of the camps, are different in number from the numbers on the current edition but
each sign can be readily recognized. Missing signs should be noted by number in the present
edition as well as those which require replacing. The State is supposed to have erected
highway signs at each major crossing of The Appalachian Trail. It will help to have a
notation under signs whether these are in place.
8. Side Trails: As a general rule, blue-blazed side trails, except to viewpoints, will not be
worked by the Crew, since in most cases they are regarded as a utility by the sporting camps
to which they lead and the proprietor is left to maintain them.
Enclosure: Directions for Southern Virginia Work Trip.
Enclosure 2

SECTION 19
ORBETON STREAM TO MAINE HIGHWAY 4

This section received some work in 1946 from C. W. Bradley, proprietor of the Redington
Pond Camps. Mr. Bradley recleared his side trail.
This Section requires a repainting and reclearing job throughout.
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The proprietor of Redington Pond Camps will be found to be very interested and cooperative.
There is a good campground at the Trail crossing a mile from the Camps. There is no other
near approach except from Sandy Stream [sic, “Sandy River”] Ponds to the summit, which is
4 miles. (The Bates section ends at the summit.)
Considerable small growth will be experienced on Poplar Ridge. Through the spruce and fir
the Trail will be found fairly well marked. More intensive painting is required between the
Horn and the firetower.
Presumably this section can best be worked from Redington Pond Camps or Orbeton Stream.
Enclosure: Trail Report, 1940
August, 1940.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 19
ORBETON STREAM TO MAINE HIGHWAY 4

I. Paint.
Repainted from Orbeton Stream to Firetower by Reeves in May, 1940 (8 m.); fine work
(some triple blazes to be eliminated). Very well painted but more needed between Horn and
Firetower; well cairned here, however. Repainted from Sandy River Ponds to Maine
Highway 4 by B.O.C. in June, 1940; from firetower to Sandy River is in need of thorough
repainting.
II. A.T. Markers.
Scarce.
III. Mile Markers.
Repainted 1, 2, 3 on old base. Remainder painted new. All numbers painted.
IV. Trail Data.
Checked August, 1940. Trail to spring at 4.58 m., spring and watchman’s cabin on
Saddleback new developments.
V. Trail Conditions.
Mile 0-1 very clear. Mile 1-2 fair, slightly bushy on Poplar Ridge. From 2.12 m. very clear
thru spruce, etc., all the way to firetower; this is splendid trail as to condition and marking.
More paint and cairns yet required between Horn and firetower. Cairning east of firetower
much improved but more cairns needed l/4 m. west of tower. Trail from tower to Sandy
River well worn. From firetower to Ethel Pond are numerous large trees which should have
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been cut out by watchman. Below, Trail is in good order. Some bushes on Beech Hill Road
(2 m.) which should be removed to make this section standard. B.O.C. has done good
marking and clearing work from 13.95 m. to 16.15 m. Small pulpwood operation 1/2 m. from
Maine Highway 4. Blazes here painted both ways August, 1940; tops in trail, etc.
VI. Board Signs.
At Orbeton Stream O.K. Saddleback Junior Lean-to distance to be changed. (Name to be
altered to Poplar Ridge.) Signs at tower, lean-to and Maine Highway 4 (broken - Hunt to
nail), legible. Sign at Sandy River Ponds O.K.
VII. Lean-tos.
Poplar Ridge Lean-to. Big logs used. Well made. Leaky roof; shakes not overlapping. Much
down timber - bad hazard; needs chinking badly at ends of logs under roof. Small brook as
water supply. Porcupines gnawing deacon seat. Roof reported by Heman Blackwell to be
sprung by snow. No sign here or latrine.
Piazza Rock Lean-to: No latrine or sign here. Roof needs repair. Deacon seat scorched by
fire.
VIII. Needed Work.
1. Lean-to repairs (both).
2. Latrine at Poplar Ridge.
3. Eliminate fire hazard at Poplar Ridge.
4. Clear sprouts on Poplar Ridge,
5. More paint blazes between Horn and firetower.
6. Cut out between Eddy Pond and firetower.
7. More cairns within 1/4 m. of firetower (west side).
8. Watch beaver pond at 11 m.
9. Obtain signs for The Cave.
10. Check pulpwood operations within l/2 m. of Maine Highway 4 for re-marking, etc.
11. Repaint Sandy River Ponds to Firetower.
12. Put up more A.T. markers.
13. Piazza Rock roof and latrine.
{Copy Stubbs, Sawyer, Heald}
Enclosure 2

SECTION 18
BIGELOW VILLAGE TO ORBETON STREAM
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This is the Section which Professor Sawyer discussed orally at Lewiston. It is the one where
Mr. Reeves worked last year. He had expected to put in another work trip over Memorial
Day. We have not yet heard what he accomplished.
The situation here will have to be resolved by conditions experienced. It will be traversed by
the Crew in any event. If no work has been accomplished, then it should be marked down for
clearing and repainting throughout.
1. Signs: Particular attention should be given to the matter of signs. The signs at Orbeton
Stream and at Bigelow Village, declaring the Trail closed, are to be removed, if in place.
Board signs for the entire Section were sent Mr. Reeves. There is a possibility of some
misunderstanding, so that it is imperative to ascertain what signs are missing.
The registration cylinder on Sugarloaf should be checked and, if possible, a small notebook
should be taken along as a replacement. The old notebook should be sent in to The
Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.
2. Approaches: This is a 12-mile Section. It is probably best handled from each end, with an
overnight trip at each lean-to, respectively. The Game Warden’s camp on Caribou Pond is
somewhat long to reach and would perhaps involve more difficulty than working the Trail
from each end and the lean-tos.
*****
This Section and Section 19 will involve the most difficult and laborious clearing.
It is particularly important that the repainting be thoroughly done. The offset at Bigelow
Village and the double blaze at each end are matters which will need particular care.
At Stratton, Fred Hutchins is very much interested in Bigelow and Sugarloaf and has done
some Trail work in the area. If located, he might be of help. There are no purchases available
at Bigelow Village, which would have to be reached from Stratton.
Enclosure: Trail Reports, 1942; 1946
September, 1942.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 18
BIGELOW VILLAGE TO ORBETON STREAM

I. Paint.
Repainted from Bigelow Village 3.6 m. by J.S., M.P. and M.H.A. and paint blazes obliterated.
Paint from 3.6 m. to summit of Sugarloaf reported as very bright. Report of much down
timber between Sugarloaf and Spaulding and bushes and grass from Spaulding to Orbeton
Stream.
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II. A.T., Markers.
Renewed from Bigelow Village to Sugarloaf. Old markers removed.
III. Mile Markers.
Nos. 1, 2 and 3 repainted.
IV. Trail Data.
Rechecked. Reclearing of tote-road eliminates detour from tote-road noted in former data.
V. Trail Conditions.
Recleared to 3.25 m. (first viewpoint). Trail through lumbered section above lean-to well
cleared and should afford no difficulty except through growth of raspberries there and falling
of down [sic, “dead”?] trees.
VI. Board Signs.
Signs (made by Best in 1942) at Bigelow Village (Nos. 155 and 156) renewed. Remaining
signs Nos. 157, 158, 161, 162 for Orbeton Stream delivered to Fred Hutchins for installation.
Sign No. 160 (Mt. Abraham) delivered Hutchins for safekeeping. (All signs made by Best (842) and varnished with
____________________).
VII. Sugarloaf Mtn. Lean-to.
Appropriated by lumbermen and enclosed. Determine if lean-to restored to original condition.
Trail blazed to lumbermen’s latrine. Blue-blazed out to spring. Structure lacks fireplace.
Forest Service campsite sign in place.
VIII. Needed Work.
1. Repaint from Sugarloaf (3.2 m.) to Orbeton Stream.
2. Install A.T. markers from Sugarloaf to Orbeton Stream.
3. Paint Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to trail blue.
4. Needed work on Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to.
5. Check condition of Sugarloaf Mtn. Lean-to,
6. Annual maintenance, particularly from Orbeton Stream to Spaulding.
Standard A.T. Registration Cylinder installed on Sugarloaf.
October, 1946.
WORK REPORT
Section 18
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BIGELOW VILLAGE TO ORBETON STREAM
North to South
The report of work in September, 1946, by Lawson Reeves, Dryden, Maine, is as follows:
"I wish to report on my work trip on the Bigelow Village-Orbeton Stream Section last
weekend.
"Our group petered out at the last minute so that only two of us went: Richard Jackman,
R.F.D., Fayette, Me., and myself. Mr. Jackman was a very good trail worker and I hope he
will be able to accompany me again next year. I believe he would appreciate it a lot if you
had one of the girls drop him a card thanking him for his services. Since it was so late in the
fall, we thought it best not to postpone the trip to a later weekend to obtain a larger group,
because of the danger of rain and cold preventing a trip this fall.
"We arrived at Bigelow just before dusk and hiked in to the shelter in the moonlight. This
first mile and three-fourths to the shelter we did not paint. The paint blazes were very good
anyway. We saw the one mile marker but did not repaint it as the paint was in our pack,
unopened.
"There were two young men staying at the shelter who had met you and the work party in the
Bodfish neighborhood. They will send you a detailed report of their trip. They had climbed
Sugarloaf that day, Fri., Sept. 6, and were concluding their trip. Their names: Gordon V.
Thomas, Glen Rock, N.J., and Kenneth Peel, Denver, Colorado.
"We started early Sat. morning for Sugarloaf. We painted this section good over to the
timberline on the west side of Sugarloaf, east to west. This whole distance of miles is in
pretty good condition. There has been enough mountain climbers up Sugarloaf to keep the
trail open and clear. We stopped at a couple of places to clear out places that were a little
blind but did not attempt to do a thorough job.
"The shelter at Sugarloaf is in good condition except that some of the splits had been torn off
of the overhanging roof in the front of shelter. The fireplace, spring and grounds need work
done on them but nothing serious.
"At near the six mile marker and continuing to near the seven mile marker is the bad
blowdown section in the draw between Sugarloaf and Spaulding. This was pretty bad, but no
where near as bad as when I opened it up after the hurricane damage. We cleared out the
worst places and repainted it some, so that while this short distance is still bad, it is open and
no one should have difficulty here if careful.
"The metal register on Sugarloaf had been left open so that the tablet to register on was
destroyed. A new tablet and pencil is needed here. The boys from N. J. and Colo. left a few
sheets of paper in the register but only our four names appear on it now.
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"The section around Spaulding to Spaulding shelter is in excellent condition. We did not
have paint enough to do a thorough job but did repaint occasionally.
The shelter at Spaulding is in good condition. There is no evidence that it is ever used, or that
the trail is used here. The grounds around the shelter need some work, i.e., fireplace, ditch
dug to drain water away from shelter, blowdowns cleared, etc., but all in all it is O.K.
"The trail from Spaulding Shelter to the proposed trail up Mt. Abram is excellent. The woods
roads from here to Orbeton Stream, i.e., the trail, is in fair condition. We stopped and cleared
the worst places and painted where it was worse. From the first old lumber campyard at app.
9 ½ m. to Orbeton Stream the trail has been used quite extensively by fishermen who fish the
Caribou Valley Stream and this has kept it open. A few bad places we cleared out and
marked. The raspberry bushes which were here have died out. A few fir, grey birch and
gooseberry bushes are springing up and the trail is filling in from the sides.
"We saw all the mile markers except the 12 mile marker which we missed. We repainted all
of them except the 1 mile marker.
"The signs at the old lumber camp at Orbeton Stream are beginning to fade out and should be
replaced by 1948. There are no signs at either Sugarloaf or Spaulding Shelters.
"The old railroad bed which was passable across the bridge at Orbeton Stream to Redington
Pond Camps is grown up so that only a trail is there now.
"All in all this section is in much better shape than I had been led to believe. There has been
no lumbering anywhere along the trail. There was no need to have closed this section and the
signs at each end should be taken down. The one bad place in the draw between Sugarloaf
and Spaulding is open sufficient now to permit travel.
"I hope to get a work crew in there about Memorial Day next year. Six men could completely
clear this and paint it in both directions in one weekend.
"I talked with the Manager of Redington Pond Camps. He was formerly fire warden on
Saddleback. He said he had cleared the trail from Orbeton Stream to Saddleback but had no
paint with which to paint it. I cannot vouch how good a job he did as I was not over that
section.
"Sorry I did not get more accomplished this fall but at least we have it open and know the
actual conditions."
Action as to board signs is as follows:
Signs 190, 191, 192, 192-A, 192-B, 193, 194, 195, sent Lawson Reeves 9/25/46.
Signs 199 and 200 apparently were sent elsewhere.
Sign 196 being made by Pryor.
SECTION 17
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MT. BIGELOW
This is the Section where the Forest Service, by contract, is to do the work so no clearing
whatever, except as required around blazes, will be done by the Crew.
The section from the Ledge House to the summit was cleared last fall by the Forest Service
crew. A report as to the thoroughness of the work will be of interest. Presumably the Forest
Service will not have completed its Trail work from Bigelow to Bigelow Village and this
situation will make more difficult the paint work.
The section from Bigelow Village to Stratton Flowage is probably badly in-grown. The old
tote-road from the Flowage to Horns Pond is very badly ingrown.
In addition to painting The Appalachian Trail, the blue-blazed side trail is to be repainted
from Stratton to the Horns Pond. This, particularly at the Horns Pond, is a horrible example
of over-sized and excessive blazes. Particular effort well might be devoted to cutting down
the excess blazes and making this an attractive route.
A small can of blue paint will be needed at all times on the main Trail route to mark the blueblazed side trails which appear. For instance, the trail to Old Man's Head has two blue blazed
forks, as the guidebook indicates.
1. Lean-tos: Presumably the party will camp at least one night at the Horns Pond Lean-to in
order to work the eastern end of the blue-blazed trail and a part of the white trail on the main
ridge. We would like to have these lean-tos cleaned up as required. Particularly, last year’s
boughs in all lean-tos should be thrown out and if conditions permit, burned, so that the
shelter has less of a fire hazard. It will be noted that there is a blue-blazed trail from the leanto to the Pond and to the latrine. This campsite will be found quite pleasant.
2. Signs: New signs for the Bigelow Range are cached at the house of Elwyn E. Storey,
proprietor of West Carry Pond Camps. Mr. Storey’s house is a short distance west of the
Dead River Post Office. It may be impossible to locate him and obtain the signs. I suggest
that when you reach Stratton, or even from Rangeley, you telephone him and see if he is
going to his house and have him put out the package of signs.
It will be noted that roads surround Mt. Bigelow. A car can be driven to Stratton Pond
Flowage which cuts down the distance to the Horns Pond. Similarly, the Parsons Trail and
the Dead River route can be used to make possible shorter trips on to the mountain from
campsites. A new Chief Fire Warden, whom I do not know, has been appointed. One of the
patrolmen, Mr. Herbert Blackwell, should be located, as the Forest Service may be of
considerable assistance in the way of providing transportation and. directions.
3. Cautions: There may be a problem at the Ledge House. The present caretaker is reported
to be not too well disposed and accommodations are no longer available, unless there is a
change this year in the operation of the Ledge House, as to which we are not advised. The
marking, however, should be brought down to the main road, with the offset on the road, and
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then across the field over Bog Brook unto the Dam. Because of the "No Trespassing" signs
and reports as to the caretaker’s activities, it is thought advisable to indicate the necessity for
caution here.
There is a registration cylinder on Mt. Bigelow and if a notebook can be substituted for the
present register, it will be appreciated. The present notebook should be sent in to The
Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.
In painting, excess and faint blazes are particularly in existence between the Horns Pond and
Bigelow Col. This aspect of the matter will need particular attention. The painting of the Mt.
Bigelow Range, with the concentration of the entire Crew, may require four or five days
under the most favorable weather conditions. The objective is, with a thorough repainting
and re-signing job and with the clearing by the Forest Service, to completely restore Mt.
Bigelow and the Bigelow Range Trail to full use. It will be found in the low sections
desirable to use two painters and one man with shears to clip away and make a place for
blazing.
Enclosure: Trail Reports, 1942, 1945
September, 1942

I. Paint.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 17
LEDGE HOUSE TO BIGELOW VILLAGE

Repainted from Ledge House to Bigelow Village by Maine Appalachian Trail Club work
crew in August-September, 1942. Eight quarts white paint used. Much labor used in
eliminating excess blazes. Four quarts black paint used. Appalachian Trail on Mt. Bigelow
now paint-blazed standard fashion.
Side trails to Old Man’s Head and North Horn repainted.
Side trail to spring painted from lean-to in Bigelow Col.
II. A.T. Markers.
Renewed in 1942. All obliterated, varnished type of markers knocked off.
III. Mile Markers.
All repainted except Nos. 9 and 15, which were not located.
IV. Trail Data.
The lumbered and hurricane damaged section between 4.5 m. (north to south) and East Peak
should be noted in Trail data.
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V. Condition of Trail.
Proposed relocation between Little Bigelow and East Peak paint-blazed but not cleared (.8
m.). Two days spent clearing Little Bigelow Trail. Section between East Peak and tote-road
on "round barn" route mowed.
For ½ m. south of Horns Pond route is bushy and grassy; needs mowing. Remainder of old
road is quite clear.
Some sections between Bigelow Village and Stratton Pond Flowage require clearing. Only
incidental work done here.
VI. Board Signs.
Signs (made by Fred Best 8-42) Nos. 145, 145-A, 145-B, 145-D, 145-E, 145-F, 146, 147,
148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, installed. Signs varnished by _____________. Sign145-C
discarded. Temporary signs put up on Little Bigelow end of Trail and on old "round barn"
route, indicating condition of unmowed portion of Trail. Sign 146-D flaked at top of board.
VII. Lean-tos.
Bigelow Col. In good order. Campsite sign in place, trail to spring blue-blazed.
Horns Pond. Lean-to area renovated. Bushes, small trees, etc., eliminated. All old bough beds
burned. Latrine built, blue-blazed side trail installed with two penciled signs. Trail to Pond
cleared and blue-blazed. Porcupine damage on northern lean-to covered by brown paint.
Renewed shakes which were leaking. Requires one more shingle. Campsite sign in place.
VIII. Needed Work:
1. Clear .8 m. between Little Bigelow and East Peak.
2. Install latrine at Bigelow Col.
3. Annual maintenance work required (a) East end Little Bigelow.
(b) Connection Little Bigelow and East Peak.
(c) “Round barn" trail on upper slopes.
(d) Near Horns Pond;
(e) Bigelow Village to Stratton Pond Flowage.
4. Install post with A.T. sign where trail to East Peak leaves worn tote-road and enters
bushy area on slope.
5. WORK OUT ARRANGEMENTS FOR MAINTENANCE OF BIGELOW AREA.
September 1945.

TRAIL REPORTS
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Section 17
MAINE HIGHWAY 16 TO BIGELOW VILLAGE
North to South
III. Mile Markers.
Nos. 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14 observed. All getting faint.
IV. Trail Data.
Rechecked from 5.3 m. to 14 m. (north to south). No changes.
V. Board Signs.
Nos. 176 to 189, inclusive, installed. (Blackwell installed 188 and 189).
Old signs at Horns Pond (varnish gone, signs gnawed but very legible).
Old Nos. 185 and 187 (4 parts) put under rear end of east lean-to with quart (l/2 full)
blue paint left from 1942; can be used as replacements.
Re sign list 186(a): blocks reversed in 1945 to fit sign which was nailed too high up
on block.
Sign 179 in error on list; should read "two signs to point left and right”. Sign cut off
in field but ragged job.
Old (1942) sign 178 (abbreviated) and 185 left in place resulting in double signs at
these localities. Viewpoint and Old Man’s Head also left in place.
Signs in Bigelow Col weather very rapidly; need replacement every three years.
Bigelow Col signs also subject considerable exposure; replace every four years.
VI. Lean-tos:
Bigelow Col:
Installed new bough bed; board lean-to sign, cloth lean-to sign; latrine and tin can
signs. Pryor made temporary “spring" sign (point right).
Structure in very poor condition; roof and sides leak.
Needs rebuilding at once.
Horns Pond:
Recleared trail to latrine and shore.
Cleared bushes in front of lean-tos.
Installed one board lean-to sign; 2 cloth, 2 latrine and 1 tin can sign.
One structure had no boughs; was cleared in 1942. Eliminated boughs (few) from
second one.
Little new porcupine damage.
(Old signs and 1/2 qt. blue paint left there.)
Trail to latrine and lake needs repainting.
Fireplace excellent; have rods and hooks for cooking. This set left in excellent
condition.
Some splits in roof; not yet serious.
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Need 2 tin can signs (point right).
Registration cylinder formerly at Katahdin installed here (September, 1945) with
notebook, map and pencil.
VII. Condition of Trail.
Watchman said Little Bigelow cleared in 1944 to reach fire.
Seen from 5.05 m. to 143 m. All in bad condition. Presently much under-marked.
From 5.03 m. to firetower dense growth of bushes. No work since 1942. Some
ingrowth from Old Man's Head to tower. Paint good on rocks.
From tower to Horns Pond: Several down trees, three major patches of blowdowns
require cutting; obscure route. Near Homs Pond firs need brushing; very dense.
Horns Pond to Stratton Brook: Road completely and densely ingrown. Clearing will
be major task. Beaver flowage close to trail.
VIII. Needed Work.
1. Install new signs 185a add l87a.
2. Repair chopped off edge of sign 179.
3. Check shelter register to see if better support needed.
4. Install 2 tin can signs (point right) at Homs Pond and indicate where dump is.
5. Install Signs Nos. 171 to 175, inclusive. Left with Storey (1945) as Package No. 3,
with one board lean-to Forest Service campsite sign and envelope with cloth A.T. signs.
(Nails needed for these signs.)
SECTIONS 16. 15, and 14
This represents a continuous link of the Trail with no convenient road access. It extends from
Maine Highway 16 to the highway on the east side of the Kennebec River. The only point of
access midway is via the tote-road to East Carry Pond from the Kennebec River. From the
end of the road to East Carry Pond, it is 2.6 miles by tote-road.
It is thought that the only practical way of working this Section is by use of the sporting
camps in order to avoid carrying too much equipment.
The Storeys at West Carry Pond are old friends of the Trail Conference. For a number of
years Mr. Storey did work on the Trail in that area. There is a new proprietor at the East
Carry Pond Camps. Sterling's Camps are also cooperative people.
The worst part of this section, as far as clearing is concerned, is from West Carry Pond to the
inlet of Middle Carry. This is a bush-grown area and with the repainting may require two or
three days. We would suggest the best itinerary might be as follows:
One day from Maine Highway 16, working into West Carry Pond Camps. The Trail here,
except in the low land at Bog Brook, should be fairly open. Little can be done to improve the
flowed-out Jerome Brook Lean-to. Painting will have to be continued to Middle Carry Pond.
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It will be suspended there by reason of the fact that the 1945 expedition repainted this section
and in order to save time, unless the condition has deteriorated, painting should be omitted
from Middle Carry Pond through this Section across the Kennebec and recommenced at the
site of the Moxie Bald Lean-to on the east side of Moxie Bald Mtn.
After the small growth between West Carry Pond and the inlet of Middle Carry has been
overcome, the route will be more open. There is one mile which was not cleared in 1945.
That is the mile from East Carry Pond to the Lean-to. There are blowdowns here but the
route is fairly well traveled.
The side trail to East Carry Pond Lean-to should be recleared. Part of the bunks have been
destroyed by fishermen but nothing can be done at this time to remedy this condition. The
trouble was due to the fact that the former proprietor would rent boats and permit the lean-to
to be used, or local fishermen would build rafts, showing the usual local lack of consideration
of these structures.
In 1945 there was a troublesome growth of beech sprouts in the mile to the north of East
Carry Pond. Presumably these will be coming back. Beyond, the woods are more open until
Bates Ridge is reached. Here there is apt to be a hardwood growth. From the crest down, the
route is open.
The side trail to Pierce Pond Lean-to should be traversed and any clearing in front of the
structure to open up the path to the shore should be done. From the lean-to side trail to the
shore of the Kennebec, there will be no Trail work. However, on leaving East Carry Pond, a
can of paint should always be carried to renew mile markers and to mark any obscure places.
Arrangements for getting ferried across the Kennebec will be made at Sterling’s. They
change their tote-road frequently but it is intended (unless some unforeseen conditions
develop) to have the route follow the present marking. Any necessary change will, of course,
have to be checked in the data.
Summary
Assuming favorable conditions, it is thought that the work here can be accomplished on this
order:
Ledge House to Carry Pond Tote-road. It will be noted that by walking back on the tote-road
to Dead River Poet Office, the car could be picked up.
Carry Pond Tote-road to East Carry Pond Camps - three days. It is thought that the West
Carry Ponds Camps will be very cooperative.
East Carry Pond Camps to Pierce Pond - two days. It is thought that this section could be
worked half way one day and completed into Pierce Pond the next day, doing the work at the
lean-to the third day, unless too heavy a beech growth is found.
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It will be noted that this section involves a long driving around by car. The party making the
trip could come back on the Trail via Carry Ponds or could work independently south from
Pierce Pond. He will have to contact Mr. Sterling with respect to ferrying.
Enclosures:

Trail Reports, Section 14, 1941 and 1945.
Trail Reports, Section 15, 1941, 1942, 1945.
Trail Reports, Section 16, 1941, 1942, 1945.

August, 1941

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 16
EAST CARRY POND TO MAINE HIGHWAY 16

I. Paint.
Repainted from Steele's Camps to 1 m., mainly over old blazes, by M.H.A. on August 30,
1941. From 1 m. to West Carry Pond tote-road painted by Bill Taylor. Painted by Helen
Taylor from tote-road to Ledge House after relocation at Roundtop. Bill Taylor's painting
sufficiently serviceable; particularly good on hardwoods and is intensive enough through
lumbered area. On spruce and fir no scraper was used and paint on gum unsatisfactory as to
visibility and shape of blazes; extent of such painting, however, limited.
Danger places through lumbered area sufficiently well indicated. Painting adequate for three
years but entire section needs to be standardized. Black paint should be taken when
repainting done.
II. A.T. Markers.
Very few. Such markers are faded and should be renewed.
III. Mile Markers.
Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 located in August, 1941. No. 2 in section recently lumbered not located
(perhaps obliterated}. There are some south to north markers extant. There is also an old No.
4 marker and perhaps one or two others not obliterated, when remeasured. There are two No.
6 markers. Mile 7 in tote-road is inconspicuous. Nos. 8, 9 and 10 very conspicuous but only
painted with one coat.
IV. Trail Data.
Rechecked. Numerous logging roads which cannot be indicated in trail data.
V. Condition of Trail.
From Steele's Camps to Carry Pond Lodge, route is used as a tote-road and very well cleared.
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From Mile 1 to mile 2, there is one large birch and two down logs. (Except for especially
large logs, all down trees and blowdowns were cut out or thrown out.) There is a heavy
growth of hardwood sprouts between miles 1 and 2.
In August 1941 from about 1.5 m. to inlet of Middle Carry Pond, lumber operations were
going on. The pulp had been cut and stacked. The trail was apparently used as a haul road
and was clear. Apparently the operation has ceased but it is said that there will be more
cutting around East Carry Pond which may affect the first mile of trail. The inlet of Middle
Carry Pond was cleared by use of a bulldozer, making it somewhat difficult to determine the
marking at this crossing.
From the inlet of Middle Carry Pond to the crest of the ridge, the route is fairly clear.
From 4 m. to 4.6 m., there is a very dense growth of raspberry bushes and hardwood sprouts.
Route very much ingrown although trail can be determined by paint blazes. This section
requires intensive clearing. The section of trail around lake was also very much ingrown.
Mowed September 1 from West Carry Pond back to app. 5.4 m. This section mowed by
P.A.T.C. party to standard width and trail around lake is now in very good order. (As a result
there are probably white blazes which should be obliterated.) Remainder to top of ridge
through raspberry bushes was mowed by Mr. Storey. Paid for two days’ work.
From Dead River tote-road, across lumbered section, is rough and bushed. The relocation on
Roundtop Mtn. was originally cut too narrow and is very much bushed in. Needs thorough
recutting. Apparently there was only one coat of paint here, which was thin.
The old Trail is quite clear, wide and worn but has some blowdowns. There is a growth of
hardwood sprouts on the west side of the Jerome Brook Ridge and the alders along the turn at
Bog Brook will need cutting out in 1942.
VI. Board Signs.
There is a sign with respect to lumbering at the end of this section of Trail at Ledge House,
those signs are on a post. Can be removed after 1942. Signs 143 and 144 to be renewed.
VIII. Required Work.
1. Install signs 143-A and 144.
2. Check trail from East Carry Pond to Middle Carry Pond to determine effect of
lumbering in 1941-2.
3. Renew A.T. markers, removing obliterated markers.
4. Check mile markers, removing discarded numerals and obliterating south to north
markers which cause confusion.
5. Adequately clear hardwood growth and raspberry bushes from 4 m. to 6 am.
6. Repaint from tote-road to Ledge House.
7. Thorough reclearing from tote-road to Ledge House and cutting out of small
bushes.
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8. Repaint throughout by 1943.
9. Annual clearing from tote-road to Ledge House.
10. ENTIRE SECTION WILL NEED TO BE GONE OVER PERIODICALLY TO
REMOVE THE BLOWDOWNS WHICH WILL COME DOWN EACH YEAR AS A
RESULT OF LUMBERING AMD HURRICANE DAMAGE. ALSO MOWING NEEDED
BETWEEN MIDDLE AND WEST CARRY PONDS.
September, 1942.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 16
EAST CARRY POND TO LEDGE HOUSE

I. Paint.
Repainted throughout by Maine Appalachian Trail Club work trip in September, 1942.
Excess blazes blacked out. In lumbered area blazes may be too far apart if much down timber
occurs.
II. A.T. Markers.
Renewed. Obliterated markers removed.
III. Mile Markers.
All renewed except No. 2 (not located). No. 5 estimated.
IV. Trail Data.
Checked. Relocation near old lumber camps and change in description at Sandy Stream and
East Carry Pond.
V. Condition of Trail.
Mowed from Ledge House to Middle Carry by Elwyn Storey (12 days, $30). Wide trail
thoroughly cleared throughout. From Middle Carry Pond to East Carry Pond cleared by
M.H.A.
VI. Board Signs.
Renewed.
VII. Lean-to--Jerome Brook.
Requires permanent fireplace.
VIII. Needed Work.
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1. Annual Mowing. Arranged to be done by Mr. Storey.
2. Arrangements need to be made for clearing from Middle Carry to East Carry,
3. Required work of August, 1941, accomplished.
4. Build fireplace at Jerome Brook Lean-to.
September, 1945.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 16
EAST CARRY POND TO MAINE HIGHWAY 16
North to South

I. Paint.
Repainted from East Carry Pond Camps to horseback at 2.73 m.
Blazing sparse in lumbered section on west side of Pond. Also, more blazes needed,
going north, at Junction of side trail to East Carry Pond.
II. A.T. Markers.
Replaced from East Carry as far as West Carry Pond Camps (some old ones in fair
condition left).
III. Mile Markers.
No. 1 repainted (ran badly in rain).
No. 2 not located.
Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, located but not painted. (Two No. 6 markers; one to be eliminated).
IV. Trail data.
Checked and corrected.
V. Board Signs.
Installed Nos. 162 to 170, inclusive.
VI. Lean-to--Jerome Brook.
Flooded winter 1944-5 by a series of five beaver dams. House and dams blown by
Warden Willard Chute who left word with Storey we could destroy any farther dams. Chute
to remove beaver in winter.
Latrine, tin can signs installed and Forest Service board and cloth lean-to signs
renewed.
Water just reached edge of lean-to; structure otherwise in good order.
VII. Condition of Trail.
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East Carry Pond Camps to 1 m.: Further lumbering and new campground; app. 20
trees across trail.
1. m. to Middle Carry Pond Inlet: moderate growth hardwood sprouts. Much small
timber down in black woods.
Inlet to West Carry Pond Camps: No trail work 1944-5. Section growing very densely
with raspberry bushes and hardwood sprouts. Will represent heavy burden to clear and keep
open. Trail near West Carry Pond also ingrown. This section requires more intensive blazing.
From West Carry Pond to Jerome Brook: Surprisingly good, although not worked in
1945.
Bridge over both Jerome Brook and Bog Brook at Ledge House gone.
From Jerome Brook to Ledge House said by Harold Viles to be in good condition.
Custodian at Ledge House has erected "No trespassing” signs.
VIII. Required Work.
1. Build fireplace at Jerome Brook Lean-to.
2. Renovate beaver damage at Jerome Brook Lean-to; see if beaver removed.
3. Clear entire section. Storey to mow in 1945 from Sandy Stream.
4. See if caretaker cut out logs around East Carry Pond.
5. Check existence of Little Canyon.
6. Check crossing of Bog Brook on dam.
7. Eliminate extra No. 6 marker.
8. Jerome and Bog Brook bridges
August, 1941.

I. Paint.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 15
PIERCE POND TO EAST CARRY POND

Repainted from 1 m, south to Pierce Pond by M.H.A. in June, 1940.
Repainted 1 to 2 m. by J.S. (second coat for first mile). Painted 2 m. to 4 m. by M.P.
(J.S. repainted (same day) from 2 m. to 3.5 m. app.) Painted by M.H.A. from 4 to 6 m.
Painted by M.P. from 6 m. to 7.3 m.
For M.H.A.‘s section, 50% of painting was on old ax blazes.
Painted blue side trail to Pierce Pond Lean-to and painted blue trail to latrine.
Paint blazes put in very intensively here.
II. A.T. Markers.
Few observed; these faded and require renewing.
III. Mile Markers.
Repainted.
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IV. Trail Data.
Rechecked.
V. Condition of Trail.
Mile 0 to 1 m. clear. Turn up Bates Ridge, at junction of side trail to lean-to, has
considerable amount of hurricane-felled timber, which has been cut through, but is in a
jumbled pile. Four large down trees near turn in trail.
(M.H.A. did further work to open this section of trail here.)
Mile 2 to 3 m. has growth of small hardwoods over crest of Bates Ridge.
Mile 3 to 4 m. is clear with two large down firs.
Mile 5 to 6 m. has very considerable growth of birch sprouts. One large down log in
this section.
From mile 6 to Carry Pond Camps is well worn. There are three logs.
Shettel threw out and cut out down timber along entire section.
There are some alders at Carrying Place Brook. These alders, together with the birch
sprouts between 5 m. and 6 m. and the hardwood sprouts on the crest of Bates Ridge,
represent where mowing is required. For the most part this trail is remarkably open,
considering the lack of maintenance.
VI. Board Signs.
Signs 137, 138, 139 and 140 made by Schmeckebier in 1940 installed.
At East Carry Pond there is the old sign, indicating trail in both directions.
Signs 140, 141, 142 and 143 sent Mrs. Steele to be delivered to Ralph Hunnewell and
to be installed in 1942.
Reverse direction of No. 143 on sign list.
VII. Lean-to.
Side trail blazed with blue paint blazes. The chinking has been put in by CCC. Front
unfinished. Very substantial latrine, same as at Pierce Pond, constructed. Two latrine signs
pointing left and right required. Extensive use by fishermen indicated. Structure requires a
fireplace.
Installed A.T.C. notice in lean-to. This will probably be removed by fishermen and
new sign will be required and should be taken along.
Spreads at lean-to burned in September, 1941; structure cleaned up.
VIII. Required work.
1. Install board signs Nos. 141, 142, 143 and latrine signs to right and left at lean-to,
2. Renew A.T. markers,
3. Build fireplace for lean-to.
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4. Annual use of weeder over Bates Ridge, Carrying Place Brook and between Miles
and 6.
5. Lean-to nuisances continue (?).
6. Clear down logs.
7. Sponsor needed for annual maintenance.
8. Because of down timber this section should be gone over each year.
9. Repaint in 1943.

September, 1942.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 15
PIERCE POND TO EAST CARRY POND

II. A.T. Markers.
New markers installed between East Carry Pond and Carry Pond Lean-to; obliterated
markers knocked off.
V. Condition of Trail.
Magnusson reports extensive growth between 1 and 3 mile markers.
From Carry Pond Lean-to Trail to Carry Pond Camps clear.
VI. Board Signs.
Sign No. 141 (made by Best 8-42 - varnished) installed. Two "Latrine” signs needed
at Carry Pond Lean-to. Sign No. 140 in place, ordinary nails used - rusty.
VII. Lean-to.
Clean and in good condition. One leaking shake. Needs fireplace.
VIII. Needed Work.
1. Reclear thruout.
2. Renew A.T. Markers from Pierce Pond to Carry Pond Lean-to, Lean-to.
3. Lean-to:
(a) Repair leaking shake.
(b) Build permanent fireplace.
(c) Install latrine signs.
September, 1945.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 15
PIERCE POND TO EAST CARRY POND
North to South
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I. Paint.
Repainted A.T.; black used. Blazes sparse in section over Bates Ridge obscured by
hardwood sprouts. Several obscure places; two required double blazes, north to south, on
south slope of Bates Ridge.
II. A.T. Markers.
A.T. Markers renewed.
III. Mile Markers
6.)

Mile markers painted. (The following markers, south to north, were renewed: 7 and
No. 1 put in from calculation from brook at .96 m.
No. 2 put in by guess; Nos. 3 and 6 not located; Nos. 1, 5 and 7 repainted.

IV. Trail Data.
Terminus at Pierce Pond changed; route goes out on south side of ice house.
p. 371: Omit second sentence.
p. 251: Strike out line 1 after the word, "house”. Add "on wood road” Line 7,
substitute the word "Pleasant" for "Pierce.
Map No. 8: correct location of Pierce Pond Lean-to to proper cove.
Note that turn at 2.38 m. cannot be located now.
V. Board Signs.
All board signs renewed.
Signs (1942) to Carry Pond Lean-to and at junction of A.T. and side trail left with
tools at Carry Pond.
VI. Lean-to.
Pierce Pond Lean-to:
Fireplace, with a rock bottom, built.
Side trail blue-blazed. (Ax blazes to water hole should be blue.)
Some down logs.
Little water in water hold.
Lean-to cleaned up. New path cut to shore.
New latrine, tin can and spring signs installed.
No further indications of fire damage close to lean-to.
East Carry Pond Lean-to:
Intensive use by fishermen; raft let loose.
Poles in bunk used, for 4 ft. for fuel.
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A.T. cloth lean-to sign torn down.
Installed board lean-to sign, cloth sign, 2 toilet and tin can signs
Structure, except for bed frame, sound.
Side trail to lean-to not repainted.
VII. Condition of Trail.
0 to 1 m.: Fairly clear as to undergrowth but considerable small trees, bent over by ice,
cut out. Three down logs.
1 to 2 m.: Terrific dense beech sprout growth over Bates Ridge; very difficult to clear;
requires much labor and will have to be cared for annually.
2 to 3 m.: Six down logs. Hardwood sprouts extend quite far down south slope of
Bates Ridge.
3 to 4 m.: Twelve down logs. Carrying Place Brook had surprisingly few alders.
Woods beyond, little growth except blueberry vines.
4 to 5 m: Three down logs.
5 to 6 m.: Dense growth hardwood (particularly beech) sprouts; required 20 manhours to clear. Several obscure sections here. No down logs.
Side trail to East Carry Pond Lean-to and latrine cleared, growing in badly.
Trail work ended at East Carry Pond Lean-to.
Beyond trail to East Carry Pond Lean-to ingrown badly--not time to work; fourteen
down logs.
Trail rough but removal of logs and mowing in 1946 would put it in ideal condition.
VIII. Required work.
1. Clear from East Carry Pond to side trail to lean-to.
2. On future repainting: more intensive marking required in hardwood sprouts on
Bates Ridge, particularly south slope, and in obscure spots, on miles 5 to 6. Double blazes
required in two spots north to south on south slops of Bates Ridge; unnecessary double blaze
in reverse direction in these localities.
3. Improvements at Pierce Pond Lean-to needed--spring, finish front, improve
fireplace. Need grate for fireplace.
4. Blue-blaze side trail to East Carry Pond Lean-to and latrine.
5. Build fireplace for East Carry Pond Lean-to and repair bunks.
6. Question of fisherman nuisance at East Carry Pond Lean-to.
7. Mile markers 3 and 6 (north to south) missing. No. 2 put in by guess.
August, 1941.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 14
KENNEBEC RIVER TO PIERCE POND

I. Paint.
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Repainted by M.H.A. in June, 1940.
Repainted by M.H.A. In August, 1941. Practically all old blazes renewed. Few new
blazes added.
Side trail to lean-to repainted blue.
Beyond lean-to old white blazes on A.T. have been blacked out--question as to how
far this has been done.
II. A.T. Markers.
Varnished markers Installed in 1940 show slight signs of flaking.
III. Mile Markers.
Nos. 1 and 2 repainted. No. 3 missed by M.H.A. but seen by M.P.
IV. Trail Data.
Not available for checking.
V. Condition of Trail.
road.

Sterling using truck on river road as far as turn from Central Maine Power Company

VI. Board Signs.
None at east or west bank of Kennebec River. Two signs at Pierce Pond in fair
condition.
VII. Lean-to:
Lean-to chinked by CCC in 1940. Rather elaborate latrine constructed. Front of leanto not finished. Pool from which water is obtained was dry.
Due to either building fire in front of lean-to or dropping cigarette on ground, logs in
front of lean-to had been charred and duff at base of logs burned. M.H.A. scrapped off
burned portion and built up rock fireplace. Lean-to needs first-class fireplace.
Repainted blue side trail to lean-to, including "blacking out” some remaining white
blazes on this route. Sign to lean-to (137) put up on A.T. and sign for spring placed at lean-to.
Side trail to lean-to had been gone over in connection with telephone line and all down trees
cut out.
A.T.C. Lean-to notice installed.
VIII. Needed Work.
1. Renew signs at east and west banks of Kennebec River and at Pierce Pond Camps.
2. Put board latrine sign at Pierce Pond Lean-to.
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3. Install additional posts in field on west bank of Kennebec, Apparently two posts
put up in 1940 have disappeared; route, however, is well worn by truck travel and except for
absence of markers, is unmistakable.
4. Front of lean-to should be filled in.
5. This lean-to requires permanent fireplace to prevent building fires too close to the
structure.
September, 1945.

I. Paint.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 14
KENNEBEC RIVER TO PIERCE POND
North to South

Repainted, white and black.
II. A.T. .Markers.
A.T. markers renewed. Varnished ones knocked off.
III. Mile Markers.
No. 1 not repainted (on large slab beside road).
IV. Trail Data.
camps.

Checked, minor corrections made. Sterling using tote-road which comes in behind
Guidebook corrections:

North to South, p. 246, 5th par., 2nd line: After "2.56 m." insert, "At app. 2.9 m. take right
fork. (More worn left fork is change in buckboard route to Sterling’s Camps, crossing Pierce
Pond Stream on bridge and coming in on upper slope behind main campground.)"
South to North, p. 374, 2nd par., 2nd line: After "directly ahead." insert, "At point app. 0.5 m.,
relocated buckboard route from Sterling's Camps comes in on right."
V. Board signs.
Board signs renewed. Sign on east bank of river is erroneously at water’s edge instead
of on highway.
Change sign on west bank to parallel dirt road instead of pointing west (?).
VII. Condition of Trail.
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Sterling now using as tote-road the left fork at 2.9 m.: right fork, A.T. disused.
Question of possible relocation of tote-road to start lower down on gravel road.
Post sunk in field at river’s edge to indicate route on old road.
VIII. Required Work.
1. Repaint No. 1 marker.
2. Check relocation of tote-road, if made.
3. Check existence of roads described in guidebook in front of Sterling’s farm.
SECTION 13
MOXIE POND TO KENNEBEC RIVER
This was thoroughly painted and cleared in 1945. It will be noted that a car can be driven
from Caratunk via The Forks to Moxie Pond. There is a new proprietor at Moxie Pond with
whom we have had no prior dealings.
As the data indicate, cars can be driven to the east base of Pleasant Pond Mountain. No work
will be required on the west side, since the Forest Service goes in this way. There will be
little work required until the low lands are reached near Little Sandy Stream. The bushes here
will require clearing out to the railroad track. This may necessitate camping at the old Moxie
Station and coming back to finish the task the next day. Under no circumstances should the
Moxie Pond Tote-road be attempted.
The marking, which was renewed in 1945, should be in good condition but a can of paint will
be carried for any emergency work as well as renewing the mile markers.
Mr. Sterling will be found to be very helpful
June, 1940.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 13
MOXIE POND TO KENNEBEC RIVER
North to South {Work Trip}

1.

Paint.

Painted in 1937 by CCC. Repainted to extent of one quart of paint by Eastern States
Mountain Club in May 1940. Posts along road have too large blazes. Doubles needed on
Highway.
II. Markers.
A few on highway poles, E.S.M.C. requested to remove them.
III. Mile Markers.
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Put in by M. H. Avery. None on Pleasant Pond Road beyond 7 m. No recent report on their
existence.
IV. Trail Data.
Rechecked by M.H.A. from Pleasant Pond Road to Caratunk. Watch accommodations
at Pleasant Pond. (The Inn closed in 1940.) West Beach Camps have cottages for rent; no
meals. Comber has camps here, too, for rent.
V. Condition of Trail.
Club reports little use on east side but clear. Reports beaver flowing out section to
some extent. Not serious but requires care to avoid wetting. Work crew of three spent day on
route.
VI. Board Signs.
Sign for railroad turn mailed Fogg in June 1940. No sign at bank of Kennebec at end
of section. Included in replacement list.
VII. Needed Work.
1. Improvement of painting on roads.
2. Renew all blazes.
August, 1941.

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 13
TROUTDALE CABINS TO KENNEBEC RIVER

I, Paint.
Apparently no change since 1940. Entire section requires repainting. The first three
miles, north to south, more particularly in need of painting.
At end of blue trail, beyond fire tower, are white arrows on rocks pointing to a worn
trail leading east down mountain. Unable to determine where this trail went; presumably
marked by CCC. Covered some of paint arrows by rocks. This marking should be obliterated
with black paint.
Ill. Mile Markers.
Nos. 2, 4, 5 and 6 recognized in 1941. There are old markers No. 4 (below bridge
over brook) which should be removed. Nos. 1, 3 and 7 not seen. No. 2 badly painted. No
markers were installed beyond No, 7.
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IV. Trail Data.
Cheeked, minor revisions.
V. Condition of Trail.
Mowed by Gallagher as far west as campground. Very excellent job. Should be done
annually.
Route is remarkably clear and open on east side of mountain. There are three large
down logs across trail and at the ledge below junction of side trail and A.T., a clump of large
spruce had blown down, obscuring turn. Firewarden Martin said that these would be cut out.
The route on the east side of the mountain is remarkably open and dear.
Beaver have gone back into Little Sandy and have built a series of five terraced dams
which are across the route of the Trail. At the present time it is necessary to walk around the
dams. Doubtful if relocation can be made to any advantage; but Gallagher should be asked to
check this another year.
From crest of mountain down to hardwoods very clear and paint is bright. Some
hardwood growth near base of mountain, before turning into grassy tote-road.
VI. Board Signs.
Large railroad tie has been set up on stones with double A.T. markers to indicate turn
from road. Sign 129 sent to Fogg not installed. Second sign sent Rohr for installation. Sign
330 broken into two signs on list on supplement because of right angle turn. Sign 131
missing. Sign 132 in place and good condition. Sign 133 missing.
New (1941) signs 130, 130-A, 131, 132 and 133 sent Martin for installation.
VIII. Needed Work.
1. Signs 129, 130, 130-A, 131, 132 and 133 installed.
2. Install A.T. markers and remove old markers.
3. Renew all blazes throughout, improving the painting on the dirt road and on old
railroad bed.
4. Annual mowing beyond railroad grade through beaver swamp.
5. Obliterate white arrows beyond tower.
6. Consider relocation at beaver swamp.
7. Have all mile markers located and repainted, eliminating the more easterly No. 4.
8. Down logs, particularly at junction with side trail to tower removed by Forest
Service?
9. Mow out hardwood sprouts at east base of mountain.
10. Consider possibility of having Gallagher paint to Pleasant Pond Mtn. and relocate
at beaver flowage.
June 12, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, to Myron Avery.
[Hand-written]
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Dear Myron—Your letters at hand. The letter to the Sporting Camps is adequate. The names
of the 3 men are: ROBERT F. HARRINGTON; LAWRENCE RYAN; Wm. S. SENSENEY.
All the equipment has arrived and between it and what the O.C. can provide I think the crew
will have everything needed. The check for $200 came from Miss Park and I am depositing it
in the O.C. account and will handle the crew’s payment thru O.C. checks. We plan to start
work on June 20th. The only hitch in arrangements now seems to be that the car one of the
fellows counted on having isn’t available. I can help them with mine for two or three days
and perhaps they can get along after that.
This seems to cover matters to date.
June 12, 1947. Robert D. Clark, Staff Writer, The Associated Press, Portland, Maine,
Press Herald Building, to William Hayes Sawyer, Jr., Ph.D. Professor of Botany Bates
College.
Dear Dr. Sawyer:
We understand that a group of college students. Including several Bates undergraduates, will
begin under your direction late this month a Government project of clearing the Appalachian
Trail in the Mt. Katahdin area, untouched since before World War Two.
If this is true we would appreciate a letter from you, giving a general account of the trail's
condition and the steps planned to improve it, type of equipment that will be used, the length
of trail scheduled for clearing and the time the project is expected to require. We also would
like the names, ages and colleges of students who will take part--with home towns and street
addresses if possible--and any other interesting material on the project and personnel you
may care to send along.
It would be fine if we could receive this material in time to write a story about the project
before it gets under way.
June 14, 1947. Jean Stephenson to Harold J. Dyer, Supervisor, Baxter State Park.
Dear Mr. Dyer:
1 duly received the copy of your letter of May 31 to Captain Avery, giving details of the
work recently done. You mentioned the painting with blue. Captain Avery was away at the
time and is away now, but in the interim he was here and called my attention to the fact that
the pages of the Maine Guide now being reprinted would have to be changed accordingly. I
should have written at once, but was busy and did not do so. And now the page proof is here
and I do not know exactly what to change!
Are we to understand that all side trails on the mountain will be blue--and the use of yellow
abandoned? I would like to have it stated correctly in the Katahdin Guide.
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I am especially interested just now in the Caribou Spring Trails, the Baxter Peak Cut-Off and
the Cathedral Cut-Off, as well as your expectations as to the Northwest Basin Trail and north
Peaks Trail.
I will appreciate it if you can send me a line about this as soon as practicable, as then maybe I
can still get the correction made in this reprint.
June 14, 1947. Myron Avery to Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo, Maine; Nahmakanta
Lake Camps, Millinocket, Maine; Antlers Camps, Lower Joe Mary Lake, Millinocket,
Maine.
I am writing this letter to say that we are sending in, addressed to ourselves in your care, a
small package which contains some board signs that we are going to put up on The
Appalachian Trail. I am enclosing an addressed postcard, so that you can let us know that
they have arrived.
Sometime between now and early August, there will also be sent to your camps, addressed to
ourselves in your care, a package of paint, which we expect to use on The Appalachian Trail.
I am also enclosing a postal card which you may use to let us know that the paint has arrived.
If you will take these in and put them with the material we have stored at your camps, we
will find them when we arrive. This will be much appreciated by us.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
June 15, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, to Robert D. Clark, Staff Writer, The
Associated Press, Press Herald Building, Portland, Me.
Dear Mr. Clark:
Your letter of yesterday received this morning. It is true that the Appalachian Trail
Conference contemplates having some work done on the Maine Section of the A.T. this
summer, although, as far as I know, this is not a Government project, as you suggest.
I think that the details regarding this work had best some directly from the Trail Conference
itself, and therefore I am suggesting that you write to Myron H. Avery, Captain, U.S.N.R.,
4531-45th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. Captain Avery is Chairman of the Board of Managers
of the A.T. Conference and is the man best qualified to pass on the information you desire.
copy to Capt. Myron H. Avery
{Dear Myron: This seems self-explanatory. I do not know how much information you wish
released, as am referring the matter to you. Clark’s letter to me enclosed. W.H.S.}
June 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
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Dear Will:
I was at Lubec over the weekend. I called you on Monday morning. I was afraid it was a little
early but it was the only time that I had at the station.
I appreciate your referring to me the Portland press item. We had in mind preparing an item
and selling it to the Herald. While the amount involved would not be large, it would represent
some little and we might as well have it as permit the paper to obtain it. I will answer Clark,
indicating that we intend to prepare the material and will send you a copy. I appreciate your
giving us an opportunity to deal with the matter.
If, on your initial trip, you could get a camera and could get some pictures of the crew and
their equipment, they would make fine illustrations for the item. We only have scenery to use.
I am wondering whether you received my letter indicating that I would take off the Fourth of
July holiday to check over the Trail work. My expectation would be to arrive at Lewiston
Thursday evening, if the situation were such that you found it possible to run up for a day in
order to see how the crew was coming along.
I am very much disturbed over what you write as to the non-availability of the car. I do not
see how these fellows can carry through the program on a camping basis without this
transportation. They would simply have too much stuff. It would mean, I fear, a change to the
basis of using the sporting camps after they got beyond Dead River Village. There is not
much more that I can say on that but I am very considerably troubled by its possible effect on
the program.
I am wondering whether you received my letter indicating that I would take off the Fourth of
July holiday to check over the Trail work. My expectation would be to arrive at Lewiston
Thursday evening, if the situation were such that you found it possible to run up for a day in
order to see how the crew was coming along.
I have just had an offer for volunteer work between Grafton Notch and the Andover-B Hill
Road. My letter dealing with the thing will probably be delayed in reaching you, so I am
suggesting at this time that you drop that from the program and revert to the Andover-B Hill
Road as the original starting place.
I shall look forward to hearing from you about the prospects for the Fourth of July and to
know how the car situation is cared for.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
P.S. You will note what we have written to Clark with respect to the possibility of his
requesting the films. We have asked him to let you know within a week. If no response is
received, they ought to come back to us. M.H.A.
June 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Stanley B. Attwood, Lewiston, Maine.
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Dear Stan:
Your letter of June 7th arrived while I was in eastern Maine.
I was delighted indeed to hear from you. Will Sawyer had written me that you were in the
hospital and I was afraid it would be a long time before you were out. With a cerebral
hemorrhage even over a minute area, you are in luck to be about so soon, even if you have to
sacrifice climbing hills for some time to come. Your letter relieves me and is gratifying news.
It is curious that we should have received in practically the same mail a letter from a group at
Westbrook, offering to clear Trail between the Andover-B Hill Road and Grafton Notch. I
am enclosing a copy of the letter. It would seem to me that it might be very wise strategy to
let these people go in this year without your making the effort to try to develop a substitute
party. We would regard it as a temporary matter and see how the future develops. I am
enclosing copy of my letter to Mr. Clark. The section belongs to the Maine Alpine Club and
you represent that organization to me. I have made entirely clear that any work in that area
would be subject to your approval and its future would depend upon your wishes. It does
seem to me that it might be smart to take these people up on their offer for the present year.
You will note from my letter how I have left the situation and that it would need to have your
acquiescence. I hope that you can let me hear from you shortly, in view of the willingness of
these people to go ahead. It might even be desirable to have them come up to Auburn to talk
with you and get the benefit of your knowledge of the area.
Miss Stephenson and Miss Park asked me to say that they are pleased indeed to know of your
return from the hospital and both join with me in expressions of hope for your continued
improvement.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
cc to Mr. Sawyer, Miss Stephenson
June 17, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
Your letter of 10 June 1946 [sic], addressed to the Maine Appalachian Trail Club, has been
referred to me in my capacity as Editor of Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
We are most appreciative of your very detailed and most discerning report on Trail
conditions. You seem to have covered a portion of the area that our 1946 Trail trip covered in
late August and early September. Presumably there are available to you both Guide to The
Appalachian Trail in Maine with its annual Supplements and the account of the work
accomplished in Appalachian Trailway News. This was reported in the January issue. For
ready reference, I am enclosing a copy of the 1947 Supplement, which summarizes
condition, in the event that you are not listed with the Trail Conference as a purchaser of the
Guide, so that you would automatically receive the Supplement.
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Your comment on the pair of clippers brings back to mind a very bad guess on the part of our
work crew. As you indicated, we cleared to the Barren Ledges and expected to return the
next day. The paint is cached but I am afraid that we shall have to write off the clippers and
the weeder. You are quite right in assuming, as reported, that there was no maintenance last
year from Barren Ledges to the side trail to Perham’s Camps. However, we cleared the
Appalachian Trail from Fourth Mountain as well as the side trail to Chairback Mountain,
which should have been in good condition.
We traveled Gulf Hagas and did some clearing. The Gulf needs two or three days’ clearing
and re-opening of viewpoints and particularly a thorough repainting job.
We omitted two miles from Chadwick's blue blazed trail to Third West Branch Ponds and
walked through to Yoke Ponds. There are some bad places but no real difficulty in going
through. The reason why we posted this section was because of the uncertainty as to the
effect of the lumbering operations. Our information is that interference was extremely minor.
Perhaps there is some misunderstanding. The closed section of Trail is between Yoke Ponds
and White Cap. It does not extend north of Yoke Ponds. If the sign situation gives that
impression, we should correct it.
Our work trip this year is intended to extend from Lower Joe Mary Lake to the Penobscot
West Branch. I am enclosing the prospectus, which indicates what we have to do. We have
heard this story as to the work done on The Appalachian Trail around Rainbow Lake. There
has been a change of proprietors and we hope this condition will not recur.
We were not able three years ago to do a first-class job of reclearing for about 1 ½ miles
south of where the route comes out on to the Penobscot West Branch. Your reference to not
finding the West Branch Lean-to leads me to feel that you did not have all of the current
supplements, for we have publicized the fact that this structure was burned in 1942. Unless
one knew the site, it would be impossible to determine the locality.
When one reads a report as interesting as yours, it is hard to refrain from making detailed
comment on your observations. What you have written will be of help to us in appraising the
situation next year. We anticipate considerable work between the Wadleigh Farmsite and the
Prentiss Valley road because of the growth in the lumbered areas. This section from Lower
Joe Mary Lake to Katahdin was recleared in 1944.
We had hoped last year to accomplish more in the way of Trail maintenance. The new
lumbering developments and the problems to be remedied precluded the realization of our
plans. This year, with a view of trying to bring the Trail back to its pre-war conditions, we
have made arrangements for the use of a low paid trail crew of the Bates College Outing
Club. This is to start about the 20th of June and will work east to Joe Mary Lakes. Thus your
intended trip from Blanchard to Rangeley should realize the full benefit of this trail work.
I am interested to see that you do your trail traveling in the late fall. From the viewpoint of
our Trail maintenance program, the Trail is then in the best condition, apart from the autumn
foliage, the cool weather and the absence of flies. It is unfortunate that more people cannot
come to the Maine woods at that time. I suggest that in later September you write to me so
that we can tell you how well our Trail project has materialized.
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This brings me to the point of major interest in your letter. We are delighted to know not only
of your travels along the Trail but that your interest and activity extends to the point of
wishing to help maintain a section of the Trail. This is a phase of our program which badly
needs development. We have too few maintaining organizations in Maine. This may be due
to the fact that, since I am only infrequently in the State, I have not had the opportunity to try
to build up groups which would maintain certain sections of the Trail. We have had in the
pre-war years, however outstanding instances, such as the activity of the Bates College
Outing Club, which maintained the Trail between Saddleback and the Andover-B Hill Road,
and the Maine Alpine Club in Lewiston. One time in Portland we tried to interest the Eastern
States Mountain Club but after one trip for Trail maintenance, its activity ceased. The ideal
would be something similar to the Green Mountain Club of Vermont, which has Chapters
throughout the State. This would require a good deal of local activity and supervision, for
which I do not have at the present time any opportunity. (Incidentally, I am having sent to
you a booklet on the Long Trail which illustrates this point of local maintenance.) The war
has intensified our problems through the lapse of maintenance and inability of individuals
who had been helping to carry out their previous assignment. We would be glad indeed if the
interest of yourself and your associates could spearhead an effort to develop local groups.
Dealing now with your offer to clear this summer the section between the Andover-B Hill
Road and Grafton Notch. This had been handled by the Maine Alpine Club of which Mr.
Stanley B. Attwood, Box 165, Lewiston, Maine, has been the leading light since its
organization. As you write, maintenance had been suspended during the war. Attwood had
hoped to take a party over this section this summer in conjunction with other Trail
maintaining activities. Unfortunately, he experienced a severe illness and has just been
released from the hospital with a diagnosis of cerebral hemorrhage over a minute area. Mr.
Attwood writes that his trail activities for a time will be curtailed and he is very much
concerned over the situation. Since the area is assigned to the Maine Alpine Cub, we of
course would need to have their consent to any arrangement. I have written Mr. Attwood and
I am sending him a copy of this letter. I would anticipate that the Club’s consent for
operations this year may be forthcoming and Mr. Attwood may even deem it advisable, in
view of the Club’s situation and his own personal phase of the matter, to consider a transfer
of interest. This, however, could be decided at a later date.
Accordingly, we will leave the matter that, as soon as we have advices from Mr. Attwood,
we can proceed with your suggestion of clearing and maintaining this year the Andover-B
Hill—Grafton Notch section.
While you are presumably familiar with our system, we have a trail clearing reel which
describes in great detail our standard technique. This is a visual Trail Manual. It requires a 16
mm. projector. At the present time it is with Professor Sawyer at Bates College, Lewiston,
Maine. I feel that it would be of inestimable value for you to see the reel and, accordingly, if
you can make arrangements I would suggest that you drop a note to Professor Sawyer within
a week and he will make arrangements to send the reel to you. It can then be returned to The
Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.
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My personal affairs, apart from Trail activities, bring me to Maine on rather frequent
occasions and on some of these visits when I am in Portland, we could arrange to discuss
these matters.
P.S. In discussing the Gulf Hagas situation, I neglected to express our appreciation of what
you have written of clearing the trail of blowdowns and brush. Our experience indicated that
a new paint job was required. We carried the painting only from the river to the trail and then
from the east end of the trail back to the Hermitage. Further, we have included in our sign list
new signs to indicate the names of the outstanding viewpoints. We think that this would add
materially to this traverse, since now the traveler has to depend upon identifying the localities
from the guidebook.
In closing, I wish to say again that we appreciate the full report of your activities of the last
year and we hope to translate your interest into a very definite part of our activities in Maine.
M.H.A.
Cc to Mr. Heard, Vice-Chairman in Charge of Trails, Miss Stephenson, Editor of
Appalachian Trailway News, Mr. Wm. H. Sawyer, Mr. Stanley B. Attwood
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
June 18, 1947. Myron Avery to ATC Officers.
MEMORANDUM FOR VICE-CHAIRMAN HEARD, CONFERENCE SECRETARY,
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY, ASSISTANT SECRETARIES, ASSISTANTS TO THE
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES, AND EDITOR OF APPALACHIAN TRAILWAY NEWS,
ETC.
On account of the fact that I had to go to Norfolk on Government business on Wednesday,
June 4th, the meeting of the A.T.C. officers which was scheduled for that evening had to be
postponed.
The meeting has now been set for Thursday evening, June 26th, at eight o’clock at 4531-45th
Street, N.E. If you cannot be present or if you wish transportation from Headquarters, please
let Miss Park know; Robert Avery will pick up those who wish transportation at 7:45 P.M. at
Headquarters.
Copy to Mr. Heard, Miss Park, Mr. Moore, Miss Nichol, Miss Brown, Miss Stoflet, Miss
Powell, Mrs. Howard, Mrs. George, Miss Stephenson
June 18, 1947. Marion Park to THE CORRESP0NDING SECRETARY, ASSISTANT
SECRETARIES, EDITOR OF APPALACHIAN TRAILWAY NEWS.
At the Chairman’s direction, I have been particularly working on matters in connection with
the Guidebook Supplements. Attached is the Maine Supplement plus the yellow sheet which
we have sent to all purchasers of Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine. I am calling the
situation to your attention, since with each Guide purchased henceforth the Supplement and
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yellow sheet will need be included. (At a later date we will have a packet consisting of the
Corrigenda and the revised pages, which will have to be included with each Guide.)
Arrangements will need be made to include the Supplement and the yellow sheets for mailing
out with Guides already wrapped and those which are put in the exhibition case. The matter
will be discussed further at the Secretaries’ meeting.
As the Chairman has indicated, it is important that we make every effort to publicize and sell
the Maine Guide and the Maine Trail literature.
I have put a supply of the 1947 Supplements and the yellow sheet on the top shelf of the
cabinet and I have asked Miss Nichol to indicate it on the list of material.
Please circulate: Mr. Moore, Miss Nichol, Miss Brown, Miss Stoflet, Mrs. Howard, Mrs.
George, Miss Stephenson
June 13, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
We are sending you copy for a separate fly sheet to be set up similar to the attached yellow
note which covered the 1947 Supplement. The yellow color will be sufficient. We would like
to have this appear on one page. The quotes, as you will note on the attached page, should
not have appeared and accordingly, to avoid any repetition of this situation, we are attaching
the manuscript rather than setting it forth in this letter. Please submit proof on this at the
earliest possible date.
It is, of course, our expectation that the Corrigenda and all of the revised pages, together with
this sheet, will go forward in separate packages and envelopes. Will you kindly give us the
benefit of your suggestions for handling this and indicate the manner in which the material
will be available so that we can give some thought to the form of container and the method of
mailing it out.
cc to Miss Stephenson
June 18, 1947. Myron Avery to Lawson Reeves, Dryden, Maine.
Dear Lawson:
Our plans for the work trip seem to be proceeding, except that the crew has lost its promised
car. Sawyer seemed to think he could overcome that handicap.
The Maine Alpine Club is out, by reason of Attwood’s cerebral hemorrhage, but some
volunteers from Westbrook are coming into the picture.
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Since you are so prompt in reporting your trips to us I regretfully have to assume that your
Memorial Day excursion fell through. If this assumption is correct, I will be glad to know If
you have any hope for using the fourth of July.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
Copy to Prof. W. H. Sawyer
June 20, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron—Just a note to say that things seem to be pretty well set for the Trail work.
Harrington and Ryan arrived in Lewiston this P.M. I have taken liberties with the O.C. funds
and bought them a Ford car: not much for looks, but I think it will hold together: and
uncomfortable enough they will not be tempted to go joy-riding. Dave and I will go with
them for three or four days, starting about noon tomorrow. We will start at Frye Bridge. The
O.C. has made an extra new set of signs for the Bates section, which we will put up as we go.
Bill Senseney had the misfortune to break a rib last Monday. His doctor says he can join us
next Thursday, but he will have to take it easy for a few days.
Sorry to miss you when you called Monday: I was in Northampton, Mass., attending
Connie’s graduation.
Will look for you July 3rd. Can’t be sure I can get away, but will see that you get
transportation to where the boys are working anyway.
June 20, 1947. Myron Avery to Mr. Robert B. Clark, Staff Writer The Associated Press,
Press Herald Building, Portland, Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
Professor Sawyer, of the Bates College Outing Club, has forwarded to me your letter of 12
June and a copy of his reply of 13 June.
We have prepared from time to time for the Portland papers items relating to The
Appalachian Trail in Maine. We have in mind to prepare similar material, with photographs,
on the Trail clearing project. We recognize, of course, its news value and the need for tieing
in the story with some current phase of the project, which could be either its getting under
way or the progress which is being made. We expect to be in a position to move forward with
the matter shortly.
We appreciate your interest.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson, Mr. Sawyer
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June 20, 1947. Marion Park to Jasper Haynes, Proprietor, Buck Horn Camps, Norcross,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Haynes:
I am acknowledging receipt of your letter of June 11th, addressed to the Maine Appalachian
Trail Club.
We had known of your Camps and the excellent possibilities which they offer. On our trail
trips in the past, since your Camps have been somewhat off of the Appalachian Trail route,
we have not had an opportunity to stay and enjoy the surroundings, since we were required to
base in localities where we would be close to the Trail. We will experience the same
difficulty this year in that our work trip starts on the north side of Lower Joe Mary Lake.
You are, I believe, on the mailing list of the subscribers to Appalachian Trailway News. We
have appreciated what you have done to put a footbridge across Cooper Brook to make the
side trail to Joe Mary available and your interest. This has been reported in Appalachian
Trailway News.
Some of these days we shall hope to have opportunity to visit your camps when we have
more leisure and are not pressed with work problems.
Again thanking you for your continued interest,
{Copy Miss Stephenson}
June 20, 1947. Myron Avery to John D. Williams, 170 Hubbard Street, Glastonbury,
Connecticut.
Dear Mr. Williams:
I have been delayed by absence from Washington in replying earlier to your letter of June 9th.
I appreciate what you have written as to your knowledge of the trail and your participation in
Appalachian Trail activities. It is interest and enthusiasm such as yours which we desire to
enlist. There is no place where such interest can be used to better advantage than in Maine.
I do not recall whether we have asked if you receive Appalachian Trailway News and are
familiar with the entire developments.
The shelter at Moxie Bald Mountain, while useful, was removed from other structures and
consequently it is not one which is particularly critical in the completed chain. The loss of the
structure on the Penobscot West Branch was much more serious.
I note your ambition to write about the Trail in newspapers and magazines. We have an
extensive literature and there have been many articles written. Our Washington records
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contain a full list of the items. You will note an extensive bibliography in the Guide to The
Appalachian Trail in Maine.
The existing shelters have reached the stage where work on the roofs and elsewhere would be
particularly beneficial. Similarly, improvements such as definite indication of primitive
latrines would be a contribution to the system.
The matter of going in and building a lean-to is rather a monumental project, particularly
since it would represent your initial venture in Trail work. We would have to make
preliminary arrangements with the Forest Service, obtain the consent of the land owner for
the use of timber, etc.
It bad occurred to me that you might find it more productive to become initiated into the
Trail work by joining the 1947 Maine Appalachian Trail trip. This could take you from Joe
Mary to the Penobscot West Branch. This is a very delightful section to travel and contact
with the Trail workers and opportunity to discuss these problems would afford you a fine
opportunity to become thoroughly versed and skilled in Trail work.
You will find the sporting camps very delightful and your trip should furnish you material for
stories or newspaper Items.
I have sent to you one copy of the trip announcement and I am enclosing a second copy. An
alternative would be for you to join the small work crew which is working east on the Trail.
They are camping out and will commence work around the 20th of June. While this would
afford you some knowledge, I do not think it would be as efficient or as productive as if you
were able to join our work party.
Accordingly, I have thought it advisable to suggest to you that you consider this method of
initiation into Trail activities. We can promise you a very thorough schooling.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
June 21, 1947. Norman J. Rogers, Caratunk, Maine, to The Appalachian Trail
Conference. [Hand-written]
Dear Sirs:
Will you please send me some information on the Appalachian Trail.
I have been on this trail a lot the past winter and am very interested in it.
Does the conference employ anyone to maintain it?
Please send folders if you have them.
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{Jean: would Myron Avery want to contact this man relative to trail maintenance—he seems
interested!}
June 23, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College.
Dear Will:
In one of my earlier letters, I said I was trying to locate headnets. I was only able to find two,
which I have sent on. There is a possibility that I may locate another.
These are rather difficult items to find and you might tell the crew we wish them--or what is
left of them -- to he returned for future use.
I am looking forward to hearing from you about the Fourth of July trip. I could be in
Lewiston on the evening of July 3rd, if you wanted to get away that night.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
June 23, 1947. Stanley B. Attwood, Lewiston, Maine, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron:
Am back on my feet, but need take it easy. Hope to start work soon but haven’t even asked
the doctor about that step.
Don’t know Clark, but am writing him at once to go ahead. We have a couple of Lively Lad
weed cutters he might be able to use. I will be glad to talk with him and perhaps can give him
a tip about Baldpate.
If we confer, will let you know the outcome.
June 24, 1947. Myron Avery
TO THE PROPRIETORS OF THE SPORTING CAMPS AL0NG
THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE
This letter will serve to introduce three students of Bates College, Members of the Bates
College Outing Club, who are working on The Appalachian Trail in Maine this summer.
Because of the inability to maintain the Trail route in the customary manner during the war,
some sections of The Appalachian Trail in Maine have gotten into very bad condition.
Accordingly, arrangements have been made to have the Trail route covered by a crew for the
purpose of restoring the Trail to a fully usable condition. The members of this crew are:
Robert F. Harrington,
Lawrence Ryan,
William S. Senseney.
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There are along the Trail in Maine certain items of equipment, paint, etc., which were left at
sporting camps from previous Maine Appalachian Trail Club work trips or sent to these
camps. This letter will constitute authority for the work crew to take from these supplies, left
for Trail use at the sporting camps, any equipment which they may require.
There is a great deal of Trail work to be done and this crew is performing the work under
arrangements which hardly do more than defray their expenses. The work of the crew will
benefit each camp on the route in that it will permit the proprietor to publicize an additional
feature as a part of the attractions of the camps. While the crew intends to camp, there will be
situations where staying at sporting camps will be of great help in accomplishing the work.
Therefore, if the crew finds it advisable to obtain accommodations at your camp, I trust that
you will find it possible to cooperate with the Conference by furnishing accommodations to
the crew at the minimum rate. Any other assistance which you can give to the crew will not
only benefit the Trail but also your own camps. The funds available for this project are
decidedly limited and the more that the expense can be reduced, the more work can be
accomplished.
Due to the substandard condition of the Trail in Maine and the necessity for warning of these
factors, trail travel in Maine has been discouraged. When the Trail has been re-cleared and
put back into standard shape, it will be widely publicized and it is expected that the result
will be greatly increased travel.
We hope that you will aid the Maine Appalachian Trail crew in every possible manner.
{Sent to all sporting camps. Original to Sawyer for crew.}
June 24, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Rendall:
I am enclosing a letter which is self-explanatory, relating to the plan for the use of Bates
students to try to complete the reclearing of The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
The situation had reached the point where drastic efforts were required, to overcome the war
damage. These men have been selected by Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Jr. They are veterans and
students of mature judgment and experience. One of these students is a Maine resident;
therefore, the situation is one where there would be full compliance with the fire laws when
this party is camping. The plan is for the party to work from Grafton Notch to Katahdin.
I had thought that it might be advisable to have your firewardens know of the project, apart
from the fact that they might be able to help the crew in some incidental manner.
Accordingly, I thought that I would write to ask if your office would send to the wardens
copies of this letter and the enclosure so that the project would be fully understood. If you
prefer to give the names and addresses we could mail the letters direct, or we could send to
you a sufficient number of letters to be mailed out by your office. I am writing a similar letter
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to Commissioner Stobie, with the request that the same procedure be used to inform the game
wardens of the activities of this crew.
P.S. This plan has no effect on the contract arrangement for the work on Bigelow, Moxie
Bald and White Cap. The crew will skip these areas.
June 24, 1947. Myron Avery to George J. Stobie, Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and
Game, Augusta, Maine.
Dear Mr. Stobie:
I am enclosing a letter which is self-explanatory, relating to the plan for the use of Bates
students to try to complete the reclearing of The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
The situation had reached the point where drastic efforts were required, to overcome the war
damage. These men have been selected By Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Jr. They are veterans and
students of mature judgment and experience. One of these students is a Maine resident;
therefore, the situation is one where there would be full compliance with the fire laws when
this party is camping. The plan is for the party to work from Grafton Notch to Katahdin.
I had thought that it might he advisable to have your game wardens know of the project, apart
from the fact that they might be able to help the crew in some incidental manner.
Accordingly, I thought that I would write to ask if your office would send to the wardens
copies of this letter and the enclosure so that the project would be fully understood. If you
prefer to give the names and addresses we could mail the letters direct, or we could send to
you a sufficient number of letters to be mailed out by your office. I am writing a similar letter
to Commissioner Rendall, with the request that the same procedure be used to inform the
firewardens of the activities of this crew.
June 24, 1947. Lawson Reeves, Dryden, Maine, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron:
Yours of the 18th at hand. You were right in assuming that my proposed Memorial Day trip
fell through. I had company that week-end, so could not leave.
Since then most every week-end has been cold and stormy, and all of the others I have been
out of town on business.
However, I still have the trip in mind and will get to it the first opportunity that I get.
At the present time, the black flies and mosquitos are so bad that life is almost unbearable in
the woods. This condition is due mostly to the exceedingly cold, wet spring and will pass
soon after the middle of July.
I will mail you my report as soon as I have been on the trail.
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June 25, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., to Myron Avery. [Hand-written] {29 June telephone
Sawyer}
Dear Myron:
I have just returned from the A.T. and am appalled at the amount of work to be done. Even
the section that we cut out quite well last fall is pretty well grown in again. David and I
worked 12 hours a day Sunday and Monday with Harrington and Ryan and the four of us in
two days covered only 2 ½ miles, from Frye Brook to within ½ mile of Surplus Pond, and
this was over part of the trail we thought we had in pretty good shape last fall. Every foot of
trail has to be mowed and the bushes have grown in from the sides at an amazing rate.
Yesterday I took the two boys through to the So. Arm Road (Highway 5) and it is very bad
all the way to C Pond. Even along the ridge of Sable Mt., between Mountain Brook and C
Pond, where the trail was fairly good a year ago, it is now so overgrown with hobble bush
and maple that I had to hunt for trail markers in several places to find the trail; and a lot of
spruce and hardwood blowdowns came down during the winter, some so big the boys can’t
get these out without a cross-cut saw. From C Pond to where the old road turns off to go
down by Geo. Learned’s to Andover the trail is very good, and needs practically no work
done except for quite a lot of blow-downs on the hog-back along C Pond, and raspberry
bushes beyond the 10-of-Clubs camp. The 2 ½ miles over the shoulder of Moody Mt. and out
to the road is not too bad; at least in comparison with the section between Surplus and C
Pond. I think if the boys do ½ mile a day through there, they will do well.
Senseney is due to arrive in Rumford tomorrow, where the boys will meet him, and stock up
with food. With his healing rib, I expect he will have to go easy for a few days. Harrington
and Ryan are somewhat of a disappointment to me, in that they have not had as much woods
experience as they led me to think. They are somewhat lacking in “know-how” in regard to
cooking, camping, and many of the little tricks for saving time and labor in the woods. They
are soft, and inexperienced in the use of trail tools, and it was considerable of a shock to them
to find David and I expected them to do so much hard physical labor. We had two very hot
days, and the flies were hellish. However, we got them toughened up considerably, and they
were cheered up yesterday to find that not all the trail is as bad as the section we were
working on. However, they are honest, and I think they will persevere, though the going is
much tougher than they anticipated. Senseney, who is a nervous, impotent fellow, will either
push the work when he gets there, or quit. I’m not sure which. I am somewhat concerned
over the project, for in addition to the A.T. Conference commitment, I have put over $200 of
O. C. money into a car and supplies for them. I believe it good judgment, however, to put
them into one of the worst sections first and find out what they can do. I hope it will turn out
all right.
I am glad you will be here before long to check on the work and tender advice. I shall try to
get up once before then and spend a day with them, to encourage them and see how they are
getting on. Perhaps you had better bring another can of fly-dope with you; judging from the
flies this week-end, they will need it by then.
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June 26, 1947. Robert Harrington to W. H. Sawyer on New Hotel Rumford stationery.
[Hand-written]
Dear Doc:
I dropped in to write a letter while we wait for Bill. Nothing of great importance has
happened except that I killed a porcupine with the big axe just after we hiked in from the
road where you and Dave left us. He was chewing away on a sleeping bag—(no appreciable
damage)—that was hanging on a tree. We slept rather wetly Tuesday (24th) night. The
hammocks are waterproof—up to a certain point—I hope our sleeping bags dry out by night
time.
We got the registration plates but no license—as of yet. We also had car trouble—we had a
flat in the tire you bought in Rumford—we got a new tube because a patch gave way in the
one that was in it and the garage man said that the tube was shot. We also found out what one
of the rattles was and we now have a new fuel pump—now I hope the car stays in one piece.
The other morning Larry and I worked in the rain until we were soaked and gave up to get
into the car into dry clothes and comparative warmth. We are going to forget the hammocks
and pitch the tent—it’s lighter than three hammocks and looks waterproof.
We are going to stock up on food and try to stay in for at least a week this time. I can’t
predict how far we will get—a lot will depend on Bill’s condition—so help me—we will do
absolutely the best we can—I’m determined that I’ll get the best of those black flies at least
through a moral victory. Also I want to make you discard any of the impressions you might
have gathered that I get discouraged easily. Frankly, I don’t believe that the money you and
Capt. Avery are putting into this job is being well spent because the amount of trail cleared
has already added up to about $50 worth of salary alone for two men plus the unrewarded
effort you and Dave put into it. The trail will be costing as much as 30 or 40 dollars a mile
through that bad section—is it worth it?—I don’t know.—I just don’t want to see you
disappointed in it. This is the fifth day of trail work for Larry and I and Surplus is still just up
the hill from where we have cleared—we didn’t get an 8 hour day in yesterday but we
endured plenty of wetness. We are going to work Sunday—and carry over time straight
through so that we can make every day count as a payday this summer. As long as we are
doing trail work foremost we are on the job. Although we theoretically are paid for Sundays
without having to work, we will work at least half a day—probably five hours—so on August
8th we will have put in more time than the $700 calls for but we will settle on the $700. I
don’t want to harp on that part of it but we are away from home and we are not living under
the most favorable circumstances so we want to get it done as best we can as quickly as
possible.
Please send another $50, to me at Rumford General Delivery so that I can get it about a week
from now. We don’t need it just yet although the car is eating up money, but I don’t want to
run short and cause an unnecessary delay that way.
Like a stoop I raced out last p.m. without the day by day reports but I’ll mail a stack of them
next week. Avery will be able to get them in time that way.
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Briefly, it is as follows on the next page:
June 21st
Today we started for the trail at 1:00 P.M. in a 1931 Model A Ford bought by Doc Sawyer
for $188 (complete with wheels, but no horn and no emergency brake) from Outing Club
funds. We lurched to a bone-shattering halt on the Andover “B” Road at 5:00 P.M. next to
Frye Brook Bridge. Larry Ryan, Bob Harrington, Dr. Sawyer and Dave Sawyer comprised
the party. After relocating trail about 15 feet upstream with a rock bridge across the Ellis
River, we proceeded to camp in a spruce grove about a half mile up the trail.
June 22nd, Sunday
We cleared trail back to the Ellis River and then ahead slightly past the 12 mile marker
through alders and grass…some small beech trees. The work was all mowing and clipping.
Blisters and sore backs (except for Doc) were the order of the day. (About a mile and ¼
worked about 10 hrs. Packed up to Surplus Pond.
June 23rd
We cleared through striped maple, red maple, mountain maple, hobble bush, some alders and
grass up past the 11 mile marker about a half mile. The trail was very overgrown in spots and
we had to clear out many of the bushes growing over across the trail. Camped at Surplus
Pond. Worked about 8 hours plus.
June 24th
Scouted out trail over to Highway 5 with Doc. Trail badly overgrown, obliterated in spots,
and blocked by many large fallen trees. We did some repainting and removed some large
obstructions with axe and saw. Between Surplus and C Pond the trail is in terrible shape and
will take time. Between C Pond and Squirrel Rock Lean-to the trail is good in most places
and from SR lean-to out to Highway 5 the trail is not in good shape…a rough day on some of
the party’s legs. We were picked up by Dave, got some more grub in Andover and then left at
the Andover “B” Road from where Larry and I hiked in alone to Surplus. We got there at
7:30 in the rain and had a wet supper. An 8 hour day.
June 25, Wednesday
Larry and I woke wet…ate wet…worked wet until we were too cold-footed for good health
so we hiked out to the car, put on dry clothes (glad they were there…even our packs had
soaked through in a driving rain). We stayed in the car till 3:00 P.M. when it stopped raining
(about 1 ½ hours after we got there). Figured everything including our sacks would be wet
and decided we would sleep in the car. We cleared almost up to Surplus until I broke through
a tote bridge about noon, then got disgusted with the cold and the weather and headed for the
car. We considered the discomfort and the work we did put in a darned full day’s torture in
any man’s wage situation. A full day.
All above time is just for Ryan and Harrington. Senseney arrived and commenced work on
26th.
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June 26, 1947. Myron Avery to W. P. Shultz, Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo, Maine.
Dear Mr. Shultz:
In our correspondence about The Appalachian Trail, I spoke about the damage that had been
done to the Trail where it was mowed last year along the telephone line.
I have just received a letter from a Westbrook, Maine, hiker which deals with this situation. 1
am quoting what he has to say:
Section 3 - Nahmakanta Lake to Rainbow Lake. The Trail is good as far as Clifford's
Rainbow Dam Camps which are pretty dilapidated. From the dam lean-to to Clifford's
Rainbow Lake Camps, the Trail follows a telephone line. Some one had freshly
mowed the line, leaving stubs 18 inches high and thrown most of the brush into the
Trail. This made walking very arduous. Without doubt this was the most tiring
walking of the entire trip. The trail is wall marked. The damage done to this section of
trail is inexcusable.
Section 2 - Rainbow Lake to Daicey Pond. That night was spent at the east end of
Rainbow Lake. We were too mad about the blocking of the trail to even stop in at
Clifford's Camps.
I know that this is nothing with which you had anything to do but was something which
occurred when your predecessor was there. I am sure that when you know the situation, you
will see that there are no such high stubs left in the Trail when you mow it this year and that
the brush is thrown out. We have had quite a few complaints about this. You have no doubt
seen it yourself and I know that, with your cooperation, much of the damage will be repaired.
We will see you in September.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
June 27, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
I am supplementing my letter of June 17th.
Stanley Attwood has just written me that he has sent you a letter giving you full authorization
to go ahead with maintenance work on the Maine Alpine Club's section between Grafton
Notch and the Andover-B Hill Road. This will cover the situation for this season and I take it
that Mr. Attwood had in mind that arrangements for future maintenance and work would
depend upon the progress you are able to make and the resulting situation. That will be a
matter of discussion with the Maine Alpine Club people at a later date.
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In the interval, anticipating that you will proceed with the work, there are one or two
suggestions that I wish to make:
1. Paint. As the Maine Guide indicates, the white paint blazes officially commence on Old
Speck at the side trail to the tower. These have not been renewed for a number of years. It
will help greatly if you will carry your work from Grafton Notch to the top of Old Speck,
finishing the paint blazing at the side trail to the tower. The offset on the road should be
indicated with appropriate double blazes at each end of the offset.
2. Trail Markers. I am sending to you under separate cover 100 markers and the nails.
Probably most of the markers have been obliterated or are badly faded and should be
knocked off. You will note that the directions require 1/2 inch of the nail to be left protruding.
It is well where markers are used near a highway or where they may be removed, to use a
third nail which goes into the triangle of the A.T.
3. Mile Markers. We wish you would be at particular pains to watch for these and repaint
them. Checking with the Trail data helps to locate them. These are a particular hobby and I
like to emphasize the point.
4. Tools. Because of the nature of the growth, particularly along the head waters of Frye
Brook, it is very important that you have the pruning shears and weeders which are so
prominently displayed in the film. I assume that you will make arrangements to see this
before undertaking the trip, so that your work may produce maximum results as far as our
technique is concerned. Attwood indicated that he could supply you with weeders. Longhandled pruning shears are hard to obtain. He may, however, have some of these which he
could place at your disposal.
5. Signs. We maintain a master sign list for the Trail in Maine. I have sent you a copy of this
under separate cover. Mr. Attwood had in mind replacing the signs originally made by the
Maine Alpine Club. These signs were a matter of particular pride. I am sending the list with
the thought that it will enable you to know what signs should be in place and what are
required in the way of renewal.
I wish you would particularly check the situation as to the board signs from Grafton Notch to
the side trail on Old Speck. These were turned over to the Chief Fire Warden before the war
but we could never learn whether they were installed. We suspect that they were not.
A detailed report covering the conditions as you find them, what you accomplish and what
remains to be done will be of very considerable help to us.
You will be interested to know that the Trail crew has commenced its work at the Frye
Bridge Road going east. The paint marking should connect with the beginning of the Trail on
the road here.
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In the event that you wish to go back at some future time to Gulf Hagas, we can tell you in
detail what will be required there to improve the section in addition to what you contributed
last year through your efforts.
For whatever purpose it may serve, I am enclosing a copy of a notice which we issued in
connection with Trail work requirements on our trip to Southern Virginia. It emphasizes the
high points of Trail practices.
I shall look forward to having good word from you in the near future.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Attwood, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Heard, Miss Stephenson
June 27, 1947. Ernest G. Warren, Associated Press, 330 Star Building, Washington,
D.C., to Myron Avery.
Dear Capt. Avery,
Following up our telephone conversation of Friday, June 27:
The Chief of Bureau of the Associated Press at Portland, Me., (Frank R. Murphy, P. O. Box
617, Portland, Me.) writes that he understands improvements are planned for the Maine
Portion of the Appalachian Trail.
Murphy said he was referred to you, as Chairman of the Board of Managers. He wants
anything available on this—textual, maps and pictures.
I have written him that I have contacted you and that you will provide available material
when it is possible to do so. I am sure, from the interest shown, that good coverage will be
given anything your conference is ready to make public. If you don’t already have Murphy
on your list, I might suggest he would be a good one to send any releases you may have from
time to time.
{Robert D. Clark, Staff Writer, Associated Press, Press Herald}
June 27, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
We find that we have exhausted our supply of the announcement of the Maine Appalachian
Trail Guide. I would like to ascertain the cost of reprinting it. Any changes which we would
make would be minor, so the format can be considered as that of the one which you printed.
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Will you return the prospectus to me with your letter? We would like quotations on 2,000
and 5,000.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
June 27, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
I have prepared the first of the work directions for the crew. I have thought it advisable to
provide three full sets and enclose them in separate envelopes. Since I do not have any
address, I am sending them on to you.
I appreciate that, in dealing with this as in other matters connected with the expedition, I
seem to have been in arrears. I can only express my regret and hope that it has caused no
inconvenience and say that the pressure is such that it is difficult indeed to keep these things
current. I do not know the mailing address for the men, so that I cannot send them direct but
if you will let me have it, I can send the next set without bothering you.
Your letter about acquiring the Ford on behalf of the Bates Outing Club struck me as the
superlative of “direct action". I was troubled about this situation and did not see how the
crew could do anything without it.
If this program works out successfully, the full and entire credit for the results will be solely
due to you. You found the men and developed the general arrangement. And last, you
acquired for the Outing Club the Ford. I am hoping that you will have time enough to make
this thing provide sufficient inducement so as to become a permanent feature and the solution
of our Trail problems. Our job will be to provide the fuel to keep the machinery which you
have developed in yearly action. Another year, of course, we will divert to this program what
has gone to the Forest Service, since there can hardly be any comparison in the results.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
{Memo in separate set in this folder.}
July 1, 1947. George J. Stobie, Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game, Augusta,
Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Mr. Avery:
Your letter of June 24th is at hand regarding cleaning out the Appalachian Trail.
This matter comes under the jurisdiction of the Forestry Department, but we are glad to assist
in any way at any time.
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I presume you have not heard from Commissioner Rendall as yet, as he has not returned to
his office from his vacation.
July 2, 1947. Myron Avery to Mrs. E. E. Storey, West Carry Pond Camps, North New
Portland, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Storey:
I am writing a very hurried note. We are not quite sure as to what the situation will be with
respect to the party working on the Trail. We have in mind trying to get the signs put up on
Mt. Bigelow by use of this party. You will remember that a good deal of your house is taken
up with the storage of Trail Club equipment and package no. 3 contains some signs to go up
on Little Bigelow.
1 am wondering how we would make arrangements so that this package could be picked up
at some time when you might not be around there or readily available. If there is anything
you can do in putting them somewhere and would take the needed action to make them
readily available and let us know what you have done, we would be guided accordingly.
What has happened at the Ledge House? Are the same caretakers there?
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 2, 1947. Myron Avery to Lawson Reeves, Box 49, Dryden, Maine.
Dear Lawson:
I am writing a hurried note in reply to your letter.
I think that it would be well to have any signs which you have for the Sugarloaf-Orbeton
Stream Section sent in so that they would be available for the crew to put up. Will you please
send them to Mr. C. W. Bradley, Redington Pond Camps, Rangeley, Maine? If you could
drop me a card telling me the numbers that went in, I could give you appropriate directions. I
think that this would be the most effective way of handling this.
I do hope that your trip materializes and it would be splendid if the Fourth of July were the
time when you can get in. I shall be over in Western Maine at the same time to help and
check with the Trail crew. They are finding that the growth and bad weather makes very slow
going.
If you will send a note as to the mailing charges to Miss Marion Park, 1223 Eye Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C., she will see that you are properly reimbursed.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 3, 1947. Myron Avery to Frank R. Murphy, Chief of Bureau of Associated Press,
Box 617, Portland, Maine.
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Dear Mr. Murphy:
Mr. Warren of your Washington office has been in touch with me in connection with your
request for data on the new project on The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
I am writing to say that I shall be in Maine over this week-end, checking developments, and
that on my return I expect to be in Portland either the 7th or 8th. I think that the easiest way
to handle the matter would be for me to try to get in touch with you on my return.
Complying with Mr. Warren’s request for factual data, we have sent you under separate
cover material on the Trail in Maine. You may wish to keep a Guidebook in the Associated
Press library. It would be of value in connection with other matters relating to the Maine
woods. We will see that you get literature in the future.
Dictated by Captain Avery, but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
Copies to Ernest G. Warren, Associated Press, 330 Star Building, Washington; Roy Haines,
c/o Senator Owen Brewster; Prof. W. H. Sawyer
[Note typed at top of page:] Mr. Warren stated that Mr. Clark was no doubt the man assigned
to the story, while Mr. Murphy was head of the Bureau; that if you saw Mr. Murphy it would
take care of the situation, while if Mr. Murphy was away or something, Mr. Clark would no
doubt be available. The Associated Press office is in the Press-Herald Building, and you
could get hold of Mr. Murphy there.
July 5, 1947. Adelaide Storey, West Carry Pond Camps, North New Portland, Maine, to
Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Mr. Avery:
I received your letter in regard to the signs and will make this a hasty note. The signs are at
Mr. Bert Witham’s but if you want us to, we would be very glad to take them down to the
Ledge House if that would be more convenient. The same man is at the Ledge House, Mr.
Viles, and they still don’t take people in, except hunters who do their own cooking and
furnish their own bedding.
Four people were through here a week ago and said they were disappointed in not finding the
trail in better condition. Don’t know who they were. I didn’t see them but they met El on the
trail or rather tote road.
It will simply be out of the question to depend on Elwyn to do any thing on the trail for we
can’t even keep up with our own work inside, say nothing of the outside work. What work he
did from here to Jerome Brook we are glad to do and will not make any charge for. He
cleaned out the fallen trees and scrub that had fallen the winter before. Wish we had more
free time for we love to do that sort of work but people and their appetites sure keep us going.
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July 6, 1947. Robert Harrington to W. H. Sawyer. [Hand-written][Apparently forwarded
to Avery, who added notes.]
Maine Trail Crew
Prof. Sawyer to Supply
1. White Paint: 9 qts. to carry painting to Orbeton Stream (5 qts. on hand needed for Sect. 21)
For Bigelow paint to be obtained from 3rd West Carry Pond—Sawyer to advise if he has only
thin white; this to be replaced.
2. All brown sent in.
3. All A.T. markers and galvanized nails
100 markers
300 nails (extra for signs)
4, All paint brushes sent by A.T.C.
5. All scrapers sent in by A.T.C. Advise if less than 3 sent on 7/5/47.
{Avery note: Sawyer loaned Crew 3 shears 7/47 and 2 weeders more.
3 M.A.T.C. shears; 1 handle broken; 1 bent; 1 blade snapped top}
6. Three good shears (Broken shears eventually to Avery at Washington repairs as will be
done with wooden shears under repair.
7. More safety pocket outfit and filler sent in by A.T.C.
8. Emergency Food Boy Scout rations sent by Conference. [Note:] {Avery to send #7 and
#8}
9. Send in 2 Weeders. Disabled weeder to be returned for repair if possible.
10. Flat file (Present file lost)
11. A second tent to afford enough room.
12. A.T. can of fly dope sent from [?]
13. Hammer (stout for markers and signs)
14. Send check $50 to party at Andover by July 10th.
15. When possible prepare signs for party re detour on Me. Highway 4. Party will mark
(white) from Highway to Sandy Ponds and will indicate directions each end but will not
mark along road. Also party has to skip to Me. Hwy 17 west to Bemis Brook (2 1/5 m.)
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16. Eventually sign to close each end for Section 22.
17. Spikes (1 dozen)
Robert F. Harrington
28 Rogers St.
New London, Conn.
Lawrence C. Ryan
7 South Ledyard St.
New London, Conn.
William S. Senseney
20 High St.
Ipswich, Mass.
Lv. Andover 0600 arr. Rum. 0700
Lv. And. 1200, arr. Rum. 1300
Lv. Rum. 1000, arr. And. 1100
Lv. Rum. 1530, arr. And. 1630
Overnight places
Parrott’s—1/2 mi. from And.
Robert F. Harrington
c/o General Delivery
Andover, Maine
July 8-9—to Maine 5
July 10-11-12-13 to Maine 17
July 15-16-17 Sandy Stream [sic] Pond to Saddleback
July 18-19-20-21 Finishing Saddleback
Section 18 Skip
Mt. Bigelow repainting 23-24-25-26-27-28
July 7, 1947.
NOTE TO PURCHASERS OF THE MAINE GUIDEBOOK
On 15 June there was sent to you the 1947 SUPPLEMENT to GUIDE TO THE
APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE (fourth edition). This SUPPLEMENT consisted of nine
pages. Accompanying the SUPPLEMENT was an explanatory sheet which indicated that the
1947 SUPPLEMENT would be accompanied by Corrigenda and extensive revised pages. In
all, the Corrigenda consists of___
pages and by the revised sheets (to be substituted for
the corresponding pages in the 1942 edition) are comprised of_____pages. While the
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manuscript was sent to the printer at an early date, the completion of the project was delayed
by printing difficulties, which seem to have become more intensive. Accordingly, there are
now forwarded with this communication the Corrigenda and the revised pages. A word as to
the use of the revised pages: At the end of the Corrigenda there appear very specific
instructions as to the pages which are to be eliminated and those which are to be substituted.
It is appreciated that, to bring the guide current will require some labor on the part of each
purchaser. However, it was thought preferable to require purchasers to make these
adjustments and corrections, as required, in lieu of being called upon to obtain a new Guide.
As indicated, use of the revised pages and the Corrigenda results in a new edition, brought
entirely up to date. If a new edition had been printed, apart from the delay, the reproduction
of a fifth edition could not have been accomplished at a cost less than double that of the
present volume. Accordingly, it was thought that the majority of users would prefer the labor
of making corrections to purchasing a new Guide.
Rather than incur the expense and delay of requiring orders for Supplements, it has been the
practice of the Conference to mail the Supplements to purchasers whose address is registered
with The Appalachian Trail Conference. That procedure has been followed in connection
with the extensive revision here involved. The cost of these revisions is $1.00 per Guide and,
accordingly, those who wish to have their names continued on the mailing list to receive
future Supplements can accomplish this by remitting $1.00. Cash will be satisfactory; checks
should be made out to the Maine Appalachian Trail Club, Inc., and not to The Appalachian
Trail Conference. The mailing list for future editions will be revised and those who do not
indicate interest in continuing to have their guidebooks kept current through the sending
forward of the $1.00 will be omitted from the mailing list. It is felt that this procedure
represents a minimum of expense and inconvenience. Attached is a form to be used in
making remittance.
Trail Conditions
A recent development of very considerable importance to users of the Trail in Maine is the
employment of a small paid trail crew. This crew, consisting of war veterans and members of
the Bates College Outing Club, commenced work at the Andover-B Hill Road on June 20th.
It is clearing the Trail east toward Joe Mary Lakes. The funds available are expected to
permit the continuation of the work through the middle of August.
The Maine Appalachian Trail Club has scheduled a work trip from Joe Mary Lakes on to the
Penobscot West Branch. A detailed notice, copy of which may be obtained from The
Appalachian Trail Conference, has been forwarded to members of The Appalachian Trail
Conference. These expeditions represent a determined effort to restore the Trail in Maine to
its pre-war condition. It should be noted, however, that, due to the manner in which the work
is being performed, the benefits of this clearing program will not be available until late
August. Trail travelers in Maine will do well to plan their itinerary accordingly. This program,
when completed, should, however, insure the availability of the Trail for travel in 1948. With
the benefit of this work, travel at that time will be particularly desirable. Accordingly, if you
have in contemplation a trip on The Appalachian Trail in Maine, 1948 is strongly
recommended. This will enable you to obtain the benefits of the 1947 season's work.
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*****
{Separate detachable page}
Maine Appalachian Trail Club, Inc.,
Care of Appalachian Trail Conference
1916 Sunderland Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Sirs:
Enclosed is $1.00, representing my contribution toward the printing of the 1947 Supplement.
I wish you would continue my name on your list to receive additional Supplements and
materials at the address indicated below.
Very truly yours,

Name _____________________________________
Address ____________________________________

{Stamps are satisfactory of three-cent denominations or less.}
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Will:
I note from our Trail tools equipment report that we turned over to Betty Beal one pair of
pruning shears, two weeders and two scrapers. Since she is safely married and no longer
interested, I wonder who [why?] we could not take steps to find out where they are and
obtain their return. Can you get her address and drop her a note? My thought would be that
you could add them to the Trail Crew cache.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to Robert Hutton, Supervisor, Maine Forest Service,
Monson, Maine.
Dear Mr. Hutton:
You have probably received the copy of our letter to Supervisor [sic] Rendall and the notice
sent to the Maine Camp proprietors with respect to the activities of the Trail Crew on The
Appalachian Trail.
Last week I checked over 24 miles, commencing at the Andover-B Hill Road. The conditions
have made for slow progress. The growth has been very bad and the black flies, as you know,
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have made working in the woods very far from pleasant. In all, we seem to have experienced
more handicaps than we had anticipated.
As I wrote Supervisor Rendall, this Crew’s activity does not in any way change the situation
with respect to the contract work with the Forest Service. The Crew’s itinerary should bring
them to Mt. Bigelow on the 23rd of July and six days have been allocated to repainting the
entire Trail system on Bigelow. Of course, the re-marking is done to best advantage after the
Trail has been cleared. This means that on the work done last year from the Ledge House to
the firetower, the marking can go along very well. On the remainder of the mountain where
the clearing was not done in 1946, progress will be much slower. I had thought, however,
that perhaps the late season might have increased the time available for Trail work and I
wanted to inquire as to whether anything will be done on Bigelow before July 21st.
I have told the Trail Crew to get in touch with your new Chief Warden in the area, since he
may be able to help the Crew accomplish its mission.
I am not sure whether our work schedule will stop at the Kennebec or whether we will be in
your area where clearing and marking are very badly required.
We will greatly appreciate any steps which you can take to help the Trail Crow make its
work more effective.
cc to Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Harrington
Dictated by Captain Avery, but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to E. E. Storey, West Carry Pond Camps, North New
Portland, Maine.
Dear Mr. Storey:
I see that my last letter was addressed to Mrs. Storey, so that, to even the balance, I will write
this one to you.
I am afraid that I was too hasty in indicating our requirements for the Trail Crew. You have
no doubt received the notice with respect to their activities.
We plan to have the Crew paint on Bigelow and they will need the white paint, blue paint
and brown paint and probably all of the equipment which we have cached.
The Crew should reach Bigelow for painting about the week commencing July 21st. I am
enclosing an envelope addressed to one of the crew at Rangeley and I would appreciate If
you would pass on to him word as to how he will be able to get in touch with you to pick up
materials which he will need. This would save time which would be lost if I tried to send on
the information which I have from you. I would appreciate your letting me know the
arrangements in the matter.
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The overgrown condition of the Trail and other problems have made for slow progress. I am
not sure whether, after Bigelow, the remaining time in which the crew will work will be used
for the section between the Ledge House and the Kennebec or whether they will move east in
order to care for problems in that area.
cc to Mr. Sawyer, Miss Stephenson, Mr. Harrington
Dictated by Captain Avery, but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery: MEMORANDUM FOR THE TRAIL CREW
There are being sent directly by the Appalachian Trail Conference to you at Rangeley the
following:
1. First Aid Kit and Filler.
2. Six Emergeney Rations.
3. Four cans white paint.
The paint which was obtained from the Bates Outing Club seems to be thinner than we
ordinarily use and hence not as effective. The material at the sporting camps will be found to
be a superior product and, while it is necessary that you have these cans in order to avoid
running out, they should not be used if any other supply becomes available.
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to Lawson Reeves, Box 49, Dryden, Maine.
Dear Lawson:
I have just come back from checking on the work of the Trail Crew.
They have been able to make only slow progress. The growth has been awful, even on
sections cleared last year. You know the problems resulting from the fly season. The Crew
stops work on August 10th and they are going to be far from covering half of the area. We
are obliged to skip some of the areas and concentrate on where the work will produce the
greatest result. For that reason, I thought that I had better tell you that, if anything is done to
make good our statements as to the condition between Orbeton Stream and Bigelow Village,
it will be as a result of your own accomplishments.
I may get a chance to go over the section when I make my next trip up there to see how the
work is going on. In any event, I thought I had better tell you this, so that you would know to
look for the signs which I asked you to mail at Redington Pond Camps.
I saw an item (perhaps you did also) in last Sunday’s Portland Telegram about the dam. This
indicates that the fishing may be completely washed out and if so, it might result in closing
the sporting camps.
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I do hope that you are able to get in the area, for what we saw elsewhere indicates that you
have a very bad growth, even if things have been 100% clear last year.
Dictated by Captain Avery, but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
{Copy Sawyer}
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to Jewel Paint and Varnish Company, 345 North Western
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Dear Sirs:
You will recall that recently you filled an order for the Titanium Oxide paint used along The
Appalachian Trail. This paint was sent to various individuals and a quantity sent to our
Headquarters.
A number of years ago we had some difficulty with the paint being too thin. You may be able
to locate or recall the correspondence. It is our understanding that the paint is prepared
according to a standard formula and hence should not vary in consistency.
We had occasion recently to use some of this last consignment and found it to be very much
thinner than that which we had previously used and had been obtaining for a number of years.
This was a matter of some surprise to me, since, after our correspondence, the quality has
been uniform and the paint has been heavy enough to meet our particular needs.
I appreciate that it may not be possible to check the situation in connection with the last order
but I would like to inquire as to whether there could have been any possible change in the
formula or anything to explain the difficulty. It is probable that we will have to order an
additional supply in the very near future and I would ask that particular efforts be made to
avoid any such difficulty as the last order seems to involve and that any error be on the side
of overheavy paint.
Dictated by Captain Avery Washington, D.C. but written and sent out during his absence to
avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Moore, Prof. Sawyer, Mr. Harrington
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to George H. Winter, Seaboard Paper Company, Bucksport,
Maine.
Dear George:
I am sending you a couple of notices which indicate what we are doing on the Trail in Maine.
Things got very badly ahead of us and we are trying now the use of this crew, which is
composed of three veterans from the Bates College Outing Club, will work out. If the plan
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goes through, it should mean for a great improvement. The work started at Frye Bridge on
June 20th.
I am also enclosing a copy of the announcement with respect to our Maine Appalachian Trail
work trip. We will not be in the Barren-Chairback area this year but I expect to get up there
either before or after the Trail Crew is in the area.
In the interval, I thought I would write to ask if you had been up there lately and could give
me any recent word as to the summer activities or what had happened on the Trail route. You
wrote me that a camp might be going in at the sag between Third and Fourth. Has anything
been done in that connection?
In about a month you will receive revised pages of the Maine Guide which contain
corrections for the Barren-Chairback area and have our map of that section. This business of
Dore’s tote-road is very much messed up and I am not sure that it is correct yet.
If you could let me know the latest news of that section, I would greatly appreciate it.
P.S. Our Guidebook listed the Seaboard Company as a branch of Time, Inc. Your latest
letters refer to the St. Regis Pulp and Paper Company. I suppose we should have said that
instead of Time; just which is correct? M.H.A.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to Norman J. Rogers, Caratunk, Maine.
Dear Mr. Rogers:
Your letter of June 21st to The Appalachian Trail Conference has been referred to me, since I
am the Editor of the Maine Guidebook.
The literature with respect to the Appalachian Trail which you requested has been sent
forward. The Maine Guidebook contains detailed maps. There will be an extensive revision
issued in about a month.
You have asked whether we employ labor on the Trail. The Trail has hitherto been
maintained by individuals and groups who were interested in the project. We do not have any
such groups in your area and it has been difficult to keep up the section from the Kennebec to
Mt. Bigelow. Perhaps you know the Carry Pond Lean-to has been badly damaged by use of
the bunk material for firewood. If you were in there and wanted to do something to help
along the project, repairing the lean-to would be of great help.
I am having sent to you a copy of the Conference magazine which indicates that it is an
excellent way of keeping in touch with Trail developments in Maine.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
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July 8, 1947. Myron Avery to 0. A. Sawyer, Manager of Woodlands, Hollingsworth and
Whitney Company, Waterville, Maine.
Dear Mr. Sawyer:
You will remember that in the fall of 1946, after our Maine Appalachian Trail work trip into
the West Branch area, you furnished me with considerable information as to the extent of the
lumbering activities of the Hollingsworth and Whitney Company. You indicated that the
cutting along the Trail route would not extend this year for more than half a mile toward the
dam on the East Branch of Pleasant River.
We are making our arrangements for Trail work this year and consequently I thought I would
write to ask if you would tell me whether the 1947 or 1948 work would extend along the
Trail route. If there has been any road extension or other activity since last September, it
would be very helpful to us to know of these developments. We would very much appreciate
your courtesy in this connection.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 8, 1947. Marion Park to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Dear Mr. Sawyer:
I am enclosing herewith the second installment of $200.00 for the Trail Crew work.
July 9, 1947. Marion Park to Honorable Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Mr. Rendall:
1 had understood from Chairman Avery of the Trail Conference that you would notify us
when you wished to have the check for the work which is to be done under contract with the
Maine Forest Service sent forward.
We have been awaiting your advices and assume that you will let us know when you wish to
have the remittance made. I thought, however, in order to avoid any possible chance that the
situation might cause any difficulty, to make sure that it was not a case where you were under
the impression that the remittance should have been forthcoming before now.
July 10, 1947. Myron Avery to Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Storey, West Carry Pond Camps,
North New Portland, Maine.
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Storey:
Your letter of July 5th crossed my letter to you of July 8th.
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We are glad indeed to hear from you and to know that you are busy and having a prosperous
season.
I have been doing this business of the Trail Crew requirements on a sort of a piecemeal basis.
My first letter related to the signs needed on Little Bigelow. On returning to Maine, I found
that we would need to have for painting on Bigelow the paint, white, blue and brown, that
was left with you, so I am afraid we are going to have to ask if you can help us on this point.
I note what you have written about leaving the signs at Bert Witham’s near Dead River Post
Office but that you would be willing to move them to the Ledge House. Since the Ledge
House is more on the Trail, I think it would be better to deposit the signs, paint, markers and
nails and everything there. Having in mind our past experience, we would, of course, have to
arrange either to have this returned to you by the Trail Crew or picked up.
I’m sending a copy of this letter to the Trail Crew at Rangeley so that they may know the
exact situation and where to look for the supplies. I think this will take care of matters and
we will not have to trouble you any further on this score.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Harrington, Mr. Sawyer
July 10,1947. Myron Avery to Robert F. Harrington, Rangeley, Maine.
Dear Harrington:
The enclosed letter to the proprietor of West Carry Pond Camps will indicate the final word
as to where you will get the equipment for use on Bigelow. It should all be at the Ledge
House, which is on the Trail route. If there is anything needed which you do not have, that is,
in the equipment stored there, you may be able to make arrangements to get it through
reaching the Storeys by telephone.
The two first aid outfit and six Boy Scout emergency rations went forward to you at
Rangeley yesterday by parcel post.
We had expected to send the paint by parcel post to you at Rangeley but found it could not be
taken for shipment, so four quarts of paint have gone to you by express at Rangeley.
The list which shows where equipment is cached along the Trail has also been sent to you at
Rangeley.
While we left the situation somewhat uncertain, unless you get word to the contrary, on
finishing at the Ledge House you will, in keeping with the detailed directions start painting
and clearing toward the Kennebec. This will avoid any delay, due to the necessity for getting
definite word. In other words, you will move on to the Kennebec, unless we send word to the
contrary.
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You may find it rather slow going on painting on the uncleared section Mt. Bigelow by
reason of the fact that the Forest Service has not done its clearing. I realize that this will slow
matters down but I think that you can still, with care, arrange to put in the blazes effectively.
All painting here, of course, is a two-man job with the third man using the pruning shears to
clear away around the blazes.
With the exceptions which I have noted here, Professor Sawyer on Sunday took steps to get
all of the listed equipment to you. I trust that by now things are going in high gear and that
what we have been able to do will facilitate the work and result in an ability to cover a very
much increased mileage. With all that remains to do, we felt decidedly disturbed that so
much time had to be used on one section. We hope, however, that it has made for good
experience and that we have gotten rid of some of the bugs and I know that you will find
things very much more interesting as you move east.
The copies of the credentials will be sent to you at Rangeley.
I think that we have covered every matter which was discussed and listed. If not, let me know
at once.
We shall hope, through your use of the envelopes, to get frequent notes as to where you are
and I am very hopeful that nothing will upset the time table and schedule.
cc to Professor Sawyer, Miss Stephenson
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 10, 1947. Myron Avery to Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Sirs:
Miss Stephenson has shown me your letter of 2 July.
In view of the fact that we are already considerably behind schedule, I can only hope that
matters have not remained in abeyance pending an answer to your inquiry. We have stressed
the necessity for haste and if matters are being delayed by these inquiries we would ask that
you telephone to expedite the situation.
The matter is now heading up toward what I expressed apprehension about, that is, delivery
will not occur until after the end of this season.
There is one correction for Paragraph 2 of your letter of 2 July, There should be 1000 copies
of the Katahdin section, rather than 500.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
{Copy Miss Park}
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July 11, 1947. Myron Avery to Howard Goff, Editor, Appalachian Mountain Club, 35
Byrd Avenue, West Newton, Mass.
Dear Mr. Goff:
I duly received your letter of January 15, purportedly in response to my letter of December 2
which registered formal protest against the long continued practice of unauthorized use of
material from the Maine Appalachian Trail Club’s Guide.
From your letter I can only conclude that you and the Council have failed to appreciate basic
principles of copyright law and infringement here involved. I also appreciate that you
personally did not prepare the various editions of the Katahdin Section of the A.M.C. Guide
and therefore write as to a matter of which you have little personal knowledge. Those factors
seem the only explanation of the type of reply which you have made.
It is rather significant that you have not entered a flat denial that the Maine Guide was used
in preparation of the A.M.C. volume, its data, distances, etc. being re-worked. I am quite
familiar with the time your measuring was done and its extent. In 1937 the material was
obtained for the detailed description in the Maine Appalachian Trail Club’s Guide, which
appeared in its 3rd and 4th editions. The utilization of this material is strikingly illustrated by
the conversion into fractional distance of the trail measurements set forth in our standard
decimal system.
I have delayed my reply in order to check the several volumes in detail, to contrast the
A.M.C. Guides which appeared before and after the 1937 issue of the M.A.T.C. Guide and to
demonstrate the extent to which the changes in your 7th and 8th editions have “borrowed”
basic material. There are, apart from this tabulation, one or two rather striking instances,
particularly The North Peaks Trail and the Wassataquoik Tote-road. I am sure that there is no
pretense that an A.M.C. party individually measured these trails. To demonstrate specifically,
I enclose two samples from this tabulation, the Hunt Trail and the Cathedral Trail.
I also noted with very considerable interest the description and measurements of The
Appalachian Trail east of Old Speck, which are set forth in your White Mountain Guide. You
have neither acknowledged the source or made any request for permission to use such
material. Is there any suggestion that these data were independently obtained by any of your
Committee?
Your suggestion that the error in the distance on the Hamlin Ridge Trail was the result of the
movement of the cairn is ingenious but hardly suffices. The cairn was only moved 300 ft.; the
A.M.C. distance is an illustration of the use, in fractional terms, of our decimal distance.
The other major point in your letter is that the extent of your map north of Katahdin (beyond
the limits of the 5th edition of the A.M.C. Katahdin Guide) occurred in the 1933 edition, The
point which I take it you wish to make is that the infringement is not recent and perhaps there
is a prescriptive right. While the 1933 edition had a northward extent, its source was my
material. Since my participation goes back farther than that of anyone else now active, it was
very easy for me to trace the sequence of events from my map file copies. From my trips in
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1927-30 I sketched in this area. My print, dated November 1929, was obviously used by the
A.M.C. in its 1933 issue; that one, however, specifically acknowledged the source. In the
next edition, however, the 7th, your editors elected to eliminate the acknowledgement of
source, which constituted the appropriation of the material. The close resemblance to my
manuscript of November 1929 found in the 6th, 7th, and 8th editions of your Guides is an
ample demonstration of where the material came from. If there is any pretense that in 1933
this material for the northward extension of your map was drawn from any other source, I
would be glad to know of it. I think this situation quite well establishes my point, that my
work was the source of the northward extension of your map in the editions subsequent to the
5th.
Your letter is a protestation against any copyright violation. I would have thought it a more
effective denial for the Club to have stated that its editors and those who prepared the
Katahdin Guide did not have access to and did not excerpt from or utilize any of the M.A.T.C.
material.
Your letter contents itself with the statement that there is little resemblance. This means no
more than that the infringement has been disguised, such as by the device of using fractional
distances for decimals and a slight re-working of the language.
Apart from all of these, we consider totally indefensible and an utter breach of the proprieties
of the situation that under these circumstances you should refer to the Maine Guide by the
sentence, “Mention of Katahdin as the northern terminus of the Appalachian Trail is also
made in various editions of Guide To The Appalachian Trail in Maine”. This is very bad
taste and also a very poor return for the use which has been so liberally made of our material.
While we can compliment the ingenuity of the evasive reply, we have to point out that the
Club has not indicated a willingness to furnish definite assurances that there will be made no
further use without permission of the material issued by the Maine Appalachian Trail Club. If
there is no plan to use such material, there can hardly be any objection to furnishing
assurances to this offset. If you are in doubt as to the degree to which such material has been
used and are reluctant to make such a commitment, as to the past, the situation could be met
by including in the preface of your next edition the statement, "Acknowledgment is hereby
made to the Maine Appalachian Trail Club for the use of some data herein which is included
in the material from former editions”, without being specific.
We still trust that these assurances will yet be forthcoming.
{Copy Katahdin File.}
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July 12, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron—The trail crew have quit. They drove down here to Lewiston yesterday,
resolved on giving up the work. I talked them out of it last night, but they had a conference
this morning and decided to quit. I paid them off and they have gone home.
Frankly, I am relieved. They have proved to be entirely unadaptable and, I am convinced,
would continue to be; and I fear would have gotten into some trouble, with the car or
otherwise, before the summer was over. The car was in dangerously bad shape when they
arrived and I had to put it in a garage this morning for repairs. I found on checking their work
that out of 20 days on the job they have actually worked only 12. The other days have been
spent in Rumford, or in their tent in rainy weather, or in packing or hauling over the Trail.
They went only as far as the So. Arm Rd., and covered, very poorly I judge, only as far as C
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Pond. They were 3 days behind schedule, and had not been on the Elephant Mt. section since
you were with them.
The enclosed sheet is a summary of what they have cost us in money. What they have cost
me in worry and exasperation cannot be estimated. I paid them what they asked for every day
they spent, whether they worked or not. I want no repercussions from them that they were
underpaid or not treated well. As you will see from the enclosed account through Outing
Club funds I did everything possible to help them out, and this takes no account of the
damage to equipment, tents, sleeping bags, packs, etc., through negligence and ignorance. On
Tuesday I sent David to Frye Bridge with all the equipment you outlined, together with
several cooking recipes I made out and suggestions on foods to buy. They made no use of
any of it.
I received a check for 200.00 this morning from Marion Park, a total of 400.00 received from
the A.T. Conference. I will refund the unexpended balance of 125.00.
I am sorry I was misled regarding the qualifications of these men.
Expenses A.T. Work Crew, June 21-July 11, 1947
(20 days)
I. Bates College Outing Club
A. Automobile
Ford car
Tax
Registration
Driver’s License
Tire and tube
Pump and patches
Repairs (estimated) on car
now in garage
B. Food

175.00
2.00
13.00
2.00
10.00
2.75
204.75
20.00
27.91

C. Gasoline (W.H.S., 4 trips to Andover, So.
Arm, etc. and return)
II. Appalachian Trail Conference
Wages paid, 2 men, 5 days and 3 men
15 days, @ 5.00 per day
Total

10.65
263.31

275.00
538.31
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July 12, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia, to
Myron Avery.
Gentlemen:
We have your valued inquiry and are pleased to quote you on the printing desired as follows:
2,000 Copies Folder “Announcing,” size 11 x 16”, printed two
sides, black ink, on 60-pound white Warren’s Cumberland
English Finish, folded to 5 ½ x 8 ½”, cuts to be furnished
by customer, delivery f.o.b. Strasburg
$47.00
5,000 Copies Folder “Announcing,” same specifications as above

$73.00

July 12, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia, to
Myron Avery.
Gentlemen:
We have your valued inquiry and are pleased to quote you on the printing desired as follows:
2,000 Order Cards, size 6 x 3 ¼ inches, printed on one side,
black ink, on 110-pound Buff Index Bristol

$8.50

5,000 Order Cards, same specifications as above

$17.50

The Appalachian Trail Conference, Inc.
808 17th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Enclosed find check or money order for ______________________, made payable
to The Maine Appalachian Trail Club, Inc., for which please send me:
GUIDE TO THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE (fourth edition), as follows:
_____________________copies, at $2.50 a copy……………………..$______________
_____________________Map cases, at 70c each……………………..$______________
Amount of check or money order………………$______________
Name_________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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July 13, 1947. Adelaide Storey, West Carry Pond Camps, to Myron Avery. [Handwritten]
Dear Mr. Avery:
Your letters of July 8th and 10th are at hand, and we will be very glad to take the signs and
paint etc. down to the Ledge House for that seems to be a more centrally located place. I
guess we haven’t told you that we have moved out of the cottage at Dead River and our
things as well as your bundles are all stored at Bert Witham’s.
We will pick up what ever the trail crew don’t need and take care of it until you call for it
again.
I am writing to Mr. Harrington as you requested telling him where he’ll find the supplies, and
too, that we will pick up the remainder when they are finished if left at the Ledge House.
A couple young fellows went through here this afternoon and as we were having a shower
they visited with me an hour or so. I asked questions about the trail. They came through from
Mt. Katahdin. They said the trail from Yoke Pond and Rainbow was very bad and on the
Chairback Range at 3rd and 4th mountain south it was terrible, no trail markers at all as the
lumbering operation had slashed it all to pieces and they got lost but finally found themselves.
Also from Moxie Bald to Troutdale was quite bad and near Monson the beaver had a
wonderful swimming pool across the trail.
They spoke of the terrible condition of East Carry Lean-to said they should think a dozen
drunks had been there for a toot.
They say that in places where it isn’t cleared too well that they had difficulty in finding the
marks as the leaves covered them. We found that same trouble in places. How would it be to
make a group of say three marks down the trunks of the trees so if one didn’t show maybe
others would? That’s just a back woods suggestion. Take it for what it is worth.
These boys told me that there were several people coming through if they didn’t give up as
did the third member of their party. One of these boys is to meet another fellow at Rutland
Vt. and they will go up north on the Lone [Long] Trail I believe he said. He plans to put in
the summer along the trails. A young California couple started in at Georgia and are coming
north.
Now don’t be afraid to call on if we can be of any further service to you for Elwyn is going
and coming more or less and will gladly do what he can.
P.S. I’m the writer of this family so it really doesn’t matter “who” you address your letters to.
July 14, 1947. O. A. Sawyer, Hollingsworth & Whitney Company, Waterville, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
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Dear Sir:
Replying to yours of the 8th it is not our intention now to cut anything along the Appalachian
Trail this operating season. Should our plans change during the season, we will be glad to
advise you.
July 15, 1947. Marion Park to Shenandoah Publishing House, Starsburg, Virginia.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed herewith is check of the Maine Appalachian Trail Club, Inc., in the sum of $63.24,
which is sent in payment of the Supplement to Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
Will you please furnish me with a receipt for my records?
July 15, 1947. John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street Westbrook, Maine, to
Myron H. Avery
Dear Captain Avery:
Yesterday I received your letter of June 27 having been away for a week’s vacation. I had
hoped that at this time we could report more progress, but we had a little bad luck. We
cleared and marked from the B-Hill road south for about two miles. Then I proceeded to put
an axe into my leg for a ten-stitch cut and that stopped our trail clearing for the rest of the
week. In the past few years I have cut over two-hundred cords of pulp wood, so it is with
embarrassment that I admit cutting my leg chopping a nasty little branch. However, we
expect to go back next week end and continue the job.
Active cutting has been in progress and a tractor road up Frye Brook has been built (in use
this spring) which intersects and in spots obliterates the trail causing some confusion.
The Frye Brook lean-to is in good shape except for the roof. Later in the season we plan to
lug in some roofing and recover it. The bridge over the Churn has rotted until it is definitely
unsafe and it is my recommendation that it be blocked off. Perhaps sometime it can be
replaced. I have not investigated the possibilities. The Maine Alpine Club signs along the
brook are in quite good condition. The sign at the start of the section has been broken up by
the logging but can be patched.
You will recall that the trail traverses the very edge of the Flume for about 100 ft. Due to a
growth of weeds and bushes just below the lip, this is quite treacherous. If there are no
objections, we will stretch a piece of cable along the edge.
The general condition of the portion of trail that we covered was very poor. Heavy alder
growth along the brook gives way to thick beech, yellow birch, and maple as the trail climbs
away from the stream. The size of the brush (one to three inches) is too large for clippers and
necessitates axe work throughout. Severe ice storms which have occurred in this section
during the last few winters have bent the growth into and across the trail necessitating heavy
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clearing. I am writing Mr. Atwood for a weeder but do not feel that clippers would be of too
much value right now. An axe and a saw are essential and it is not practical to carry and use
clippers as well. Also I am quite partial to the use of an axe for trail clearing. (This is your
chance to laugh.) As a matter of fact, it will probably be necessary to go through the whole
trail with a brush scythe to get the footing well opened up.
There are a number of large ground logs which are too large to be cut with a Sandvik pulp
saw.
Eventually, we will take a crosscut through and clear them, but for the time being they can be
stepped over. If everything goes well, we should have the trail marked and fairly well cleared
by the end of July. Then we can further refine it as the season progresses.
We will be very glad to look after the trail from the notch to the top of Old Speck just as soon
as we have pushed the present section through.
You have spoken of future arrangements with the Maine Alpine Club etc. I wish to assure
you that it does not make any difference to us as to who is officially in charge of this section
of trail. We are perfectly willing to work under Mr. Atwood's organization or any other
convenient set up. As users of the trail our prime interest is to help in maintenance and to that
end we wish to cooperate with any arrangement you see fit to make.
In my last letter I remarked that the Gulf Hagas trail was plainly marked. I should have
qualified that statement with the phrase ”in November”. While it was plain at that time of
year, it may not be when the leaves are on. There is a good chance that we will get back to
the Gulf sometime before snow flies and if you will tell us what is needed, we will try to plan
to do it.
Speaking of everything happening at once, I have one that will take some matching. When I
nicked my leg with the axe, I sat down and bound the cut together with pieces of shirt tail
until the bleeding was checked, and then started hobbling gingerly toward the road. About
the fifth step, I stepped into a yellow-jacket nest. After seeing the sprint I put on, I had no
worries about reaching the road. However, just before getting there, I slipped and landed with
my arm on a broken cross cut saw lying teeth up in the grass. I guess the woods are too rough
and I better stay home.
You said that you are frequently in Portland. I would like very much to have lunch or dinner
together some time if you could find a convenient opportunity.
I hope that everyone writing you about Trail matters is not as verbose as I am or otherwise
you would not have time to do anything but read their letters.
July 16, 1947, George H. Wentworth, St. Regis Paper Company, 230 Park Avenue
New York, reply Bucksport, Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
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Received yours of July 8 and, as usual, always glad to hear from you.
In answer to your first inquiry, I have been up in the Barren-Chairback region twice this
summer, but did not get up as far as the Appalachian Trail. However, Mr. Crocker, Manager
of our department, was up a couple weeks ago and covered several miles of the Trail, from
west of the U.S.G.S. tower on Barren to the notch between 3rd and 4th of the Chairback
range. This section is all uncut as yet and except for a few natural blowdowns is in fair shape.
Parts of this section will be undisturbed due to the scrub growth, etc. but sections running
through good, merchantable spruce will eventually be cut. I believe I mentioned previously
that all of the supervisory personnel in the camps have been told not to brush up the trail and
if it is done to clean it out before leaving it, but as you probably know it is easier to say that
than it is to get it done.
The intended summer camp near the notch between 3rd and 4th mountains has not been built
as yet and at this writing is indefinite as to when it may be built.
It would be my advice to do only sufficient work along Barren and 4th mountains to keep the
trail hikeable (How do you like that word?) until after the pulpwood operations are over
which will be, at least, several years hence.
The Company name at present is:

St. Regis Paper Company
Maine Seaboard Division
Bucksport, Maine

I don't think of anything else to mention at the present writing except to thank you for the
literature enclosed in your letter as well as for the Guide Book revisions which you are
sending. If I get any information of interest to you, I will be only too glad to send it along.
I might mention that regarding Dore's tote road, there is very little you can do at present
because of operations by several lumber and pulp companies, which have used parts of the
road and branched from same and it is hard to tell which one to take.
July 16, 1947. Myron Avery to Gene Letourneau, Portland Press Herald, Portland,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Letourneau:
While your interests seen to be primarily fishing and hunting, I have noticed from time to
time in your most interesting items reference to The Appalachian Trail in Maine. As the route
passes some of the best of the lake country it is serviceable not only to hikers but to
fisherman and hunters in the Fall. Our maps have been reported to us as being particularly
useful in the area not covered by the U.S. Geological Survey or other up-to-date maps.
It has been our intention to put in the hands of those who prepare items on the Maine Woods
copies of our Guide To The Appalachian Trail in Maine and to send forward to them the
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annual Supplements and changes. We had thought that this had been done in your case but on
checking our mailing list recently we found an apparent oversight.
Accordingly we are sending forward to you a copy of the Guide and some other literature
which relates to the Trail in Maine. We will see to it that Supplements reach you. There are
extensive changes which will be circulated very shortly.
I am sorry to have to say that the condition of the Trail in Maine deteriorated rapidly due to
non-use and cessation of maintenance during the war. We have made extended efforts to
cope with this problem but to date our efforts are far from reaching the pre-war condition.
The mimeographed notice which was prepared for the Maine Publicity Bureau and the Maine
Development Commission will outline the situation.
We are hoping that 1948, together with the progress of our Trail crew, will see us well back
to pre-war conditions.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
Sent under separate cover: Guidebook, Suggestions, No. 17, Silver Aisle, Mt. Bigelow,
Maine trip notice, Mimeographed item on cond. of Trail.
July 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Prof. William H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston,
Maine.
Dear Will:
I received yesterday your letter of July 12th.
While I share your feeling of relief at the end of the venture, it is something of a surprise to
me. I guessed completely wrong. I had thought that they would stick and that there was a
feeling that they were over the worst of the difficulties and the situation which was so
particularly unpleasant, that is, working in the Mountain Brook area, had been terminated. I
am wondering what development led to the final decision.
The aspect of the matter to which I take most decided exception - apart from the failure to go
through with the project after all of our expense and effort - was the failure to immediately
notify me so that I could avoid unnecessary additional labor. We have the problem of trying
to get back the stuff that was sent to Rangeley.
I assume that all of the material sent from here, such as the three packs, the fly dope and the
pruning shears, were delivered to you and I suggest that you add them to the Bates Outing
Club equipment, as it would cost more than it is worth to return them. We may find ourselves
obligated to borrow a pair or two of shears during the summer.
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I am in full agreement with your reasons for winding up the matter in the way in which you
did in order to avoid any possible charges of failure to meet our full commitment or any
argument, no matter how pointless.
When you think back over it, it was certainly expensive trail per mile and there was really
very little done after you left.
I wish you would tell me whether the crew returned to you the envelopes of instructions.
Miss Park, who struggled valiantly to prepare these, is certainly going to have these men on
her black list for the rest of her days. If we had been less efficient on this score, we might
have saved work.
As I think over the matter, I realize that we were handicapped by some factors beyond our
control. These were the flies, the rain and the fact that it was probably too tough an
experience for a working crew to try to camp and cook, unless they have a greater familiarity
than these lads had.
I am wondering what put them again behind schedule, unless they decided to stay an extra
day or two in Rumford. My directions were clear that they would only devote a couple of
days more to opening up the Mountain Brook area. I thought they realized that the next
sections would be of much more interest and that the hard part of their labors was behind
them.
I am very much concerned as to the future. The reports that come in indicate very bad Trail
conditions east of the Kennebec. I had relied on these fellows for work which I think they
could have readily accomplished. The result is that we lose an entire season. To add to our
difficulties this year, the enrollment on our work trip is decidedly small and I am far from
optimistic on this point.
I am not only gravely concerned as to the future but I feel very much at a loss as to how to
proceed. The whole thing requires very extensive work and as I said, on the section between
Maine highway 17 and South Arm, our major difficulty is the re-marking. I doubt if we can
do anything with local labor. I am afraid that the failure of this expedition and the publicity
will end for all time any possibility of setting this up as an extra-curriculum activity of the
Outing Club. At the moment, while relieved, I am extremely despondent. I certainly guessed
this thing entirely wrong.
P.S. On your tabulation there should be added, in reckoning the cost, the various items sent
from here, such as packs, tools, apart from contribution for the expense of the men over the
Sunday at Andover. I shall want to know how you make out in the way of final liquidation of
the investment in the car.
We can set ourselves down as having learned something in the hard and expensive way.
Whether we can apply it to advantage remains to be seen.
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I do want to say that all of this discussion does not mean that I am not most appreciative of
all that you did to try to make this venture a success. You should not have the feeling that
you left any stone unturned. M.H.A.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 17, 1917. Myron Avery to American Railway Express, Rangeley, Maine.
Dear Sirs:
The Appalachian Trail Conference sent certain packages to Rangeley, Maine, addressed to
Mr. Robert F. Harrington. Mr. Harrington has left Maine and presumably these packages
have not been called for. We wish to have then returned to The Appalachian Trail
Conference headquarters, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.
We enclose $1.00 for the purpose of having sent back these packages and the balance can be
returned to me at this address.
cc to Americas Railway express, Farmington, Maine.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 17, 1947. J. A. Zimmerman, JEWEL PAINT AND VARNISH CO 345 North
Western Ave. Chicago 12 to The Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place,
N.W.,Washington 6, D.C. Attention: Capt. Myron H. Avery.
Dear Sir:
We, like all other paint companies, have been experiencing great difficulty in manufacturing
white paints to pre-war standards. This is due to the variation in quality of the raw materials
received from our suppliers. We either use what they send us or we don't make paint.
However, during the past 60 days there has been a decided improvement and we anticipate
better laboratory control.
Our records are marked to show you require a heavy bodied paint and we feel sure that it will
be more uniform from now on.
We thank you for writing us so frankly so that we had an opportunity to explain our situation.
We sincerely appreciate your business and hope to be of continued service to you.
Copies sent:
Prof. Sawyer — We are sending you by express, one package of 12 quarts of paint.
Mr. Moore
Mr. Mersch
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July 17, 1947. Postmaster, Rangeley, Maine.
Dear Sir:
The Appalachian Trail Conference sent certain packages and letters to Rangeley, Maine,
addressed to Mr. Robert F. Harrington. Mr. Harrington has left Maine and presumably those
packages have not been called for or forwarded. We wish to have then returned to The
Appalachian Trail Conference headquarters, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington, D.C.
According to our records, the following were sent:
Two packages
One Envelope
We enclose $1.00 for the purpose of having sent back these packages and envelope to the
address indicated. The balance can be returned to me at this address.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Frank K. Murphy, Chief of Bureau of Associated Press,
Box 617, Portland, Maine.
Dear Mr. Murphy:
I refer to my letter to you in response to your inquiry as to the crew working on The
Appalachian Trail in Maine. I did not have an opportunity to attempt to make contact with
you in Portland. It has, however, been no loss. Rain, Maine flies and the porcupines, etc.
have forced then to terminate the expedition. It might have been a good story except for the
ending.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Mrs. E. E. Storey, West Carry Pond Camps, North New
Portland, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Storey:
Thank you for your letter of July 13th.
I am afraid that I have put you to a lot of trouble. Flies, porcupines, bad growth and the tough
terrain have been too much for the Trail Crew which has called it a season without reaching
Bigelow. So, if at your convenience, you can take the material back again, we should be
greatly obliged.
The failure of this crew to go through with its work puts us in a serious situation. We had
made very careful arrangements and plans and this would have gone far toward curing the
difficulties.
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We know that these sections are in bad shape. For some reason, many of these travelers
failed to write to us; therefore, we very much appreciate your secondhand report. A lot of
those people do not have the guidebook and the current supplements. We have warned of the
lumbering on the Barren-Chairback Range which will continue each year.
In the lumbered section, the blazes are bound to be gone and whoever ventures in there runs
the risk of becoming lost. We had hoped to get this cared for at an early date.
We appreciate the suggestion that if we had enough blazes, they would be seen. We have
gone strong on the marking with the expectation that blazes could be seen, even in the
overgrown sections. In marking, we try to cut out branches and growth which hides the
blazes but some of them are bound to be ineffective in any event. We had not, until your
letter, had any word as to difficulty in seeing them.
The East Carry Pond Lean-to is a mess. When we were last there, some of the floor had been
burned. The trouble is the local fisherman. The former camp proprietor used to rent boats and
let people stay there who did not want to pay the camp charges. It has a fine view but it has
taught us one lesson and that is that a lean-to has to be where it cannot be used by fishermen.
The worst of it is that these are all people in that vicinity and when they damage the structure,
they deprive themselves of its use. One time we thought of moving it but the CCC went out
of activity before we could get to it.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
July 17, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
Professor Sawyer has advised that he is still holding the reels on trail construction, subject to
your call. We think if you are going to do Trail work, that it would be of very great value for
you to see these. However, Professor Sawyer wishes to dispose of the reels and it would be
of great convenience if you would communicate with him and advise him what you intend to
do.
Incidentally, we have a report which indicates that the signs prepared by the Maine Alpine
Club at Frye Brook will need to be reset and also a board one foot by six feet will be required
to re-back a broken sign.
July 21, 1947. Myron Avery to Norman J. Rogers, Caratunk, Maine.
Dear Mr. Rogers:
Since my letter to you of July 8th in reply to your inquiry as to whether we ever hired trail
work done in Maine, I have been in the western part of the State, checking over the progress
which is being made by the crew from the Bates College Outing Club which was working on
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the Trail. Rainy weather and the fly season have made for very slow progress. This crew was
scheduled to stop work around the 10th of August and I doubt if it will reach the section
where we will need considerable labor. I have particularly in mind the necessity of reclearing
the Trail from Blanchard to the site of the Moxie Bald Lean-to (8 miles) and between
Blanchard and Monson (3 miles), and between Monson and Little Wilson Campground (5
miles.) There is also work to be done from Long Pond on the Barren-Chairback Range,
where there is lumbering going on.
All of this would involve clearing of bushes, for we would not, at this time, do anything in
connection with renewing the marking without having an opportunity to demonstrate the
marking system to people in the field.
I infer that you are more familiar with the Trail route on the other side of the Kennebec and
where we need work is some distance from Caratunk. However, in view of your inquiry, I
thought I would write to ask what you had in mind, how and when you would expect to work
and whether you would have any transportation or method of reaching the area involved. We
have been paying for Trail work the rate of wages paid by the Maine Forest Service.
If it develops that you have already gotten a job for this year but would like some of this
work next year, we can perhaps make arrangements. If you are still interested in the
possibility of doing some work this year, I would suggest that you let me hear from you at
once as to what you would be able to do in the areas which I have outlined.
The Forest Service is to clear the Trail between the Moxie Bald Lean-to site and Moxie Pond.
The east side of Pleasant Pond Mountain is usually pretty clear. There is a growth of bushes
about a mile in from the old railroad grade at Moxie Pond.
Dictated by Captain Avery but Washington, D.C. written and sent out during his absence to
avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Sawyer
July 21, 1947. Myron Avery to George H. Winter, Jr., St. Regis Paper Company, Maine
Seaboard Division, Bucksport, Maine.
Dear George:
Thank you for all of the information contained in your good letter of 16 July.
I was on the Trail from the Frye Brook Road to Maine Highway 17 over the Fourth of July.
You can't imagine how the Mountain Brook Tote-road has grown up. It is just a jungle. The
Squirrel Rock Lean-to is in excellent shape. The shakes on the Elephant Mountain Lean-to
have gone to pieces. There is quite a bit of blowdown in the virgin timber (apart from
hurricane damage) between Elephant and Old Blue.
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I thought that we had our problems licked for the summer through the use of a paid crew
from the Bates College Outing Club. Bad weather, too much rain, flies and hard work have
forced them to throw in the sponge, so that we are pretty badly off.
I am glad to have Mr. Crocker's account of conditions on the Barren-Chairback Range. We
have been unable to get any authentic report, except from one hiker who said he was lost for
awhile in the lumbering and slash on the mountain. I assume from what Mr. Crocker said that
if the fellow encountered trouble it could only be on the north slope of Third for half a mile
beyond the notch between Third and Fourth. There I would expect to be where the trouble
would occur. I know that your supervisory personnel give instructions and try to help keep
the route clear but when it comes to what occurs in the field, it is another story. The Trail is a
nice place to drop a log and leave the brush.
The worst of it is that we cannot even hire any one to clear it out. If you are up there and find
that it was badly blocked and there was anyone in camp that would do the work, I would be
mighty glad to care for the problem in the basis of paying for it.
The supplementary sheets for the Guidebook will be going forward to you in due course.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
July 21, 1947. Myron Avery to Earl Perham, Chairback Mountain Camps, Brownville
Junction, Maine.
Dear Earl:
I have had in mind that you asked me to let you know when we located some pruning shears.
The company which makes the special type which we had been using hasn't resumed
manufacture, so we are unable to obtain them.
We have found a very excellent substitute shears in the one manufactured by Seymour Smith
& Son. It Is their No. 056. They tell us that the following people carry their line at Bangor:
Rice & Miller, 32 Broad St., R.B. Dunning, 54 Broad St., Haynes
& Chalmers, 174 Exchange St., and Dunbain and Hanson, 31 Merchantile Square.
You may, however, have to get them to order this style.
I am wondering what you have heard as to the effect of cutting on the Trail. Some of our
arrangements have not worked out and I do not know how we are going to handle this
problem. We would hire help but there seems none is available. I have a recent letter from
the Seaboard saying there has been no cutting from Barren to the notch between Third and
Fourth.
On the other hand, we had a letter from a hiker saying he had gotten lost in the lumbered area,
so I suppose that the half mile from your side trail toward Monument Cliff is a wreck. It
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seems to be uncertain as to when the summer camp will go into the notch between Third and
Fourth. If you hear any local word I will be glad to have it.
We hope that things are going well this summer and that you and Mrs. Perham are enjoying a
good season.
P.S. Incidentally, two of those three shears got broken by the crew, so there is little chance of
their going back into the cache.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
July 22, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland St., Westbrook, Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
Your letter of July 15th arrived while was in New England but I did not have an opportunity
to get in touch with you.
I appreciate your writing me at length as to conditions and the nature of your activities and I
am hoping that you will not be deterred by the suggestion of the last paragraph of your letter.
Maine, as my state, is the object the object of particular interest and I cannot hear or learn too
much about conditions.
Over the fourth of July holiday I had an opportunity to try to check on the Work Crew. So I
was at Frye Brook but did not have an opportunity to go very far up the Trail. When you go
east, you will find four miles of magnificently cleared Trail toward Surplus Pond. That,
however, represents the sum total of the activities of the paid Crew from the Outing Club.
They have tossed in the sponge and we have to write the project off as a failure. It was really
an unfortunate time to undertake the project. They had the worst fly season in years, as you
know. The weather was extremely discouraging. Further, they were trying to camp at Surplus
Pond. In addition, the Mountain Brook Tote-road was perhaps the most overgrown in the
State. So the combination of circumstances proved to be too much. If we had worked these
fellows on some section where they could have perhaps used the sporting camps instead of
starting under the most adverse weather conditions, results might have been different.
Professor Sawyer, however, was most anxious to improve the Bates Outing Club section and
the experiment started there. This leaves us in a very bad situation, as far as the reminder of
Maine is concerned. I have had some inquiries from local help but nothing definite.
After all, it points up what we have always known; that is, that volunteer crews clear with far
more efficiency and effectiveness than those whose interest is purely pecuniary.
I did not intend, except for your information, to digress on the general problems but to reply
to the points in your letter.
I can see that you are extremely partial to the use of the ax like all good woodsmen. With this
predilection, there is little use of saying much about the effectiveness of the long-handled
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pruning shears. When a trail is once cleared, except for blowdowns, the pruning shears
should theoretically care for the growth. I admit that we found that one inch thick beech
sprouts are tough to handle with pruning shears and where a trail has suffered from disuse, it
is necessary to use the ax to cut out the over-sized stuff. The weeder is the tool which gives
the “mode” [mowed?] appearance which is of so much value in indicating a clear and dry
trail. It takes out the brakes and raspberries. It is, however, a refinement and until one has the
basic trail well cleared, there is no point in using the weeder. (You will note east of Frye
Brook that it was used but the progress is slow.) This tool takes the place of a bush scythe,
which is too heavy and requires too such exertion for the average individual. Blades are
changeable and it is a tool that needs to be kept sharp. After you have your route opened, you
will regard it as the item which puts perfection onto the finished product. Incidentally,
weeders are sold by T. J. Stump and Son, Ashland City, Tennessee. They are called Lively
Lad Weeders.
I might also mention the best available long-handled pruning shears now are the Seymour
Smith variety which are sold by retailers. The number is 056. I do not know their Portland
distributors but Rice and Miller handle them at Bangor. The special 33 inch shear made for
us by Disston has been unobtainable since the war and the Trail Crew broke two of our last
remaining items. So we are making use of the Seymour Smith Shears.
I hope that you will feel quite free to do everything that is required. I mean, to block off, on
your own initiative, the bridge over The Churn. Also to stretch the cable along the Flume.
I think you may find that, on top of the mountain, additional cairns will be required to make
the route readily discernible under bad weather conditions. I hope you will bear in mind to
watch for mile markers and repaint them; they are a particular hobby.
Eventually you will want to repaint the blue side trail to Table Rock. Have we sent you any
blue paint for this?
We have sent to you markers to replace those on the route. The old ones, which are faded,
and obliterated, should be knocked off. I think we have told you to leave 1/4 inch of nail
protruding.
I also would appreciate your checking the Trail data to tell us of any changes.
I have enumerated several requests and to conclude them, I mention the matter of the signs in
Grafton Notch. You have our master sign list and know what should be there. Your painting
will extend just one blaze beyond the intersection of the side trial to Old Speck; beyond is
Appalachian Mountain Club trail where the paint blaze technique is not used.
I certainly appreciate the spirit which you manifest with respect to the supervision of the
Trail. We would not expect to find in those interested in the out-of-doors feelings of
jurisdictional pride. However, these things do creep in and we have been at pains to avoid
any offense. I am indebted to you for your expression of willingness to work under whoever
is officially in charge. I think that the situation will shortly care for itself and that, with Mr.
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Attwood’s ill health, the Maine Alpine Club will be glad to see itself relieved of its
responsibility. I think that this will work out in due course without difficulty and your group
will soon formally succeed to the sponsorship of the section. Since it is contiguous to the
Appalachian Mountain Club trail, we have been distressed at its inferior condition.
One last word. I am enclosing a copy of the form of Trail reports which we keep here which
shows what we did with the Gulf Hagas Trail. While it can be followed easily, it definitely
requires limbing back and re-opening. In addition, the trail itself, as distinguished from the
approaches, needs a thorough repainting. This is complicated by the fact that so many side
spurs lead off from the main trail and these are not too clearly indicated. I discovered an
additional difficulty; that is, the inability to correlate points on the trail with the guidebook
description. Accordingly, as you will note, I prepared in the sign list a lot of signs for the
places of interest, such as “Main Jaws”. These have not been made but it was my thought to
get them and have them ready for installing. If you can plan another trip to Gulf Hagas, I
hope you will let us know in advance so that we can give you suggestions as to what would
be of greatest interest.
We shall have to make arrangements for you to see at some time our Katahdin Kodachromes
and our slides on Maine.
I can appreciate your feeling of humiliation in admitting that an ax could turn on you.
Sometimes out pet tools turn out that way. That is why we have our people, who are less
experienced, equipped with tools where they can do less damage to themselves and their
neighbors.
I think that I have covered the points in your letter which I should have liked to have
discussed with you. Your interest and activity are one of the encouraging factors in our
present year of problems in Maine.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
July 25, 1947. John W. Clark to Professor W. H. Sawyer, Bates College.
Dear Professor Sawyer:
Captain Avery has suggested that I contact you regarding the film on trail clearing. I would
very much appreciate it, if you would send me the reels.
{Sawyer note: Sent Express Collect July 31.}
July 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Charles Pryor, 3306 Shepherd Street, Mt. Rainier,
Maryland.
Dear Charlie:
You and I seem to have a difficult time in getting together.
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I have in my basement two or three boxes of white painted boards. They are heavy and thick
but we should make use of them.
Where we are going to work this year, as you will have noticed, is covered by the signs you
made last year and which we did not put up. Consequently, we will be entirely cared for.
I do have an offer of a trail crew to do a job in Gulf Hagas. If you look at the sign list, you
will see that in the last edition I added quite a few signs to cover the scenic portions of Gulf
Hagas. (I mean the place where you took ten years off my life on that rainy day through
hanging by your eye brows on those cliffs.) These signs, such as "Main Jaws” are on it and if
you could find time to pick up these boards and paint some of these Gulf Hagas signs, they
could be used to good advantage with this party. The work is being done by Mr. John W.
Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook, Maine, and he will not go in there until October.
I am keeping bachelor's hall and there is no one home, so I would have to make arrangements
to meet you to deliver the boards. If you think there is any chance of doing this, will you give
me a call?
Sorry your situation will not let you go to Maine with us this year. We look for much
improved accommodations and variety on the trip.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
July 29, 1917. Jean Stephenson to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I hope you will not think I am "worrying” you too much, but yesterday, just after I had
mailed my letter asking about the Maine Guide Supplement, I realized with horror that that
was not the only thing I had to get done before I could get away to Maine. So I thought I had
better write you again right away and ask about other things also.
When can we expect the Southern Guide Supplement? I have to get it out also, and hope it
will be coming along sooner.
And even sooner I ought to have a small supply, say 200 copies, of the new "letter" that is
being printed with the order blank attached (though perforated), I need it in order to set up a
new procedure to be followed in handling inquiries which it is important be set up and the
staff trained in its use before both Miss Park and Myself go off to Maine. And that is what we
are hoping to do - for the first time in several years get away to Maine the middle of August.
This means we must have the office set up to function in our absence and this means we must
have the new "letter". Can you come to the rescue?
P.S. Captain Avery showed me your letter to him about the Maine Guide and Katahdin
Reprint pages. What you outlined is exactly what we want. Many thanks.
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July 31, 1947. Mary E. Downey, Pleasant Pond, Caratunk, Maine, to The Appalachian
Trail Conference. [Hand-written]
Dear Sirs:
We are residents of Maine and are interested in becoming members of whatever Appalachian
Trail Club or organization is active in our area. Our summer camp, located on Pleasant Pond,
is quite near to the section of trail that runs from Mt. Katahdin over through the Rangeley
region. We are especially interested in becoming active in any maintenance capacity, for as
well as being pretty chronically short of funds (my brother 18 year old enters the University
this fall) we are eager to do anything we can to keep clear, blaze and maintain the section of
the trail in our area. We spend nearly the entire summer here and have often used the trail.
Can you give us information concerning membership in your organization and participation
on a work-crew basis?
July 31, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron—I have been away a few days and just have your letter of the 17th.
The failure of the trail crew is a bitter disappointment to me. I think that I especially mind
their inability to understand and react to the adjustments we had made to lighten their
schedule and make their work easier and more enjoyable. Also, I have a philosophy that it is
good for people to tackle tough jobs, with no selfish motivation, and accomplish them; but I
couldn’t make them see it. The fact that they have brought some measure of disgrace upon
the Bates Outing Club and have wasted our money, I can condone, for time will take care of
that. But their unusual weakness of character is, I believe, accentuated by their experience,
and something they won’t ever get over. Neither they, nor I, will be happy and at ease when
we meet on the Campus this fall.
That, however, is that and over with. I am trying now to think of how we can salvage what
we can of the time and opportunity left to us this summer. Three possibilities occur to me:
(1) Local labor. When David carried the tools etc. to the crew at Andover, on the Tuesday
after you were here Sunday, I foresaw the probability that the crew would not do much more
on the Mt. Brook section and asked David to talk with George Learned. George said that
after he finished his haying he and another man would be willing to do some work. They
could stay at C Pond, and working both ways from there with bush scythe, ax, and cross-cut
saw, the tools to which they are accustomed, it is my judgment that they would accomplish
more in a day than a voluntary or inexperienced crew would do in a week. It is probable that
we could find similar men in the other tough sections in Maine who could do the preliminary
work of clearing, to be followed later by voluntary crews to paint and add the niceties of trail
maintenance.
(2) Boy Scouts. For some years I have been active in the State organization, and might be
able to get troops to take short sections as individual units (i.e., each troop would limit itself
to a very few miles) to be cleared as a troop camping project. The work would be inefficient,
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particularly because of difficulties of transportation and lack of tools. However,
accomplishment might be secured by sheer weight of numbers.
(3) A voluntary B.O.C. trip during a week just before College opens in September. A major
difficulty would be to get a group together during the vacation period.
Of these three possibilities I personally favor local labor as being the most efficient and
costing least in the long run. I think that neither you nor I like to accept defeat, and I would
like to do something toward getting the Maine section of trail opened up before autumn.
Perhaps none of these ideas are feasible: anyway, it will do no harm to consider them.
P.S. The moving picture film has been forwarded to John Clark, Westbrook, Me., at his
request.
July 31, 1947. Gordon Durr, The Washington Planograph Co., 1220-22 North Capitol
Street, Washington, D.C. to Jean Stephenson.
Dear Jean:
Thank you for the opportunity to bid on your work.
The Second Supplement to GUIDE TO THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN NEW ENGLAND
would cost for 500, $428.00; for 750, $558.00. We would want the original copy, especially
for the two large maps.
The Telos Cut booklet would have to be 20 pages. You could add two more pages of printed
matter or two blank pages. The pictures can be reproduced from the prints in the sample you
furnished to me, but there will be some loss of detail. However, I think they would he
satisfactory. Two hundred of these booklets would cost $58.00; 500 would cost $83.00. If
you can furnish original photos for the illustrations there will be an additional cost of $13.80
for either quantity but the results would be better than reproducing from the printed halftones.
The maps can he reproduced from the printed copy.
The Announcements of the Guide to Trail in Maine would cost for 500, $21.00; for 1,000,
$29.00.
All of the above prices are based on copy furnished to us ready to photograph. We can,
however, have minor changes made for you at a nominal cost.
Please call me if there are any questions.
July, 1947. Trail Reports

TRAIL REPORTS
Section 21
MAINE HIGHWAY 5 TO MAINE HIGHWAY 17
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I. Lean-to.
Elephant Mtn. Lean-to. Shakes on roof crudely made; leak badly. Framework of bed eaten by
porcupines. Much porcupine activity and location on bog attracts flies. Shelter needs repairs.
Spring located at east side of lean-to at edge of bog to be blue-blazed. Lean-to signs needed.
II. Mile Markers.
Nos. 7 and 3 not located.
III. Trail Conditions.
From Maine Highway 17 west to crossing of Bemis Brook, ingrown, badly painted but
traveled by fishermen. From Bemis Brook to Lean-to, Trail obscured by bad painting; many
dead trees and excess growth of brakes. More intensive clearing required here. In virgin
timber section, many large down logs. From County line south to sluiceway, second growth
is killing raspberries and, with clearing, trail here will be in fair shape.
M.H.A. and Trail Crew cleared and repainted from Maine Highway 5 to 8 m. above sluice;
well painted at crossing below dam. Left blue paint and lean-to signs at Lean-to for use by
Trail Crew. (Trail crew did not work here after M.H.A. trip.)
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 22
ANDOVER-B HILL ROAD TO MAINE HIGHWAY 5
Worked over by Bates College Outing Club crew in July, 1947. Intensively cleared for 4
miles north of Andover- B Hill Road. Mountain Brook Tote-road presents serious problem of
ingrowth and the possibility that Trail should be shifted to old tote-road from the cut-over
section. Crew was to devote two days to repainting from end of intensive clearing to east end
of “C” Pond. (Learned's Camp does not use this section.)
II. Board signs.
All renewed by new large signs except two at "C” Pond which were in excellent condition.
(Signs in Sawyer Notch not replaced.)
III. Lean-to.
Squirrel Rock Lean-to in good condition. Excess of bottles and tin cans. Fireplace fair.
IV. Mile Markers
All renewed except No. 5.
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August 2, 1947. John W. Clark, 43 Cumberland Street Westbrook, Maine to Myron
Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
I believe that the Grafton notch to Andover—B Hill road section of the trail can now be
recommended for travel. This does not mean that the job is finished, but the trail is
thoroughly marked and readily passable throughout.
Last week-end we spent six hours on Saturday afternoon chopping and sawing through the
brush and black flies on one mile (the third) of the Frye Brook end. A parallel relocation
probably would have been more sensible, but the old road offers an excellent footway.
Camped for the night on Frye Brook about a mile from the road, and Sunday drove around to
the other end of the trail.
We axe-cleared up and across the top of the mountain to where we had left the saw and then
painted and sawed back. The sawing stopped very suddenly about a mile and a half from the
road when the blade broke. However, we were through the major part of the soft wood
blowdowns by then. Leaving the car at 7 A.M. we got back to it at exactly 7 P.M. which with
only a half hour’s stop for lunch is a long day.
The paint blazes on the Grafton end are a little under sized and not too neatly made. This is
the result of a shortage of paint and an excess of flies. It is possible to paint with flies in one
or even both ears; it is possible to paint with flies in both ears and one eye; but when they are
in both ears and both eyes, the artistry of the brush wielding suffers. I have never seen the
black flies and deer flies so bad. They were materially worse than during the preceding
weeks and nothing, including new dopes, had any discouraging effect.
We repaired the cairns on the ridge and added a paint blaze midway between every cairn. Of
course the paint blaze on the rock is worthless when snow is on the ground, but I believe that
it is unlikely that there will be many travelers when there is both fog and snow. We have
located all the mile markers but the one on top, and it will probably turn up sooner or later.
The cap on the register tube was loose and the register so wet and rotted as to be illegible.
However, I will send it to you if you wish. Is there a new register available?
We plan to renovate the side trail to table rock and probably should have a color sample to
match for blue paint.
We have received the markers but have not yet replaced the old ones.
In a few weeks we will get at the Old Speck trail and report conditions to you.
It is too bad the Bates trail crew did not work out. As a matter of fact, we might be able to do
some work on this section to Maine highway 5. It would be a logical section for us to work
on since it adjoins that in which we are already involved.
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There are about four miles of trail (the lumbered sections of the young hardwood growth)
that will have to be mowed as the small brush bends into the path from as far back as four
feet on each side. While we could trim off the tips with a weeder, I believe a thorough
mowing a-la-brush-scythe will result in much easier maintenance in future years. I estimate
that in this kind of going, it will take about four hours to the mile or sixteen hours altogether.
When we have finished this and painted the Old Speck trail, and finished such details as new
ladders, etc., we will send you a detailed report such as the sample you sent me on Gulf
Hagas. Incidentally, we removed the pages on the Grafton-B Hill section of the trail from the
book and then proceeded to lose them. Is it possible to purchase or borrow new ones in order
to check the trail data without buying a whole new guide?
{Heard, Stephenson, Morse, Attwood, Sawyer}
August 4, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia, to
Jean Stephenson.
Dear Dr. Stephenson:
We have shipped Supplement to Southern Guide and correction pages. About 100 of the
circular letter will be shipped today.
The Maine Guide is in the process of folding and assembling and we should be able to ship
the first lot in a day or so.
In regard to the delay in delivery of the Maine guide, we will have to admit that Captain
Avery’s premonition is more reliable than our judgment. We have experienced more
mechanical trouble working with this thin English Finish Book than any paper we have ever
used. We work 35-pound English book without the least bit of trouble, but we had to run this
30-pound stock on a hand-fed press, and the folding operation is being slowed down
considerably by the thin stock.
It may be repeating, but we are very sorry for the delay, not only for the inconvenience
caused you good people, but because at the same time several other good customer’s jobs are
being delayed while we concentrate on getting the Maine Guide completed.
August 4, 1947. Myron Avery to Robert Hutton, Supervisor, Maine Forest Service,
Monson, Maine.
Dear Mr. Hutton:
I wrote to you some time ago, indicating the plans with respect to the Trail crew work In
Maine. Unfortunately, the matter did not progress very far. The extremely rainy and hot
season, flies and even porcupines, proved to be too much for the crew, so they terminated
their activities for the summer.
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The section of Trail between Monson and Little Wilson Campground is very badly ingrown
and while we have funds which would permit the work being done, we seem to be unable to
make the necessary arrangements.
I am afraid, therefore, that the situation will continue, to the extreme dissatisfaction of those
who travel in the area. One individual reported some beaver flowages between Monson and
Little Wilson. You may know the area but I am somewhat at a loss to determine where the
locality can be.
There is just a remote possibility that I may have an opportunity to spend a few days in the
area. Accordingly, I have taken the liberty of sending to myself in your care some paint to
use in the event that this situation materializes. I would not be in a position to send it on short
notice and I have taken the liberty of sending it forward at this time.
I am wondering if you have any word as to whether any work has been done on Bigelow,
Moxie Bald or White Cap. A traveler on Moxie Bald reported very bad growth between the
fire-tower and Moxie Pond. This was the section that was worked on last year and, while we
did not check it, I assume that what he was writing about referred to this year's growth.
I shall be very much obliged if you will let me know of any recent developments.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
August 4, 1947. Carl D’Ambrose, Gorham, N.H., to [?]. [Hand-written]
Gentlemen:
Robert Hodge and myself, Carl D’Ambrose, have just completed that section of the trail
(Appalachian Trail) from Mt. Katahdin to Gorham, N.H.
We expect to go on further to Sherburne Pass and will send a log of our trip when we have
completed it.
Enclosed please find a substituted log for the one the A.T.C. left atop Sugarloaf Mt. We
substituted another for the enclosed one which we found watersoaked. It seems the cylinder
is not in the best working order and should be either repaired or replaced.
August 5, 1947. Myron Avery to Charles Windle, Camp Kawanhee, Weld, Maine.
Dear Mr. Winkle:
I have your letter in connection with work on The Appalachian Trail. I am much interested to
know the extent of your travels on the Trail and your interest in the work. A Miss Elisabeth
Bass, who is a director of one of the camps near where you are, joined one of our Maine
work parties on Mt. Bigelow a few years ago and she could give you some information as to
the nature of the work.
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We did have a crew working in western Maine. They were not sufficiently experienced and
the rainy weather and flies led them to abandon the work. This crew was working under the
direction of Prof. W. H. Sawyer, of the Bates College Outing Club, and I would suggest that
when you have an opportunity to be in Lewiston, you see Prof. Sawyer.
Your letter does not indicate your age and your experience in camping or doing this type of
work. However, since you have covered the Trail extensively, I would presume that you are
quite familiar with living in the woods. This is a type of work where we have been paying the
same rate as the Forest Service, that is, $5.00 per day. It is work of a kind where one is more
interested in being out of doors and doing this type of work rather than in trying to make a
good deal of money. That is why I am attracted to the section of your letter which says that
"This type of work interests us”.
It is a little late in the season to get anything under way with you after August 25th, I am
afraid. However, if you are available and have sufficient experience, it might be possible to
work out something for another summer. From Katahdin, working west, you would have to
base at sporting camps and this would represent a considerable expense, so that your net
earnings would be less. In the western part of the State it is a camping proposition which
requires the use of an automobile to move around in the Rangeley region.
I think it would be highly desirable for you to see Prof. Sawyer as soon as possible, to whom
I am sending a copy of this letter.
I am enclosing a copy of a notice relating to a volunteer Trail clearing trip which is being
scheduled in Maine this year. The people participating are volunteer workers. Usually we
have from a dozen to twenty in this party but this year the group will be very small. If you
have in mind that you would be interested in this work another year, it might be possible to
work out arrangements for you to join this group on the basis of having your expenses paid at
the sporting camps and working with us on the Trail. You will become thoroughly familiar
with our trail clearing practices and be in a position to start independently another year and
work south from Katahdin.
There is some possibility that the time of this trip will be postponed until after Labor Day. I
can tell you as to that within a few days.
There is also considerable work to do in the vicinity of Monson and Blanchard.
All of the equipment which was furnished to the crew working out of the Bates Outing Club
is at Lewiston.
I would suggest that you let me know by return mail whether you can see Prof. Sawyer
shortly at Lewiston and whether, as an opportunity to learn how to do the work, you would
like to join our trail clearing crew for a few days on the understanding that your expenses
would be paid.
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Since time is short, I suggest that you reply to me as soon as possible, telling me of your age,
experience, etc.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Sawyer
{Herbert Erf, Chas. Windle}
August 5, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I do not want to seem unappreciative of all of your difficulties but I do have to point out that,
in connection with the Maine Guidebook Supplement, you were unable to maintain the
schedule which you indicated and we have no knowledge as to when delivery can be
expected. It is important that we know, for since we are leaving on the scheduled
Appalachian Trail trip in Maine, there is a possibility that the material will not be mailed out
during our absence. I pointed out that the delay which has occurred would materially hamper
our sales. While this is perhaps beyond your control, I feel that there is a factor to be borne
very much in mind when you look over your correspondence on the job. It is a situation
where the ultimate product is worth very much less to the customer than if it could have been
delivered at the time originally contemplated.
We do hope to have definite advices as to when both the Maine Guide and the Southern
Guide Supplements will reach here.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
P.S. I have just been advised that the Southern Guide Supplement has arrived. M.H.A.
cc to Miss Stephenson
August 5, 1947. Myron Avery to Harold J. Dyer, Katahdin Stream Campsite,
Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Hal:
Thank you for your letter enclosing the notices with respect to the use of the Katahdin
campground. Printing difficulties have delayed the appearance of the Supplement, which
went to the printer early this year. We will make appropriate correction next year.
I am glad to know of the change in the ownership of Togue Ponds Camps. We will record
that also.
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Your statement that you expect to commence work on Park Headquarters at Togue Ponds is
of much interest and a development as to which I had previously had no word. It should
make for much better arrangements for you but will place you at some distance from the
mountain. I will be interested to know where the funds are coming from.
From your letter I gather that the Eastern is not doing any cutting or extending of its lumber
roads this summer. Presumably you have not yet gotten in to Telos or Webster Lakes over
the roads.
1 have checked with the Geological Survey and they tell me that they now have photographs
covering the Geological Survey sheets which will be designated Stacyville and Norcross. I
plan to see them this week. These sheets are for sale and if they present a composite picture
of the area and the pictures seem worthwhile, I shall get a set and send them on to you. They
have them for sale but I do not know the cost. More of this later.
My own arrangements are still very indefinite and if I get to Katahdin, it will be after Labor
Day.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc in Katahdin file, Miss Stephenson, M.H.A. for Maine file
August 6. Myron Avery to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine
Dear Will:
Thank you for your good letter of 31 July.
The aspect of this situation, which I hold most against the fellows, is misleading us as to their
intention after all of the effort we made to improve conditions. Either I am extremely obtuse
or there was an excellent job of dissimulation. It did preclude us, apart from the expense, of
trying to get under way substitute arrangements and the season is lost.
I fully agree with your appraisal of what local help could accomplish. You have also
indicated as to how you feel that the marking and niceties of Trail maintenance will have to
be cared for by experienced, competent, volunteer help. That is where I had hoped that our
Trail trips would come in.
As to Boy Scouts, I have always felt that the difficulties outweigh the accomplishment, but as
you write, the sheer weight of numbers under efficient supervision is bound to accomplish
something.
As far as the volunteer Bates Outing Club trips are concerned, it means the necessity for
some training in paint technique, so that they can acquire knowledge of what makes for
efficient marking. That was one trouble in some of the overgrown areas where better marking
would have made the route still passable under the existing conditions.
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The enclosed letters are self-explanatory. I am grasping, in my anxiety, at straws, but the
letter does have a ring of the spirit which is required for this work. I had thought that the
proximity to Lewiston, might give you a chance to look them over. My thought would be to
try to set them up for another year. In any event, their labor with us would be worth their
expense at the sporting camps on our trip. I feel that, with one failure, it is impracticable to
try to start them out or have them do anything except work from a designated base, say
Redington Pond or Monson. We would have, of course, to spend some time with them so I
think on the whole that, if they conclude to join our trip, it may be productive of some results.
Like you, I feel that we are not going to accept defeat here. I think we do have to face the
situation that the ill repute of the expedition means that it is improbable that we could
resurrect a B.O.C. expedition. Perhaps the solution is going to be in local individuals whose
interest would he aroused like these fellows - if the prospect proves favorable.
It is rather distressing to have to write 1947 off when we had hopes for so much in the way of
productive results.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 7. Myron Avery to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine
Dear Will:
This is just a hasty note. I have intended to tell you that, having no nails, the signs for the
Elephant Mtn. Lean-to were carried in and left there, together with some blue paint, which is
intended to be used to blaze the side trail to the spring, which goes off from the east edge of
the lean-to and hits a deep pool just where the bog and the spruce woods join. Usually
everybody goes back of the lean- to find water, which is the wrong way.
My recollection is that the crew were given two or three signs, particularly one that relates to
the site of Savages Mills. This goes up on Little Wilson. I expect to be there the last part of
next week and if you find with the equipment which was brought back any signs which are
not for your B.O.C. section, if it is not asking too much, could you mail them to me in care of
Forest Supervisor Robert Hutton, Monson, Maine? This would give me a chance to put them
up. I would also ask you to include galvanized nails with the signs.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 7, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland St., Westbrook,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
Thank you for your good letter of August 2nd. I am obliged to you for writing me at such
length.
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What you have to say about reclearing the Grafton Notch to Andover-B Hill Road is a bright
spot in the picture of 1947 trail maintenance in Maine, which has been attended with some
vicissitudes.
Since I was not in the area prior to your trip, I know from first-hand experience what the flies
were this season. I use goggles because of the history of eye injuries when scraping trees for
paint blazes and when I am clearing trail. This keeps them out of the eyes but not out of the
ears. Perhaps it has reached the stage of requiring a head net for this work. The ones now
available are quite efficient.
Have you tried out the Dimethylthalate (?) Fly Dope which was developed during the war?
As far as the register is concerned, we have no replacements for this type. 1 would suggest
that you might bring it in and send it to us on the chance that we can have it repaired here.
I am glad to know that you were able to install the additional cairns to take care of the
criticism as to trail marking on that point which dates back a few years ago.
We planned to have sent to you blue paint for the side trail on Table Rock. If it has not been
received, I wish you would let us know, as I am a little hazy at the moment as to the
arrangement which I made for having it sent on to you.
I note that you have received the markers and galvanized nails. You have in mind, of course,
to leave one-fourth inch of nail protruding.
My long letter to you, after my last visit to Maine, I think outlined fully the situation on Old
Speck, particularly with respect to the painting of the connection along the highway in
Grafton Notch and that the paint blazes would end one blaze beyond the side trail to the
tower.
Since we were speaking of our favorite tools - and yours is the axe - I want to say,
particularly in this area, that we are able to do very effective work in handling the summer
growth by “smashing” out the blackberry bushes and sprouts with the weeder. The word
“smash” is intentionally used. Incidentally, referring back to one of my letters, I note that the
word “mode” was used. This must have perplexed you unless you correctly interpreted it to
be “mowed”. Once you have the trail cut wide and cleared out of the larger sprouts, I feel that
you can make fast progress with the weeder and that you will become quite satisfied with the
tool. It certainly indicates trail work and the result is most satisfying to one who has used the
tool.
I am arranging to have sent to you separate sections covering, in both directions, the data for
Sections 23 and 24 of the Guide. You understand the theory that the sections that one uses
are removed and placed in a map case for field use. I am doing the same thing for the Gulf
Hagas section, so that you can maintain your guidebook intact but will have the data for
further reference.
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As the Supplement, which will reach you shortly will indicate, there has been a change in the
firewarden’s trail on Old Speck. We had only approximate information and some day will
want to have it rechecked with the measuring wheel in order to be exact.
I find that you need an additional copy of the Grafton Notch—Andover-B Hill Section to
complete your guide. I am enclosing an addressed post card and if you will indicate on it
whether you need the North to South or South to North data, Miss Park will send on to you
supplemental sheets. This will enable you to keep your Guide intact and at the same time
have a set for field use and reference.
I tried to set in motion procedure to get the signs made for the viewpoints in Gulf Hagas and
hope to have them ready if you go into that area in the fall.
I think we sent to you a notice of our Maine trip. It is possible that we may postpone this
until after Labor Day. By that time Maine should be rained out.
I am distributing copies of your letter to Trail Conference officials and to Messrs. Sawyer
and Attwood. I think it would be highly desirable if you could make arrangements to see Prof.
Sawyer some time in Lewiston, since the area where you are working adjoins the Bates
section.
Sometime at your convenience, please let me know the following:
1. Mile markers located.
2. Whether you have received the blue paint as well as the white paint.
3. The sign situation in Grafton Notch and at Old Speck. (This involves the question
of whether the Forest Service ever put up the signs which we furnished. They were sent to
former Chief Ranger York. If you find no signs and have the opportunity, if you are ever able
to locate him, you might turn up all of the signs in good order so that they could be installed
without having to make new ones.)
4. Your decision as to forwarding the register tube.
Reports on the order of the type of data which we keep for Gulf Hagas are most helpful in
evaluating the situation and maintaining records.
If there is anything which you require in the way of equipment, literature, etc., please let me
know.
At the risk of seeming persistent, I would urge again that you try to see our reel on trail
construction, since it will give us common understanding.
P.S. A note from Professor Sawyer says that you have requested the reels from him. When
you have finished with them, will you send them to the Appalachian Trail Conference at the
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address on this letterhead, insuring it for $200, and indicate on the post card the
transportation expenses, so that Miss Park can arrange for having them defrayed. M.H.A.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 7, 1947. Myron Avery to Junior York, Twin Pine Camps, Daicey Pond,
Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Junior:
I think it has been almost half a year since we have had any word from Daicey Pond. I
suppose it has been our own fault, for we have been paying particular attention this year to
western Maine.
I don’t know whether we sent you one of our Maine trip notices but if by any chance we
overlooked it, I am enclosing it. We have now put back our trip until after Labor Day. With
the wet season, flies, people gone from the woods, etc., this should work out much better. We
wind up our trip by leaving Rainbow on Sept. 18th. I would have two or three days at the end
and there is a chance that I will be able to come on up. My family will be at Lubec in August.
Since I am trying to show them everything all at once, I have in mind that we might be able
to get in two or three days at Daicey. I judge you would have plenty of space and could let
you know definitely right after Labor Day. Please let me know how this would work out.
What is new up there? Break down and write me before I leave on the 4th of September so I
will know what to look for.
How is our relocation making out this year? Did that good-for-nothing Goodrich sweat out
his sins this year by doing the trail work he promised or did he leave it for me?
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
August 7, 1947. Myron Avery to Robert Hutton, Supervisor, Maine Forest Service,
Monson, Maine.
Dear Mr. Hutton:
I am supplementing my letter to say that I am leaving Friday night for Perham’s Camps on
Long Pond. I am going to try to clear up what damage may have been done in the lumbering
operations. I will arrive there on Saturday morning, the 9th. Probably I will move on for a
couple of days in the middle of the week (if he is operating this season) to Will Dore’s, to
work on that end.
As I said, Trail conditions between Bodfish Farm and Monson are extremely bad. If I can
find time, I shall try to do some re-marking in that area, staying in Monson. To that end, I
may call on you to pick up the paint. Perhaps if the necessity arises, the Forest Service may
give me some help on the transportation, if I cannot work out any other arrangement.
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I will try to get word to you in Monson if I find that the work on the mountain does not use
up all my available time. I have to get a night train out of Boston on August 17th.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
Copies to: Will Dore, Harry Davis
August 7, 1947. Myron Avery to Will Dore, Mountain View Camps, Monson, Maine.
Dear Mr. Dore:
I am afraid we have been a little backward in keeping in touch with you since you left the
hospital last winter.
I am leaving Washington on very short notice for a trip to try to see what I can do about last
year's lumbering on the Barren-Chairback Range.
I hope that things up there are not too bad so that I can get a chance to spend a couple of days
at your camps, working on the south end. If the telephone line is in order I can call you from
Perham’s. Since I would be alone, I suppose you could readily find a place for me to sleep
and there would always be food enough, which is the principal thing.
I am enclosing a copy of a letter I have written which gives my intended plans.
I am hoping to see you next week.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
Copy to Harry Davis
August 8, 1947. Jean Stephenson to Gordon Durr, Washington Planograph Co., 1220 N.
Capitol Street, Washington, D.C.
Dear Gordon:
Thanks for your letter giving the quotations on the various items.
Please consider this as an order for
2000 copies of the Announcement of Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
I am enclosing the copy. Do you need more than one, or will this do. We still have a few so I
can send one more if it is needed.
I realize that I had not asked for quotations on 2000, but we now find there is so much
activity in that area that we might as well get that many now. I assume that it will cost no
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more in proportion than the quantities on which you quoted, and in fact may be somewhat
less by getting this additional quantity.
We are taking the other items under consideration and I may be in touch with you later about
them.
August 9, 1947. Charles Windle and Herbert Erf, Camp Kawanhee, Weld, Maine, to
Myron Avery
DEAR SIR:
WE RECEIVED YOUR LETTER IN RESPONSE TO OUR INQUIRIES REGARDING
WORK ON THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL. WE ARE VERY GRATEFUL FOR THE
COMPLETE INFORMATION WHICH YOU PROVIDED US. ACTING UPON YOUR
ADVICE WE VISITED PROFESSOR W. H. SAWYER AT LEWISTON THE DAY
AFTER WE RECEIVED YOUR LETTER.
HE GAVE US SOME ADDITIONAL PARTICULARS REGARDING THE WORK.
HE ALSO ENCOURAGED US TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR OFFER TO JOIN
THE MAINE TRAIL CLEARING CREW AS PREPARATORY TO INDEPENDENT
WORK LATER. WE AGREE THAT THIS IS A VALUABLE OPPORTUNITY AND WE
ENTHUSIASTICALLY ACCEPT IT.
PROFESSOR SAWYER ALSO SUGGESTED THAT WE ASK YOU FOR SUCH
ESSENTIAL DETAILS AS EQUIPMENT, TIME AND PLACE OF ENTRY AND
DEPARTURE, ETC.
WE ALSO RECEIVED TODAY THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE OFFICIAL
STARTING DATE OF THE MAINE TRAIL CLEARING PROJECT. THIS SEPTEMBER
6 STARTING DATE PRESENTS A CONSIDERABLE GAP OF TIME FOLLOWING THE
CLOSE OF CAMP DURING WHICH WE MIGHT HAVE DlFFICULTY FINDING
EMPLOYMENT FOR ROOM AND BOARD. ANY SUGGESTIONS YOU MIGHT HAVE
OF TRAIL WORK PREPARATORY TO SEPTEMBER 6 WOULD BE APPRECIATED.
AS WE MENTIONED TO PROFESSOR SAWYER ANOTHER OF OUR COMPANIONS
ON THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL WOULD LIKE TO SHARE THIS PREPARATION
WITH US UNDER THE SAME CONDITlONS AS APPLY TO US, NAMELY THAT OUR
EXPENSES WILL BE PAID.
ALTHOUGH PROFESSOR SAWYER CONSIDERED OUR GENERAL CAMPING
EXPERIENCES ADEQUATE, HE THOUGHT, AND WE MUST AGREE WITH HIM,
OUR ABILITY IN TOOL MANIPULATION UNDEVELOPED.
OUR AGES ARE 21, CHARLES WINDLE, JUNIOR AT OBERLIN COLLEGE,
OBERLIN, OHIO, AND 17, HERBERT ERF, FRESHMAN AT AMHERST COLLEGE,
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AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS. OUR HOPEFUL COMPANION IS 19, DAVID LOGAN,
JUNIOR AT MIAMI UNIVERSITY, OXFORD, OHIO.
FOLLOWING THE SUGGESTION OF PROFESSOR SAWYER WE ARE MAILING A
DUPLICATE OF THIS LETTER TO YOUR ADDRESS AT BROWNVILLE JUNCTION,
MAINE, TO EXPEDITE THE RECEIPT OF THE LETTER.
P.S. OUR ABILITY TO SECURE PARENTAL PERMISSION FOR SUCH A LENGTHY
STAY IN MAINE AS WOULD SEEM NECESSARY WITH THE SEPTEMBER 6
STARTING DATE SHOULD, PERHAPS, QUALIFY OUR ENTHUSIASM. IF ANY
WORK WAS AVAILABLE WITH YOU WHEREVER YOU MIGHT BE BEFORE THE
OPENING OF THE TRAIL CLEARING PROJECT, PARENTAL APPROVAL WOULD,
OF COURSE BE GIVEN.
August 11, 1947. Myron Avery to Mrs. Mary Downey, Pleasant Pond, Caratunk, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Downey:
Your letter of 31 July to The Appalachian Trail Conference has been referred to me by
reason of my connection with The Appalachian Trail in Maine.
I am very familiar indeed with the Pleasant Pond area, having first been there some thirty
years ago. It is a delightful area and I have never forgotten the clarity of the water in the Pond.
We are glad indeed to know of your interest in taking part in maintenance activity on The
Appalachian Trail in Maine. Your interest is particularly fortunate because your camp is
practically on the Trail route.
1 do not know to what extent you are familiar with our literature and whether you have
Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine. You might let me know. On the thought that you
may not have seen them, I am sending to you under separate cover copies of Appalachian
Trailway News for the past two years. This will tell you a great deal about the Trail in Maine.
Before the war, thanks to the CCC activity, the Trail in Maine was in excellent shape and the
maintenance presented no particular problems. The lack of maintenance during the war and
inactivity of some of the maintaining groups has presented serious problems. As a result, the
Trail in Maine is distinctly below standard. A good deal of the work has been done by
volunteer Trail crews. I am enclosing a circular which describes this year’s trip, which,
however, is to the east of your area. This trip has been postponed and will now commence on
September 6th.
Three years ago the Trail trip commenced at Moxie Mountain and worked west. The entire
area was not only recleared but repainted. The Forest Service, by contract arrangement, is
supposed to mow the Trail from Moxie Pond to Moxie Bald. As you know, this passes
through the burned area and is a very difficult section to maintain. We do not know whether
the work in this area has been done this year.
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The section from the Mosquito Tote-road to Moxie Pond is one where we will be glad indeed
to have the benefit of your help. It will require very little labor. There would be a small
amount of clearing at the west base of the mountain where the road ends. On the east there is
more work from Sandy Stream out to the railroad. This is mainly small low growth and is the
sort of thing which requires the use of a tool knows as the weeder, which we find more
effective than a bush scythe. This could be easily done in a day.
If you should be interested in going west of the Kennebec for a two or three day trip, there is
a good deal which can be accomplished. From Sterling’s Pierce Pond Camps on Bates Ridge,
there is always a growth of hardwood sprouts which hide the Trail and obscure the route.
About three miles farther on or about one mile north of East Carry Pond in 1945 there was a
very dense growth of beech sprouts. These were almost too much for the long-handled
pruning shears which we use in cutting out such growth. No doubt they have started to come
back and should be cleared out.
We like each year to clean out the side trail to the Pierce Pond Lean-to and particularly to
clear out the bushes and grass between the lean-to and the shore of the pond. In 1945 we had
to leave the mile of Trail between East Carry Pond camps and the Carry Pond Lean-to. There
was a rather bad ingrowth here and some logs. This section is, of course, one which you
could reach very easily from Caratunk on the tote-road to the Carry Pond Camps.
If you have been at East Carry Pond, you will see what an eyesore the lean-to is. The local
fishermen have given unending trouble. They have used part of the flooring for fuel and the
place is always a mess. It is unfortunate, because it has such a fine view across the Pond to
Mt. Bigelow. Further, those who use the structure seem to have the habit of building a fire
right in front of the deacon seat which results in a fire hazard and probably explains why we
have lost two lean-tos in Maine by fire. Repairing this damage would be a sort of a major
task and I am not sure it would be worthwhile unless one could check the situation.
From what I have said, you will see that there are three areas close to Caratunk where your
work will be most productive, I have spoken only of the actual clearing. If you do not have
tools, we could send to you the pruning shears and weeders.
The marking of the Trail by paint is a specialized job for which we have a very definite
procedure and technique. Our practice in Trail marking is explained by our 16 mm. reel. If
you had available at some time a projector, we could send the reel to you. With what already
exists in the field, I think that you could readily understand our marking technique, so that
another year you could undertake to renew the paint blazes. We have equipment at some of
the sporting camps, particularly at Pierce Pond Camps and Sterling’s Hotel at Caratunk. At
East Carry Pond there is a weeder and a pair of pruning shears. I have written a letter
addressed to the Pierce Pond Camps and East Carry Pond Camps, asking them to permit you
to use the equipment. The availability of the weeders and pruning shears would enable you to
do some work around East Carry Pond without waiting for any further word from us -- if you
so desired. This is perhaps important this year, since I shall be away from Washington for a
good part of the next month.
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I have written at some length because, as the season is drawing near the end, I have wanted to
give you enough information so that you could do some clearing during this year, if you wish
to undertake the work at this time.
In addition to Trailway News, I am having sent to you our Publication No. 15, Suggestions
for Appalachian Trail Users, and Publication No. 17, and the 1947 Maine Guide Supplement.
We appreciate your interest and your offer to help in the maintenance is most welcome. You
are located so that, by caring for the sections on Pleasant Pond Mountain and at East Carry
Pond, this would be a distinct contribution to the work.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 11 1947. Myron Avery to Proprietor, East Carry Pond Camps, Bingham, Maine.
Dear Sir:
We are writing this letter to request that you permit Mrs. Mary Downey and a party at
Caratunk to make use of any of the Trail material which was left by The Appalachian Trail
Conference at your Camps in 1945.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 11, 1947. Myron Avery to Mr. Ralph Sterling, Pierce Pond Camps, Caratunk,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Sterling:
We are writing this letter to request that you permit Mrs. Mary Downey and a party at
Caratunk to make use of any of the Trail material which was left by The Appalachian Trail
Conference at your Camps in 1945.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 13, 1947. Myron Avery to Mr. C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
We received the first installment of the Supplements to the Maine Guide and are eagerly
awaiting the balance. We want to get them all mailed out before our Maine trip. Is it not
possible for you to send us some more right away? We appreciate your efforts in our behalf.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{Written by Marion Park}
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August 13, 1947. Robert G. Hutton, Supervisor, Maine Forest Service, Greenville,
Maine, to Myron Avery.
Dear Sir:
Commissioner Rendall has asked me to submit to him a report of the work accomplished this
year on the Trail in the Mt. Bigelow and Moxie Bald Mtn. sections. You will, no doubt,
receive this in a short time. As the work on Bigelow has just been completed it will take a
few days to get the Chief Warden’s report of the work done there.
August 17, 1947. Myron Avery to Charles Windle, Camp Kawanhee, Weld, Maine.
Dear Mr. Windle:
I have found on my return from Maine your letter of August 7th in reply to my letter of
August 5th. I am glad that you were able to see Professor Sawyer in order to learn from him
more of the nature of the Trail work and in order to afford him an opportunity to appraise
your ability to handle the project.
It is out of the question to attempt to work out any arrangements for your doing Trail work
prior to September 6th, the starting date of our Maine trip. The matter requires too much in
the way of personal instruction and contact, so that it is totally impractical to try to fill in the
time between the close of camp and the beginning of the Maine trip. If we could have made
contact while I was in Maine, I could perhaps have given you sufficient instruction and
equipment so that you could have done some work in the Monson-Blanchard area.
My suggestion that you join the Maine Trail Club trip was for the purpose of furnishing the
necessary instruction and familiarity with the work on the condition that, if we concluded
that it was practical, you would accept employment as a trail crew next summer. Otherwise,
the expenditure of the money for your expenses would not afford very much of a return. We
are not in a position to take with us on the trip a third individual or companion of yours on
the understanding that his expenses would be paid.
I note the details as to your experience and Professor Sawyer’s doubt as to your ability to use
the tools. Professor Sawyer was undoubtedly thinking largely of axe work and the use of the
weeders and pruning shears would not require so much skill. The age of your companion,
that is, only seventeen, does raise the question as to whether he is mature enough physically
to stand the labor of work each day on the Trail. Seventeen is an extremely young age for this
type of work. You might indicate to me his physical capacities, size, weight, athletic
experience, etc., and whether his contact with the woods was limited to his trip over The
Appalachian Trail.
I take it that, in the interval, you have written to your parents to ascertain whether you can
make arrangements to stay in Maine until September 6th and that I shall hear from you
shortly on that point.
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To be specific on the point of expense, the Maine Appalachian trail Club, in return for your
work on the Trail and agreement to work next year, if desired, would cover all of your
expenses from the morning of September 6th after your arrival at Millinocket until your
return to Millinocket. Transportation expense to and from Millinocket would be something
which you would have to defray.
As far as equipment is concerned, you will find that it is listed in the Maine trip notice. You
should have two sets of clothing. One would be rough clothing for use in working on the
Trail and the other for a change. Since this will be in September, you would want a wool shirt
or sweater to wear at night. You would have to have a pack and should bring a pair of canvas
gloves. I think that the trip notice will indicate what you would need to have on hand.
1 shall be in Washington only this week. For the last week in August I shall be at Lubec,
Maine, and I suggest that you send to me at Lubec a carbon of any letter which you may
write, I shall expect, however, to have a reply from you before I leave here on August 22nd
as to whether you have obtained your parent’s approval.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 18, 1947. Myron Avery to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College, Lewiston,
Maine.
Dear Will:
Contra to my other experience, due this time to the Sawyer efficiency, pack, pruning shears
and paint carrier were at Brownville Junction. I had a very successful trip.
Do you think that the seventeen year old could stand the work, based on the sporting camps?
I do want to get back those envelopes with the Trail Reports and instructions which were
furnished in triplicate and the letters of identification. Presumably, they were turned in with
the material. If not, would you make a particular point to get them when college opens up in
the fall and have them sent in?
Please return the original letter from Weld.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 18, 1947. Myron Avery to Elmer R. Woodworth, Millinocket Lake Camps,
Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Mr. Woodworth:
I am writing a letter to you to explain what may seem to be something of a mystery. I have
sent on to you, by express prepaid, a pair of pruning shears. They are addressed to me in your
care. Later this week I will send on a pack addressed the same way. 1 would like to have you
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pick them up some time at your convenience and hold them at your camps, as I want to take
them in with us. I do not want these forwarded to Joe Mary Lakes, as we want to use them on
the first day in.
There are also some pruning shears being sent to the Antlers Camps. I suppose that they
would pass through you and I would like to have you hold them as well, rather than letting
them go through. What I have in mind is that, on the first day in, I may have you drop some
of our people at the Mahar Campground to work back to Joe Mary. Some of the party would
then go to Joe Mary Stream with you by boat and in to the Camps.
Miss Stephenson has written to you about the transportation. It will be entirely agreeable to
get breakfast at the Millinocket Lake Camps rather than waiting around at the hotel.
I am sending a copy of this letter to Mrs. Guiney so that she will understand the arrangement
about having the material which would otherwise come in held at your Camps so we will
have supplies on hand for the first day.
It will be a matter of holding all of the tools, the pruning shears as well as the weeders. The
weeders will come in a box from Allen Duke, Ashland, Tennessee, by mail, and the shears
from Freas, Beall and Sharp, Washington, D.C. The packages of paint should continue to go
on to Joe Mary.
We hope to be seeing you soon.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{Copy Stephenson}
August 18, 1947. Marion Park to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
During Captain Avery's absence, while I was working on the matter of mailing out the
supplementary sheets to the Maine Guide which we received from you, I wrote to you in his
name for the extra sets needed to complete the mailing which was in process. I should have
been more specific as to the number immediately required, so I am supplementing that letter
by saying that, to complete the mailing, we shall need about four hundred more sets. Since
our total order was 1500 sets, you might think that we would need this number at once and
would delay matters until you could assemble the full number. Consequently, I am writing
this note which will probably make the matter clearer.
1 understand that the sheets for the Katahdin Reprint will come along separately and
probably at a later date.
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The situation is extremely urgent, for if we cannot complete the mailing out before we leave
for Maine, we will lose the entire 1947 season.
cc to Captain Avery
August 18, 1947. Myron Avery to George H. Winter, Jr., St. Regis Paper Company,
Bucksport, Maine.
Dear George:
Since your letter of July 16th, I have had an opportunity to see the situation in the BarrenChairback area and I am writing to you at length as to what I saw and what I was able to do
in the area.
There are some things where I feel that it should be possible to accomplish a little more to
minimize the damage to the Trail route. It may be that these matters are ones where you
could initiate some action or turn my letter over to the people who would have jurisdiction in
the matter. I could, of course, write directly to whomever you indicate I should take up the
matter with.
First, as to the story. I went in to Long Pond by way of Katahdin Iron Works on August 9th
and stayed at Perham’s Camps through the 14th. I spent the 15th at Dore's on Long Pond.
In the first instance, when World War III comes and if they are looking for experts in
building road blocks, I can unqualifiedly recommend the men who cut on Third Mountain. I
spent three days in trying to unplug the half mile between the gap where Perham's side trail
comes down and the gap at the east base of Fourth Mountain, which was the principal
hauling road used last year. It was not a matter of all of the trees with blazes being cut out but
hauling out tree tops and limbs to open up the path. You know the temperature in Maine last
week and can guess that three days of this in a cut-over area was a pretty hot hard task. I did
succeed in re-opening the route but the path is not particularly wide.
I then repainted from Monument Cliff all the way to Cloud Pond. This took me over the line
well into Elliottsville. I did this with the view of having the route so well marked that it
would be unmistakable to anyone working in there and it would also facilitate re-opening it.
Accordingly, I not only painted it very close together but on small trees, hardwoods where
possible, and on rocks. I had in mind what you had written about keeping the Trail in the
uncut section traversable. It seemed obviously not worthwhile to try to do any clearing where
the lumbering is going to come but I did think that intensive blazing would prove to be
worthwhile when it comes to reconstruction.
The trouble is not only with the cutting. The roads are the major source of trouble. Where
they cross the Trail, they are piled high with the logs and trees on each side. This stuff not
only hides the Trail but it is almost impossible to move. For instance, in coming off of Fourth
Mountain, your Mr. Crocker, after he followed the Trail to the hauling road, must have
climbed over a six-foot barricade.
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I also recleared the lumbered section from East Chairback Pond to West Chairback. While it
is rough, the stuff is beginning to come in on the side and there is no place where one can go
except in the path. After another half-dozen years, the north end of the mountain will be back
under control.
Another thing which has made the situation particularly bad is the practice of putting the
hauling roads right on the Trail route. This was what was done for most of the way between
Perham's side trail and the notch at the foot of Fourth Mountain. Those roads grow up to an
awful mass of bushes and are impossible to keep clear. I suppose that the presence of the
spotted line makes it easier to put in a haul road but it is hard to see why a haul road could
not be swung over twenty or thirty feet away from the Trail route.
The situation has a rather serious aspect. Despite all of our warnings, Trail travelers still try
to go through the area. When I arrived at Perham's, they had just received a letter from a
sixty-five year old man who was trying to make a solo trip from Katahdin to Mt. Oglethorpe.
He was lost for three days in this out-over section and finally came out at Onawa. As usual,
his story doesn't make sense and one cannot tell what he did. He had no food, was improperly
equipped, did everything wrong and should not have undertaken this journey, particularly to
try to go through to Bodfish Farm in a day. It does illustrate what can happen. I don't
understand how this fellow got on the west side of the notch between Benson and Barren
Mountains. If he had gotten down into the sag around Indian Pond, I feel sure he would not
have survived. There are a dozen things that one can say in condemnation of such a stunt or
trip but we have to realize these things are going to occur. That is one reason why I marked
this so intensively, for if one takes enough time, he can study out the route and find out
where he should go.
I had not been on Dore's side trail since the war and I found that some of the lumbering in the
first stages had pretty nearly obliterated that trail. In an effort to make it fool-proof, I
repainted the trail very intensively from the new tractor road to within about one-third of a
mile of The Appalachian Trail. I know that the next year's operations will clean out most of
the spruce at the head of Dore's trail.
I wonder if you had seen the sag in the notch at the head of Perham's side trail before it was
cut. It was a beautiful grove of spruce, moss and ferns. It was slashed off completely to make
a yard and is a complete desert. There is not a living thing in the notch. As long as we have to
have bigger and better Sunday editions, the trees have to come off of the mountains, but
when you remember what this spot used to be, it is a pretty heavy price to pay.
As I went along Barren Mountain, I was more and more impressed by the fact that there is
nothing else like it in the State. Nowhere else is there a Mountain top where you can walk
through pure spruce for such a length. It seems unfortunate that arrangements could not have
been made to save this for the State. There are, of course, some parts which are uncut.
Chairback Mountain was not lumbered and there are three quarters of a mile of uncut spruce
on Fourth. I am hoping that a good deal of what is on the crest of Barren may survive. The
contrast only emphasizes what has gone.
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There were two hauling roads across the Trail on the east slope of Fourth Mountain. Beyond
that to Cloud Pond there was not even a lumberman's ax blaze. I went through the campyard
on the shore of the pond on a couple of occasions and did not see the camp boss. As he is in
the woods most of the time, he of course knows the condition of the Trail after the cutting.
I know all of the difficulties in trying to put into effect word from the land owner and from
your company to minimize damage to the Trail. I do think, however, that the camp boss
could accomplish more. Where blazes are on very small trees, they certainly could be left.
Also, it would seem to me that a couple of men with axes could be sent over the route to pull
out tops and boughs to avoid the blocking off which gives so much trouble later on. While I
worked three days and have opened up a path in last year's operations, I have a feeling that a
couple of day men, if sent over the route some cool day, could improve this half mile a great
deal. Certainly the men who are in charge of swamping the roads which cross the Trail could
be told to pull the logs away from the Trail crossing so as to leave it open. These steps, it.
would seem to me, do not represent very much additional work but they would go far toward
preventing conditions such as existed on Third Mountain and resulted in a man's being lost
for three days. While I know all of the problems, I think that, if the camp boss, who is in the
area very often, gave particular attention to the matter, the damage would be minimized.
When I consider how much labor and time it took to restore the half mile this year, I am
greatly concerned over what will be required when the lumbering extends at a faster pace. To
that end, I want to try to see if, during the coming year, it is not possible in the manner in
which I have suggested to minimize this damage and have more done to keep the route open.
Sometimes you have a feeling, when you look at it, that, if one wanted to intentionally
obliterate it, it could not have been done more effectively than occurred last year.
Accordingly, I told you at great length what I saw and what I was able to do. This is for the
purpose of getting the benefit of your suggestions and any action which you are able to take
in the way of having the matter considered more seriously.
Again thanking you for your interest and help is these matters,
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 18, 1947. Marion Park to Mrs. E. W. York, Twin Pine Camps, Daicey Pond,
Mlliinocket, Maine.
Dear Mrs. York:
I am writing to you in connection with the guidebooks which we had placed on consignment
with you. I had intended to check up on the matter earlier to find out how many you had on
hand, so that we could send to you the necessary supplements and pages to bring the
guidebooks up to date. It has been our practice to issue each year a supplement. This was
done for 1947 and the supplement was mailed out about a month ago. It was printed on white
paper and consists of nine pages. I have been delayed in getting these supplements sent to
you but I am now sending them under separate cover. This supplement should be furnished
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with each guidebook. In addition to the Supplement, there is a package of revised pages
which are to go with each guidebook. These sheets are in a separate envelope and will come
to you in a package. This means that each guidebook which you sell will have a white
supplement and the sheets which are contained in the envelope. It is very important to make
sure that all purchasers get both the supplement and the sheets or pages in order to have up to
date editions. The first pages in the envelope explain how the sheets are substituted and how
they are to be used.
Since this seems a little involved, I have tried to set it out in detail in order to avoid confusion.
While 1 have sent you enough sets for ten books, when you let me know the number that you
have on hand, I can send more as required.
August 18, 1947. Ludwig K. Moorhead to W. P. Spofford, Dravo Corporation, Ft. of
Madison St. Wilmington, 99, Delaware
Dear Mr. Spofford:
I have delayed in answering your letter of July 28 in the hope that I would receive up-to-date
information about Nahmakanta. My best source of information not having replied to my
inquiry, I thought I had better write you anyway.
Knowing Arnold Daicey I would be inclined to accept his recommendation at face. He is a
fine, straight-forward fellow. I believe that Schoppe took over the camps at Nahmakanta
rather recently as they used to be run by a Mrs. McDonald. Five years ago when she was in
charge, a friend of mine went there fishing and found the camps rather run down. He says
that the country is very fine. I believe that the deer hunting there should be good as it is in the
vicinity of almost any remote camp.
I am sending a copy of this letter to Capt. Myron H. Avery, USNR of Washington, who
knows all about this section and will ask him to communicate direct with you. He is
Chairman of the Appalachian Trail Conference which with its affiliates maintains the Maine
to Georgia Trail.
cc Capt. Myron H. Avery –
Note to Myron: Mr. Spofford who was born in Maine, wants information on Schoppe and his
camps, where he intends to go deer hunting this fall. Will you be kind enough to tell him
what you think of the of place for this purpose?
August 18, 1947. Marion Park to Arthur M. Eldridge, Manager, Inquiry Division,
Maine Publicity Bureau, 3 St. John Street, Portland Maine.
Dear Mr. Eldridge:
I am writing to you in connection with the guidebooks which we had placed on consignment
with you. I had intended to check up on the matter earlier to find out how many you had on
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hand, so that we could send to you the necessary supplements and pages to bring the
guidebooks up to date. It has been our practice to issue each year a supplement. This was
done for 1947 and the supplement was mailed out about a month ago. It was printed on white
paper and consists of nine pages. I have been delayed in getting these supplements sent to
you but I am now sending them under separate cover. This supplement should be furnished
with each guidebook. In addition to the supplement, there is a package of revised pages
which are to go with each book. These sheets are in a separate envelope and will come to you
in a package. This means that each guidebook which you sell will have a white supplement
and the sheets which are contained in the envelope. It is very important to make sure that all
purchasers get both the supplement and the sheets or pages in the envelope in order to have
up to date editions. The first pages in the envelope explain how the sheets are substituted and
how they are to be used.
Since this seems a little involved, I have tried to set it out in detail in order to avoid confusion.
While I have sent you enough sets for ten books, when you let me know the number that you
have on hand, I can send more as required.
I have not sent any supplements or envelopes with the revised pages to any of your branch
offices. As I did not receive a reply to my letter to you of June 16th, making inquiry about
what was on hand at the branch offices, since the Manager of your office at Bangor had
advised me that everything had been turned over to you last fall, I am at a loss to know just
how matters stand.
We expect shortly to receive the revised pages to go with the Katahdin Reprint. We will send
you a supply of the Reprint with the pages stapled in and on receipt of those Reprints, will
you please return to us whatever you may have on hand of the present stock of Reprints?
August 18, 1947. Marion Park to Mrs. Fred Pitman, Katahdin Stream Campsite,
Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Mrs. Pitman:
Thank you very much for your letter enclosing check for $3.60 in payment for twelve
Katahdin Reprints. I sent you last week thirty-six more.
I am writing you in connection with the Maine guidebooks which we had placed on
consignment with you. I had intended to check up on the matter earlier to find out how many
you had on hand, so that we could send to you the necessary supplements and pages to bring
the guidebooks up to date. It has been our practice to issue each year a supplement. This was
done for 1947 and the supplement was mailed out about a month ago. It was printed on white
paper and consists of nine pages. I have been delayed in getting these supplements sent to
you but I am now sending them under separate cover. This supplement should be furnished
with each guidebook. In addition to the supplement, there is a package of revised pages
which are to go with each guidebook. These sheets are in a separate envelope and will come
to you in a package. This means that each guidebook which you sell will have a white
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supplement and the sheets which are contained in the envelope. It is very important to make
sure that all purchasers get both the supplement and the sheets or pages in order to have up to
date editions. The first pages in the envelope explain how the sheets are substituted and how
they are to be used.
Since this seems a little involved, I have tried to set it out in detail in order to avoid confusion.
I have sent you enough sets for the eight Guidebooks which you say you have on hand.
What I have written relates to the green guidebook. There are pages to go into the Katahdin
Reprint and I think the best way of handling that will be for me to send to you some reprints
with the pages all clipped in. At the end of the season you can send back to me the reprints
which you have and we will bring the reprints up to date. This means that after I send you the
next supply of reprints you will not sell any of the old ones but will send them back to me.
We very much appreciate the interest you have taken in selling our publications. Our trip to
Maine this year is going to take place in September but we will not get any further north than
the West Branch of the Penobscot.
August 20, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 14-3 Cumberland Street, Westbrook,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
I have just returned from a very delightful week on the Barren-Chairback Range.
While the Eastern States seem to have record heat, it did not matter too much in that area.
I think I was able to even the score with the Seaboard Lumber Company; that is, to bring the
Trail even with their lumbering operations. I repainted from Monument Cliff to Cloud Pond.
The operations have not gone beyond the east slope of Fourth Mountain. I was at great pains
to mark small trees and rocks with the hope that there will be more of an indication of the
route left after the section is gone over.
Each time I see the area, I feel more and more that it is a tragedy that this had to occur and
that it would have been an asset to the State to have preserved this most unusual ridge crest.
What prompts my writing at this time is to say that we have located a package of the
viewpoint signs for Gulf Hagas. I had forgotten that these had been made. It was done
apparently in 1941. They were addressed to Mr. Perham but were at Dore's camps. Mr.
Perham brought them up but when we discovered what was in the package, arrangements
were made to have them returned and I told Mr. Dore that you would be coming through in
the fall and would pick up the signs then.
We shall need to get to you galvanized nails to use in connection with these viewpoint signs.
As you know, the ordinary nails only result in rust and spoil the sign.
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Further, I have used up all of the blue paint at Dore's and we will have to send you some
when the new supply is received from Jewel Paint and Varnish Company. Accordingly, it is
very important that you not get your trip under way without being sure that the signs have
been returned and that you have received the blue paint and the nails.
The matter of the special signs shown on the sign list for places like Hammond Street Pitch
and Main Jaws was a separate project and one which is under way. The purpose of these
viewpoint signs is to call attention to the side spurs which go off from the main blue line.
Since they are the same color, they cause some confusion but it is not practical to use any
other color for side trails going off of a side trail.
Getting the paint and nails to you may take a little time and I wanted to be sure that you did
not make your trip into the area without being fully equipped so that your work would be of
maximum advantage. Unfortunately, we have used up all of the blue paint and have to get
some from Chicago.
cc to Mr. Perham, Mr. Dore
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
August 20, 1947. Myron Avery to Earl W. Perham, Chairback Mtn. Camps,
Brownville Junction, Maine.
Dear Earl:
I am writing to enclose the folded copy of the Barren-Chairback Map which is to replace the
one which somebody took from your guidebook. It should be inserted at page 215.
As soon as we can make the necessary arrangements, we will send you this map in a frame to
hang on the wall.
You probably wondered whether I finished work before Friday’s thunderstorm. Not a drop of
rain; had half an hour to spare. I painted the worse of Dore's side trail so that, someone will
not get lost when they try to come down that.
There was one item that we failed to put into my bill and that was the express which I asked
you to prepay on the pruning shears sent to Millinocket. I am enclosing $1.00 which will care
for that.
Please ask Mrs. Perham to let us have the name of the man who got lost on the mountain.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
Enclosures

$1.00
Copy of Barren-Chairback Map
Copy of letter to Mr. Clark{Copy Stephenson}
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August 20, 1947. Certificate of Registration for 1947 Supplement to Guide to the
Appalachian Trail in Maine
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MAINE APPALACHIAN TRAIL CLUB, INC.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
{August 20, 1947}
Receipts
1947
January 1
February 21
April 9
May 16
June 3
July 8
July 14
August 8

Cash on hand
Receipts from Guidebook Sales
Receipts from Guidebook Sales
Receipts from Guidebook Sales
Receipts from Guidebook Sales
Receipts from Guidebook Sales
Contribution for Trail Work
Returned by W. H. Sawyer from funds
supplied for Bates College Outing Club
Trail Crew

$647.39
18.00
37.34
40.63
24.25
32.35
300.00
125.00

$1,264.21

Expenditures
June 5
July 4
July 15
July 22
August 18

W. H. Sawyer, Bates College Outing Club
W. H. Sawyer, Bates College Outing Club
Shenandoah Publishing House
Treasurer, State of Maine
Balance on hand

$200.00
200.00
63.25
350.00
450.96

$1,264.21

1947 (Undated)
For the P.A.T.C. FORECAST
Maine Appalachian Trail Trip – August 22 – September 7
Eastern Section of Appalachian Trail—Four days at Joe Mary, Nahmakanta and Rainbow
(outstandingly attractive lakes on The Appalachian Trail in Maine).
The rest of the time will be spent either at a camp on Moosehead Lake or Spring Lake, with
climbs of Mt. Bigelow and Sugarloaf.
Detailed announcement later.
1947 (Undated—evidently related to Maine trip by Washington group)
TRIP COST
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Breakfast, Great Northern Hotel, Millinocket
Transportation by automobile to Woodworth’s
Across Lake by Woodworth’s
Joe Mary Stream to Pemadumcook
Joe Mary Lake
Antlers Camps, lodging and meals, August 22 thru 25
Nahmakanta, boat transportation from foot of lake
incidental transportation on lake
lodging and meals, August 26 thru 29
Canoe rental (letter May 22) $1.00 per day
Rainbow Lake, lodging and meals, August 30 thru September 2
Incidental transportation on Rainbow Lake
Transportation, Rainbow to Millinocket
Purchase of candy and gum
Expense toward trail work

$1.00
1.00
1.00
24.00
1.00
24.00
24.00
1.00
1.00
2.00

August 22, 1947. Myron Avery to Mr. W. P. Spofford, Dravo Corporation, Foot of
Madison Street, Wilmington 99, Delaware.
Dear Mr. Spofford:
I have received a copy of Mr. Moorehead's letter to you of 18 August 1947 in respect to the
Nahmakanta Lake Camps.
I have known these camps since 1933, when the McDougalls operated them. They are in a
delightful locality and one of my favorite locations on The Appalachian Trail in Maine. I
have not, however, been at the camps since 1944. This was the year which Mr. Schoppe
acquired them but he had farmed them out for operation that year. It happens that we have a
work party of the Maine Appalachian Trail Club going into the area for two weeks after
Labor Day. We plan to spend four days at the camps.
My interest is trail, foot travel, canoeing, swimming, etc., and the country generally. I no
longer hunt, so I cannot express any opinion in that connection. However, the wide-spread
terrain, the available trails and the lack of competition should, I think, make this area very
satisfactory.
The terrain is covered in our Guide to The Appalachian Trail in Maine. I regret that shortage
of maps prevents my furnishing to you the separate map for the area. I am, however,
enclosing a section of the Trail data for the area which will serve to familiarize you with the
region.
I have borrowed from one of our guidebooks a map which I am sending you, so that you can
see the trails in the neighborhood. Please return it to Miss Marion Park, 1226 Eye Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. so that she can restore it to the volume.
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Mr. Schoppe has been very well spoken of by people upon whom I rely. The camps were
decidedly run down and in need of repair but I understand he has done extensive work. We
have most pleasant memories of the area and I am looking forward with eagerness to my
return to the locality.
I may say that a Miss Mary Dorsey, of the Dupont Experimental Laboratories of your City
was at Nahmakanta Lake with us in 1944.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Moorehead.
August 23, 1947. Junior York, York’s Twin Pine Camps, Millinocket, Maine, to Myron
Avery. [Hand written]
Dear Myron:It was good to hear from you. I haven’t done much letter writing either.
We should have plenty of room for you. It’s been a bad season. We’ve done better than most
camps so can’t complain too much.
For news: 1) Jean and I have 2 sons now. Named him Anthony. That’s one name that’s
scarce in the York family. 2) Got caught the other day and had to climb the mountain. 1st
time since ’42.
Dyer cleared and marked Doubletop and Roosevelt (Sentinel) mountains.
[MISSING PAGE?]
August 23, 1947. Galen M. Tingley, 30 Garfield Avenue, Endicott New York, to Mr. &
Mrs. Earl Perham. [Hand-written]
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Perham:
Yes, it was the first time I experienced a place where the blazes were gone. These blazes are
my guide and I am entirely lost when I can not see them.
I have just returned from walking over the Trail from Wind Gap Pa. across northern New
Jersey to Bear Mountain Bridge on the Hudson. This coming week I am starting at Wind Gap
for the Southern section. This will be of some duration. I hope nothing will prevent me from
arriving at Mt. Oglethorpe in Georgia in a reasonable length of time.
Next summer I want to finish up my journey in Maine and the Connecticut Valley.
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When I get to the Potomac River I want to go down to Washington and would like very much
to meet Mr. Avery. It is well that he is with you and working on the Trail in your section.
Perhaps some time I will know definitely where I got lost. It was a cliff from where I had a
beautiful view.
Give my regards to Mr. Culver.
August 27, 1947. Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta, Maine, to Miss
Jean Stephenson, The Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C.
Dear Miss Stephenson:
I am pleased to acknowledge your letter of August 19 and am returning enclosed your article
on Public Camp Sites.
I have numbered the camp sites in accordance with the numbering used by Captain Avery at
the time he requested Maine Forest Service designation. You may consider 1, 2, and 5 as
officially designated. 4, 6, 7, 13, 14, and 15 will not be designated. I am still waiting for a
recommendation from my field Supervisors on the remaining sites, after which I have placed
a question mark. I will try and give you a definite answer on these in the near future. There
has been some delay in my checking due to our activity on fire suppression work.
cc – Captain Avery
PUBLIC CAMPSITES ON TRAIL IN MAINE
The Appalachian Trail in Maine has been developed as a dual accommodations system. The
first, a curious accident in a wilderness area, has been the availability of sporting camps on
attractive lakes at the interval of a moderate day's journey. The opportunity for swimming
and canoeing, as well as the comfort and pleasure to be found, has made this system unique.
While changes have occurred since the Trail project was initiated in 1933 in Maine, this plan
of travel from camp to camp remains entirely feasible.
The alternative system was that of lean-tos. This project received tremendous impetus from
the CCC work on The Appalachian Trail in Maine. The result was a chain of five lean-tos at
the eastern end of the Trail, from Katahdin to the foot of Nahmakanta lake (33 m.). Then
came a blank area, extending westward for 94 miles to Moxie Bald Lean-to. Beyond, to the
New Hampshire line, there were a series of
structures over a distance of
miles. The
chain in western Maine has the advantage of being contiguous with the A.M.C. shelters in the
White Mountains.
For the traveler who wishes to camp out while traversing the Trail, this gap between
Nahmakanta Lake and Moxie Bald presented difficulties. This was particularly emphasized
in the case of a non-resident who wished to observe the Maine Guide Laws. Guide to the
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Appalachian Trail in Maine (p.23) made suggestions for meeting the problem but the
situation has been unsatisfactory.
While it was apparent that no lean-to construction could be expected, answer to the problem
seems to lie in the formal designation by the Maine Forest Service of public campsites along
the Trail in this area. It is contemplated, in such case, that the site selected would be cleared,
a fireplace built, and the area designated by an official sign.
The proposal has been taken up by A.T.C. Chairman Myron H. Avery with Forest
Commissioner Raymond E. Rendall and the matter is now under consideration. If this project
is approved, the Maine section will at last have a complete list of official campsites, and
although a tent will be required, non-residents will be able to travel The Appalachian Trail
throughout its 266 miles across Maine.
The sites which it has been proposed shall be designated as public campsites are:

1

Distance from Katahdin
on Appalachian Trail
10.53 m.

2
3
4
5

28.12 m.
39.76 m
47.06 m.
56.36 m.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

63.17 m.
68.61 m.
74.91 m.
83.65 m.
90.63 m.
94.37 m.
100.11 m.

13
14
15
16
17
18

107.06 m.
114.4 m.
122.8 m.
127.08 m.
134.13 m.
140.71 m.

Locality
Penobscot West Branch (at G.N.P. river drivers’
campsite).
Wadleigh Pond (southwest end of Wadleigh Farmsite)
Potaywadjo Spring
Cooper Brook
Yoke Ponds Campground (This is already designated as
campsite.)
East Branch Pleasant River
Junction with trail to West Branch Ponds Camps
White Brook
Sag between Chairback and Columbus
Cloud Pond
Long Pond Stream
Little Wilson Campground (This is already designated as
campsite.)
Old lumber campground
Brook Crossing
Marble Brook
Moxie Bald (Lean-to burned 1946.)
New Outlet, Sandy Stream
North Beach, Pleasant Pond

[Original list marked-up by Rendall, as explained in his letter of August 27.]
August 28, 1947. W. H. Sawyer, Bates College, to Myron Avery. [Hand written]
Dear Myron:
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Am trying to clear my desk this morning. Hurt my back (an old sacro-iliac sprain that recurs
now and then) and have been in bed for several days. I have gathered up the Trail Reports
and all other data that the three boys turned in, and am mailing it to you under separate
cover; hope it includes all you desired. I have been in correspondence with the Pres. of the
B.O.C. and he feels as I do that we can’t give up on the A.T., and he has authorized me to
hire local help. The woods are just beginning to be habitable after the worst summer I can
remember, and as soon as my back will allow me to ride I am going up and see George
Learned and try to get him to clear the Mt. Brook section and as much more as he is willing
to do. You mentioned the “original” letter from Weld. I presume you refer to the copy sent
me, which I am enclosing. Windle and another boy came down to see me and I advised them
to go on your trip, which I understand was postponed until after Labor Day. The two boys
impressed me favorably, but I am beginning to be more cautious in my judgment after this
summer’s fiasco with the “three woodsmen”. This morning I looked at three brand-new
jungle hammocks which had been so chewed by porcupines as to be worthless and am not in
a very good mood.
Glad you have a good trip in the Monson region and that the materials reached you O.K.
August 31, 1957. Earl Perham, Long Pond Camps, Brownville Junction, Maine, to
Myron Avery. [Hand written]
Dear Myron:
Got the addresses O.K. Thanks and Mr. G. Tingley’s add. is 30 Garfield Ave., Endicott N.Y.
and I am enclosing his letter to me so you will see he hasn’t given up yet.
Our big crowd has gone and we have only 3 today, but will be full for hunters.
Hope you get the things O.K and good luck to you and the rest.
August, 1947

1949
SUPPLEMENT TO
GUIDE TO THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE
Barren Chalrback Range
{Draft}

The interference with the Trail route caused by the Seaboard Paper Company (St. Regis
Lumber Company), 1946-7, operations between Third Mtn. and the east base of Fourth Mtn.,
has been corrected by reblazing and clearing the Trail from brush. The operations 1947-7
[sic] will extend over Fourth Mtn. and along the east slope of Barren. There will also be
cutting in the area between Third Mtn. and Perham's side trail. In August, 1947, the route
was intensively reblazed from Monument Peak (Third Mtn.) to Cloud Pond on Barren Mtn.
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This was for the purpose of permitting sufficient identification of the Trail following
lumbering operations until the damage can be corrected.
It is expected the upper end of the side trail from Barren Mtn. to Long Pond (Dore's Camps)
will be materially interfered with by cutting in early 1948. The lower end is obscured by
cuttings of some six or seven years ago and the entire trail is overgrown. Between the
Seaboard tractor road and The Appalachian Trail it was intensively reblazed in 1947 so that
the route can be followed, despite the overgrown condition of the Trail.
pp. 228 and 386 - Taxi service in Monson is obtained through the A. L. Bray Taxi Service
instead of the Day Motor Service.
pp. 19, 23, 218, 400 - Arnold's Big Houston Pond Camps have been sold. The new proprietor
is__________________________ .
pp. 208, 211, 403, 404 - The West Branch Pleasant River may be crossed by a bridge built by
the Great Northern Paper Company in 1946, which leaves The Appalachian Trail app. 0.1 m.
below the ford at the Hermitage. From the south bank of the river, follow tote-road along
bank to rejoin The Appalachian Trail.
pp. 217 and 400 - The Seaboard's lumber operations of 1946 have resulted in intensive
cutting between Perham's side trail and the base of Fourth Mtn.
pp. 213 and 401 - The elevation of Long Pond is 1,114 ft.
*****
The Superintendent of the Seaboard is Adam Hottel; Clyde Mahoney is Walking Boss.
*****
p. 221. Line 2 of third paragraph. Insert: "This road has been graveled and is passable by
automobile for a distance of ______ m. Lumber operations were in progress along this Trail
In 1947-8. Use care to follow main road and telephone line to camp. At ______ m. road leads
l/2 m. down along Mink Brook to Seaboard Tote-road to Camp on Long Pond. At _____ m.
cross Mink Brook.
"Beyond
m. road is graveled and passable by automobile."
(Repeat monition about getting lost.)
In view of the difficulties which may be experienced in traversing areas where lumber
operations are in progress, it seems desirable to repeat essential trail monitions. These are
primary essentials and should be the basis of conduct in woods travel. In case of doubt as to
the route, stop. Do not go forward. Retrace your route, marking it in an unmistakable manner,
until you return to some clear indication of the Trail route. Carefully, slowly and deliberate
inspection will then disclose the point of initial error. The cardinal mistake and the basis for
any unfortunate experiences is a headlong precipitous insistence on going forward when once
the route has become obscured or dubious. Haste, such as the desire to avoid darkness or to
reach camp, only recipitates [sic] the difficulty. If you have followed monitions (in the event
of solitary travel, which is strongly advised against), your failure to arrive at destination will
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be detected and you can be much more readily located. It is far preferable, when in doubt, to
overcome the urge to travel and remain at the point of difficulty, since that prevents straying
far from the route. A night out on a lone trail is far preferable to the disability experiences of
being genuinely lost.
Page 19a, line 9 from bottom, at end of paragraph, add: "This sag, which was originally a
magnificent growth of spruce, has been completely cleared in Seaboard operations.
"From knob just beyond sag, trail crosses haul road, soon following haul road downhill.
Reach sag at base of Fourth Mtn., crossing wide haul road. Cross another road 200 yards
farther, with brook (excellent water) in between.
(Check page 221 and reverse for transposition of "Barren Ledges" and Barren Slide.)
Correct Dore's Road.
Revise page 220 and reverse with respect to lumbering.
Dore's trail: Coming out, beyond dam, take right fork.
Going in, take left fork.
August, 1947. Charles D. Windle, Camp Kawanhee Weld, Maine, to Myron Avery
Dear Sir:
We regret that because of the two week interim between the close of camp and the Maine
Trail Trip and its accompanying expenses, and, secondly, because of the date of college
registration, we must forego the opportunity you have offered us. We are sincerely sorry for
we do feel that this would have been a splendid experience.
We believe that we would have enjoyed the work and would have been qualified for it. In
addition, we are quite certain that we would want to work next year.
On the subject of the fitness of my companion, although it may be too late now to bother
about such details, I am convinced of his capability. He is five feet, 11 inches tall and weighs
175 pounds. He was a distance swimmer on the high school swimming team. As to his
camping experience, he is, incidentally, trip man of Camp Kawanhee.
When my companion was at Mount Katahdin recently, he was introduced to Mr. Bruce
Beech of the Kennebec Camps, and I believe, an acquaintance of yours. He presented some
more aspects of Trail clearing and was surprised at the rapid progress we have made over the
Trail with 40 pound packs during the last two summers.
We would like, if possible, to keep in contact with you so that we might be able to obtain
employment as a Trail crew in some future time. My winter address is Oberlin College,
Oberlin, Ohio.
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If there are any special opportunities such as this Maine Trail clearing project for which we
might be eligible, we would appreciate being considered.
In the event, you might wish some further information regarding the abilities of Mr. Erf and
myself, you might correspond with Mr. George Frank (Kawanhee director) 293 Parkwood
Ave., Columbus, Ohio or The Reverend Ross Miller, Jamestown College, Jamestown, North
Dakota.
Thank you for all your courtesies.
August, 1947. Trail Reports
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 8
WEST BRANCH PONDS ROAD TO LONG POND
I. NEEDED WORK:
1. Consider relocating so as to use fire warden’s trail and omit Hay Brook section.
2. Include in guidebook data reference to bridge below ford on Pleasant River.
3. Note that apparently The Hermitage has moved Sign No. 87 to the ford {10.98 m.}; Sign
No. 87 (7th rev.) gone.
4. Consider necessity for rewriting trail data to have Gulf Hagas Trail start at Hermitage and
problem in connection with The Appalachian Trail description if relocation made. {Sign
distances for Gulf Hagas start at A.T. at 10.98 m. in the 8th rev. Guidebook data starts at
Hermitage.}
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 9
LONG POND TO BODFISH FARM
I. PAINT:
Standardized from. Monument Cliff south to Perham's side trail. (Eliminated blue color,
resulting from 1946 trip. Used brown paint to Perham's trail.) A.T. now standardized painting
from Long Pond to Perham's side trail. From Perham's side trail to Cloud Pond on Barren,
very intensive repainting with emphasis on small trees and rocks in order to preserve route;
required four quarts of paint and two days' work.
Perham's side trail painted in sag and needed corrections, such as double blazes, put in.
Repainted side trails on Barren Mtn. (Viewpoints so overgrown as to leave it doubtful as to
whether they are worth retaining in future).
II. A.T. MARKERS:
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None installed.
III. MILE MARKERS:
Nos. 3, 4 and 5 seen; No. 6 put in by estimate at base of sag per guidebook. Nos. 7, 8, 9 and
10 repainted. (A No. 9 at exact foot of ledges was obliterated. The No. 9 that was used was
by the A.T. marker with figure on the same as No. 8. Guidebook data suggests correctness of
No. 9 mile marker which was obliterated.)
IV. TRAIL DATA:
Rechecked section -- changes for Dore's trail and tote-road.
V. CONDITION OF TRAIL:
From Perham's camps to East Chairbaek, badly in- grown with bushes; Perham may clear.
Tractor road to West Chairback badly ingrown. Perham did work at lumber camps and
installed signs.
Cleared Perham's blue-blazed trail except on lower end. No lumbering in Sept., 1947.
Mowed from East Chairback to sag between Chairback and Columbus. Trail around Pond
becoming walled in and improved. Some birch tops have dropped off. Bad section where
haul road crosses trail half way up slope. Bad in gorge. Top of sag fairly clear.
Slope of Third to tractor road mowed (not complete job). Considerable raspberry bushes and
birch sprouts. (From Chairback Pond to tractor road could be mowed, fully, two men—one
day.)
From tractor road to Monument Cliff, some ingrowth.
Cleared from Perham’s side trail to base of Fourth Mtn.
Upper slopes of Fourth Mtn. clear. On north side of Fourth Mtn., Trail crosses two haul roads
(upper blocked). Trail clear after 200 yds. on north slope of Fourth Mtn. Open throughout;
would require little reclearing. Very clear south side of Fourth Mtn., even low down. Judkins
Road requires clearing. Slope of Barren clear except logs. From Dore’s side trail,
considerable growth. Bad turn where Trail turns left up ledges; dense growth. Steep climb
beyond. Trail on Barren is clear, wide, open, except some stuff coming in.
VI. BOARD SIGNS:
Nos. 107 to 125 {7th rev. Perhaps to Dore’s side trail} are O.K. except No. 124 {137 8th rev.}
is missing in Notch at head of Perham’s side trail. (No. 123 {182x} is old sign.) Nos. 129
{143x}, 130 {144x}, and 131 {145x} installed with galvanized shingle nails. No. 132
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{147x} (Barren Slide) left at Dore’s. (Some Pryor signs showed evidence of paint flaking.)
{“x” = 8th rev.}
VII. NEEDED WORK:
1. Make and install signs Nos. 123 {136x}, 124 {137x}, 133 {151x} {8th rev.}
2. Install No. 116 {130x} (spring) in Chairback-Columbus Notch.
3. Install Barren Slide Sign No. 132 {148x} at Dore’s.
4. Put galvanized nails in signs (3) on Barren Mtn.
5. [Crossed out, 9/48]
6. Check Guidebook data.
7. Check guidebook description with respect to Barren Slide and Ledges. {8th rev.}
8. Consider possible relocation to go thru heavy timber on each side of Monument Cliff.
9. Reclear from East Chairback Pond with particular attention to south slope of Columbus
Mtn.
10. Check lumbering on Third and Fourth Mtns.
11. Complete painting Dore’s side trail:
(a) Upper 0.4 m.
(b) Between tractor road and Dore’s Camps. {9/48}
12. Check condition of Perham’s side trail and tractor road.
13. Check to see if Perham cleared to East Chairback Pond. {9/48}
14. Consider possible extension of trail to Cloud Pond to come out on attractive cliff.
15. Check situation with respect to mile markers Nos. 8 and 9.
16. Shift signs from Dore’s tote-road to graveled road.
17. Install new sign No. 133 {151 8th rev.} (existing sign broken).
18. Check over 1946 list of needed work.
VIII. EQUIPMENT AT PERHAM’S CHAIRBACK MTN. CAMPS:

ed.)

3 used weeders (4th weeder left in Notch)
6 qts. white paint
8 cans brown paint
1 new flat file
2 Hudson’s Bay axes (new)
3 used scrapers
1 bottle P.A.T.C. Fly Dope
Signs: Viewpoint (for Third Mtn.) Extra No. 110 (7th ed.) {123 8th rev.}; No. 120 (7th

{134 8th rev.}, made from 6th Ed.; omits reference to Monument Cliff.
Sent in October, 1947:
12 qts. white paint in cans
100 markers
200 nails
{Sept. 1948. Sent Seymour Smith shears (1) to Perham.}
IX. EQUIPMENT AT DORE’S MOUNTAIN VIEW CAMPS:
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3 qts. black asphaltum
2 weeders and package of blades
1 pr. pruning shears
1 bush hook
3 brushes – 2 scrapers – large (used)
2 paint carriers
Package of markers
1 pulp saw
Box of 6 weeders - unopened
5 cans white paint
One ¾ bottle P.A.T.C. Fly Dope
2 oz. bottle turpentine
Sign – “Barren Slide” – 250 ft.” {No. 148 – 8th rev.}
Sent in October, 1947:
100 markers
200 nails
September 4, 1947. Myron Avery to Earl W. York, Jr., Twin Pine Camps, Daicey Pond,
Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Junior:
We were mighty pleased to have your letter of August 23rd.
While your communications are infrequent, you certainly made up for the loss of time with
all of the news.
Congratulations on son No. 2. You should keep us better posted. You were right when you
say that the name Anthony is scarce in the York family. We have some trouble in keeping the
relationships straight but this is certainly going to be distinctive.
I have just come back from Lubec. Due to the necessity for my family's coming back before
the end of our announced Maine trip, I am not going to have an opportunity to bring them up,
as I had hoped. There simply is not enough time. However, I am thinking of cutting short the
scheduled trip and walking through from Rainbow. I may come alone or several of us may
come. The trip officially leaves Rainbow on September 18th and if we should decide to do
this, we could send you a telegram from Rainbow, if the lines are working. Since there would
be so few of us and as you probably would have plenty of room for us for a day, we should
cause no trouble. Our party is small; there are four ladies and three men and probably no
more than five at the most would come through for the extra day. If Rainbow's telephone line
is out of order, we may take the chance of walking in unannounced the seventeenth or the
eighteenth.
I want to see you and have a chance to talk with you.
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Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
September 4, 1947. Myron Avery to Honorable Raymond Rendall, Forest
Commissioner, Augusta, Maine.
Dear Ray:
Thank you for thinking to send to me copy of your letter of August 27, 1947, addressed to
Miss Stephenson. We are pleased to know that some of the sites can now be officially
designated. I note that some of those which were indicated will not be designated (4, 6,
7, 13, 14 and 15) as they fall within areas where lumbering operations are being conducted or
are in organized towns. Perhaps, however, it was not a matter of objection to the over-all area
but the specific locality. We have, as you know, the goal of trying to establish a continuous
chain of campsites. While the designation of some limits the blank area, our problem remains
- although to a lesser degree - in the area where the projected sites cannot be approved. Your
wardens may have some substitute suggestions or you may be able to indicate to me the
nature of the difficulty so that I can study the matter further and try and come up with some
other suggestions. You understand, I am sure, what our basic project is and we should be
grateful for any suggestions or methods of approach which would result in a complete chain
of structures across Maine.
I am counting on inspecting the Trail work on Mt. Bigelow but it will not be until the late fall,
perhaps late October or early November.
We shall be very much obliged to you indeed if you can give us any further suggestions or
thought as to how we can establish a complete chain of public campsites and meet whatever
difficulties are present in the areas where approval cannot now be authorized.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
September 12, 1947. Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta, Maine, to
Jean Stephenson.
Dear Miss Stephenson:
Further reference is made to our correspondence in regard to designating your facilities as
Maine Forest Service camp sites.
This is to advise you that I am glad to designate 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, and 18. This leaves 3
and 16 which we do not care to designate.
cc – Captain Avery
September 12, 1947. W. P. Spofford, DRAVO Corporation, Wilmington 99, Delaware,
to Myron H. Avery
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Dear Sir:
I was greatly pleased to receive your letter of August 22nd describing the Nahmankata Lake
Camps and region. This was just the type of information desired and much more than we had
hoped for. We have made arrangements with Mr. Schoppe for the week of November 2nd 8th. I am sure we will enjoy the week regardless of our hunting luck.
I took the liberty of having a photostat made of the map and have returned the original to
Miss Park as requested. This map will be invaluable to us.
I certainly do appreciate the trouble you and Mr. Moorehead have gone to in trying to help
me find a good spot and I believe this is it.
{Copy Mr. Schoppe, Mr. Moorehead}
September 12, 1947. W. P. Spofford, DRAVO Corporation, Wilmington 99, Delaware,
to Marion Park.
Dear Miss Park:
Enclosed herewith please find map which was loaned me by Captain Myron H. Avery and
which I am returning for replacement in guide book as per his request.
cc Myron H. Avery
September 22, 1947. Myron Avery to Miss Marjorie Hooker, 4110 Third Road North,
Arlington, Virginia.
Dear Miss Hooker:
You have perhaps heard that genius and talent unexercised tends to wither and decay. This
would be a super-tragedy in the case of the maker of the White Mountains Trails map.
I am hoping that Appalachia has no farther immediate projects, for we had intended to try to
enlist the knowledge which you have gained of the Katahdin area to help us prepare a new
map for the Maine Guide. The Katahdin map project now goes over until 1948 in order to
obtain the benefit of extensive developments in the north end. We do, however, need to reissue our Map No. 4, Katahdin to East Branch of Pleasant River. Corrections are legion.
I am wondering if we could induce you to undertake this project for the Appalachian Trail
Conference.
The much marked up manuscript is in readiness and at your convenience I could attempt to
decipher the hieroglyphics for you. My telephone number is REpublic 7400 (Navy) Ext.
2575
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September 22, 1947. Myron Avery to W. P. Spofford, Dravo Corporation, Foot of
Madison Street, Wilmington, Delaware.
Dear Mr. Spofford:
I have found your letter of September 12 on my return from some two weeks in the Maine
woods.
I am glad indeed to be able to confirm to you through actual observation the continuance of
the attractions of the Nahmakanta region. We spent four days there. Mr. Schoppe has worked
near miracles in renovating the camps and they are far more convenient than before, in
addition to possessing all of their former attractions.
We thoroughly cleared the Trail in the Nahmakanta section. It will afford good travel for you
and I may say as a matter of interest that we observed extraordinarily numerous evidences of
game.
Mr. Schoppe possesses an unusual knowledge not only of his home territory but of the Maine
woods in general. I have seldom met one who knew as intensively large areas in Maine.
If the efforts at accomplishment and cooperation which were tendered to our party are any
indication, I feel that you will have a most satisfactory visit, whether you bring back trophies
or not.
Since I had written you that I was going to the area, I thought I should send you this further
word, lest my failure to write might be construed as a lack of enthusiasm for the new
administration.
We expect to have available next year a near up-to-date tracing of the map. There are very
numerous changes.
Copies to Mr. L. Moorhead, Mr. F. H. Schoppe
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
September 22, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Ray:
I found on my return from two weeks in Maine a copy of your letter of September 12 to Miss
Stephenson, advising us of your approval of additional camp sites. We are proceeding to
publicize the situation in APPALACHIAN TRAILWAY NEWS and in the 1948
SUPPLEMENT TO THE Maine GUIDE.
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This will be good news to the conscientious non-residents who wish to camp along the Trail
and yet adhere scrupulously to the Maine statutes. We were pleased indeed that you found so
many of the recommended localities satisfactory. The result is a very workable chain across
the State.
This brings to me further question — that is, of mechanics. I mentioned previously the matter
of preparing a fireplace and installing the signs. I would assume that you intend for the
Conference to care for this phase of it. If, however, you intended to have your wardens or
supervisors take any further action, we will adjust our intended plans to this. I shall
appreciate your directions on this point.
Incidentally, I will be interested to know when you expect to revise the booklet on campsites,
in which the recently approved sites will be listed.
We had a very successful work trip on The Appalachian Trail, from Joe Mary to the West
Branch. We re-cleared the route throughout, with the benefit of perfect weather. Being in the
woods after Labor Day is very advantageous.
You may remember that I spoke to you some time ago as to our concern over any possible
defects in the Cable Bridge ever the Penobscot West Branch. I checked again this year and
find that some six (6) of the planks were decaying and should be replaced. I happened to
discuss this with Supervisor Dyer and found that he likewise was concerned over the
situation. Dyer said that he could take steps to replace the material next year. As long as the
repairs continue to be minor, we can find in the Conference funds to keep this bridge intact.
It is important not only to the Trail but for fire protection and I would be sorry to see it
deteriorate and have broken planks which constitute a dangerous condition. I find in checking
my notes that I wrote you as to this matter on September 21, 1944, and reported that our
inspection that year showed deficiencies only of two (2) planks. As could be expected, the
situation has deteriorated since that time. I thought it would be of interest to you to know of
present day conditions.
Copy to H. J. Dyer, Supervisor, Baxter State Park
Copies filed in Katahdin files, Maine files
The dimensions on the bridge are:
Planks in walkway – 2 x 8 x 36
Planks on steps – 2 x 10 x 36
September 23, 1947. Myron Avery to R. P. Thaxter, Spruce Woods Engineer, Great
Northern Paper Co., 6 State Street, Bangor, Maine.
Dear Mr. Thaxter:
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You may recall some time ago our correspondence in connection with the Katahdin area and
that you were kind enough to send me two of the Northern’s maps which cover the area
around Nesowadnehunk Lake. These were townships 5 and 4 in Range 11 respectively.
I anticipate being in the Trout Brook area between Grand Lake and the East Branch before
snow flies. 1 appreciate that most of this region is within the scope of the operations now
being carried on by the Eastern Manufacturing Corp. but I thought I would write to ask if the
Northern has any township maps for the area I have referred to, east of the two which you
kindly sent to me. If such maps are available and if they could be forwarded, they would be
of very considerable assistance.
I have just returned from two weeks of work on the Appalachian Trail in Maine. We
repainted the route from Joe Mary Lake to the Penobscot West Branch but were able to reclear only as far as Rainbow Lake Camps. I told you about the difficult trail from the West
Branch for some three miles to the ledges above Rainbow and our thought of a possible
relocation. I was amazed to see this year how the West Branch Tote-road had deteriorated
and had grown up to bushes. It has certainly gone a long ways back. I am unable to find any
accurate map of the terrain here, which is east of Hurd Pond and it looks as if our only
recourse would be to try to re-clear this three miles early next year, despite the fact that it is
very difficult trail. You have previously told me that you did not happen to be familiar with
this particular locality.
I had hoped to see the scenery made available by your new Debsconeag Road but I did not
have enough time to look over the area.
I assume that you have been receiving Appalachian Trailway News, which reports
developments in Maine, as well as the extensive 1947 revision of the Maine Guide.
If at any time you learn of developments close to The Appalachian Trail, we should be
greatly obliged if you could bear in mind to pass on such news—for word of development
travels slowly down here.
Again thanking you for your interest and courtesies,
Katahdin file, Maine file
September 23, 1947. Myron Avery to William K. Eggleston, Manager, Woods Dept.,
Eastern Corporation, Brewer, Maine
Dear Mr. Eggleston:
You may recall that approximately a year ago you very kindly furnished to us information in
connection with a road being built by the Eastern Corporation along Trout Brook, so that we
could bring up to date the map in Guide To The Appalachian Trail in Maine. I have
particularly in mind your letter to me of _______.
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A number of years ago I obtained from the Eastern Corporation for use in connection with
this work and travels to the area copies of township maps covering its holdings between
Katahdin, Grand Lake, the East Branch and Nesowadnehunk Lake. I was particularly
interested in Township 6 in Range 9, 10 and 11, and Township 5 in Range 9 and 10. By
reason of the recent lumbering activity, building of dams and roads in the area, it occurred to
me that these township maps might have been revised or brought up to date. Accordingly I
am taking the liberty of writing to make inquiry as to whether the Eastern has made any new
maps of the area to which I have reference, since the commencement of the recent lumbering
operations in the Trout Brook area.
If there have been any such maps prepared and if it would be possible to furnish us with a
copy of these for the territory indicated, it would be of great assistance in keeping our
guidebook current. There is a possibility that I may be in that area this Fall and the
availability of these maps would assist not only in checking the map in the Maine GUIDE but
would aid in travel in the area.
I should like to inquire as to the extent to which there are any branch roads passable to
Webster Lake or Telos Dam from the Trout Brook Road.
We shall be very grateful to you for any information or assistance you may be in a position to
furnish.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid further delay mailed in his absence.
{Copy Katahdin File}
September 23, 1947. Myron Avery to Dr. L. F. Schmeckebier, 4450 Dexter Street, N.W.,
Washington 7, D.C.
Dear Dr. Schmeckebier:
Thank you for bringing the clipping to my attention.
The man is totally unprepared, physically, mentally, and as to equipment, for this hazardous
venture. We retraced his route in Maine and were told of an amazing series of misadventures.
He was lost for three days on the Barren-Chairback country in Maine, under inexcusable
conditions and it is a miracle that he came out alive at Onawa railroad station. The lumber
cutting was six miles away from where the man thought he was. He is obsessed with the idea
of being the first to travel the Trail in one trip. If he continues south alone, I do not know
how he will get through. He has, of course, a gap from Long Pond, in Maine, to somewhere
in New York. He is close, I am afraid, to the Larson class.
The attention to these "nuts" of the project disturbs me no end. I hate to think of myself in the
same class and it is good to be able to point to distinguished individuals such as the P.A.T.C.
recent President to demonstrate that some sane and rational people do like to walk! I would
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rely on you to spread the word at P.A.T.C. Council Meeting not to have the P.A.T.C. go
overboard on this deal, if he gets in touch with them.
September 26, 1947. Myron Avery to Mr. George H. Winter, Jr., St. Regis Paper Co.,
Bucksport, Maine.
Dear George:
I have done extremely well in the way of vacations this year since I was able to get to the
Maine woods twice.
We had a work party between the Penobscot West Branch and Joe Mary Lake and put that
section in excellent shape.
Our trip was after Labor Day, which represented quite an improvement over being in the
woods in August. Some day people will learn that vacations in Maine commence in
September, not end then.
I suppose that you duly received my letter of August 18, reporting in detail what the
Seaboard pulp cutters were able to do. I am wondering whether you found it possible to take
any steps in the matter or lay the matter before anyone who would direct the camp bosses to
take some steps, particularly to unplugging the blocks caused by the stuff on the side of the
hauling roads. I had hoped that it might be possible to have something done within the
Seaboard.
I shall look forward to hearing from you as to your appraisal of the situation.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
September 26, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Ray:
I anticipate an opportunity before snow flies to get into the country north of Katahdin.
Many years ago I obtained a copy of the Forest Service map covering the East Branch of the
Penobscot from Grand Lake up, and the Trout Brook area. On the expectation that the map
has undergone since that time considerable revision, I am writing to ask if you could have
sent to me a blue print of the Forest Service District map taking in that area.
I shall be very much obliged to you if anything can be done in this connection.
Katahdin file, Maine files
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September 26, 1947. W. P. Spofford, DRAVO Corp., Wilmington, Delaware, to Mr.
Ludwig K. Moorehead Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company 90 Broad
Street, New York 4, New York
Dear Mr. Moorhead:
Your friend, Captain Avery, promptly forwarded me a map and trail description of the
Nahmankata Lake section plus personal comments based on his memory and knowledge. I
am just now in receipt of a second letter written just after spending two weeks in the region
including four days at Mr, Schoppes camp.
This various data all checks and adds up to what sounds like a highly desirable place. As a
result of your efforts in my behalf, Mr. L. A. Malone and myself have booked a week's
hunting with Mr. Schoppe the first full week of November.
I am positive we will have a delightful time regardless of our luck in the game field. I hope
the time will sometime come when I can in some way return the favors extended me. In the
meantime, I wish you good fishing and again thank you. I will personally report on our trip.
cc—Myron H. Avery
September 26, 1947. Myron Avery to Charles D. Windle, Oberlin College, Oberlin,
Ohio.
Dear Mr. Windle:
I duly received your letter sent from Camp Kawanhee to the effect that because of the
interval between the closing of camp and college conditions you could be unable to join the
Maine work trip,
I was sorry that matters worked out this way because, apart from the opportunity to have
thoroughly familiarized you with our trail practices, which could put you in a position to act
independently, we had a most enjoyable time. There was perfect weather, a great deal of
canoeing, swimming and exploring, apart from the Trail work.
The Trail was repainted in standard fashion from Joe Mary Lake to the Penobscot West
Branch; the Rainbow-Nesowadnehunk Trail was also repainted. We were unable to clear in
standard fashion beyond Rainbow Lake Camps. From there to the Penobscot West Branch
the work was only sufficient to insure thorough passability.
From your trip, you may recall that the section from the West Branch to the ledges above
Rainbow was particularly difficult and ingrown. This, the Barren-Chairback Range and the
region between Bodfish Farm and Bald Mountain Pond have first priority for 1948.
We are trying to make long range plans to put the entire Trail in Maine in thorough condition
early in 1948. To that end, I thought it well to write you at this time with the idea of arriving
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at a more definite understanding as to whether you would undertake trail work next year. On
the strength of your representations and Prof. Sawyer’s e observation I have concluded that
your companion is probably physically able to do the work. However, from the viewpoint of
work, three are required for minimum efficiency, four are preferable. I mention this so that if
you are going to do the work you could attempt to obtain others.
First, as to the base of operations, I think it is totally out of the question to try to camp and do
trail work in Eastern Maine. The stuff which has to be carried and the time required leaves
little opportunity for productive labor. There isn’t much fun in this type of thing. It was this
aspect, plus experience in the woods less than represented which proved too much for the
B.C.O.C crew that started in Western Maine. (In that area, conditions are different and
require some camping.) At a sporting camp, you get good meals, bed, a chance to swim at
night and to get dry if it has rained. However, sporting camp rates added to your wages
would make the work cost prohibitive as compared with the results of the volunteer Maine
Appalachian Trail Club work trips. Consequently, the plan would depend upon being able to
enlist the cooperation of the sporting camps in furnishing you accommodations at much
reduced rates in return for what you would be doing on the trails. Since your work would be
in the fishing season, accommodations might be somewhat scarce and you would probably be
placed in guides camps etc., but on the whole it would be infinitely superior to camping. As
to compensation, we could pay you a certain sum per day, adding to it the expenses which
you were called upon to pay the camp proprietors. In some cases, boat transportation will be
necessary to get you to the places where you would need to work. The other method would
be to pay you a flat sum for each day worked, letting you make the best bargain you could
with the camp proprietors for your accommodations. You would have to represent that you
were working hard on the Trail and what you got out of it depended on what they charged
you. We paid the B.C.O.C. crew a going rate of $5.00 each a day and they subsisted
themselves. If there were used the first basis and there were paid you a net which you would
expect to have remaining over after your expanses in the normal course, we would have to
rely on you to make every effort to keep those expenses as low as possible. It would be
entirely to your advantage to do so. Our budget allows a certain amount. When that is used
up the work stops.
We, of course, supply all of the tools and materials used.
The real crux of the matter would be your attitude toward the work and your willingness to
begin it at a time when conditions are not so favorable. Trail work in September is a very
different thing from being in the woods in the fly season in June. I think you must know what
this means and the question boils down as to whether you could overcome the handicap of
having to start when the flies are bad and when there would be more rain than later in the
season.
This would depend to some extent on when college ends. I suggest you let me know the date
and whether you would be in a position to go to work immediately. You can see why we
want to get the work done early in 1948 so it can be useful for that season.
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We would furnish you with detailed instructions and tell you just how much time you should
put on each section. My plan would be to meet you at Katahdin and spend a few days with
you to get you started on the section between the West Branch and Rainbow. Then you
would work south or be moved along the route to hit the worst sections. There is a good deal
that needs to be done in the vicinity of the towns of Blanchard and Monson.
Ohio is a considerable distance from Maine and this, of course, raises the question of how
you expect to get to Maine, your traveling expenses, etc.
You can see from what I have written that this work offers opportunity for a pleasant summer
if you are able to take in your stride conditions which may exist in June. I do not want to plan
on any arrangement and find that at a late date you may conclude that something else offers
more interesting possibilities. For this reason, I am setting forth the full picture, stressing the
difficulties and what you would have to contend with. You have the advantage of having
traveled the Trail and extensive experience as Councilors, which I feel will be most helpful in
enabling you to appraise the project. Further, the reports which I have received indicate a
maturity and good judgment which are essential to making a success of the project.
I may say that it is our intention to make this project an annual affair and we hope to find in
the crew one or more boys who go back the next year and have the necessary knowledge of
the terrain and practices to provide a continuity.
If you could have been with us in Maine we would not need to outline the matter in this
fashion. As I have written, we want to make definite arrangements and I am sure you will
want to do the same with respect to your next summer’s work.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
September 26, 1947. Myron Avery to J. B. Webster, 304 E. 42nd St., New York City.
Dear Mr. Webster:
I have received your two postcards advising of your trip along the Trail.
The observations of Trail travelers are of great assistance to us in keeping track of conditions
in areas which we cannot check personally. We appreciate the courtesy of Trail travelers in
passing on this information.
I should particularly like to know the extent of interference by lumbering on the north slope
of Fourth Mtn. since my painting. I would be glad to have the benefit of detailed comment as
to the conditions between the Joe Mary Mtn. side trail and Monson, excluding Pleasant River
to Cloud Pond. Beyond Bodfish Farm we know that work is very much required.
The [smudged out] Maine is its diversified character, arising out of the disconnected series of
mountain ranges. The old tote-road up Cooper Brook has considerable charm and is a
contrast for the traveler. Cutting new trail over Joe Mary Mountain in the lumbered area
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would be a tremendous venture and who is there to maintain it? Further, it would lengthen
the trip between Joe Mary Lake and Yoke Ponds to interrupt the series of day by day travel
using the sporting camps. We have often had suggestions for a cross-country route from
Nahmakanta to Yoke Ponds. One should see this back country to appreciate the difficulty in
getting in there and maintaining trail, apart from the interesting features which would be lost.
We have not yet been able to remedy the damage of the war years and thoroughly renovate
the route in Maine. This year we worked from the West Branch to Antlers. The side trail to
Joe Mary does give the traveler who wishes to climb all that is on the route.
We shall be glad indeed to have the benefit of your specific observations.
Dictated by Captain Avery transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
September 26, 1947. Myron Avery to Mary Downey, Pleasant Pond, Caratunk, Maine.
My dear Mrs. Downey:
In response to your inquiry as to whether you could help in Trail work, I wrote you at
considerable length under date of 11 August and outlined what could be accomplished.
I have had no further word from you and in view of the fact that we try to keep close records
on Trail conditions I thought I would inquire as to whether you were able to undertake any of
the work or have in mind to try to accomplish it another year.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
September 27, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Sreet,
Westbrook, Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
Your letter of September 20th and its enclosures were most welcome.
I passed through Portland on the Morning of September 30th and called you at your home
without, however, any response. I had an hour or two between trains and thought that it
might afford an opportunity to talk over trail matters of mutual interest.
Before proceeding to discuss the very numerous points of your letter, I should mention our
Maine trip. It was extraordinarily successful. The weather was perfect. We had only one
rainy morning, which did not deter work. Due, perhaps, to the warm summer the water in the
lakes was not too cool for swimming. We had a good deal of canoeing and to expedite
matters, experimented with airplane travel and transported our baggage that way in order to
increase working time.
As a result, we were able to repaint from a mile below Antlers Camps to the Penobscot West
Branch. Last year we had painted from the Penobscot to Katahdin. We also repainted the side
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trails en route. We found that the heavy snow had put down a tremendous number of small
firs and spruce, so that a great deal of chopping out was required. We have never before had
quite as much work of this character. We were able to clear in standard fashion as far as
Rainbow Lake Camps. From there to the West Branch, the clearing was substandard but the
route is entirely open.
We eliminated one issue and that is whether a relocation could be made at Nahmakanta Lake
to advantage. The existing route around the lake through a cut-over area had materially
improved, while the substitute had worsened. That ends that possibility and it will not be too
difficult to keep the route open, since it will improve constantly. The other trail problem is
three miles between the Penobscot West Branch and the ledges above Rainbow. This was
where the CCC attempted to make an all-land route to avoid the ferry at Rainbow. If you
have traveled it, you know how rough the terrain is. In laying out the route, the error was
committed of using parts of an old haul road. This is something which should never be done.
Whether we can relocate to advantage from the ledges by going west on the height of land to
the Rainbow-Nesowadnehunk Trail remains to be seen. The deteriorated condition of the
tote-road along the Penobscot West Branch, which would have to be used for two miles, does
not lend much encouragement to this plan.
We have, as you may know, two Oberlin College students who want to try work as a
professional trail crew next year. They have traveled the route across Maine. Prof. Sawyer
has seen them and I have hope that they will work out. We had wanted to take them with us
on the work trip but the date interfered with school arrangements, so that we did not get an
opportunity for a test session.
This section from the West Branch toward Rainbow still needs intensive clearing and if all
goes well next year, it would be my plan to begin the work there with these boys.
Turning to your letter of September 30th, I am greatly obliged to you for the detail with
which you have written me as to the situation. I want to cover the Baldpate section at the first
opportunity in order to take advantage of your very intensive labor. You have certainly been
most thorough, particularly in the way of replacing the wooden ladders with iron ladders. I
had forgotten about those. You certainly worked over the area with great forethought.
I have sent to you under separate cover copy of a letter which I have written to try to
facilitate the matter in connection with the Gulf Hagas signs.
I am chagrined about the situation in connection with getting the blue and the white paint to
you. I thought that I had made arrangements to have the paint sent on but in the haste last
August, failed to check the matter. I shall see to it this weekend that a supply of the blue goes
to you. The white will follow shortly. I presume that you were able to obtain a white and blue
paint with an excellent base so as to insure its durability. With all of the labor which you
have put in, it would be unfortunate to have the paint fade or flake off sooner than would
occur with the standard paint.
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You have certainly had a curious series of accidents. We can only admire your persistence in
view of the disabilities which you have experienced. I trust that the broken collar bone is well
on toward repair.
I am afraid that I had overlooked what you had written about intending to travel from
Blanchard south to Rangeley. On separate sheets, enclosed herewith, I am furnishing you
comment as to trail conditions. You will cover some areas that we have not seen recently and
your observations will be of much help to us.
I deal now with the matter of major importance. Next year I trust that my own situation will
be such that I can devote even more time to restoring the Trail route in Maine. I have in mind
that, if we can get things well opened up, we should conduct an extensive campaign of
publicity to encourage trail travel. At the present time we have been discouraging travel by
inexperienced people in Maine, due to the difficulties involved. After that, we shall attempt
to build up the Maine Appalachian Trail Club in order to develop larger local representation.
These matters are difficult to handle at a distance.
With all that you have accomplished, in the Baldpate and Gulf Hagas sections, you might
well be content to rest on your laurels. It goes without saying that we would benefit
materially by your offer to assume a larger section for maintenance. I should like to outline
the possibilities. Prof. Sawyer has in mind plans to remedy the deficiency of the
“professional” trail crew. The Bates College Outing Club section has become a recognized
unit and I rather feel that Prof. Sawyer would prefer to try to handle this through the Outing
Club.
I can appreciate that you would like to have a continuous area adjacent to Baldpate. However,
since you have undertaken work in the Gulf Hagas area, perhaps it would be satisfactory to
work in a section that would adjoin the Gulf Hagas area. There are three major divisions and
I outline their desirability.
From the Kennebec River to Mt. Bigelow via the Arnold Trail route. There are three ponds
and three lean-tos in this section. It can be reached from Caratunk and Dead River. You will
see its condition on your trip. The Forest Service has been caring for Mt. Bigelow under
contract arrangements. This might be a particularly satisfactory and self-contained unit for
you. Bigelow, of course, is of tremendous interest and this area would provide an outstanding
mountain.
The second possibility is the Barren-Chairback Range This is approached, of course, from
Monson or Katahdin Iron Works and would link up with Gulf Hagas. I put it in order in
August but it requires annual work and particularly should have attention early in the season
in order to remedy the lumbering effects. Unfortunately, the Seaboard is coming down the
Range, so that what was once a magnificent growth of spruce and fir now becomes a series of
unlumbered sections and lumbered sections. The best thing about it is the fact that the
lumbering will eventually pass. This is an extremely interesting terrain. To the north, White
Cap imposes no problem. Four days would clear up and re-open the section from Third West
Branch Pond to Yoke Ponds.
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The third area is from Bodfish Farm to Moxie Bald Lean-to. You know the conditions at
Monson and Blanchard. This is less interesting but far more accessible and more readily
worked.
Summarizing, while I do not know Prof. Sawyer's views, from the aspect of over-all
assistance to the Trail project, it would be of greatest help if you were to elect one of the
three areas which I have indicated as the focus of your expanded activities.
After you have seen the additional areas, I would be glad to know how these suggestions
strike you. I appreciate it is a matter of proximity to Portland.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{cc to JS, Wm. Sawyer}
SYNOPSIS OF TRAIL CONDITIONS – BLANCHARD TO MT. BIGELOW
Attached are the latest Trail Reports for these sections.
The Trail from Moxie Bald Lean-to to West Carry Pond was repainted throughout by Maine
Appalachian Trail Club trip in 1945. From West Carry Pond to the foot of Mt. Bigelow, the
old painting was in excellent condition in 1946 and the route clear.
The Moxie Bald Lean-to was burned. The Jerome Brook Lean-to, flooded out by beavers, is
now usable.
The entire Trail on Mt. Bigelow as well as the Trail on Moxie Bald Mtn. from the firetower
to Moxie Pond was recleared by the Forest Service in 1947 under contract. This work has not
been inspected and Mr. Clark's report as to what was accomplished will be most helpful.
The section as to which we are most apprehensive and have no recent information is from
Blanchard to Moxie Pond. I have had some indirect advice to the effect that there was
lumbering in the area. There is a Forest Service telephone line from Blanchard to the
firetower. This was reported as clear, except for the alders at the dam of Moxie Pond in 1946.
There is a growth of sprouts around the Pond from the dam to the old H&W campsite. No
difficulty should be experienced on Moxie Mountain.
From Blanchard to Moxie Mountain is a long hard trip. Advance arrangements could be
made (if the firewarden is still there) to stay with the watchman. If not, I would recommend
camping at the H&W site rather than at the lean-to site.
From the tower to Moxie Pond through the fire-killed area has been mowed by the
firewarden and should be in excellent shape.
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Ferrying at Moxie Pond is obtained from the camps. There may be some small growth after
leaving the old railroad track for a mile in the direction of Pleasant Pond but this is open and
clear. (Do not try the Moxie Pond Tote-road.).
The ferrying place on the Kennebec varies according to Sterling's arrangements. You will
need to telephone him to be set across.
The Trail from Moxie Pond to the Outlet of Middle Carry Pond was cleared in 1945 except
for the mile between Carry Pond Lean-to and Carry Pond Camps. There are blowdowns and
sprouts here. We found in 1945 quite a growth of sprouts on Bates Ridge and beech sprouts
at the head of East Carry Pond.
The Pierce Pond Lean-to is seldom used and should make a good campsite.
The Carry Pond Lean-to, despite its excellent view, is very unsatisfactory because the
depredations of fishermen. Half of the poles constituting the bed framework as well as other
parts have been burned for fire wood.
There was no clearing between Middle Carry Pond and West Carry Pond and this section
will be bushy. The Clarks should make themselves known to the Storeys, who are our very
good friends at West Carry Pond Camps. Hospitality of the highest order here and it is an
excellent stopping place. Inquire of the Storeys as to the situation at the Ledge House and the
advisability of camping there.
The Trail on Bigelow is supposed to have been recleared by the Forest Service. From the
Ledge House to Bigelow was recleared in 1946. I do not know whether it was also included
in the 1947 work. The lean-to at Bigelow Col is small. Horns Pond Lean-to is a delightful
campsite
We have considerable doubt as to the section from Bigelow Village to Orbeton Stream. From
the Village to Sugarloaf should be fairly good. Mr. Reeves, who had sponsored the section,
worked there in 1946 but we are inclined to believe that his report is over-optimistic.
The proprietor of Redington Pond Camps did some work from Orbeton Stream to the Horn
on Mt. Saddleback. It is probable that this will be hard going. There is enough travel from
Saddleback to Maine Highway 4 (although not worked this year) to keep it open. One should
take the side trail from the Sandy Stream [Sandy River] Ponds to Highway 4. The four miles
from the Ponds west to the CCC road in the next section have been temporarily closed. There
is a bad growth, beaver flowage, etc.
From Moxie Bald Lean-to to Bigelow Village, despite the fact that no work has been done
since 1946, other than on Mt. Bigelow, should not present too much difficulty.
September 29, 1947. Myron Avery to Earl W. Perham, Chairback Mtn. Camps,
Brownville Junction, Maine.
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Dear Earl:
I am writing about the box of signs marked "viewpoint” which were addressed to you at
Monson and which were originally at Mr. Dore’s Camps but were brought up to your camps.
I said that Mr. John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook, Maine, who worked on
the Gulf Hagas Trail last fall intended to come in to do some work on Gulf Hagas this fall.
Thinking that he would come in by way of Monson, I had asked you to arrange to return the
signs to Dore’s Camps, so that Mr. Clark could pick them up. He now writes me, contrary to
my expectation, that he goes in by way of Katahdin Iron Works and since he would have
very little time, it would be of great convenience if the signs could be shipped to him. It
seems to me, however, that the simplest method would be to leave the package the next time
you go to Katahdin Iron Works with Mrs. Sara Green. Mr. Clark could call and pick them up
there and this would save the delay and trouble of sending them out by express.
If, on the other hand, you have sent them down to Mr. Dore, I am afraid you will have to see
whether he is able to have them shipped out to Mr. Clark. They could be sent express collect
to make it easier to handle them going out. I shall hope that they are still at your camps, so
that we will not have to bother Mr. Dore in the matter.
I am enclosing an envelope addressed to Mr. Clark and one to myself, so that you can let me
know how matters stand.
Our sign maker in Washington has sent direct to Mr. Clark some five signs to indicate the
most important localities in Gulf Hagas, such as Hammond Street Pitch, Stair Falls, etc.
These are signs Nos. 93 to 100, inclusive. I mention them so that Mr. Clark can check their
receipt. He may have to study the guidebook and the terrain in order to locate accurately just
where they go. With Mr. Clark’s work this fall and the new signs, the Gulf Hagas circuit
should be in excellent condition. These signs represent a new system by our sign maker and
Mr. Charles Pryor at 3306 Shepherd Street, Mt. Rainier, Maryland, will be much interested in
bearing from Mr. Clark how the signs stand up.
cc to Mr. Clark, Mr. Dore, Mr. Pryor
under Signs
under Maine
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
September, 1947. Trail Reports.
TRAIL REPORTS
RAINBOW – NESOWADNEHUNK TRAIL
I. PAINT:
1947 M.A.T-C. Work Trip: Stephenson and Hyde repainted for 0.8 a. from Rainbow Lake.
Painted (M.H.A.) remainder as far as the brook just above (app. .2 m.) Horse Race Brook.
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Painted blazes at beaver flowage and at West Branch Tote-road. App. .2m. to be painted.
Trail required 1-1/2 qts. of blue. West Branch Tote-road not repainted. Blazes here on casual
side.
II. CONDITION OF TRAIL:
Cleared by Smith and Avery from Rainbow Lake for 1 m. Down trees on crest. Blow-down
trees on north slope require clearing.
Small beaver flowage on Horse Race Brook across trail. Tote-road along Penobscot West
Branch much ingrown. Route hard to recognize. Beech sprouts thick; requires clearing.
III. BOARD SIGNS:
Signs 26, 27 and 28 need to be installed. (Old edition of No. 28 now in place.)
Sign No. 29 installed on post on shore of Rainbow Lake; old sign on fallen pine still legible.
IV. NEEDED WORK:
1. Renew signs.
2. Complete painting.
3. Paint West Branch Tote-road.
4. Clearing on north slope.
5. Watch beaver flowage on Horse Race Brook.
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 2
DAICEY POND TO RAINBOW LAKE
(From Intersection of A.T. and Nesowadnehunk-Rainbow Trail to Rainbow Lake.)
I. PAINT:
Repainted M.A.T.C. party, 1947. Paint standardized. M.H.A. painted south 1-1/3 m. from
Penobscot West Branch to cross-road beyond bog. Paint was on intensive side. Difficult to
mark in old hauling roads. Paint also carried along West Branch to Cable Bridge by M.H.A.
because not covered is 1946.
II. A.T. MARKERS:
New ones placed at intersection Rainbow- Nesowadnehunk Trail and A.T. Others placed by
Hess in 1944 appear somewhat obliterated.
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III. MILE MARKERS;
Nos. 4 to 10, inclusive, repainted. There are boards at Nos. 8 and 9.
IV. TRAIL DATA:
Correct for Master Copy of Guidebook. Page 431A to read: “200 ft. beyond, take left fork.
(Right is trail to Big Beaver Pond, skirting side of Little Beaver Pond en route. This is a
worthwhile short trip.”)
Correct page 180 as follows: "At 8.35 m. trail comes in from Big Beaver Pond, skirting Little
Beaver Pond en route. (This is a worthwhile short trip.)
(Corrections made: M.P.)
Trail data rechecked.
V. CONDITION OF TRAIL:
See 1944 Report. Smitb opened up well the commencement of trail at West Branch. (Toteroad along West Branch has growth of beech sprouts and is ingrown.) Considerable dense
growth half way up slope. Trail is extremely rough and much down timber. Paint on old trail
thru beaver bog obliterated md relocation improved. Worst section is old haul road (app. 1
m.) which has several patches of alders, grass and raspberry bushes. (Consider passible
relocation here in woods paralleling haul road.) The mile nearest to the ledges is excellent
woods trail.
From ledges to head of lake, trail in fair condition but requires cutting of boughs and of
ingrowing conifers.
Trail around lake surprisingly open, except in section near 9 m. of dense conifers. For app.
3/4 m. from the head of the Lake was fairly well cleared by Smith and Avery. Casual
clearing around blazes on remainder of entire section. Paint had faded in some sections but
with slight care, trail route can be readily followed. Trip, however, is extremely difficult and
laborious. Some patches along Lake shore, such as old beaver flowage, had raspberry bushes
and require more intensive clearing.
Trail work on entire section requires limbing of conifers.
Despite difficulties of route as compared with relocation and maintenance of
Nesowadnehunk Tote-road, the present route is probably preferable to any effort at change.
Double blaze at Daicey Pond Trail put in.
VII. BOARD SIGNS:
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Three signs, 80s, Nos. 24 {26 8th rev.} and 25 {7th ed.} {27 8th rev.} at junction of A.T. and
Rainbow-Nesowadnehunk Trail broken and require immediate renewal.
VIII. NEEDED WORK:
1. Complete and thorough reclearing from East Branch to Rainbow Lake Camps.
2. Renewal of signs on West Branch.
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 3
RAINBOW LAKE TO NAHMAKANTA LAKE
I. PAINT:
Repainted by M.A.T.C. party in September, 1947. From Nahmakanta north to 3 m. marker
by M.P. From 3 m. marker to Rainbow Lake Lean-to by Park and Hyde. From Lean-to to
Rainbow Camps by J. S. Painting from Nahmakanta Lake to Rainbow Dam standardized in
adequate fashion. Painting from Lean-to to 7.5 m. is over-intensive, as result of former
under-marking and then obscure condition of Trail. Difficulty lies in too many blazes in
groups proximity, rather than over-close blazing. Until Trail situation here is stabilized,
however, excess blazes should remain, although heavy over-blazing from lean-to to 7/5 m.
II. A.T. MARKERS:
Renewed in 1944. No action in 1947. Some obliterated markers noted.
III. MILE MARKERS:
All located and repainted. No. 1, not located in 1944, found but inadequately painted on rock.
No. 2 is on timber which is broken but also put, for first time, on a stone. (There is no No. 8.)
IV. TRAIL DATA:
Checked. No changes in description except in reference to non-use of Rainbow Lake Dam
Camps. Pages 184 and 429: Trail relocation to follow lower, right fork on leaving Rainbow
Lake Camps instead of upper left. (Telephone wire follows upper left.) Lower right has
benefit of travel and much easier maintenance. Guidebook description changed for master
copy by M.P. Note put in 1947 Supplement.
V. CONDITION OF TRAIL:
Nahmakanta Lake to Rainbow Lake Dam: Nahmakanta Tote-road in excellent condition. For
first mile, while route was well worn, there is a growth of bushes on edge of road which will
eventually cause difficulty thru ingrowing. Many spruce and fir originally cut in clearing
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telephone line thrown out as well as down and overhanging trees cut out. Several alder
patches cleared. One large beech tree beyond Clifford's sawmill completely blocks trail;
could not remove. Disused condition of Rainbow Lake Dam Camps makes maintenance here
more difficult. Considerable growth on dam. Spent five three-man hours on Nahmakanta
Tote-road.
Rainbow Lake Dam to Rainbow Lake Camps: Telephone line re-installed and cuttings of two
years ago were thrown in Trail; made for considerable difficulty. Effort made to standardize
trail by thorough clearing. Growth has over-topped Trail and, except in some marshy sections,
route has materially improved. Spent three three-man hours from Dam to ledge affording
view. One day (Avery, Smith, Haskell and Hyde) in clearing 1.6 m. from ledge to within
one-mile of Rainbow Lake Camps. Between second and third miles from Rainbow,
particularly bad; ingrown and overhanging boughs cut. Wide enough so that next year's work
by weeders should be sufficient. Considerable brakes.
Trail to Big Spring located, cleared and ax-blazed. (needs blue paint.)
Work on Trail between Camps and Rainbow Dam is a two-day affair. Telephone line
sufficiently cleared so no future trouble anticipated from that source.
VI. LEAN-TO:
In deplorable condition. Used by fishermen. Particularly excessive tin cans thrown
everywhere; spent an hour cleaning up the structure.
Lean-to requires better fireplace and board Forest Service sign. Latrine adequate. Homemade
sign points to spring. Cloth lean-to sign and board Forest Service sign sent Mr. Schultz for
installation.
Required work at lean-to:
(a)General clean-up;
(b) Develop tin can dump.
(c) Install latrine, spring signs and Forest Service Campsite sign. Sign No. 32
corrected to indicate distance 0.13 m. to spring.
Lean-to situation discussed with Mr. Shultz in effort to preclude extensive use by fishermen.
Will no longer rent boats to fishermen staying at lean-to.
Structure seems tight and has had extensive use. Old lean-to sign (Rainbow Lake Lean-to)
nailed up inside of lean-to still legible, although has considerable inscriptions.
VII. BOARD SIGNS;
Installed Nos. 31 {x} to 35 {x 7th ed.} inclusive, plus homemade 31A and 31B {xx} at
junction of A.T. and Doughnut Pond Trail. Left spring sign, homemade (33A) {xxx} to be
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installed for Big Spring. Signs 31 {xxxx} and 35 {xxxx} made by (Pryor) give the distance
from Rainbow Lake Camps to Nahmakanta Lake Camps as 7.96 m., whereas the guidebook
data gives it as 8 m.
Typographical error in “Appalachian” on Sign 31{33 8th rev.} corrected in place.
{x 33, 37, 38, 39, 40 8th rev.}
{xx 34 and 35 8th rev.}
{xxx 36 8th rev.}
{xxxx 33 and 40}
VIII. SIDE TRAILS:
Mr. Shultz re-opening and re clearing Rainbow Mtn. Trail. Should be checked with respect to
re-inclusion in Guidebook data.
IX. NEEDED WORK:
1. Install sign and blue-blaze trail to Big Spring.
2. Rainbow Lake Lean-to. Install signs {mailed to Schultz 1947} (latrine, spring and tin can
dump) and provide tin can dump in connection with building of adequate fireplace and
general clean-up.
3. Mowing of trail from Rainbow Lake Dam Camps to Rainbow Lake Camps; two-day job.
4. Mile Markers: Check No. I and install more permanently.
5. Install A.T. Markers.
X. EQUIPMENT LEFT AT RAINBOW:
1 Rectangular Board Sign.
1 Large pointed sign (lettering obliterated by coat of white paint).
Old Signs Nos. 30 {32}and 31 {33, 8TH revision} which were removed for
installation of new signs.
2 weeders (used 1947).
18 markers
83 nails
2 qts. white paint
1 qt. can white paint (partly used)
1 qt. can brown paint ¼ full
October ,1947, Jewel Paint and Varnish Company sent 1 package (12 quart cans) white paint.
2 qts. blue paint in glass jars.
50 markers
100 nails
Material sent to Mr. Shultz for Installation, October, 1947:
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Board Forest Service Sign
Board Latrine Sign
Board Tin Can Sign
Three Lean-to Signs (Cloth)
To be sent—Sign “Spring – 0.13 m. {150 yds. Check distance if this sign mailed and
installed} for lean-to.
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 4
NAHMAKANTA LAKE TO MAHAR CAMPGROUND
I. PAINT:
Repainted, standard fashion, in 1947 after thorough repainting in 1944. No blue paint
available so side trail to Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to not repainted.
II. A.T. MARKERS:
No action taken. Markers were renewed in 1944. Some obliterated and old markers noted.
III. MILE MARKERS:
All repainted. No. 11 on Nahmakanta Tote-road located by use of measuring wheel. (Not
found in 1944.)
IV. TRAIL DATA:
Checked. No change over 1947 edition. Could indicate in data side trail (25 ft.) to beach and
spring where Trail in Wadleigh Valley comes close to lake shore. (See former trail data to get
distance.) Could also insert reference to where Wadleigh Road leaves A.T. at east end of
valley at app. 4.7 m.; crosses it at 5.1 m.
V. BOARD SIGNS:
Signs manufactured by Pryor in 1946 as a sort of combination of page 10 and alternative
page 10 (Seventh revision) were installed. (Page 10 corrected and to be used henceforth as
new sheet in the master sign list.) Require following signs from Seventh Edition {“x”
indicates 8th revision}:
No. 37 {42x}, placed (1947) has Pollywog Pond only. Hand-made separate 1944 sign
shows Nahmakanta Lake Camps.
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No. 41 {44x}, old sign in place.
No. 42 {40x}, left at Nahmakanta - substitute sign blacking out reference to Muskrat
Meadows used, at 6.18 m.
No. 45 {53x}, pointing right and left, required
No. 40A {48x}, for Beach and Spring
Install Standard Campsite sign {No. 45, 46, and 47 8th rev.} at Wadleigh
No. 38 {43x}. Blacked out "Muskrat Meadows" line. (Replace No. 38.)
No. 39 {45x}. Installed.
No. 41 {50x}. 0ld sign in place.
No. 42 {49x}. Letters put in in field.
No. 43 {51x}. Installed.
No. 44 {52x}. Installed
To summarize - Prepare Nos. 37 {42x}, 38 {43x} and 41 {50x}.
71. LEAN-TO:
No work done on lean-to. The approach trail requires clearing. Roof covered with pine cones
and spills. Structure used considerably the preceding winter. Ax and some utensils available.
(See 1944 Trail Reports re these conditions.)
VII. TRAIL CONDITIONS:
North to South. This year’s work has eliminated the question of any possible relocation. The
Prentiss Valley Road was checked for a distance of 2 1/2 m. west in Prentiss Valley. The first
1/2 m. is a dense growth of swale grass and raspberry bushes and the tote-road, which climbs
steeply for the first mile, is ingrown and would require very considerable work. Its utility as a
substitute route is definitely out.
Generally, the Appalachian Trail was sufficiently marked and open so that, despite the
blowdowns, it could be followed without difficulty. Considering the 1944 experience, except
in the Prentiss Valley Beaver flowages, growth was far less than anticipated. Particularly the
Wadleigh Valley Road presented less difficulty than expected; there were a few patches of
raspberry bushes and dense growth.
With the benefit of this year’s work and regular maintenance, the route should remain in
excellent condition. It is essential, however, to mow the Prentiss Valley beaver flowages and
from that point north to the top of the ridge, each year, in order to keep the route thoroughly
opened.
The sections which were not worked were from the Nahmakanta Lean-to south to app. 9 3/4
m. (This is a matter of cutting out trees and throwing out timber.) In addition, it was not
possible to work from the Nahmakanta Lean-to to the Prentiss Valley Road where down
timber causes some difficulty. The elimination of this should have priority. Mr. Schoppe was
to attempt to hire this work done.
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Particular effort was had to throw out all dead logs and to cut trees which were down or bent
over the trail in order to avoid future interference. Large logs on the ground were left; these
are rather numerous but constitute no interference.
In detail: From Nahmakanta Lake Camps to turn on shore: This trail is surprisingly open and
clear through the conifers.
From Lake Shore at 0.7 m. to Pollywog Road. This is wide and much used.
Pollywog Road to Wadleigh Farmsite; This involved considerable cutting of down timber
and throwing out but there is comparatively little growth. The major portion is near the
Pollywog Road. The Wadleigh Farmsite is marked by blazes on two firs and rocks. There is
one pole standing in the center of the field.
Wadleigh Farmsite to Prentiss Valley: The Wadleigh Road was in far better condition than
anticipated. There are two or three localities of dense growth of bushes but these were low.
Very considerable cutting and throwing out of down and bent timber required. New path cut
to shore and spring (25 ft.) where Trail comes closest to shore. Bad growth of raspberries
where trail makes right angle turn on south slope of ridge. Dense growth of alders in Prentiss
Valley. Cut wide and intensively blazed.
Prentiss Valley to Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to: Considerable down timber but route is open.
(This remains to be cleared.) Beaver gone from Prentiss Valley since 1945.
Nahmakanta Tote-road: App. 2 ½ m. cleared. Required clearing of bent and down timber in
poplar section. Lumbered area has several patches of raspberry bushes. Nahmakanta Toteroad requires full day's work, due to haste in 1947 and 1944 operations.
VIII. NEEDED WORK:
1. Install Signs Nos. 37, 41, 45 {42, 43, 40—8th rev.} (Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to); the
Wadleigh Pond Public Campsite notice and sign. {45, 46, 47—8th rev.}
2. Build fireplaces.
3. Work at Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to, clearing material from roof and eliminate debris.
Blue-paint side trail and clear trail to lean-to. Build fireplace.
4. Annual mowing: Prentiss Valley to Wadleigh Farmsite.
5. Clear down timber from lean-to to Prentiss Valley.
6. Consider future projects:
(a) Bridge over Pollywog Stream.
(b) Relocate Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to.
7. Clear down timber on Nahmakanta Tote-road.
8. Install A.T. markers.
IX. INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT LEFT AT NAHMAKANTA:
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Sign No. 42 {with data filled in; could be used as substitute for No. 41?). made by
Pryor (substitute sign used).
1 Weeder
2 qts. brown paint.
Sent to Mr. Schoppe for installation (October, 1947):
Cloth Lean-to signs (3).
Board Latrine Sign.
Board Forest Service Sign.
Board Tin Can Sign.
Sent to Nahmakanta Lake Camps the following:
1 qt. (glass jar) blue paint.
50 markers
100 nails
1 package, 12 qts. White paint in cans, by Jewel.
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 5
LOWER JOE MARY LAKE TO MAHAR CAMPGROUND
I. PAINT:
Repainted, M.A.T.C. Work Party (three days’ work), with painting thoroughly standardized,
using brown paint. Special effort made in section of poplar growth to place blazes on other
species, even duplicating existing blazes on poplar. Particular effort given to cutting out
branches where new blazes inserted by having pruning shears operator follow painting.
Potaywadjo Ridge Trail thoroughly repainted; obliged to use green paint because of nonavailability of blue. This is to be changed on next trip.
Path to Sand Beach green painted (to be changed to blue).
Blazing throughout, particularly between Mahar Campground and Twitchell Brook on
intensive side to meet problem resulting from dying poplar growth.
II. A. T. MARKERS:
Last renewed at intersections in 1944. All markers should be renewed. Many markers, prior
to 1944, require obliteration.
III. MILE MARKERS:
All repainted. (Note two NO. 4 markers, close together.)
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IV. TRAIL DATA:
The 1947 Supplement checked. Correction for pages 194 and 419 noted because of erroneous
distance between 3-mile marker and left turn into old road, going north. Distance in
guidebook for this link is 0.2 m.; distance is less than 0.1 m. Noted in Master Guidebook by
M.P.
V. BOARD SIGNS:
Nos. 46 to 52 {7th rev.}, inclusive, installed. (Nos. 51 {59xx} and 52 {60xx} sent in by
Pryor to Joe Mary for installation.) Former signs at Mahar Campground and at Potaywadjo
Ridge were damaged by bear. {x54 to 60 incl. 8th rev.} {xx 8th rev.}
VI. CONDITION OF TRAIL:
Thoroughly recleared by use of weeders, pruning shears and ax. (Thirty three-man hours’
labor.)
From Mahar Campground {after leaving woods at 0.4 m.) considerable growth of raspberry
bushes obscures route in cutting. Particularly bad at right angle turn just before beaver
flowage. Marshy section, with alder growth, just before reaching "popple" growth needs
annual clearing. Section thru poplar growth quite open except for brakes.
Next work trip should concentrate each side of Twitchell Brook. Area on corduroy about 200
yds. north of 2-mile marker was not worked. Black growth between the "popple” and
Twitchell Brook will require more limbing out.
North slope of Potaywadjo Ridge from Spring to summit had worst growth of sprouts. South
slope fairly clear except for extensive throwing out of fallen timber. 1944 relocation beyond
Sand Beach confused by down timber. Sand Beach trail widened. Trail from inlet to Antlers
fairly clear.
Next work trip should concentrate on section on each side of Twitchell Brook and on north
slope of Potaywadjo Ridge. Imperative, however, that cut-over area north of beaver flowage
be mowed.
1947 work trip had first day’s operation from Mahar Campground to shorten walking
distance.
VII. POTAYWADJO RIDGE TRAIL:
Repainted intensively and recleared. Sign “cliffs” with arrow added. Considerable dead
popple thrown out. This trail was made very clear.
Potaywadjo Ridge Trail requires annual mowing to keep clear of brakes.
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(Check 1947 Guidebook to see if length was increased from the 1942 edition. If it was, say
“1944 extension to view of Katahdin probably increased length of trail 250 ft. not indicated
in data.”)
VIII. REQUIRED WORK:
1. Install new Appalachian Trail markers and eliminate obliterated ones.
2. Change color of Potaywadjo Ridge Trail and of Sand Beach Trail from green to blue.
3. Note beaver work on south shore beyond Sand Beach to see if any interference.
4. Annual Mowing:
(a) Mahar Campground to Twitchell Brook.
(b) Around Lower Joe Mary Lake from Sand Beach to Antlers Camps.
(c) Potaywadjo Ridge Trail.
IX. EQUIPMENT AT ANTLERS CAMPS:
Package No. 1. 5 brown paint in one cardboard container, sent in in 1947.
Package No. 2. 7 cans white paint in tin cans, sent in in 1947.
Package No. 3. One package of three weeders, wrapped, sent in in 1947.
Two Disston Pruning shears.
Two new unused Seymour Smith shears, sent in in 1947.
One weeder (the nut loose).
Package No. 4. Five used board scrapers.
Fifty nails in tin can
Five gal. paint carriers with wire bails.
One bottle P.A.T.C. Fly Dope.
One hammer
Sent in in October, 1947:
1 gal. blue paint
100 markers
200 nails
TRAIL REPORTS
Section 6
LOWER JOE MARY LAKE TO YOKE PONDS
I. PAINT:
Repainted from Antlers Camps to tote-road (.7 M.) in September, 1947, by M.A.T.C. Work
Party.
II. TRAIL CONDITION:
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Trail examined from Joe Mary Lake to Joe Mary Mtn. side trail. G.N.P. operations have
resulted in cutting of blazed trees so now marking is inadequate on A.T. Located side trails at
2.7 m. and 2.85 m. (no signs at either one).
Lumbering along tote-road said not to extend west of Church Pond.
Entire section requires intensive reblazing, installation of signs and metal markers.
III. MILE MARKERS
Mile markers 1 and 2 seen; 3 not noted.
IV. JOE MARY SIDE TRAIL:
Bridge gone; trail widened as haul road to within 0.1 M. of Haynes' Camp; haul road crosses
trail just west of camp. Signs on Joe Mary Mtn. Trail intact. {64 to 66 8th rev. 65?}
Tote-road somewhat overgrown as far as lumber camp. Detour along Cooper Brook
decidedly ingrown.
{Nos. 61-62 (8th rev.) Signs (6th rev.) from Joe Mary to Yoke are at Yoke. These are 8th rev.
59, 60 unless sent in to Joe Mary by Pryor) 61, 62, 63, 64 (there is no 65) made in ’47) 66, 67,
68, 69, 70, 71-4, 76. Need to be made: 65 to 72. 71 and 75 are highway signs. No. 73 not
needed (Yoke Campsite).}
October 1, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Manager, Commercial Printing Department,
Shenandoah Publishing House, Strasburg, Virginia, to Jean Stephenson.
Dear Dr. Stephenson:
We shipped 84 copies of "Supplement to the Maine Guide" on August 8 and 584 on August
14. We have a number assembled which will be completed this week. There are a few yet to
be collated, but the bindery is working on the job and should be able to finish it next week.
The Katahdin Section is scheduled to follow the Maine Guide through the bindery.
It should not be very expensive to add the 4-pages from the Corrigenda to Katahdin. In order
to save time we have lifted part of page 12, all of 13 and 14 and parts of 15 and 24, added a
line to the head, and are sending proofs herewith.
Trusting this is the information desired and thanking you for your favors and courtesies…
October 2, 1947. Jean Stephenson to Hon. Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Mr. Rendall:
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I must apologize for the long delay in replying to your letters of August 27 and September 12,
in response to my inquiry about the designation of campsites along The Appalachian Trail.
Your first one came just as I was leaving for Maine, and I amended the article accordingly
and sent it on to the printer, but had no chance to write you and acknowledge it. On my
return ten days ago, I found the second one, and at the same time had the proof from the
printer, so I made the changes in the article to agree with it. I have been so busy getting the
issue of APPALACHIAN TRAILWAY NEWS back to the printer and catching up on the
things that had fallen behind during my absence and yet had "due dates" that I had to pass
over some of the things I should have and wanted to do.
One of these things was to thank you for the pains and courtesy you have shown in getting
the information for me to use in this issue. I certainly do appreciate it. Also, I am very sure
that the designation of these campsites will make it possible for many more persons to travel
The Appalachian Trail in Maine and so to enjoy the Maine woods. Here at Conference
Headquarters we have numerous men come in to inquire about camping vacations in Maine,
frequently they are experienced mountaineers from the west or those who have spent
considerable time in the Canadian woods, and they want a tramping trip of that nature, yet
are reluctant to undertake such a trip when unable to have a fire or to camp. This solves the
problem to a considerable extent. When, as circumstances permit, the few remaining gaps
will be filled in, such a trip in Maine will do doubt become one of the things that every
Eastern mountaineer will consider as a "must".
October 2, 1947. Jean Stephenson to Gordon Durr, Washington Planograph Co., 1220
North Capitol Street, Washington 2, D.C.
Dear Gordon:
Under date of 31 July you quoted me a price on reproducing three items. One, the
Announcement, we ordered right away, and you have already delivered it.
We also wanted to have the Telos cut done, but I waited until my return from Maine, as I
wanted to look into the matter of securing the original photographs for the illustrations. I find
it will not be possible to get all of them, so we have decided not to use the originals
for any--so there will not be the difference between them. Also, I notice that by using it as it
stands it will save $13.80, and with the nice tight budget we have, that is a consideration. It
will help out toward other printing we need.
So, I am hereby placing an order, to be charged to the Maine Appalachian Trail Club, for 200
copies of the Telos Cut pamphlet, which you said would be $58.00.
I am enclosing the “copy”, which I would like to have back, if possible, when you have
finished with it.
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If there are any questions you want to ask about it, you can reach as during the day at
REpublic 7400, Ext. 7593, or at night either at home (NAtional 9070, Apt. 1100) or the
P.A.T.C. Headquarters (MIchigan 0326).
Copy to Miss Park:
I propose to have this paid out of my contributions to the Maine Appalachian Trail Club and
put on sale with revenue coming to M.A.T.C. M.H.A.
October 2, 1947. Note typed on letter of 10/2/47 to Clark
Dear Will:
The letter below will explain why the express package has come forward to you in order to
renew your supply of paint in sufficient time. It consists of two one gallon cans and four of
our remaining quart cans. This will entail mixing and filling the quart cans but it is the best
we can do under the circumstances. M.H.A.
October 2, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark;
1 have put in a day at Trail Club Headquarters straightening out matters which gave me a
chance to check the situation about the supplies which were supposed to have gone forward
to you. We purchase our paint according to a standard formula from the Jewel Paint and
Varnish Company and it is supposed to come forward in quart cans. I found that the
difficulty was due to the fact that, by mistake, the last order was sent forward in gallon cans.
We are consequently up against the situation of where, in order to get the material in your
hands, we are obliged to send forward what we have. This will involve the necessity of your
transferring the paint to smaller cans. I hope that it will not work out too unsatisfactorily.
Accordingly, we are sending you by express prepaid two packages. One will contain two
gallons of Titanium Oxide white paint with one gallon of the light blue. We will include two
quarts of the brown paint which we use for blacking out. The second package contains
largely Appalachian Trail markers and nails. We have sent you 150 markers and 300
galvanized nails. This may seem like a tremendous supply but our trouble with getting these
packages sent off by express is such that we prefer to err on the side of over-supply rather
than under-supply. It eliminates also the difficulties which you have experienced in your
particular case.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Moore
Entries have been made in your inventory with respect to the paint sent out. M.H.A.
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October 4, 1947. Earl Perham, Long Pond Camps, Brownville Junction, Maine, to
Myron Avery. [Hand written]
Dear Myron:
Have taken the signs to Sara Greene so Mr. Clark can get them there.
There has been 2 app. one going to Mt. K. and the other going the other way both got thru
O.K. The signs were here at my camp. Every thing is O.K.
P.S. I’ll drop Mr. Clark a note that the signs are at K.I.
October 7, 1947. L. F. Schmeckebier to Myron Avery.
Dear Avery:
I am returning herewith the Tingley correspondence. He was in the Shenandoah last week.
This information is from a man who was at Big Meadows last week; he did not see Tingley.
October 9, 1947. George Winter, Jr., Woodlands Dept., St. Regis Paper Company, 230
Park Avenue, New York ADDRESS REPLY TO BUCKSPORT, MAINE, to Myron
Avery
Dear Myron:
I did receive yours of August 18 as well as September 26 and ask your pardon for not having
answered sooner. Both of these letters were turned over to Mr. Crocker although the existing
conditions along certain portions of the trail were already known to him.
As I see it present day labor conditions are mostly at fault. Much more than in the old days,
woods labor is very fluctuating and the turnover is constant. For instance, just yesterday I
was at both of those camps up in that region and from the Long Pond Camp seven men quit
and six new ones arrived. There are really three crews now, one coming, one going and one
working. Woods labor is still very temperamental and almost necessitates handling with
gloves on, that is, if you want them to cut wood and continue to cut wood.
As far as reparation of damage already caused it is impossible to promise anything at this
time. As for the future, all we can do is try to prevent damage to the trail as much as possible.
We hit the blue trail coming down off the mountain to Dore’s Camp when I was up there this
week and your new paint job is certainly an improvement.
October 10, 1947. Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta, Maine, to Myron
Avery.
Dear Myron:
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Supervisor Hutton has made the following report on the Moxie Bald Mt. section of the
Appalachian Trail:
“During the early summer, $50.00 was spent in cutting brush and cleaning the Appalachian
Trail from Bald Mt. Pond Camp to the watchman's camp on Moxie Bald Mt. A good job was
done on this part of the Trail.
“The following is a rough survey of the Trail from the west town line of Blanchard to the
Troutdale Camps on lake Moxie:
"The Trail from Bald Mt. Pond Dam to the burned leanto is in good condition. Two large
windfalls were brushed around and there is very little brush in this part of the Trail.
"From the burned leanto to the old H & W Co.'s camp yard there are some nine or ten
windfalls. These have been brushed around. The raspberry bush growth in the camp yard is
quite rank, while the underbrush in the Trail is light.
“From the above campyard to the top of the mountain the trail is in very good condition for
travel, as is the trail from the top of the mountain to the watchman's camp.
"From the watchman's camp to the old H & W Co.'s #12 camp the Trail is in fair condition,
having few windfalls and very little brush.
"From camp #12 to the shore of Lake Moxie very heavy grass is to be encountered in the
burned area traversed by the Trail. There are several stubs from the turn down across the
Trail in this section.”
Supervisor Hutton also advises that the Trail from the lookout tower on Mt. Bigelow to
Bigelow Village, on Highway 27, was thoroughly brushed and cleaned. Also that part of the
Trail from the lookout tower to the Ledge House, on Highway 16, was gone over and cleaned
up.
I will be glad to advise you further if you have any questions in mind.
cc to Heard, Moore, Sawyer, John Clark, Harold Dyer, Stephenson
October 10, 1947. Raymond E. Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Myron:
I am writing to acknowledge your letters of September 4 and 21.
I rather think that we will not want to designate any more camp sites along the Trail in the
Maine Forestry District. Our objections to your suggestions were because of locations and
fire hazard conditions. Sponsoring sites that do not seem desirable to us is like issuing a fire
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burning permit during our summer season. We can talk more in this regard when you visit
this office, and perhaps with Supervisor Hutton on the Trail.
You may rest assured we will incorporate these new official sites in our new revision of the
Forest Service camp sites.
I am sure that Mr. Dyer, of the Baxter Park, will be interested in your inspection report of the
cable bridge over the Penobscot West Branch.
{Dyer, Sawyer, Stephenson. Note: The designated new sites (in all) will appear in January
Trailway News.}
October 12, 1947. Check list, Mountain Climb
Men
Alward, Bob Barbeau Billias Blockman Campbell Davis, Bill Davis, Bob Dill, William
Dunham Fox, Earle Grady Hiebert Hobbs Jones, Austin Knight, Herbert Roslosky, Karl
Leary MacArthur Lonergan, E. Morin, G.0’Connell Quigley Rosasco Shields Surr Ulmer
Woodcock Wilson
Guests: S. Robertson
Chaperones
Dr. & Mrs. Sawyer
Women
Anderson, Jean
Snell
Annas
Stavely
Baraby
Stillman
Boeck, M.
Thomes
Brandes
Ulrich
Cloutman
Vassar
Chandler
Webb
Chaffey
Wellman
Clark
Wilkinson
Dunn
Witt
Finelli
Wolgast
Freeman
Woodruff
Green Goddard Gordon Gerrish Hannon Harrigan Ingles Johnson Jones
Kendal Knox Litchfield MacKinnon MacGregor Mansfield Millard Mills
Nickerson McCurdy Moulton Muir Meigs Raydar Sanctuary Seear Schenk Skolfield
October 12, 1947. Jean Stephenson to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House.
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Dear Mr. McCarty:
I am sorry that the combination of absence and illness kept me from receiving and therefore
writing you sooner in connection with the proof of the Corrigenda to accompany the
Katahdin Reprint section of the 19h47 Supplement. I do hope you went right ahead with the
project, for we are most anxious to get these pages.
As I am sure you know, your suggestion is most acceptable and Captain Avery asked me to
tell you specifically that be certainly appreciated your interest and cooperation in making this
suggestion to solve our problem. We will be delighted to have the Corrigenda pages to go
with the Reprint just as you have prepared them. I am new returning the proofs, so marked.
Thanks also for the information as to the Supplements you had forwarded. Since then we
have received the additional two boxes. I have not had a chance to check with Mr. Moore,
who opened and recorded them, so I do not know whether this finishes the lot, but I do know
that it is sufficient to take care of our needs for the Supplement for some time.
What we now need is the additional Supplement to accompany the Katahdin Reprint, and
also the Corrigenda for which I am enclosing the proof. As this is not as big a job I am
hoping it will be coming along soon. We have had a number of inquiries from people who
have the Katahdin Reprint as to whether they can soon expect this additional material (now
that they have heard the Supplement to the Guide itself is out) and we would like to have
some date to give them.
So I will appreciate anything you can do to expedite matters.
Would it be possible to let us have 100 sets of the Supplement and Corrigenda for the Reprint
by next Wednesday Oct. 22? It would help lots.
October 15, 1947. Myron Avery to F. H. Schoppe, Nahamakanta Lake Camps,
Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Mr. Schoppe:
Some time when you are down at the foot of the Lake, I hope it will not be too much trouble
to do at the lean-to something which I have intended to care for but did not get back. We are
sending some cloth lean-to signs which are put up inside of the lean-to by use of the
galvanized brads. These are intended to discourage use of the lean-to by fishermen. We had
intended to clean up around the structure and sweep off the pine spills on the top but did not
get around to it. The latrine sign and the tin can sign should point to the area back of the leanto. We are enclosing galvanized nails for putting up the signs.
I thought that you would probably be getting down there before we were near in the area and
that we would gain the benefit of having the signs put up earlier; hence we are sending them
to you.
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A week or so ago there was sent to The Appalachian Trail Conference, in your care, a
package containing one quart of blue paint, 50 markers and a hundred nails. Will you please
put them with the other material left at your camp?
We have already arranged to commence the redrafting of the map for which you supplied so
many corrections. When we have it in a preliminary form, we shall send it to you to make
sure that the final edition is correct. It will be a two-color map and we plan to make a run in
excess of our guidebook requirements, so that copies will be available for local disposition.
In correcting the map, I failed to get the location of Myshrall’s Camp on Fourth Debsconeag.
If you would indicate it on the enclosed map and return it to me, our draftsman can include it.
You might also write in the name that they use for the camps, if you happen to have it.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
October 15, 1947. Myron Avery to W. P. Shultz, Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Schultz:
In keeping with our conversation, we are sending to you three of the printed waterproof cloth
signs which we install on the inside of the lean-tos. I am also sending the galvanized brads
which we use for this purpose.
I think that the signs contain very good directions and when you read them, you will see why
perhaps the fishermen rip them out. I have included three so that we can keep them busy
taking them out. I have also sent in the same package a sign to be nailed up to indicate the
latrine across the road and a sign saying "Spring 0.13 m.", which will be nailed up beside the
sign on the tree at the lean-to.
Our campaign to end these nuisances may bring some results. On our next trip I definitely
plan to spend more time to clean up and improve the structure and see that a more adequate
fireplace is put in.
We left you the sign to go up at the Big Spring. The sign which we are sending in the
package, which reads "Spring 0.13 m." is for installation at the lean-to directly under the
other sign.
We sent you about a week ago, by express, two quarts of white paint in glass jars, fifty
markers and a hundred nails. These were addressed to the Appalachian Trail Conference in
your care and should be placed with the other material which we left there.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
P.S. We also have a board sign indicating that the lean-to is a Forest Service Campsite. I am
enclosing one. It should be nailed on the outside of the lean-to just under the eaves. In
addition, there is being sent to you a sign "Tin Cans”, pointing back of the lean-to. This
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should be placed on the same tree as the other signs. We enclose galvanized nails for putting
up these signs. M.H.A.
October 21, 1947. John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
We have just completed a very pleasant trip from Blanchard to Rangeley and I will send you
a detailed report a little later. In general conditions were pretty good.
We will be glad to work over the section from Caratunk to the Ledge House for next summer
as you suggested. From Caratunk to Sterling’s Pierce Pond Camps is of course good. From
Sterling's Camps to East Carry Pond is very bad because of blowdowns. The soft wood
growth has reached the stage of natural thinning and this combined with several severe
storms has pretty badly blocked the trail. From East Carry Pond to the Ledge House a lot of
mowing is needed and some heavy clearing.
Mr. Storey at West Carry Pond told us that three parties who had come through from East
Carry this summer had lost the trail. Two of them ended up on the road south of the Ledge
House and one in the beaver flows south of West Carry Pond. Personally I can't see how
anyone could lose this section of trail. We traveled about 19 miles the day we traversed it and
were hurrying to reach Jerome Brook before dark. The combination of traveling fast and
facing a low sun is not conducive to easy trail following but we did not have the slightest
trouble. It is true that many of the blazes are weathered to only a few shreds of paint but
nevertheless there is no question but that they are paint blazes.
Incidentally, Mr. Storey wished to be remembered to you.
Back on October fourth we drove up to the Ledge House and mowed, cleared, and painted in
about three miles toward West Carry Pond. The Ledge House end is plastered with penciled
"No trespassing. No Parking, No Lumbering, No hunting or Fishing" signs "per Viles Estate".
In deference to the signs we did not clear the first two hundred yards of trail. When we
passed through on our trip a week later we noted that the signs had been remarked in red
crayon. What is the proper procedure in regards to this situation.
We have received the paint and markers for which we thank you.
I am sorry to have missed seeing you on your recent visit to Portland. If no one answers at
our home number (Westbrook 968), you can probably reach me at the S. D. Warren
Company (Westbrook 110).
Copy Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Attwood, Mr. Heard, Miss Stephenson, Mr. Storey, Mr. Hutton, Mr.
Reeves
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October 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Ray:
Thank you for your letter of October 10th in connection with the campsites which have been
designated along the Trail.
I fully understand the situation with respect to the areas where lumbering is going on. I shall,
however, welcome the opportunity to discuss with you at some future time the few remaining
blank spots.
We are proceeding this winter with the matter of making the signs which will carry the name
of the locality and the words "Maine Forest Service Public Campsite". We shall also
construct a fireplace. This, I understand to constitute your wishes in the matter and that you
do not expect the Service to do anything further in connection with these sites.
You will note in the issue of Appalachian Trailway News just sent out a story on these areas.
Our Maine Appalachian Trail Club Publicity Chairman hopes to have a story on this
development in the Portland papers in the near future.
We are most appreciative of the Service’s cooperation and the action which you have taken
to solve the problem of the use of the Trail.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
October 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Raymond Rendall, Forest Commissioner, Augusta,
Maine.
Dear Ray:
Thank you for your letter of October 10th, quoting the detailed report of Supervisor Hutton
on the Bald Mountain situation. We are very much obliged for the details of this report,
which has been distributed to our interested personnel. One of our very ardent workers will
cover Moxie Bald and Mt. Bigelow on a fall trip through western Maine and we shall have an
opportunity to obtain his appraisal of the work.
The fire on the west side of Moxie Bald in 1932 has resulted in a dense growth of grass and
bushes, making the situation one which requires mowing each year.
Mr. Hutton does not refer to the mile and a half on White Cap, where, coming down White
Brook, we leave the firewarden's trail, that was listed as work to be done this year. Perhaps it
was overlooked. I was in the locality in mid August and noted that the work had not then
gotten under way.
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I am sure that our Trail travelers will turn in a most commendatory report of what has been
accomplished.
We are experiencing some difficulty at the east base of Mt. Bigelow where the Trail goes
through your public campground and I thought that perhaps Supervisor Hutton or the Chief
Warden in the area might have some information on that point. Since the death of Mr. Viles,
the caretaker at the Ledge House has plastered the area where the Trail crosses the open field
going up on Little Bigelow with “No trespassing”, "No parking", "No Lumbering", "No
hunting", "No fishing" signs. One of our very energetic workers, John W. Clark, of the S. D.
Warren Company, at Westbrook, has undertaken to put in good order from the Kennebec to
the East Base of Bigelow in order to connect with the Forest Service work. He has done some
clearing already from Bigelow toward West Carry Pond. I had thought that those notices
were directed only toward hunting and fishing but on Mr. Clark's second trip, he found that,
perhaps stimulated by his clearing, the notices had been circled in red crayon. I have a feeling
that this represents only the caretaker's approach to the matter and that if we could get in
touch with the Executor or the Administrator of the Estate, we could head off any potential
difficulty. I had thought that you would know with whom we might make contact to best
advantage and we should be greatly indebted to you for your suggestions as to how we might
proceed.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Mr. Clark, Miss Stephenson, Mr. Rendall (2)
October 26, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street, Westbrook,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
I have read your letter of October 21st with very considerable interest. I am glad to note that
you found conditions in general fairly good. I shall look forward to having your detailed
account. I am particularly interested in the eight miles from Blanchard to the site of the
Moxie Bald Lean-to.
We did an excellent clearing job from Sterling’s to the East Carry Pond Lean-to in 1945. I
note what you have to say about the blown down conifers. I suppose I should have
anticipated that by reason of the same condition that we found in western Maine. Except for
the top of Bates Ridge, much of that section has black growth and would probably be
affected. That is troublesome and slow work.
We are delighted indeed to assign you the section from the Kennebec River to the base of Mt.
Bigelow. We shall correct the assignments of Trail sections in the recent issue of Trailway
News to show that you definitely have that area. We shall leave the sector over Mt. Baldpate
as you have suggested; that is, assigned to the Maine Alpine Club. Mr. Attwood writes that
the Club is experiencing a rejuvenation although there is no indication of what that means in
terms of Trail work.
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You certainly were traveling fast to do nineteen miles in that area in a day as well as stop and
talk with the Storeys.
Your comments as to the Ledge house signs seem to indicate that we have a problem to face.
We stayed there in 1942 when the place was operated commercially by lessee. Since Mr.
Viles’ death and the installation of the caretaker, these signs have appeared. The Storeys can
tell you something of the situation, which seems to border on the eccentricities of the
caretaker. I tried to see him in 1945 in order to determine whether these signs were directed
toward Trail travelers. I have come to the conclusion, from your comment, that they are. I
can hardly say whether it would be worthwhile for you to try to see him. 1 think that the
procedure is to try to find out who is the Executor or Administrator of the Estate and try to
clear up the matter.
There is, as you will have noticed, a Forest Service Campsite at the edge of the clearing and
the Forest Service certainly went through there on their clearing last year.
I am greatly disturbed over the stories of fire in Maine and can only hope that none reach the
Trail route. I also hope that I might have an opportunity to cover your section on Baldpate or
at Mt. Bigelow. If you know well in advance that you are going into the area, you might let
me know, as it is possible that I could time a trip to New England to give us a trip. I am
looking forward to meeting you.
I am writing the Forest Commissioner to see if he can give me the address of the official of
the Viles Estate. If you can develop that information locally, it will help,
Dictated, by Captain Avery but written and sent out during hit absence to avoid delay.
P.S. In order to acquaint those interested with the results of your trip, I have had copies made
of your letter and passed them on to some of our Trail Conference people as well as to Mr.
Attwood and Prof. Sawyer and the Storeys. M.H.A.
October 27, 1947.

MAINE APPALACHIAN TRAIL CLUB
1916 Sunderland Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

We are sending this note to our Trail companions of former years in Maine so that you will
not feel too much out of touch with the situation there. We shall try to tell you some things
which cannot be appropriately covered in the usual Bulletin item.
In the first instance, postponement until after Labor Day was a decided innovation. This was
a marked success; In contrast to the deluge we experienced in 1947 [sic] and to a lesser
degree in preceding years, this was a rainless year. The weather was delightful. The lakes
were still warm enough for comfortable swimming. The days had not become too short with
approaching fall to afford insufficient time for all our activities. Most of the people had left
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and the fishing season was nearing an end, so that there were ample accommodations, even
in camps of limited cabins.
We never did quite so much canoeing before. Another new feature was the use of planes. We
shuttled all around the country, had our baggage carried from Joe Mary to Nahmakanta and
on to Rainbow. The plane taxi service is very economical and does greatly expedite getting
around. The plane is based at the dike at Ambejijus Lake, Woodworth's Camps.
The Camps this year were our favorite localities. They all had new proprietors and we were
much interested to see what conditions would be. Despite our affection for the old order, we
have to admit considerable improvement. Nahmakanta has been substantially rebuilt. The
horrible red camps at Rainbow Lake Dam have been abandoned and the main camps
renovated. You will have to determine for yourself whether you prefer Nahmakanta's solitude
to Rainbow's electric lights, street lights to the cabins, etc.
Antlers Camps have been operated since 1945 by Mrs. L. C. Guiney from western Maine. All
lumbering ended last year and they look forward to some years of immunity. Mr. Schoppe,
formerly connected with the Great Northern, has been busy rebuilding Nahmakanta. The doll
house on the shore line is gone and Nahmakanta's silhouette decidedly improved. The flag
pole, and the lawn are still conspicuous.
We found some interesting things. Joe Mary still offers excellent canoeing. Our discovery
was the miniature Gulf Hagas at the outlet of Pollywog Pond. You remember that turn when
you were going from Nahmakanta to Wadleigh. There are waterfalls and it is a very
spectacular area. We canoed on the chain of lakes. This locality will intrigue our
photographers, of whom, unfortunately, we had none this year.
Mr. Shultz, from Ohio, is the proprietor of Rainbow Lake Camps. He tells of his total
unfamiliarity with the sporting camp business but says that he is learning and getting a
tremendous kick out of it.
With "Powerhouse" Smith and his woodsman's pal, we really were able to do an excellent job
on trail clearing. We found conditions back of Nahmakanta Lake so much improved that we
have abandoned any thought of relocation there. We still have those tough three miles south
of the West Branch.
There was little change at York's Camps. Kidney Pond has undergone a complete facelifting
operation, with rates of $10.00 a day. There were more people than ever at Katahdin with no
material changes. The Park Supervisor has had no home during the past summer and will
commence this fall a log cabin at Togue Ponds that will serve as a residence and headquarters.
The trail along the shore of Rainbow Lake, which was our bugaboo in 1944 has improved
and we were able to put that in standard shape for the first time. We also found the Big
Spring. We discovered what an extraordinary view there was from the ledges midway from
Rainbow to the West Branch. One of those days that you could reach out and touch
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Katahdin--and no cameras! There is a totally different aspect of the Katahdin Range from
what one gets elsewhere.
The ladies did their usual efficient job of painting, operated independently as a unit and never
strayed or became lost, in contrast to some preceding years.
We missed our associates of previous years. We do want you to know that things are
improved and decidedly on the upward trend. When you tell your friends of a vacation trip,
tell them to go to Maine after Labor Day.
We missed our photographers and there was no Charlie Pryor to manufacture signs on the
spot or remedy our errors.
For those who hike, we suggest the journey from Katahdin to Yoke Ponds, spending three
days at each camp and exploring the surrounding terrain. For those who want a less active
vacation, we suggest a stay at any of the camps en route. The plane would afford you quick
variety in the way of transit from one lake to another--although we would prefer use of the
trail connection.
P.S. We have learned one lesson. No more command cars for us from Rainbow to
Millinocket!
October 28, 1947. Earl Perham, Long Pond Camps, to Myron Avery. [Hand written]
Dear Myron:
The pkg. came O.K. Also it’s raining today, for which we are all thankful. The fires have
been awful but hope now everything will be over.
Have the hunters coming as soon as ban is lifted. Dan Webster one of the fellows that went
up thru here to Mt. K. is coming Sat. with a party of 4. He liked this country and our place
very much.
If anything takes place while I’m here I’ll write you. We will go out around Thanksgiving.
Best regards to all we know that way and hope everything goes will with you through the
winter.
November 5, 1947. Myron Avery to C.S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
With a view of trying to avoid the delay and difficulties which existed in connection with the
1947 Maine Supplement, we have concluded that it would be advisable to send the material
for the 1948 Supplement to you piecemeal.
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Accordingly, I am enclosing manuscript for the following:
1. 1948 Supplement. This forms the usual separate manuscript.
2. Pages to be reprinted: 21, 22, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 222a, 222b, 283-286, 289-293,
325, 326, 327, 328, 331, 332, 333, 334, 397, 398, 399, U00, 400, 401, 402, 402a.
Dictated by Captain Avery but transcribed and to avoid delay mailed in his absence.
November 6, 1947. John W. [Jack] Clark, 143 Cumberland Street Westbrook, Maine, to
Myron H. Avery.
Dear Captain Avery,
Attached is a trail report covering our recent trip.
It does not look very promising for Gulf Hagas this fall. The woods are still closed and with
the fire experiences we have had, they may not open until snow. If there is a week-end before
skiing starts that the woods are open, we will try to get to the Gulf, but I don’t have much
hope. As I have mentioned before, once the skiing season starts, it absorbs most of our spare
time.
Fortunately, so far, none of the fires has affected the trail in Maine. I spent most of week
before last fire fighting. We have a Jeep and loaded with two barrels of water and several
men with Indian Pumps, it is a very handy vehicle as it can get right in to the fire. I have had
a little experience with fires in the Adirondacks and in New Jersey, but I never even
imagined anything like this. On October 23, we were at East Brownfield when it burned. The
fire came down through a tinder dry slash area driven by a 45 mile an hour wind. It was
impossible to get near enough the downwind side of the fire to fight it. One large pumper
with a hose in the Saco River got stuck and even with the tremendous amount of water they
could throw, the flames drove the men from the pumper and finally burned it. At our last
look at East Brownfield every single house was blazing. It was like something in a dream.
The fire jumped clear across the Saco, and we fell back toward Denmark. The front of the
fire had raced past, and by fighting the side of it cross-wind Denmark was saved. There was
talk of stopping the fire at the Denmark-Brownfield road. My final look at that road showed a
solid sheet of flame coming from the slash at one side and billowing into the pines on the
other. With that wind, the fire crossed roads not as sparks and blazing brands but in solid
curtains of flame. We were at Kennebunkport, Waterboro, Brownfield-Denmark, and
Cornish-Kezar Falls on successive days. The Fryeburg-Brownfield-Denmark fire did not
receive as much publicity because not so many towns were destroyed, but it burned more
forest acreage than any other and in my opinion was the wildest. If you have an opportunity
to drive (or go by train) from Hiram to Fryeburg, it is well worth the trip. But I am getting
way off my subject.
I still have the trail films. Do you want me to ship them back to Washington or to someone
else? We enjoyed them very much. Our only criticism was the emphasis on the one-man
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crosscut and the failure to show a Sandvick. Incidentally, I was surprised to notice the cross
cut was a champion tooth instead of a lance tooth. None of our pulp-wood cutters would be
caught dead with a one-man crosscut— particularly a champion tooth. I would estimate that
at least 90 per cent of our pulp is now cut with Sandvicks.
If you are planning a work trip in the Sugarloaf section, I will try to join it the day or days
that you are on Sugarloaf-Spaulding, as plenty of axe and saw help will be needed.
I cannot too strongly recommend October for trail travel. The color of the foliage in the low
lands, the bare trees on the mountains, the sprinkling of snow on the summits, the
invigorating temperature, all combine to make it ideal. The only disadvantage is the shortness
of the days, but by getting up early and going to bed early, one can get in about all the
traveling one wishes. Of course, it is true that the first half-hour before dawn is kind of chilly
until the tea is made. We generally stop and make camp about a half-hour before dark, (about
5 o’clock) have supper by firelight, sit by the fire for an hour or so and are asleep by eight. I
get up about 4:30 and get the tea made. Then I untie the two dogs, and they stick their heads
in Peggy's sleeping bag and lick her face until she gets up. We are usually on our way
between six and seven, which leaves time for a good long day of travel.
{Sent to Sawyer and Reeves}
November 6, 1947

TRAIL REPORT
(BLANCHARD TO RANGELY)
[Note: Correct spelling is “Rangeley”]

GENERAL
This Report covers the trail from Blanchard to Rangely. The trip was taken by Mrs. Clark
and myself (accompanied by our two dogs) in mid October. We left Westbrook the night of
October 9 and drove in the Jeep and the car to Rangely where we left the Jeep at a farm. We
continued in the car to near Bingham where we spent the remainder of the night in a
convenient field. In the morning, we stopped at Caratunk to arrange ferrying of the Kennebec
and then went on to Blanchard. Here we left the car and started on the trail arriving at
Rangely on Wednesday evening. We had a very cool ride in the Jeep back to Blanchard
where we found another convenient field for what was left of that night. Thursday morning
we picked up the car and reached Westbrook about noon. Since I had an appointment
Thursday afternoon, we did not have as much time as we might have wished. and in
consequence we had to move right along. Incidentally, we got out of the woods Wednesday
night and the Governor closed them Thursday morning on account of the fire hazard.
In general the condition of the trail was pretty good. There were a few sections that were
poor and one, between Mt. Spaulding and the Spaulding lean-to, that was terrible. A number
of sections need remarking. In evaluating this report it should be borne in mind that a trail
that is in good shape in October may not be so good in the summer when the foliage is heavy
and the grass and ferns have not frosted down.
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SECTION 12 – BLANCHARD TO MOXIE POND
October 10
Leaving Blanchard at 11 A.M. we found that a truck road has been dozed out to a campsite
nearly to Marble Brook. The going is excellent and all that is required is a little repainting.
The alders at Marble Brook confuse the trail a little at the crossing, but it is plain again after
the crossing. A party of surveyors had preceded us and had done a {See accompanying letter
Nov. 6, 1947 in File 110.} little lopping off of branches, cutting some windfalls, etc., all the
way to the Bald Mt. Pond Dam. This section needs repainting and a little weeding, but
otherwise is in good shape. We were pleasantly surprised.
From the dam the trail is well cleared all the way to the warden’s cabin. A very pleasant
warden and his goat were both on the front porch of the cabin. The warden decided to
accompany us to the tower so the procession started. First, the two dogs, then the Warden.
then Mrs. Clark, then the goat, while I brought up the rear. The warden told us that the goat
was his best friend and not only provided him with fresh milk, but also always accompanied
him back and forth from the tower.
Declining the Warden's invitation to stay for supper, we pressed on down a well cleared trail
(a few windfalls) under gathering clouds. We reached the old H & W campsite Number 12
just at dark in a pouring rain. That is one disadvantage of October travel; the rain is awfully
cold. After we had cooked supper, the rain decreased to a heavy drizzle and the change was
very welcome.
October 11
We arose about 4:45 to see the stars beginning to fade as the sky took on the first glow of a
beautiful clear dawn. As I started the breakfast tea, the dogs began to bristle and growl and
sniff the breeze. We slipped quietly across the clearing in time to surprise a fat black bear in
the dim light just as he emerged from the woods. We invited him to stay for breakfast but
apparently he had a pressing engagement elsewhere.
The trail to the narrows on Moxie Pond is good except for one short blowdown section near
the Troutdale Camps. The pond was so low that we could wade the narrows. However, I do
not recommend this procedure as the bottom is very mucky.
SECTION 13 - MOXIE POND TO THE KENNEBEC
The turn from the old railroad was well marked, and we found the trail good to well up on
Pleasant Pond Mountain. Here quite a number of borer-killed birches are down. Incidentally,
the low telephone line is a little annoying on some sections of the trail. The trail down the
east side of the mountain is well worn and clearly marked on into Caratunk. This entire
section could stand a repainting.
SECTION 14 - KENNEBEC TO PIERCE POND CAMPS
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The Moosehead Lake dam had been opened the day before and the Kennebec was much too
deep and fast for wading so Mr. Spaulding ferried us across. The current was so swift that it
made a good stiff swim for the dogs.
The trail is good to Pierce Pond. Both the upper and lower buckboard roads are in use and I
see no reason to relocate to the lower road. A little more paint is needed.
We felt in need of a bath to remove some of the Moxie Pond mud, so when we reached Otter
Pond Stream, we followed it north through very bad going —slash and swamps—to the Pond.
The water isn't warm.
That night I was awakened about midnight by the dogs growling. Hearing a noise in the
brush. I turned the flashlight on a big bull moose who was pawing at the ground and
stamping his fore feet only about twenty feet away. Now I believe that the only animal in the
woods who would ever possibly bother a man is a moose. They have not been hunted for so
many years. As I looked up from my sleeping bag at the ground pawing beast, it was obvious
that he was a most unusual specimen. He stood fully as high as a house and the "wingspread"
of his antlers compared favorably with a B-29. I distinctly saw smoke and fire issuing from
his nostrils and small lightning flashes playing about his antlers. As my feeble flashlight
shown in his eyes, he gave a loud snort. This caused both dogs to start barking, at which he
turned and trotted off.
Imagine my surprise at daylight to find that instead of leaving tracks of dish pan size, his
prints were no larger than average.
October 12
We retraced our trip down Otter Pond Stream to the trail and continued to the Pierce Pond
Camps.
SECTION 15 - PIERCE POND CAMPS TO EAST CARRY POND
The soft wood section to Bates Ridge and the soft wood sections between the ridge and East
Carry were some of the worst encountered. Natural thinning and several severe storms have
filled the trail with blowdowns. From the East Carry lean-to to the East Carry Pond Camps a
lot of mowing is needed.
SECTION 16 - EAST CARRY POND CAMPS TO THE LEDGE HOUSE
The section from East Carry to the West Carry Pond Camps is ingrowning [sic] rather badly.
Much of the brush has grown beyond weeder size, and will have to be cut with a brush scythe.
Repainting is quite badly needed. Although we did not think that the route was difficult to
follow, several people have lost their way on it this last summer according to the Storeys.
The side trail to Middle Carry Pond is fair.
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From West Carry Camps for about a mile and a quarter, the trail is poorly marked. At about
this point, the section that was cleared and painted October 4 is reached, and it is good the
rest of the way to Jerome Brook.
The lean-to here is a little dismal, but there is an excellent camping spot on what was a small
grassy island in the old beaver flow.
October 13
The freshly cleared trail continues to within 200 yards of Highway 16 where thick alder
growth occurs along the old dam. This was not cleared in deference to the "No Trespassing”
signs which plaster the Ledge House property.
SECTION 17 - LEDGE HOUSE TO BIGELOW VILLAGE
Although the clearing is a little skimpy in spots, the trail to the sag beyond West Peak is
pretty good. It should be repainted. From the sag to Horns Pond, it is in rather bad shape.
Very little clearing has been done and remarking is needed.
At this point I would like to state that we both thought the Bigelow trip is greatly overrated.
We considered the views mediocre compared to the Saddlebacks, Sugarloaf, or even Moxie
Mt.; the going is tedious and much of it monotonous. The scrub conifers lack the grandeur of
Barren-Chairback, but prevent the views enjoyed on the Saddlebacks. We have experienced
some of the so-called more difficult trips in this section of the country such as the Range
Trail on the Great Range in the Adirondacks, the Garfield Ridge Trail near Franconia, the
Mahoosuc Range Trail, etc., but we have never seen a trail that causes such slow traveling as
the Bigelow trip. We left Jerome Brook shortly after daylight (7 A.M.) and when darkness (5
P.M.) found us just beyond Horns Pond, less than thirteen miles from our starting point, we
could hardly believe it.
We had a beautiful camping spot at the foot of an enormous birch beside an active beaver
flow just off the ridge from Horns Pond.
October 14
Since we had some thirty-six miles of trail of unknown condition to cover in the next two
days, we were up about four o’clock, and were on our way in the first gray light about six.
The trail is well cleared from Horns Pond to Bigelow Village, but some sections need
remarking badly. From about the eleven and one-half mile mark to Stratton Brook Pond, the
trail has been dozed into a dry weather truck road, and many of the markers dozed out.
Several turns are very blind, particularly the one near the outlet of the pond where a
temporary mill had been built (now removed) across the trail at the turn.
,SECTION 18 - BIGELOW VILLAGE TO ORBETON STREAM
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From the village to a little ways beyond the Sugarloaf lean-to the trail is fairly good. Mowing
and a little blowdown clearing are needed. The lean-to has been smashed by a fallen yellow
birch and is unusable.
Some distance beyond, the trail faded out in a slash and raspberry area (some raspberry
bushes seven feet tall--would like to be there in late July). Rather than hunt for the trail in
such a mess, we cut directly across and picked up the trail by zig-zagging up the slope. From
here to the summit. the trail is quite good—at least in October. If the slash pocket were taken
care of, the trail would be OK as far as the summit of Sugarloaf. There the view amply repaid
us for our disappointment in Bigelow.
Incidentally, near the summit of the first knoll of Sugarloaf the dogs darted off into the thick
brush beside the trail. Pandemonium broke loose. Never have I heard such a racket of barks
and yelps mixed with deep growls and crashing of brush. We called the dogs back and heard
something go off down the mountain like a runaway locomotive. Examination revealed the
biggest bear tracks I have ever seen. I would liked to have seen that fellow; he must have
been a beauty.
From, the top of Sugarloaf. the trail deteriorates badly. Along the ridge between Sugarloaf
and Spaulding it is poor--full of blowdowns, raspberries and poorly marked. Between
Spaulding and Spaulding lean-to, it is terrible—a continuous tangle of blowdowns and very
indistinct markings. It is possible to follow the trail through this section, but it certainly is not
a place for the inexperienced or anyone not prepared for tough going.
Beyond the lean-to it improves considerably until it reaches the edge of the cut over area.
From here almost to Orbeton Stream, it traverses the densest growth of young fir that I have
ever seen. Their branches are ingrowing the path, and while it is still readily passable now, in
a year or two, it will be almost completely blocked unless very extensive clearing is done.
There is a scarcity of marks along this section.
We stumbled down the last mile to Orbeton Stream in almost complete darkness as it was by
then after six o'clock. It may sound inconsistent to say that a trail is in poor shape and then
indicate that one has covered twenty miles (including side trips) in a day on it. It must be
remembered though that by this time we were well trail hardened, our packs were light, and
except for a half-hour out for lunch, we had traveled almost without pause from daylight 'till
after dark. Also, the first part of the day we had a fine trail to Bigelow Village, and were on
top of Sugarloaf well before noon with eleven miles and most of our climbing behind us.
From Sugarloaf to Spaulding lean-to was the worst section encountered on the trip.
October 15
We awoke from the sleep of the dead nearly an hour beyond our usual rising time to find a
beautiful frosty dawn. Our pocket thermometer registered 16° above and the tea was frozen
solid in the pot.
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The old railroad bed had not been traveled recently by vehicles and the condition of the
bridges appeared to make this impossible.
SECTION 19 - ORBETON STREAM TO MAINE HIGHWAY
The trail to Poplar Ridge lean-to was fairly good. The paint blazes are faint in spots. but
someone has axe blazed most of these sections. There has been some recent axe clearing as
well.
Beyond the lean-to there is a small blowdown section and the trail is not too well marked to
Saddleback Jr. From here the trail is fair (some blowdowns—needs paint) to the Horn. It
should be noted that the spring between Saddleback Jr. and the Horn was dry.
From the Horn to the Saddleback firetower, the trail is plain in fair weather. However, due to
the paucity of markers, it would be very bad in foggy weather. From the firetower to the edge
of the scrub is good, but from the scrub to the private lean-to on the Pond is very arduous due
to blowdowns. The footway is well worn so that the path is unmistakable, but there are a
great many blowdowns to struggle through and around. The lean-to is a mess, but from here
to Piazza Rock, the trail is good. There has been some recent but very haphazard and nonstandard painting. (Great blotches of paint—single paint blazes on the side of the tree
towards the trail—we even noticed one paint mark made on the end of a pile of pulpwood).
From Piazza Rock to the road a cutting operation is in progress. It is about the sloppiest job
we have seen. Very poor dozing, good spruce dozed out and let lie, and in some places sound
pulp bolts laid in the mud as skidwood. Apparently, they are cutting primarily spruce and
novelty mill birch. We could not learn the name of the operator locally, but were told that
they planned to cut the whole end of Saddleback.
We reached the highway and followed it five miles to Rangely where our Jeep was waiting
patiently. Incidentally, there is no sign on the highway to mark where the trail hits it.
The trip over the Saddlebacks is magnificent. It was unquestionably the finest of the trip. We
felt some of the Bigelow superlatives could be put to better use here.
Conclusion
It was a very pleasant trip in ideal weather on a generally good trail. This section as a whole
was not as good as that traveled last year (Monson to Katahdin). We list the places that need
attention most in in the order of that need.
1. Spaulding to Spaulding lean-to—clearing and marking.
2. Sugarloaf to Spaulding—clearing and marking.
3. Slash pocket beyond Sugarloaf lean-to — clearing and marking.
4. Pierce Pond Camps to East Carry lean-to — clearing.
6. Stratton Brook Pond region — marking.
6. West Peak Bigelow sag to Horns Pond — clearing and marking.
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7. Saddleback Firetower to Pond — clearing.
8. Upper eastside of Pleasant Pond Mt. — clearing.
9. East Carry Pond to West Carry Pond — clearing and marking.
10. The Horn to Saddleback Fire tower — marking for stormy weather.
Until the first three have been improved, we seriously question the advisability of
recommending that section for general travel. When this work is undertaken a properly filed
and set Sandvick saw will be essential.
John W. Clark
November 10, 1947. Jean Stephenson to Prof. W. H. Sawyer, Jr., Bates College
Dear Prof. Sawyer:
Do you still have the motion picture reel on Trail Technique? According to the records, I sent
it to you, but I was under the impression that it had been sent on to someone else. However,
if that is the case, I did not change the records, so I am writing to you to find out what
happened to it.
I am making an engagement for it, for about three weeks from now, but naturally do not want
to waste any time in locating it. If you still have it, I will appreciate it if you will mail it back
to us. It can be mailed, as it is packed in the approved method and the film is the type that
can go through the mail (we had that checked here), so as no one is at headquarters to receive
express packages during the day, and we have adequate arrangements for taking care of such
mail packages, I will appreciate it if you will send it by mail. Value it as $300 please.
If you do not have it, please let me know to whom it was sent and about what time, so I can
take it up with them. I seem to have some vague recollection of Mr. John Clark of Westbrook,
in connection with it, but nothing definite, so I do not know whether it was ever sent to him,
and therefore hesitate to write him until I have something more definite.
As it needs some repairing before it is used again, the sooner we get it back the better.
I hope some day you will be able to join us on some of our trips in Maine. I remember most
pleasantly the two times you have met us at the railroad station in Lewiston.
November 10, 1947. Myron Avery to Mr. David Stetzel, Carroll, Iowa.
Dear Mr. Stetzel:
We appreciate your pains to advise us of the successful outcome of your trip. We had
wondered how you made out, after talking with you for the few moments at Rainbow Lake.
We are referring to your accomplishment in the next issue of Appalachian Trailway News
and quoting your letter as an anonymous comment.
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We hope that, if you have the opportunity to travel more of The Appalachian Trail, you will
advise the Conference of your intended trips.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
November 10, 1947. Myron Avery to Wall Street Journal, 44 Broad Street, New York
City.
Dear Sirs:
Recently, on the first page of the Wall Street Journal, you printed an article by a special
correspondent, summarizing the fire loss in the State of Maine. This correspondent's name is
Harold J. Boyle, who, I understand, prepares financial news items for the Portland papers.
As a subscriber to the Wall Street Journal, I should like to obtain an extra copy of this issue
and I should appreciate your sending it to me at the address given below.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
November 14, 1947. Harold Dyer, Baxter State Park, to Myron Avery. [Hand-written]
Dear Myron:
We were lucky on the fire situation, coming through without a scratch mainly because of the
lateness of the season and therefore no people in the country. We maintained a 24 hour road
block restricting all travel into the country.
The fire situation set us back about two weeks. I got my camp completed as far as funds
would allow this season. We are living in it now. We have been rushing our other work, but
have been held up now by 3 days of snow. I expect to be tied up here until the end of the
month. Pending a heavy fall of snow, would you be able to make the trip into the Trout
Brook Region sometime around the first week in December. I have a party at Chimney Pond
from Nov. 26-30th. I will be at Sherman Mills right after that.
November 18, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Manager, Shenandoah Publishing House, to Myron
Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
We are in receipt of your letter of November 5 and manuscript for Maine Guide Supplement
for 1948, for which we thank you. We will do our best to get it set this month.
If it is possible to estimate the number of pages to be reprinted, kindly let us have this
information at your earliest convenience. We want to order Tri-Opake as used on the original
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book. Some sizes have been reinstated and it might be possible to get several cartons before
we get the Supplement ready for the press.
November 20, 1947. Myron Avery to John W. Clark, 143 Cumberland Street,
Westbrook, Maine.
Dear Mr. Clark:
I have been reading your letter of November 6, 1947, and the enclosed report with
tremendous interest.
Leaving aside the tragic aspect of it, I wonder if you appreciate just how dramatic a story the
third paragraph of your letter is. I am going to show it to the Editor of Trailway News. I
happened to be at my home at Lubec closing up my house for a week before this broke.
In following it closely, I was relieved to learn that none of the fires were in the big woods.
This is one consolation. It does, however, show how carelessness and indifference really
caused the conflagration in Maine.
Miss Stephenson will be relieved to know that the Trail films are with you. She had been
circularizing the people to whom they had been sent in an effort to locate them for a needed
assignment. If you can mail them to The Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland
Place, N.W., Washington, D.C., it will end the hunt. It will be of great help. I would like to
make sure that they are here for our meeting of the Board of Managers the first week in
December.
Your comment as to the Swedish Pulp Saw dates the film. It was prepared in 1938 and 1939
and at that time I did not know of the saw or at least, did not know where I could get one.
There are other aspects which we had hoped to bring up to date to reflect developments.
We have, incidentally, a Sandvik in our tool cache in Maine. Certainly, when we have the
opportunity to revise the reel, we shall include it, for it is obviously much more effective.
The photographs with respect to the crosscut were, I thought, good.
You have the same enthusiasm for October travel as we have for post-Labor Day. Witherle of
Castine, whose pre-twentieth century diaries of Katahdin and the Katahdin area are of so
much interest, always went to the mountain then and he commented very critically and
appreciatively on the weather.
Your rising schedule is far more strenuous than most campers maintain. I have always
struggled against the business of getting in late at night, camping and cooking after dark.
I am not going, at this time to comment in detail on your report. It is extraordinarily helpful. I
shall discuss it when I see you at Portland. You answer many questions, particularly as to
lumbering beyond Blanchard. I am a little disappointed in your analysis of the Forest Service
work and I shall indicate to the Supervisor what you found.
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Your wild life experiences are most unusual. Perhaps you would have missed them if it had
not been for the watch dogs.
The matter of fording Moxie Pond is just unbelievable. Your comment as to Spaulding
Mountain confirms our worst apprehensions. The smashing of Sugarloaf Lean-to by a falling
tree is a disaster as to which we had not been advised. That is a blow.
We are proceeding with our efforts and plans to try to get some of these deficiencies
remedied next summer.
With the approach of skiing, I can expect that your activities will fall off until the snow
leaves.
I am proceeding to make the best possible use of the material you have furnished and I rather
anticipate that our Trailway News Editor with be in touch with you in the near future.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
CC to Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Reeves
November 20, 1947. Myron Avery to W. H. Sawyer and Lawson Reeves.
Dear Will and Lawson:
Clark’s letter and report are of intense interest. I thought you would want to read them in
their entirety. We are hard driven for stenographic help and to avoid the necessity for getting
then copied, I am asking if you will send it on to Lawson Reeves and asking him to
immediately return them to me.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
November 25, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
Thank you for your letter of November 18th, acknowledging my letter of November 5th and
the manuscript for the 1948 Supplement. We are most anxious to have this available for early
distribution in 1948 and I am glad to know that it can be set up.
We shall want to duplicate the arrangement with respect to the number of copies as for the
1947 issue. As I recall, however, there are no Katahdin sheets in this Supplement, so that it
will not be necessary to make the second run to provide corrections for the reprint.
I trust that this covers the matter.
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Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
cc to Miss Stephenson
November 25, 1947. Myron Avery to Harold J. Dyer, Ranger, Baxter State Park,
Millinocket, Maine.
Dear Hal:
Thank you for your very welcome note of November 14th. It is indeed fortunate that the big
woods escaped this havoc.
I am glad to know that your camp has come along so fast. I recently checked at the
Geological Survey and was told that the Index of the Air Service Maps had been sent to you.
Were you able to make anything out of it?
I had expected that the fire season and the reports of snow would necessitate putting over our
trip until next spring.
The Board of Managers are meeting in Washington on the 6th and 7th of December, which
eliminates early December. You are out of the picture over the Thanksgiving holiday, which
I could use and in view of the possibility of running into snow, I think we would be well
advised to let it go until we have the benefit of longer days and less uncertainty.
There is an excellent prospect that we shall have our Trail Conference in the Southern
Appalachians over the Fourth of July, 1948. Why not put it on the schedule for the Dyer
family? It is not Texas.
By next spring I would hope to have the base for the new Katahdin map well enough along
so that the roads and trails could be plotted to advantage at that time. I have heard nothing as
yet from the Northern with respect to my request for additional township maps.
If you go to Orono this winter or move south, be sure to let me know, as I could probably get
in touch with you en route. I am going to New England tonight.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
November 28, 1947. Myron Avery to Robert Hutton, Monson, Maine.
Dear Mr. Hutton:
After you had written in connection with the work on Moxie Mtn., I wrote that I expected to
have a detailed report from a traveler who was going from Blanchard to Moxie. Accordingly,
I am quoting the section from the report which I think will be of interest:
Section 12 - Blanchard to Moxie Pond
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Leaving Blanchard at 11 A.M. we found that a truck road has been dozed out to a
campsite nearly to Marble Brook. The going is excellent and all that is required is a
little repainting. A party of surveyors had preceded us and had done a little lopping
off of branches, cutting some windfalls, etc., all the way to the Bald Mt. Pond Dam.
This section needs repainting and a little weeding, but otherwise is in good shape.
We were pleasantly surprised.
From the dam the Trail is well cleared all the way to the warden's cabin. A very
pleasant warden and his goat were both on the front porch of the cabin. The warden
decided to accompany us to the tower so the procession started, first, the two dogs,
then the Warden, then Mrs. Clark, then the goat, while I brought up the rear. The
warden told us that the goat was his best friend and not only provided him with fresh
milk, but also always accompanied him back and forth from the tower.
Declining the warden's invitation to stay for supper, we pressed on down a well
cleared trail (a few windfalls) under gathering clouds. We reached the old H&W
campsite Number 12 just at dark in a pouring rain. That is one disadvantage of
October travel; the rain is awfully cold. After we had cooked supper, the rain
decreased to a heavy drizzle and the change was very welcome.
We arose about 4:45 to see the stars beginning to fade as the sky took on the first
glow of a beautiful clear dawn. As I started the breakfast tea, the dogs began to bristle
and growl and sniff the breeze. We slipped quietly across the clearing in time to
surprise a fat black bear in the dim light just as he emerged from the woods. We
invited him to stay for breakfast but apparently he had a pressing engagement
elsewhere.
The trail to the narrows on Moxle Pond is good except for one short blowdown
section near the Troutdale Camps. The pond was so low that we could wade the
narrows. However, I do not recommend this procedure as the bottom is very mucky.
Section 17 – Ledge House to Bigelow Village
Although the clearing is a little skimpy in spots, the trail to the sag beyond West Peak
is pretty good. It should be repainted. From the sag to Horns Pond, it is in rather bad
shape. Very little clearing has been done and remarking is needed.
At this point I would like to state that we both thought the Bigelow trip is greatly
overrated. We considered the views mediocre compared to the Saddlebacks,
Sugarloaf, or even Moxie Mt.; the going is tedious and much of it monotonous. The
scrub conifers lack the grandeur of Barren-Chairback, but prevent the views enjoyed
on the Saddlebacks. We have experienced some of the so-called more difficult trips in
this section of the country such as the Range Trail on the Great Range in the
Adirondacks, the Garfield Ridge Trail near Franconia, the Mahoosuc Range Trail,
etc., but we have never seen a trail that causes such slow traveling as the Bigelow trip.
We left Jerome Brook shortly after daylight (7 A.M.) and when darkness (5 P.M.)
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found us just beyond Horns Pond, less than thirteen miles from our starting point, we
could hardly believe it.
We had a beautiful camping spot at the foot of an enormous birch beside an active
beaver flow just off the ridge from Horns Pond.
Since we had some thirty-six miles of trail of unknown condition to cover in the next
two days, we were up about four o’clock, and were on our way in the first gray light
about six. The trail is well cleared from Horns Pond to Bigelow Village, but some
sections need remarking badly. From about the eleven and one-half mile mark to
Stratton Brook Pond, the trail has been dozed into a dry weather truck road, and many
of the markers dozed out. Several turns are very blind, particularly the one near the
outlet of the pond where a temporary mill had been built (now removed) across the
trail at the turn.
The re-marking is of course our task and I had expected that we would be able to accomplish
it this year. I am a little disappointed that our traveler should not have been more favorably
impressed with the work which was done on Mt. Bigelow.
Your report indicated that there were quite a few down logs from the firetower to Moxie
Pond. One reason for trying to use contract work is to get those cleared out, since, if they are
left, as often happens with amateur parties, they become more and more numerous and
eventually are a considerable problem. Where they were overlooked this year, if we go back
over the area next year, I hope you will give specific instructions to have them taken out.
I am very much at a loss to understand the blowdown section near the Troutdale Camps. It
must be very recent, for that is just the sort of thing that the crew would have cut out.
I take it that you will keep the paint until another year and we will be able to use it.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
December 1, 1947. Myron Avery to R. P. Thaxter, Spruce Woods Engineer, Great
Northern Paper Company, Bangor, Maine
Dear Mr. Thaxter:
I wrote to you under date of
with respect to my plan to try to make available to
walkers and other people a map on a large scale of the area between the East Branch on the
north and the West Branch on the south, Patten on the east and somewhere in the vicinity of
Ripogenus on the west. I had some concern that my request in this connection might
constitute a trespass on your already generous cooperation. However, two factors lead me to
mention the matter again. The first is that I have found a draftsman who would be in a
position to go to work on the project and the second is that my own situation will afford me
in late December and early January opportunity to work on the project. Hence I felt
warranted in asking if our requests can be met.
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I have noticed that your township maps are on the scale of half a mile to the inch. My plan, as
I said, was to piece together the township maps and have them traced in order to form a base.
That tracing would necessarily have to be greatly reduced. In addition, we would have to add
trails, roads, mountain systems, etc., as we know them. The extensive trail system in the few
miles on top of Katahdin poses another problem, in that reduction of the surrounding country
would result in merely a confused blur for Katahdin. This may necessitate the use of an insert
map, possibly together with a diagrammatic sketch of the Katahdin trails taken from our
Maine Guidebook. As the extent of the Trail system there may be of interest, I have sent
under separate cover the June copy of Appalachia.
I have noticed that the Eastern Corporation's maps, some of which cover the same townships,
are on the scale of an inch to the mile.
I realize that we have asked for a good deal but if it were possible to obtain this base material
we would have available for 1948 a map which would cover a very extended area and one
which would be of great use.
Copy to H. Dyer, see note attached.
Things are promising on this end for a real Katahdin map, with sufficient detail to show the
mountain trails. If we can get these Northern base maps, we shall be all set.
From what I have read, I assume that you have snow, which would have put an end to our
trip early in December, apart from our Board of Managers session here. I have sent you the
advance notice, thinking that it might arouse interest in one section which you did not cover
during the war.
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December 1, 1947. F. H. Schoppe, Nahmakanta Lake Camps, to Myron Avery. [Handwritten]
Dear Mr. Avery:
Have just closed camps and returned to Millinocket.
Sorry to report that we could not find time to finish trail work at foot of lake, however we
will do our best to get jobs you have in mind cleaned up early next spring.
The packages arrived since your party left are in camp. Will gladly clean up around lean-to
on my next visit there after ice goes out next spring.
We wish to express our appreciation for the fine recommendation you gave our place when
answering Mr. W. P. Spofford.
Rainbow Lake Camps have recently changed ownership. I understand new owner’s name is
George Read.
Recent storms have raised cain with trails in our vicinity. Although I am in hopes they won’t
be damaged quite as badly as present appearance shows, after snow goes.
Sorry I forgot to return map sooner showing location of Myshrall’s camps on Third
Debsconeag Lake. Don’t know of any particular name for this set of camps.
{Margaret: This shows the location of the camps which I thought was on other sketches—we
would use it as it appears. File 109. Myron.}
December 3, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House,
Strasburg, Virginia.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
We have received your invoice of 25 November in the amount of $872.31.
We have been waiting for some time for the last chapter in the story of the 1947 Supplement.
It was with a view of avoiding some of the difficulties last year that we have sent the
manuscript for 1948 to you at such an early date.
When you go over the correspondence, you will realize how disastrous the project was to us
from the viewpoint of sales. We missed the 1947 season for the Maine Guide and the
Katahdin Reprint was even worse, as far as not appearing in the year to which it was tied.
I think we understand your difficulties and appreciate that you did the best possible under the
circumstances. 1 do not want to seem over-critical, neither can I charge to Shenandoah my
final decision to rely upon your expectations as to when the task would be finished as
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compared with my pessimistic misgivings and to abandon my thought of deferring the matter
to 1948.
I do want you to appreciate that from our point of view, we have lost heavily on the project.
We were obliged to go into the matter without a specific quotation. Your bill is for a
staggering sum.
When you look back at the cost of the 1941 Maine Guide, it seems as if these pages, a small
fractional part of the volume, cost almost 50% of the composition work. It certainly shows
how printing costs have increased, if nothing else.
1 feel that you should have furnished us, under the circumstances, with a more detailed
statement so that we would know just wherein our expense lay. This four-line bill is, after all,
very abbreviated for the amount involved.
Obviously, you must have such a breakdown on which the total bill was computed. I also
assume that you will check this breakdown against our own expense and loss and bill us for
the very smallest amount which you consider justifiable under the circumstances.
We are enclosing the Club’s check for $200 in part payment. It is obvious that, as far as time
of production is concerned, we cannot have 1948 experience a repetition of the 1947
experiences. I assume you, too, would say the same thing.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
Enclosure - check for $200.
December 13, 1947. Adelaide Storey, West Carry Pond Camps, North New Portland,
Maine, to Myron Avery. [Hand written]
Dear Mr. Avery:
Your “copy” letters arrived and we were very glad to read Mr. Clark’s report of their trip,
they seemed to be a very nice couple and from their conversation I am sure they are true blue
hikers. The Viles Estate story seems to fit into what I told you. He makes me so mad
sometimes. We left the paint there for those fellows that were coming through and when they
didn’t show up within a few days he called me up and asked when I thought they would be
there. I told him I didn’t know but perhaps the weather had delayed them so a while longer
went on then he called and said have you heard from those fellows, they haven’t been here
for that paint and I have to stay here all the time so to be here if they should come (and the
darned old fool never goes out of the door yard). I said why you don’t need to stay there on
their account then we got your letter saying they weren’t coming so I called him up and told
him and told him some time when we were out we’d pick the paint up. Well time went on
and I’ll admit it was about a month before the neighbor said he called them and was growling
about it so the next trip out El went down and got it. It’s things like that that gets under your
skin, that paint wasn’t causing him any trouble but he’s just that way. I got a chance to get at
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him once, we bought a stove down there and I gave him a check and he kept it 5 months,
finally I called him up and asked him if he would please cash it as it bothered me with my
checking account. Another time we were down there and I wanted to go over on the dyke and
see how badly the bridge was destroyed so while Elwyn went in the house to talk I wandered
over past the (NO TRESPASSING) signs and when I came in I said I’ve been trespassing on
your land.
Well so much for old fussy puss, the paint now is at West Carry Pond and it’s very welcome
to stay there until you need it.
The place Mr. Clark refers to where people have got side tracked is where we go to the
beaver ponds over back of the hill just after you leave the camp yard a short distance. I can’t
understand why any one would leave a good wide trail and go on one that was nearly
impassable (has not been cut out for 4 or 5 years) when there are two signs, one pointing
toward camp with W. CP. Camps on it and the other saying Beaver Pond Trail. We intended
to get at it this Fall and make it plainer if possible at that point. Next Spring I shall make
more signs and put up along this point. Of course, if Mr. and Mrs. Clark re-paint the
markings that will help some, but I can assure you I shall see too it that is fixed up if I have
to put up Barb wire.
We had a very poor fishing season and so have hoped for a good hunting season and we
would have had a full house had it not been for the fire ban but of course we were so thankful
that we had a roof left over our heads that we could “take it” even if it did hurt. The deer
were very plentiful and the bear were too plentiful, hunters said they never saw so many
acres of land pawed up where they hunted for beechnuts. One man caught two in his bobcat
traps.
During October we accomplished quite a bit of extra work around camp which had been
dragging during the war. We got enough lumber to build a new camp but found it was too
green to use so have it drying in hopes that next Spring maybe we can get it up.
I did quite a stint on new flower gardens and am hoping I shall be awarded a few blooms for
all my hard work. Of course I hear about it if they come up to thistles.
We came to Bethel about a week ago. We don’t know yet what we will do nor where we will
be but hope to find work some where soon.
If you want to reach us any time before April 1st send it to Bethel, Maine and we’ll get it O.K.
Well I guess I’ve raved on long enough so will sign off. Regards to all in Washington.
Saw in the paper today where you folks in Washington were paying $1.05 a pound for
butter—we pay 79 cents.
December 15, 1947. Myron Avery to Director, U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.
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Dear Sir:
I am writing at this time in connection with the separate proof sheets of the U.S.G.S.
Katahdin, Maine, Quadrangle. I believe that your staff may be familiar with The Appalachian
Trail Guidebooks. Guide to The Appalachian Trail In Maine, copies of which are in your
Library, contains a map of the Katahdin Region. When we were preparing this map, we
obtained a number of years ago from the Survey proof plates for each of the three separate
colors. I am sorry to have to say that, in the course of time, due perhaps to the changes in the
Conference's address, these proof sheets have become misplaced. We are in the process of
making a new and improved Katahdin map and to that end I should like to inquire whether it
would be possible at this time for the Conference to obtain a separate proof of each of the
three plates. We regret that we have been unable, after an extensive search, to locate those
which you previously furnished.
If you find that it is possible to continue the assistance which we have received over the
course of years from the Survey by furnishing proofs, we shall be glad to make remittance on
the receipt of your advices.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
{Copy Katahdin}
December 15, 1947. Myron Avery to W. P. Shultz, Rainbow Lake Camps, Kokadjo,
Maine.
Dear Mr. Shultz:
Since our return to Washington, we have spoken many times of our most pleasant stay at
Rainbow Lake.
The visit was extraordinarily pleasant. It will be a long time before the party forgets the
excellence of the meals and the cooperation and adjustment of your arrangements to meet our
requirements.
From the interest which you were manifesting, I had thought that you intended to spend the
rest of your days at Rainbow Lake. Consequently, it was a matter of great surprise to me to
hear from Mr. Schoppe very recently that you had sold the Camps. Mr. Schoppe did not
know the name of the present owner.
In view of our interest, I wanted to write to ask if you would let me know the situation and
whether you have returned to Ohio. We would be glad to have the name and address of the
new owner, whose acquaintance we will probably make next year.
With best regards to Mrs. Shultz and yourself.
Dictated by Captain Avery but written and sent out during his absence to avoid delay.
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December 16, 1947. Shenandoah Publishing House to Maine Appalachian Trail
Conference, Inc.
To adjustment on 1947 Supplement to the Maine Guide

$43.60

December 17, 1947. C. S. McCarty, Manager, Commercial Printing Department,
Shenandoah Publishing Co., Strasburg, Virginia, to Myron Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
We thank you for your check of $200 enclosed in your letter of December 3.
We regret that you were encouraged to proceed with the presswork and assembling of the
Maine Guide Supplement, and assure you that if even half of the delay caused by handling
the thin book paper could have been anticipated we would never have written the letter.
Printing and paper costs have increased considerably, and paper is still going up. The
$872.81 total cost represents a good bit of work. Due to the manner in which the orders were
received, the job was handled on five different tickets. We combined the cost of all in a lump
sum because the time was entered in such a way that only the printing and stock was charged
to the "Notes to Purchaser's" and "Map over-lays"; while the assembling of these two
sections was charged to the Supplement there was some of the work on the Maine Guide
Supplement which should have been divided and part of it charged to the Katahdin reprints.
Following is a break down of the charges just as we have them from the time records:
218 pages Maine Guide Supplement, 1500 copies………….$753.00
1500 "Notes to Purchaser's" two printed pages…………….. 11.50
1000 2-page Map Overlays………………………………….. 9.00
1000 Reprints of Katahdin Section…………………………. 69.50
1000 Reprints of Corrigenda of Katahdin Section………….. 28.50
Postage………………………………………………………
.81
As suggested in the next to last paragraph of your letter, we have checked the time sheet and
cost records for errors and found none. We went a little further and tried to separate the
excessive time due to the lightweight book paper, which neither of us could anticipate or help.
Following this the figures were checked with Mr. Keister, and he suggested that we split this
unavoidable cost, as nearly as possible, with you.
It is difficult to figure excessive time unless it can be done while the job is in process, but we
believe our figures are about correct. As per Mr. Keister's suggestion we are issuing a credit
memo for 5% of the total cost, amounting to $43.60, which we believe splits the excessive
time caused by conditions beyond our control, in half.
We are now setting the type on the 1948 Supplement and we hope to get the proof to you this
month. We have ordered the Tri-Opaque paper, but up to this date we have not been able to
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get a promise on delivery. Only one paper house has offered an acceptable substitute—ChillOpaque, which can be delivered sometime in March. We are enclosing sample.
In view of prevailing conditions, if this paper is satisfactory, we will order it and hope for the
best. However, I believe we will have to make the best substitution possible when the job is
ready for the press, rather than delay for a more desirable stock—only I know it won’t be run
on 30-pound English Finish Book.
{Enclosed with the samples mentioned above is a sample of 20 lb. Chillopaque, which is in
transit, can be gotten shortly.}
{B. W. Wilson Paper Co., Chillopaque Smooth White, Sent 16. B. W. Wilson Paper Co.
Chillopaque 35 x 45—85 (Sub 20) 16 Dec. 1947}
December 19, 1947. John W. Clark to Lawson Reeves, Box 49, Dryden, Maine
Dear Mr. Reeves,
I hope you will pardon the delay in answering your letter. My copy of my report to Captain
Avery had been lent elsewhere and I have had to await its return so that I could send it to you.
Since it is my only copy, I would appreciate your returning it when you are finished with it.
The report covers the general trail conditions. You must remember when reading it that I am
basing my description of trail conditions on a comparison with so called "standard”
conditions. Both you and I have probably followed worse trails than the Blgelow-Orbeton
stream section of the AT, but compared to "standard” it is pretty bad in spots.
To answer your specific questions:
1. There was a note in the Sugarloaf register saying that the cover had been found, loose and
the register water soaked. The note adds that the register had been sent to the "proper
authorities in Washington."
2. The Sugarloaf lean-to has been smashed by a falling yellow birch. The Spalding lean-to
appeared to be all right but we did not examine it closely.
3. General trail conditions are covered in report.
4. We did not notice any new board signs.
5. We did not see any signs at either end indicating that the section was impassable.
6. We do not belong to any hiking or mountain club.
My six year old son knows Miss Reeves as she teaches him music.
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I am very pleased to have heard from you and will be interested in your plans for trail
clearing next summer.
December 26, 1947. Myron Avery to C. S. McCarty, Shenandoah Publishing House.
Dear Mr. McCarty:
I have been delayed by the holiday season in replying to your letter of December 17th.
In view of the information which you have furnished and the detailed break-down for the
Maine Guide Supplement, we have no further comment. We do wish to say, however, that
we very much appreciate your attitude and that of Mr. Keister in re-checking the situation.
Your usual attitude of friendliness and complete cooperation impresses us more than the
matter of monetary adjustment.
As far as the paper for the next Supplement is concerned, I have consulted with Miss
Stephenson and we feel we should leave this detail with you to work out. We would, of
course, prefer the 16 lb. paper. However, as the March delivery may prove to be an overoptimistic appraisal, in view of our necessity for having the Supplement as speedily as
possible we will leave it to you to give us the most suitable paper you can get at the time you
will have to have it.
1 return the paper samples, of which I have retained a portion, plus the original letter of
December 7 from the D. W. Wilson Paper Co.
Please let us know when proof will be forthcoming.
Dictated by Mr. Avery but transcribed January 10 and to avoid further delay mailed in his
absence.
Copy to Miss Park.
Dec. 27, 1947. Robert G. Hutton, Supervisor, Maine Forest Service, Monson, Maine, to
Myron Avery.
Dear Capt. Avery:
I had an opportunity last week to call upon the caretaker of the Ledge House and we
discussed the "No Trespassing" signs to which you referred in your letter of Oct. 25 to
Commissioner Rendall.
Mr. Viles, the caretaker, advised me that these signs were not put up for the purpose of
keeping the Trail Club members from traversing the field or Dam but as a safety measure
against possible fire from the rank and file who have given him more or less trouble in the
past. Several years ago the Forest Service established and maintained a Public Lunch Ground
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at the eastern edge of the field and on the same side of the road as the house. For some reason
this was discontinued. However next spring I do plan to rebuild it. This should be of some
benefit to the Club members as well as to the travelling public.
The mile and a half of trail on the southern slope of White Cap Mountain is in territory over
which I have no supervision, it being in the Eastern Division. You also made reference to this
in your letter of Oct. 25 to the Commissioner.
The paint arrived and is stored in our Hdqrs. building at Greenville. I am in hopes before
another season passes to meet you personally and shall be glad to have you call on me in
Greenville should you get up that way next summer.
{Copy Sawyer, Clark, Elwyn Shorey, Stephenson}
December 29, 1947. Jack Clark to Myron Avery.
Dear Captain Avery:
Thank you for the very nice Christmas card and the article on the "Telos Cut”
.
I have never been very much of a “joiner” of hiking, skiing, etc, clubs but I am acquainted
with several local organizations. Two of them, the “Penguin Ski Club" of Portland and the
“Deering High School Ski Club" might be interested in doing some maintenance work on the
Appalachian Trail. I think if I were to give a talk at one of their meetings, some interest
might be aroused. Do you have any literature on the trail in general and the Maine section in
particular that you could send me to aid in the preparation of a brief talk? You once
mentioned some slides on Maine. These would be helpful if available. A list of which
sections will be available for maintenance next summer would be useful.
As you have probably guessed, we did not get to Gulf Hagas this season. The woods were
opened on a Sunday and the following Tuesday twenty inches of snow fell in the Brownville
region,
I do not know Mr. Reeves but unless he is a veritable Paul Bunyan, he is going to need a lot
of help to get the Bigelow Village -- Orbeton Stream section to standard condition. A
tremendous amount of work is involved.
{Copy Miss Stephenson, Mr. Sawyer}
December, 1947. Charles Windle, Fed. Hall, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, to Myron
Avery.
Dear sir:
I am indeed sorry that I have not previously answered your first letter and thereby evoked the
rebuke of the second. I forwarded your letter to Mr. Herbert Erf, the companion of my
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relevant experiences and of the potential plans. He found himself so deeply buried in the
scholastic burden of his freshman year that he couldn’t find time to answer. I suspect that the
character of the information which he would have had to give would not have facilitated the
discovery of time in which to write.
I am rather afraid that my plans are still too nebulous for me to be at all definite. However
since I am in my junior year here at Oberlin it might well be wise for me to investigate the
possibilities of applying the training I'm receiving. So I shall probably see what kind of jobs
are available in the general field of psychology for this summer as a first choice.
My friend, Herb, when I saw him during the last vacation (Thanksgiving), didn't seem to feel
as if he'd care to undertake the expedition without someone he knew.
I'm afraid that if we both decided that we were interested in trail work to the exclusion of any
other summer activity, our decision would be made at the last minute when I am sure that it
would be inconvenient for you to say the least.
I am regretful that Herb and I seem to be sacrificing this opportunity but feel that we cannot,
at least yet, make any plans. I hope that you will not feel that we are deciding against the idea
of working on the trail but are just unable at all to commit ourselves when our plans are so
indefinite. By thus begging the question in part I hope to leave the possibility open to us (at
least in part) in the future. And again I apologize for being so inconsiderate of your position
but I feel that I'd be even more so by planning definitely when the chances of fulfillment
were below 50%.
1947 (Undated)
For Trailway News
APPALACHIAN TRAIL UNAFFECTED BY FOREST FIRES IN MAINE
With the nation-wide concern and interest manifested in the catastrophic fire loss in Maine, it
is a gratifying although small consolation to announce, in response to inquiries, that there
was no fire loss in the “big woods”. The fires were confined to the southern part of the state
outside of the organized Forestry District. Disasters, such as to Bar Harbor, Brownfield,
Kennebunkport, were due to fires of local origin.
With the extent of lumbering operations in Maine and the opportunity for a conflagration of
perhaps State-wide Magnitude, it is a tribute to the lumbermen and those who frequent the
woods that no single fire of any consequence occurred in the organized Forestry District.
Thus, the Appalachian Trail escapes problems which would be the inevitable aftermath of
fires of the same consequence as the Miramiche [Miramichi] fire of 1925 [1825] in
Piscataquis County and the two Katahdin fires in 1883 and 1904.
The official statistics for the fires in Maine were presented in the ____________
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issue of the Wall Street Journal. The financial expert of the Gannet papers, writing for the
Wall Street Journal, reported that ___________ all the year round dwellings were
burned and ________ summer homes were destroyed.
1947 (Undated)
For Trailway News
Appalachian Trailway News as well as the monitions contained in the Trail Conference
Guidebooks warn of the hazards of solitary or solo trail travel. The personal danger as well as
the unrequited services of those who are called upon to render humanitarian service in the
way of search impose a totally unwarranted duty. Unfortunately, far too often those who
attempt such a project are unfitted physically, mentally or in experience to cope with the
hazards.
The Maine Appalachian Trail party in September, 1947, encountered such a solo traveler
near Rainbow Lake. This traveler was a young man, of very apparent physical sturdiness. He
bore his heavy pack with astonishing ease. He had studied the guidebook and was checking
his route continually. He radiated confidence and ability to accomplish his project. Of
particular interest was his statement that he had specially trained as one does for a college
contest for this excursion in order to be in perfect physical condition. This situation
necessitates the admission that solo trips with the benefit of such fundamental planning are
susceptible of accomplishment, although this admission in no wit diminishes the value of the
general warning sounded.
The communication of this solo traveler, announcing the successful completion of his
venture, strikes an unusual note and one worth repeating.
"I was on the A.T. during the month of September and I met a trail crew near
Rainbow Lake with whom I visited a moment and just by way of interest I am writing
this note.
"I walked 220 miles of the 266 in Maine and I felt that I had the value that I wanted
of the experience then. Can't say that I can remember spending a more profitable few
weeks.
"It strikes me that we are capable of being more perfectly adjusted to the more natural
environs and I wanted to observe my own reaction. I found the woods very congenial
to a contented condition of mind and nature’s society very companionable.
"Just a word of appreciation of those whose effort helped make the experience
possible."
1947 (Undated) Form letter on A.T.C. Letterhead
Dear Inquirer:
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In response to your request for information about The Appalachian Trail Conference, there is
enclosed herewith Appalachian Trail Publication No. 17, The Appalachian Trail. This
furnishes a generalized description of The Appalachian Trail and the objectives of The
Appalachian Trail Conference. The literature which relates to The Appalachian Trail, both
that published by the Conference and the affiliated organizations, is listed according to
subjects in this publication. For convenience in ordering, a briefer list, which serves as an
order blank, is attached to this letter.
Five guidebooks cover the entire Trail route. These books contain the information required
for actual travel over sections of The Trail. In addition, the other listed publications describe,
rather fully, the other phases of The Appalachian Trail project. They treat of the history of
the Trail, the system employed in its marking, equipment, camping technique, lean-to
construction, preparation of guidebooks, and other related matters. If you have had no
previous experience on The Appalachian Trail or in trail travel, you should find very useful
A. T. C. Publication No. 15, Suggestions For Appalachian Trail Users. This Publication has
been prepared in response to numerous inquiries received over a course of years by the
Conference and will undoubtedly furnish the answers to many questions which will occur to
you.
A subscription to Appalachian Trailway News will keep you informed of current outstanding
developments along the Trail. This is issued three times a year. In addition, subscriptions to
Appalachian Trailway News afford an opportunity to support the Trail project.
The Appalachian Trail Conference is an amateur recreational project. All its activities are on
a volunteer basis; its activities represent the contribution of those who are interested in the
Trail project. The Conference is composed of individuals, outing clubs and organizations
which maintain the Trail project. The membership for individuals ("Class D" membership)
has dues of $5.00 a year. Such members receive any publications issued by the Conference
during the period of their membership, including guidebooks and Appalachian Trailway
News. This type of membership affords individuals an opportunity to maintain close contact
with and to support the Appalachian Trail project.
As the Conference is entirely a volunteer organization, its facilities are necessarily limited. It
wishes that it were in a position to supply to inquirers, without charge, comprehensive
information as to the Trail route and the Trail project. Since, however, the Conference's
activities are supported by the contributions of affiliated clubs and members, the cost of the
literature forwarded with this letter has been defrayed by some other individual. In order that
the same service may be rendered to other inquirers, the Conference has adopted the practice
of requesting recipients of its literature to forward fifteen cents to defray costs. If you will
reimburse the Conference to this extent, it will make possible the sending of similar material
to another inquirer.
By carefully noting the list of publications, you should find a source of information which
will deal with your point of interest or inquiry as to The Appalachian Trail. The answers to
virtually all inquiries necessary to use the Trail are covered in the listed literature. The
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description of each publication will undoubtedly indicate to you the publication which deals
with your particular point of interest or inquiry.
The Conference trusts that the interest which you have evidenced will develop into extensive
use of the Trail.
Very truly yours,
The Appalachian Trail Conference
Enclosures:
The Appalachian Trail , (A.T.C. Publication No. 17)
Message to Those Who Walk in the Woods
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SIGNS FOR
THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE
(Eighth Revision)
[Note: On August 21, 1948, Myron Avery sent out a memo stating that so many errors
had been found in this Revision that it would be superseded by a new list dated August,
1948, but still marked “Eighth Revision”. He urged holders to destroy their copies of
this September, 1947 version, upon receipt of the corrected list. I have been unable to
find the 1948 version. The Ninth Revision is included in the transcript for 1950.]
(Signs are listed in accordance with sections in
Guide To The Appalachian Trail In Maine (4th ed.).)
[Arrows indicate direction indicated by sign or item on sign, if any.]
Special signs
on approach trails (not Appalachian Trail) to summit of Katahdin
1. At terminus of automobile road at Roaring Brook.
To Summit of Katahdin, northern
terminus of 2,050-mile Appalachian
Trail (via Saddle Trail)
5.6 m.
A.T.C.
2. At Chimney Pond.
The Summit of Katahdin is the
northern terminus of the Appalachian Trail, a mountain footpath extending 2,050 miles to
Mt. Oglethorpe, Georgia
The Summit, where commence
the white blazes of The Appalachian Trail, is 2.2 m. via
Saddle Trail, 1.7 m. via
Cathedral Trail, and 2.35 m.
via Dudley Trail
A.T.C.
{Copies: 2 sign folder B, 1 Maine file Part 62, 3 Pryor, 2 Fairfield, 1 Attwood, 1 Clark}
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Section 1
3. On summit of Katahdin*
Katahdin
Northern Terminus of The Appalachian
Trail. A Mountain Footpath Extending
2,050 Miles to Mt. Oglethorpe , Georgia
A.T.C.
4. Same place as No. 3
←Appalachian Trail
Katahdin Stream Campground 5.22 m.
Twin Pine Camps
7.15 m.
Maine. – N. H. Line
266.3 m.
A.T.C.
5. Same place as No. 3
Register here; do not deface signs by
writing .
A.T.C.

*This sign bolted to post; on replacing
need to have signs with holes bored
to meet location of bolt holes in post;
new bolts, nuts and washers needed
in replacement of this sign. Attached
(page 3) is diagram of bolt holes on
posts. In replacing, will need hammer,
ax, chisel, small wrench, brace and bit,
hack saw, screw driver, stove bolts each
with two washers and two screws,
white paint and brush.
An alternative procedure will be to use a
board, which will combine signs 3, 4,
and 5, and which can be bolted at each
corner to existing signs. For sizes of
board, see page 3. Use double nuts and
washers on bolts.

6. Same place as No. 3 (Sign** (typed) enclosed in glass picture frame, made by Dr. L. F.
Schmeckebier in 1944, for use with brass registration cylinder.***)
It is most desirable to obtain an accurate
**See diagram on page 4 for method
record of the number of people who
of fastening cylinder to post.
climb Katahdin and of weather conditions.
This purpose will be facilitated if each
***See Memorandum of September
person will register carefully, indicate the
5, 1944 (page 5) for method of
consecutive number of the registrant and
maintaining registration cylinder.
state briefly the weather conditions or other
phenomena. The results will be published
in Appalachian Trailway News. This is a
worth while venture and we ask your
cooperation in obtaining an accurate
record and preserving it from injury.
The register is in the cylinder attached
to this post. Please see that top is
securely closed. The Appalachian Trail Conference,
Washington, D.C.
[Following two diagrams copied from Sixth Revision]
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Memorandum September 5, 1944
New registration cylinder made by Helmke installed on post at Katahdin.
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Diagram showing location of bolts in frame of cylinder contained in Katahdin sign folder.
Former cylinder removed.
Notebook, size 8” x 5" left in cylinder. This notebook entitled on cover:
NEW SERIES
BOOK NO. 1
From September 5, 1944
On inside cover of notebook the following was written:
NOTE: This register will be collected by The Appalachian Trail Conference and
ultimately deposited with other Katahdin Registers at Maine State Library, Augusta,
Maine.
Registration statistics are printed periodically in Appalachian Trailway News.
Future books should carry the same legends; be dated and show the book number.
The heading on each sheet is as follows:
Registrant number

Date

Name and address

Weather

Miss Park will obtain and have available notebooks numbered 2, 3, and 4 for replacements.
Definite arrangements for replacing notebooks will be made with parties known to be going
to Katahdin, rather than to be left with York.
A pencil sharpener should be left in the cylinder.
Several pencils were left in the cylinder.
7. At Thoreau Spring (1.02 m.) at intersection
with Baxter Peak Cut-off Trail
Appalachian Trail
Thoreau Spring
Baxter Peak
1. m.
Timber line
1.38 m. 
Katahdin Stream Campsite 4.22 m. 
A.T.C.
8. At junction of old and new Hunt Trails (3.58 m.)

13. At east intersection of A.T. and
Millinocket-Greenville Road (5.22 m
Appalachian Trail
Waterfall
1.24 m.
Hunt Spur Lean-to
2.1 m.
Baxter Peak
5.22 m.
A.T.C.
14. At west intersection of road (5.29 m.
Appalachian Trail
Daicey Pond (York’s Camps) 1.86 m.
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Appalachian Trail
Millinocket – Greenville Road 1.64 m.
Baxter Peak
3.58 m.
A.T.C



9. At Lean-to on Hunt Spur (3.12 m.)
Appalachian Trail
Hunt Spur Lean-to
Katahdin Stream Lean-tos
1.88 m. 
Chimney Pond Lean-tos 5.32 m.
via Saddle Trail
A.T.C.
10. At 4 m., where path leads to Katahdin
Falls
Waterfalls, Katahdin Stream
11. At 4.08 m., on south side of bridge
across Katahdin Stream
Appalachian Trail
Waterfalls
0.1 m.
Ledges
0.1 m.
12. At northeast corner of Katahdin Stream
Campsite (5.12 m.), where trail enters woods.
(This is .1 m. nearer mountain from location
of Sign No. 13)

Penobscot West Branch
5.01 m.
Penobscot W. Branch Campsite 5.24m
15. Same place as Nos. 13 and 14 (need
8-32 screws)
Appalachian Trail Highway
Crossing sign
16. At York’s Camps (7.15 m.)
Appalachian Trail
Millinocket-Greenville Road,
(Katahdin Stream Campsite) 1.93 m.
Katahdin
7.15 m.
A.T.C.
17. Same place as No. 16
Appalachian Trail
Penobscot West Branch
3.15 m.
Rainbow Lake Camps
10.16 m.
A.T.C.
Section 2
18. At .97 m., side trail to Little
Niagara Falls
Little Niagara Falls
A.T.C.
19. At 1.17 m., side trail to Big
Niagara Falls

Appalachian Trail
Waterfall
1.14 m.
Hunt Spur Lean-to
2.0 m.
Baxter Peak
5.12 m.
A.T.C.
20. At 2.43 m., where A.T. leaves
Nesowadnehunk Tote-road.

Big Niagara Falls
A.T.C.

To mouth of Nesowadnehunk Stream
app. 1 m.
A.T.C.
21. Same place as No. 20

Appalachian Trail
Rainbow Lake Camps
6.69 m.
Rainbow Lake Lean-to
9.98 m.
A.T.C.
27. Same place as No. 26

Appalachian Trail
Nesowadnehunk Cable Bridge

Nesowadnehunk-Rainbow Trail
North Shore Rainbow Lake 4.48 m.

26. At 3.47 m. junction of
Nesowadnehunk Rainbow Trail and A.T.

.72 m.
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Twin Pine Camps
A.T.C.

2.43 m.

22. At 3.2 m. Penobscot West Branch
(Cedar Post), South Bank
Appalachian Trail 
Penobscot West Branch Campsite
Nesowadnehunk-Rainbow Trail
Rainbow Lake Camps
A.T.C.

0.18 m.
.27 m.
6.96 m.

23. Same place as No. 22
Appalachian Trail
Twin Pine Camps, Daicey Pond
Katahdin Stream Campsite
Katahdin
A.T.C.

3.2 m.
5.13 m.
10.35 m.

24. At 3.38 m
Penobscot West Branch Campsite 50 yds
25. At Campsite
Maine Forest Service
Penobscot West Branch Campsite

Appalachian Trail
Penobscot W. Br. Campsite 150 yds
Nesowadnehunk Cable Bridge 0.27 m.
Twin Pine Camps
3.47 m.
Katahdin Stream Campsite 5.42 m.
Katahdin
10.62 m.
A.T.C.
28. Nesowadnehunk-Rainbow Trail at
Horse Race Brook
 Nesowadnehunk-Rainbow Trail
North Shore of Rainbow Lake 2.49 m.
A.T.C.
29. Same place as No. 28
Nesowadnehunk-Rainbow Trail
Appalachian Trail
1.99 m.
Nesowadnehunk Falls
2.26 m.
A.T.C.
30. Same place as No. 28
West Branch Camps
A.T.C.
31. At north shore of Rainbow Lake
Rainbow Lake Ferry
Appalachian Trail
4.48 m.
Daicey Pond
7.95 m
Katahdin
15.1 m.
A.T.C.
32. At Rainbow Lake Camps
Appalachian Trail
Nesowadnehunk Cable Bridge 6.95 m.
Twin Pine Camps, Daicey Pond 10.16m.
Katahdin
17.31 m.

Section 3
33. Same place as No. 32.

39. At 8 m., Nahmakanta Lake Camps

Appalachian Trail
Rainbow Lake Lean-to
3.29 m.
Rainbow Lake Dam
3.5 m.
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
8. m.
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
Wadleigh Pond Campsite
Prentiss Valley Road
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to
Mahar Campground
Antlers Camps, Lower Joe

2.91 m.
6.18 m.
7.37 m.
11.85 m.
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34. At 0.24 m., in field, junction of
Doughnut Pond Trail

Mary Lake
A.T.C.

Doughnut Pond
app. 1 ¼ m.
A.T.C.

17.75 m.

40. Same place as No. 39
Appalachian Trail
Rainbow Lake Dam
Rainbow Lake Lean-to
Rainbow Lake Camps
A.T.C.

35. Same place as No. 34
Appalachian Trail
Rainbow Lake Lean-to
3.05 m.
A.T.C.

4.5 m.
4.71 m.
8.0 m.

36. At 1.65 m., side trail to spring
Big Spring

A.T.C.

100 ft.



37. At 3.29 m., on Rainbow Lake Lean-to
Appalachian Trail
Rainbow Lake Lean-to
Spring
0.13 m. 
Penobscot West Branch
Campsite
10.07 m. 
Katahdin Stream Lean-tos
15.38 m. 
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to 12.08 m.
A.T.C.
38. At 3.5 m., Rainbow Lake Dam?
Appalachian Trail
Rainbow Lake Camps
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
A.T.C.

3.5 m.
4.5 m.


Section 4

41. At 1.57 m.
Appalachian Trail
Wadleigh Pond
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to
A.T.C.
42. Same place as No. 41.

48. Where Trail comes within 25 ft. of
beach on Nahmakanta Lake
1.35 m.
5.8 m.

Beach - Spring
A.T.C.
49. At 6.18 m.
Appalachian Trail
Wadleigh Pond Campsite
3.47 m.
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Pollywog Pond
Nahmakanta Lake Camps

.16 m.
1.57 m.

43. At 2.81 m. lower left corner of field,
Wadleigh Farmsite.
Appalachian Trail
Wadleigh Farmsite
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to
Antlers Camps
A.T.C.

4.56 m.
14.94 m.

50. Same place as No. 49.
Appalachian Trail
Prentiss Valley Road
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to 1.19 m.
Mahar Campground
5.67 m.
Antlers Camps
11.57 m.
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to 350 ft.
Mahar Campground
4.55 m.
A.T.C.

Prentiss Valley Road
A.T.C.
45. Same place as No. 43.
0.1 m.

46. Same place as No. 43.
Appalachian Trail 
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
Rainbow Lake Lean-to
A.T.C.

6.18 m.

51. At 7.3 m.

44. Same place as No. 43.

Wadleigh Pond Campsite
(Fine view) A.T.C.

Nahmakanta Lake Camps
A.T.C.

2.81 m.
7.52 m.

47. At 0.1 m. from Sign No. 45, at Campsite
Maine Forest Service
Wadleigh Pond Campsite
A.T.C.

52. Same place as No. 51
Appalachian Trail
Spring
350 ft.
Wadleigh Pond Campsite
4.49 m.
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
7.3 m.
Rainbow Lake Lean-to
12.01 m.
Katahdin
32.61 m.
A.T.C.
53. Where path to lean-to leaves the
Tote-Road
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to
A.T.C.
This sign is to be made as three arrows;
two to point right, one left, respectively.

Section 5
54. At 11.85 m., Mahar Campground.
Appalachian Trail
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to 4.6 m.
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
11.85 m.
A.T.C.
55. Same place as No. 54.

59. At Antlers Camps, Lower Joe Mary
Lake
Appalachian Trail
Mahar Campground
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to
Nahmakanta Lake Camps
Katahdin
A.T.C.

5.9 m.
10.52 m.
17.75 m.
43.06 m.
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60. Same place as No. 59.

Appalachian Trail
Potaywadjo Spring
2.6 m.
Antlers Camps, Lower Jo
Mary Lake
5.9 m.

Appalachian Trail
Joe Mary Mtn.
7.75 m.
Kokadjo Road
11.1 m.
Yoke Ponds Camps
13.95 m.
A.T.C.

A.T.C.
56. At 2.6 m.
Appalachian Trail
Potaywadjo Spring
Antlers Camps, Lower Joe
Mary Lake
Nahmakanta Lake Lean-to
Mahar Campground
A.T.C.

3.3 m.
7.22 m.
2.6 m.

57. At 4.46 m., at blue-blazed Potaywadjo
Ridge Trail.
Potaywadjo Ridge Trail
.8 m.
(Extraordinary views.)
A.T.C.
58. Same place as No. 57.
Appalachian Trail
Antlers Camps
Mahar Campground
A.T.C.

1.44 m.
4.46 m.
Section 6

61. At 2.7 m., blue-blazed side trail to dam.

68. Same place as No. 67

Cooper Pond Dam
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
Antlers Camps, Lower Joe
Mary Lake
7.8 m.
Kokadjo Road
3.3 m.
Yoke Ponds Campsite
5.5 m.
A.T.C.

0.22 m.

62. At 2.85 m., blue-blazed side trail to Pond
Cooper Pond
A.T.C.
63. Same place as No. 62.
Appalachian Trail
Yoke Pond Camps
Antlers Camps, Lower Joe

0.2 m.

11.1 m.

69. At 11.1 m., Kokadjo-B Pond Road
Appalachian Trail
Crawford Dam
0.9 m.
Antlers Camps, Lower Joe
Mary Lake
11.1 m.
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Mary Lake
A.T.C.

2.85 m.

64. At 3.55 m., blue-blazed side trail to
Joe Mary Mtn.
Joe Mary Mtn. Trail
Haynes Cooper Pond Camp
Joe Mary Mtn.
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
Yoke Ponds Campsite
2.2 m.
Yoke Ponds Camps
2.85 m.
A.T.C.

0.7 m.
4.2 m.

71. Same place as No. 69.
Standard A.T. Highway Crossing Sign.
3.55 m.
10.4 m.

66. At Haynes Cooper Pond Camp, on Joe
Mary Mtn. Trail
Joe Mary Mtn.

A.T.C.

A.T.C.

54.16 m.

70. Same place as No. 69.

65. Same place as No. 64.
Appalachian Trail
Antlers Camps
Yoke Ponds Camps
A.T.C.

Katahdin

3.5 m.

72. At 13.3 m.
Maine Forest Service
Yoke Ponds Campsite
73. Same place as No. 72.
(sign incomplete)
Appalachian Trail
Campsite
Campsite

74. At 13.8 m., on Kokadjo-B Pond
Road, entrance to Yoke Pond Camps.
Appalachian Trail
Yoke Pond Camps
0.15 m.
25 yds.
West Branch Pond Camps 12.15 m.
White Camp Mtn.
14.25 m.
A.T.C.
76. Same place as No. 74

67. At 7.8 m., blue-blazed trail to Cooper
Brook Falls
Cooper Brook Falls
A.T.C.
75. Same place as No. 74.
Standard A.T. Highway
Crossing Sign

77. At 1.02 m., side trail to Little
Boardman Mtn.
Little Boardman Mtn.
0.7 m.
(Fine view) A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
Crawford Dam
Antlers Camps, Lower Joe
Mary Lake
Katahdin
A.T.C.
Section 7

3.7 m.
13.8 m.
56.86 m.

84. Same place as No. 83
Appalachian Trail
White Cap Mtn.
Pleasant River Road
Chairback Mtn. Camps

4.15 m.
10.36 m.
13.34 m.
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78. On Little Boardman Mtn. Trail
at two places (2 signs)
Viewpoint
79. At 1.3 m.
Appalachian Trail
Yoke Pond Camps
1.3 m.
East Branch Pleasant River 1.95 m.
A.T.C.
80. Same place as No. 79.
Mountain View Pond 1-1/2 m. app.
A.T.C.

A.T.C.
85. Same place as No. 84
West Branch Pond Camps
Frenchtown Road
A.T.C.

2.2 m.
3.3 m.

86. Where road to West Branch Ponds Camps
leaves dirt road, 2 m. from No. 85
West Branch Pond Camps
0.2 m.
87. At Chadwick’s main camps at First West
West Branch Pond, at start of blue blazes.

81. At 3.25 m.
Appalachian Trail
Yoke Pond Camps
3.25 m.
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
White Cap Mtn.

89. At 1.6 m., junction with blue-blazed
side trail

97. At 8.86 m. where Appalachian Trail
leaves Forest Service Trail and telephone
wire.
Appalachian Trail
Pleasant River Road
1.5 m.
Gulf Hagas Trail
2.2 m.
A.T.C.

A.T.C.

1.6 m.
4.15 m.

88. Where blue-blazed trail leaves Chadwick’s
82. Same place as No. 81
tote-road, .15 m. from camps.
Appalachian Trail
East Branch Dam
2.9 m.
White Cap Mtn.
4. M.
West Branch Ponds Camps 8.35 m.
A.T.C.
83. Where Trail crosses H. & W. Road at 10 m.
Appalachian Trail
East Branch Dam
3.9 m.
Yoke Pond Camps
10.0 m.
A.T.C.
Section 8

Appalachian Trail
White Cap Mtn.
2.55 m.
Chairback Mtn. Camps)
11.74 m.
A.T.C.
90. Same place as No. 89.
West Branch Pond Camps 1.6 m.
A.T.C.
91. Same place as No. 89.

98. At 10.36 m. (Pleasant River Road at
edge of old field).
Appalachian Trail
Hay Brook Falls
.26 m.
White Cap Mtn.
6.31 m.
A.T.C.
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Appalachian Trail
West Branch Pond Road
1.6 m.
A.T.C.
92. At 3.85 m.
White Cap Firetower (3707 ft.) 0.3 m.
A.T.C.
93. Same place as No. 92.
Appalachian Trail
West Branch Pond Camps 3.85 m.
Kokadjo-B Pond Road
13.85 m.
A.T.C.
94. Same place as No. 93.
Appalachian Trail
Pleasant River Road
6.51 m.
Chairback Mtn. Camps
9.49 m.
A.T.C.
95. Where A.T. leaves White Brook at
7.9 m.
Maine Forest Service
White Brook Campsite
96. Same place as No. 95
Chairback Gap Campsite
Yoke Ponds Campsite

8.74 m.
8.55 m.

99. Same place as No. 98.
Appalachian Trail
Pleasant River Road
Gulf Hagas Trail
Long Pond
Katahdin Iron Works
A.T.C.

0.7 m.
3.0 m.
6.62 m.

100. Where trail leaves Pleasant River Road and
turns south to ford at 10.98.
Appalachian Trail
Chairback Mtn. Camps
Chairback Mtn.
Columbus Mtn.
A.T.C.
101. Same place as No. 100.
Pleasant River Road
Screw Auger Falls Trail
Gulf Hagas Trail
Head of the Gulf
North Shore of Long Pond
A.T.C.
102. Same place as No. 101
Appalachian Trail
White Cap Mtn.
West Branch Road

2.36 m.
6.16 m.
6.16 m.

1.13 m.
1.58 m.
4.08 m.
7.04 m.

7.44 m.
10.98 m.

Gulf Hagas Trail Signs
103. At junction Screw Auger Falls
Trail and Pleasant River Road, 1.06 m.
from The Hermitage
Screw Auger Falls Trail

0.23 m.

104. At east junction of Pleasant River
Road and Gulf Hagas Trail, at 1.58 m.
from Appalachian Trail
Gulf Hagas Trail
Head of Gulf
North Shore of Long Pond

2.5 m.
5.46 m.

114. Three dozen small signs, half pointing
right and half pointing left, to be used on
Gulf Hagas Trail
Viewpoint
115. At West junction of Pleasant River
Road and Gulf Hagas Trail.
Gulf Hagas Trail
Appalachian Trail
A.T.C.

4.08 m.

116. Same place as No. 115.
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A.T.C.

Pleasant River Road
Appalachian Trail
North Shore of Long Pond
A.T.C.

105. Same place as No. 104.
Pleasant River Road
Head of the Gulf
1.74 m.
Little Lyford Pond Camps 4.06 m.
Appalachian Trail
1.56 m.
A.T.C.
106. At 1.65 m. on Gulf Hagas Trail
(e. to w.)

3.31 m.
2.96 m.

117. Where blue-blazed trail leaves Pleasant
Road for Long Pond.
North Shore of Long Pond
A.T.C.

107. Lower Jaws

2.6 m.

118. Same place as No. 117.

108. Indian Head

Pleasant River Road
Little Lyford Pond Camps
Gulf Hagas Trail
Appalachian Trail
A.T.C.

109. Main Jaws
110. Buttermilk Falls
111. Upper Jaws

1.97 m.
0.36 m.
3.67 m.

119. On North Shore of Long Pond

112. Stair Falls

Pleasant River Road
Gulf Hagas Trail
Appalachian Trail

113. Billings Falls

2.6 m.
2.96 m.
7.05 m.

Note: Target board painted blue nailed up
here also.
Section 9
120. At Chairback Mtn. Camps at Long Pond

126. Same place as No. 125.

Pleasant River Road
Gulf Hagas Trail
North Shore of Long Pond
White Cap Mtn.
West Branch Pond Camps
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
Chairback Mtn. Camps
East Chairback Pond
Chairback Gap Campsite
A.T.C.

2.36 m.
3.95 m.
9.41 m.
9.79 m.
13.34 m.

127. At 3.3 m.

121. Same place as No. 120
Appalachian Trail
East Chairback Pond
Chairback Gap Campsite

0.82 m.
0.96 m.
2.48 m.

1.8 m.
3.3 m.

Chairback Mtn.
(Extraordinary View)
A.T.C.

0.5 m.
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Chairback Mtn.
Monument Cliff
Bodfish Intervale
A.T.C.

3.8 m.
5.55 m.
16.96 m.

128. Same place as No. 127.

Via Appalachian Trail over Columbus Mtn.
and Monument Cliff and back to the
Camps
8.5 m.
A.T.C.

129. Same place as No. 127.

123. At .18 m. (where blue-blazed trail
joins A.T.

130. Same place as No. 127.

122. Same place as No. 121

Appalachian Trail in Sag between
Third and Fourth Mtns.
A.T.C.

1.75 m.

0.18 m.
1.6 m.

125. At .82 m., where trail to West
Chairback Pond goes off from A.T.
West Chairback Pond

1.4 m.

133. Fifty ft. beyond No. 132 where trail
to pond forks right from lumber road.
West Chairback Pond

0.17 m.

134. Same place as No. 132.
Appalachian Trail
Chairback Mtn. Camps via
Appalachian Trail
Monument Cliff
Bodfish Intervale
A.T.C.

8.74 m.
6.98 m.

Maine Forest Service
Chairback Gap Campsite

Spring
30 yds.
To
Big Houston Pond Camps 2 1/3 m. app.
A.T.C.
131. Same place as No. 127.

124. Same place as No. 123.
Chairback Mtn. Camps
East Chairback Pond
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
White Brook Campsite
Cloud Pond Campsite
A.T.C.

4.93 m.
0.62 m.
12.03 m.

Appalachian Trail
Columbus Mtn.
0.7 m.
Monument Cliff
2.25 m.
Mountain View Camps
8.69 m.
A.T.C.
132. At 4.93 m., side trail to West
Chairback Pond
West Chairback Pond
0.18 m.
Chairback Mtn. Camps
2.05 m.
140. Same place as No. 139.
Appalachian Trail
Chairback Mtn. Camps
Cloud Pond Campsite
Bodfish Intervale
A.T.C.

8.74 m.
1.54 m.
8.22 m.

141. Where Dore’s trail crosses
Seaboard tractor road at app. 1.6 m. from
Appalachian Trail.
Appalachian Trail
Mountain View Camps
A.T.C.

1.65 m.
1.6 m.
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135. At 5.55 m. on cliff on summit of
Third Mtn.
Monument Cliff – Third Mtn.
First Blaze here 1932 (W.D. Greene)
A.T.C.
136. At 5.65 m., side trail to viewpoint.
Viewpoint (Benson Mtn.) 100 yds.
A.T.C.
137. At 6.65 m., where blue-blazed
trail goes back to Perham’s Camps.
Chairback Mtn. Camps
A.T.C.

142. At Mountain View Camps
Appalachian Trail
Barren Mtn.
A.T.C.

3.25 m.
5.66 m.

143. At 9.64 m., blue-blazed side trail
to viewpoint.
A.T.C.

Viewpoint

144. At 9.77 m., blue-blazed side trail
to viewpoint and spring.
Spring and viewpoint

1.9 m.

138. Same place as No. 137.
Appalachian Trail
Chairback Gap Campsite
3.35 m.
Chairback Mtn. Camps
6.65 m.
Mountain View Camps
5.34 m.
Bodfish Farm
10.31 m.
A.T.C.

A.T.C.

145. At 10.08 m., side trail to
Cloud Pond
Cloud Pond Campsite
0.2 m.
A.T.C.
146. Same place as No. 145.
Appalachian Trail
Chairback Gap Campsite 6.98 m
Long Pond Stream Campsite 4. m.
A.T.C.

147. At Cloud Pond
Maine Forest Service
Cloud Pond Campsite

148. At 12.89 m., blue-blazed side trail
to Barren Slide.
Barren Slide
250 ft.
A.T.C.

149. At crossing of Long Pond Stream.
Maine Forest Service
Long Pond Stream Campsite

150. Same place as No. 149.
Appalachian Trail
Cloud Pond Campsite
4. m.
Little Wilson Campsite
6.54 m.

151. At 14.2 m., where A.T. turns left into

152. Where graveled Dore’s Tote-road
Leaves Appalachian Trail at 14.38 m.

Seaboard Tote-road.
Appalachian Trail
Barren Mtn.
3.15 m.
Mountain View Camps via
Barren Mtn.
8.7 m.

Long Pond Dam
3.15 m.
Mountain View Camps
3.6 m.
A.T.C.
154. Where A.T. joins graveled road at
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A.T.C.

Vaughn Stream, at 15.84 m.

153. Same place as No. 152.
Appalachian Trail
Barren Ledges
Barren Mtn.
Chairback Mtn. Camps
Bodfish Intervale
A.T.C.

1.63 m.
3.33 m. 
14.38 m.
2.58 m.

Appalachian Trail
Long Pond Stream Campsite 1.82 m.
Mountain View Camps, Long
Pond
4.8 m.
Barren Mtn.
4.8 m.
A.T.C.

155. At 16.96 m., at Bodfish Farm.
Appalachian Trail
Barren Mtn.
Katahdin
Monson
A.T.C.

5.91 m. 
97.31 m. 
14.8 m.

Section 10
156. At railroad crossing 2.15 m.
163. At 4.9 m., junction with side trail to
Boarstone Mtn.
2.05 m.
Little Wilson Falls.
A.T.C.
←Little Wilson Falls
0.3 m.
A.T.C.
157. At Little Wilson Road, 2.8 m.
Little Wilson Campsite
Little Wilson Falls
A.T.C.

164. Same place as No. 163.
0.8 m.→
2.4 m. →

158. At Little Wilson Bridge, 3.6 m
Appalachian Trail→
Jim Whyte’s Lookout
Big Wilson Cliffs
Little Wilson Falls
A.T.C.
159. Same place as No. 158
Maine Forest Service
Little Wilson Campsite

Appalachian Trail
←Bodfish Intervale
4.9 m.
Monson
9.9 m.→
A.T.C.
165. At 8 m.

0.31 m.
0.82 m.
1.6 m.

Site of Savage’s Mills
(Abandoned in 1858)
A,T,C.

166. At 12.9 m., junction with Elliotsville
Road
←Appalachian Trail
Site of Savage’s Mills
4.9 m.
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Little Wilson Falls
Bodfish Intervale
160. Same place as No. 159.
Long Pond Stream Campsite
A.T.C.

6.54 m. →

A.T.C.

8.3 m.
12.9 m.

167. At 14.35 m., in Monson, where Maine
Highway 15 comes into A.T.
←Appalachian Trail
Site of Savage’s Mills
6.35 m.
Little Wilson Falls
9.75 m.
Bodfish Intervale
14.35 m.
A.T.C.

161. At 3.7 m., where side trail, blue-blazed
goes to Jim Whyte’s Lookout.

168. At 14.8 m., in Monson, at cross-roads in
center of town.

←Appalachian Trail
Little Wilson Falls
Monson
A.T.C.

←Appalachian Trail
Site of Savage’s Mills
6.8 m.
Little Wilson Falls
10.2 m.
Katahdin
112.11 m.
A.T.C.

1.5 m.
11.1 m.

162. Same place as No. 161.
Jim Whyte’s Lookout
Big Wilson Cliffs
A.T.C.

.21 m.
.72 m.
Section 11

169. Same place as No. 168.

172 At 4.9 m.

Appalachian Trail→
Blanchard
5.72 m.
Moxie Bald Mtn.
18.19 m.
Me. – N.H. line
154.19 m.
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail→

Monson
Bodfish Intervale
Katahdin

170. In Monson.

173 Same place as No. 172.

Two metal A.T. Highway Crossing signs.

←Appalachian Trail
Moxie Bald Mtn.
13.29 m.
Moxie Pond (Troutdale Cabins) 17.72 m.
A.T.C.

171. At 1.7 m., where Trail leaves dirt road.

174 At Blanchard crossroads.

A.T.C.

4.9 m.
25.61 m.
117.01 m.
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Appalachian Trail→

Blanchard
Moxie Bald Mtn.

A.T.C.

4.02 m.
16.42 m.

Metal A.T. Highway Crossing sign.

Section 12
175. At Blanchard crossroads.
Appalachian Trail→
Moxie Bald Mtn. Campsite
(lean-to burned)
Moxie Bald Firetower
(2,630 ft.)
Moxie Pond (Troutdale Cabins)
A.T.C.

180. Same place as No. 178.
9.25 m.
12.47 m.
16.9 m.

←Appalachian Trail
Moxie Bald Mtn. Campsite
2.89 m.
Blanchard
12.15 m.
A.T.C.

176. At .87 m., where A.T. turns from county 181. At new outlet, Sandy Stream, at 16.3 m.
road.
Maine Forest Service
Sandy Stream. Campsite
Appalachian Trail→
Bald Mtn. Pond Dam
7.36 m.
Moxie Bald Campsite
8.38 m.
A.T.C.
177. At Moxie Bald Campsite, 8.38 m.

182. Same place as No. 181.

Appalachian Trail
Appalachian Trail
Site of Moxie Bald Lean-to (burned 1946.)
←Moxie Bald Mtn. Campsite
Sandy Stream Campsite
7.05 m. . → Pleasant Pond Campsite
←Blanchard
9.25 m.
A.T.C.
A.T.C.

7.05 m.
6.6 m. →

178. At Watchman’s camp, 12.14 m.

183. At Troutdale Cabins.

←Firetower (2,630 ft.)
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail→
Moxie Bald Firetower
5.09 m.
Moxie Bald Mtn. Campsite
7.65 m.
Katahdin
135.31m.
A.T.C.

.33 m.

179. Same place as No. 178.
Appalachian Trail→
Troutdale Cabins (Moxie Pond)
A.T.C.

4.76 m.

184. Same place as No. 183.
←Appalachian Trail
Pleasant Pond Mtn.
Caratunk
A.T.C.

4.89 m.
10.72 m.
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Section 13
185. Where A.T. leaves railroad grade, 1 m.
from Troutdale Camps.
Appalachian Trail→
Pleasant Pond Mtn.
3.89 m.
Caratunk
9.72 m.
A.T.C.
186. At 4.73 m. side trail to Pleasant Pond
Mtn. tower.
Appalachian Trail→
Caratunk, U.S. Route 201
6. m.
Kennebec River
6.54 m.
A.T.C.
187. Same place as No. 185
←Appalachian Trail
Troutdale Cabins
Moxie Bald Mtn. Firetower
Moxie Bald Mtn. Campsite
A.T.C.

6.4 m.

191. At Pleasant Pond
Maine Forest Service
Pleasant Pond Campsite
A.T.C.

193. At. 11.22 m., on east bank of Kennebec
River, at U.S. Route 201.

.16 m.→

←Appalachian Trail
Pierce Pond Camps
3.65 m.
Mt. Bigelow
28.55 m.
A.T.C.

189. At 5.78 m.
Appalachian Trail
Pleasant Pond Campsite
←Pierce Pond Lean-to
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
←Sandy Stream Campsite
A.T.C.

192.At Mosquito Tote-road and A.T., 6.05
m.
Appalachian Trail→
4.73 m.
10.19 m. Pleasant Pond Mtn.
13.08 m.
(2,480 ft.)
1.48 m.
A.T.C.

188. Same place as No. 186
Pleasant Pond Mtn.
A.T.C.

190. Same Place as No. 189.

0.2 m. →
9.7 m.
Section 14

194. On west bank of Kennebec River on
tree.
←Appalachian Trail
Pierce Pond Camps
3.41 m.
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Mt. Bigelow

A.T.C.

28.3 m.
Section 15

195. At Sterling’s Pierce Pond Camps.
←Appalachian Trail
Kennebec River
3.41 m.
Katahdin
150.15 m.
A.T.C.
196. Same place as No. 195.
Appalachian Trail→
Pierce Pond Lean-to
East Carry Pond Lean-to
East Carry Pond Camps
Mt. Bigelow
A.T.C.

Pierce Pond Lean-to
Latrine→
←Spring
A.T.C.
202. At side trail to East Carry Pond Lean-to,
6.3 m. from Pierce Pond.

0.8 m.
6.4 m.
7.32 m.
24.89 m.

197. At junction of Arnold Trail route with
former Dead River route, .33 m. west of
Sterling’s camps.
Pierce Pond Lean-to
A.T.C.

201. On Pierce Pond Lean-to.

.47 m.→

East Carry Pond Lean-to
A.T.C.

.11 m. →

203 Same place as No. 202.
Appalachian Trail
←Pierce Pond Lean-to
6.78 m.
←Kennebec River
9.7 m.
Jerome Brook Lean-to
10.02 m.→
Maine Highway 16
11.49 m. →
A.T.C.

198. Same place as No. 197; point east on
A.T.
Appalachian Trail→
Pierce Pond Camps
.33 m.
Kennebec River
3.74 m.
Pleasant Pond Mtn. Campsite
9.43 m.
A.T.C.

204. At East Carry Pond Lean-to.

199 Same place as No. 197.

205 At East Carry Pond Camps.

←Appalachian Trail
East Carry Pond Lean-to
6.07 m.
East Carry Pond Camps
6.99 m.
Jerome Brook Lean-to
15.99 m.
Maine Highway 16
17.46 m.

←Appalachian Trail
East Carry Pond Lean-to
Pierce Pond Camps
A.T.C.

←Latrine
Spring→
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A.T.C.
200. At junction of side trail to Pierce Pond
Lean-to and old Dead River route.
←Spring

A.T.C.

100 yds.

206. Same place as No. 205.
Appalachian Trail→
West Carry Pond Camps
6.36m.
Jerome Brook Lean-to
9. m.
Maine Highway 16
10.47 m.
Mt. Bigelow
17.57 m.
A.T.C.

Section 16
207. At 1.19 m., at trail to west shore of East
Carry Pond.
East Carry Pond

.1 m.→

208. Same place as No. 207
←Appalachian Trail
Middle Carry Pond
.56 m.
West Carry Pond Camps
5.07 m.
A.T.C.

213. At West Carry Pond Camps (6.23 m.).
Appalachian Trail
←Jerome Brook Lean-to
←Maine Highway 16
East Carry Pond Camps
Katahdin
A.T.C.

2.54 m.
4.11 m.
6.36 m.→
164.5 m.→

214. Where trail leaves West Carry Pond
Tote-road, at 7.14 m.
←Appalachian Trail
Maine Highway 16
3.33 m.
A.T.C.

209. Same place as No. 207.

215. Same place as No. 214.

Appalachian Trail→
East Carry Pond Camps
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
West Carry Pond Camps
0.78 m. →
←Dead River Tote-road
3.7 m.
A.T.C.

1.19 m.

210. At side trail to Middle Carry Pond at
1.36 m.
←Middle Carry Pond
A.T.C.

.5 m.

202. At Jerome Brook Lean-to
Appalachian Trail
Jerome Brook Lean-to
East Carry Pond Lean-to
10.13 m.→
←Bigelow Col. Lean-to
8.95 m.
←Horns Pond Lean-tos
12.01 m.
A.T.C.
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211 Same place as No. 210
Appalachian Trail
←East Carry Pond Camps
1.36 m.
West Carry Pond Camps
5.0 m. →
A.T.C.

217. At Maine Highway 16, at north end of
highway and Trail intersection
Appalachian Trail→
West Carry Pond Camps
4.1 m.
Jerome Brook Lean-to
1.47 m.
East Carry Pond Camps
10.47 m.
Pierce Pond Camps
17.17 m.
A.T.C.

212. At 4.2 m., junction of A.T. and Arnold
Point Trail.
Arnold Point

A.T.C.

¼ m. app. →
Section 17

218. On Trail at Maine Highway 16 at Ledge
House, at south end of road intersection.
Appalachian Trail→
Little Bigelow Mtn.
2.6 m.
Mt. Bigelow, East Peak
6.96 m.
Bigelow Col
7.34 m.
Horns Pond Lean-tos
10.4 m.
A.T.C.

229. At Bigelow Col., 7.34 m.
Appalachian Trail
←Firetower
←Maine Highway 16
←Jerome Brook Lean-to
West Peak
Bigelow Range Trail,
Horns Pond Lean-tos
A.T.C.

219. Same place as No. 218.

230. Same place as 229.
The Parsons Trail→
Maine Highway 16
A.T.C.

This trail involves steep climbing
220. At 3.6 m. from Maine Highway 16,
where trail drops off Little Bigelow with
view of East Peak ahead.
←Viewpoint
A.T.C.

0.38 m.
7.34 m.
8.95 m.
0.35 m. →
3.06 m. →

2.74 m.

231. At summit of South Horn, 9.81 m.
Appalachian Trail
South Horn
←North Horn
0.3 m.
←Horns Pond Lean-tos
0.6 m.
Bigelow Col
2.5 m. →
A.T.C.

221. At app. 4 m., at edge of slash and spruce 232. At 9.9 m. from Ledge House, junction
growth where, from top of knoll, there is a
with blue-blazed North Horn Trail.
view ahead of East Peak.
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←Viewpoint
A.T.C.
222. At junction of A.T. with former Dead
River route, at 5.3 m. from Maine Highway
16.
Appalachian Trail→
Little Bigelow Mtn.
1.7 m.
Maine Highway 16, Ledge House 8.41 m.
A.T.C.

223. Same place as No. 222.
←Appalachian Trail
East Peak, Mt. Bigelow
A.T.C.

North Horn→

A.T.C.

0.17 m.

233. At junction of A.T. and Bigelow Range
Trail.
Appalachian Trail
←Bigelow Col Lean-to
3.06 m.
←Ledge House (Maine Highway
16)
10.4 m.
Bigelow Village (Maine
Highway 27)
6.65 m. →
Mt. Sugarloaf Lean-to
8.85 m. →
A.T.C.
234. Same place as No. 233.

1.66 m.

Bigelow Range Trail→
Fine viewpoint
0.28 m.
Cranberry Peak Pond
2.15 m.
Cranberry Peak (3,213 ft.) 3.43 m.
The Cave
4.45 m.
First Ledges
4.60 m.
Arnolds’ Well
4.71 m.
Maine Highway 27
6.67 m.
A.T.C.

224. Same place as No. 222.
←Dead River Route (abandoned)
Maine Highway 16
1.46 m.
A.T.C.

235. Same place as No. 234.

225. App. 0.2 m. farther up on road from No.
224, to point each way.

236. At west end of Bigelow Range Trail in
Stratton.
←Bigelow Range Trail
The Cave
2.25 m.
Cranberry Peak
3.24 m.
Horns Pond and The
Appalachian Trail
6.67 m.
A.T.C.

Water→
←Water

226. At app. 5.6 m. where route leaves old
road (former Dead River route) on “round
barn” trail and enters bushes on trail.
Appalachian Trail→

Please register here

237. At Bigelow Village, 14.58 m.
Appalachian Trail→
Horns Pond Lean-tos and Bigelow
Range Trail
6.65 m.
East Peak (4,088 ft.)
10.09 m.
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East Peak

A.T.C.

1.36 m.

A.T.C.

227. At blue-blazed trail to Old Man’s Head,
at 6.15 m.
←Old Man’s Head
East Peak, Mt. Bigelow
A.T.C.

0.1 m.
0.81 m. →

238. Same place as No. 237.
←Appalachian Trail
Follow road east for
Remmick’s Cabins
A.T.C.

0.38 m.
0.12 m.

228. Same place as 227.
←Appalachian Trail
Maine Highway 16
6.15 m.
A.T.C.
Section 18
239. At junction of trail to Sugarloaf Mtn.
and Maine Highway 27 at Bigelow Village.
Appalachian Trail
Follow road west
0.38 m.→
←M.F.S. Campbell Field
Campground
0.8 m.
Remmick’s Cabins
0.21 m.→
A.T.C.

244. Same place as No. 243.
Appalachian Trail
Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to
←Mt. Sugarloaf Lean-to
6.14 m.
←Bigelow Village
8. m.
Poplar Ridge Lean-to
7.05 m. →
A.T.C.

240. At junction of Trail to Sugarloaf Mtn.
and Maine Highway 27 at Bigelow Village.

245. At junction of proposed side trail to Mt.
Abraham and A.T., 8.61 m.

Appalachian Trail→
Mt. Sugarloaf Lean-to
1.82 m.
Mt. Sugarloaf
4.44 m.
Spaulding Mtn.
7.13 m.
Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to
8.0 m.
Orbeton Stream
13.78 m.
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
←Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to
0.61 m.
←Mt. Sugarloaf
4.17 m.
←Bigelow Village
8.61 m.
Orbeton Stream
6.14 m.→
Saddleback Mtn.
13.34 m.→
A.T.C.

241. At 1.86 m., at Mt. Sugarloaf Lean-to.

246. (This sign 8/40, nailed to back of tree
where sign No. 245 is in place.)

Appalachian Trail
Mt. Sugarloaf Lean-to
←Horns Pond Lean-tos
8.85 m.
Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to
6.14 m.→

Mt. Abraham Firetower 2 m. app.→
A.T.C.
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A.T.C.
242. At. 7.02 m.
←Spaulding Mtn.
A.T.C.

.1 m.

243. At 8. M.
Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to
A.T.C.

247. At Orbeton Stream where Trail meets
dirt road, south of bridge, across stream.
←Appalachian Trail
Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to
4.75 m.
Spaulding Mtn.
5.82 m.
Maine Highway 27
(Bigelow Village)
12.75 m.
A.T.C.
248. Same place as No. 247

50 yds.→

Appalachian Trail→
Poplar Ridge Lean-to
2.3 m.
Saddleback Mtn.
7.2 m.
Redington Pond Camps
1.03 m.
A.T.C.
Section 19

249. 150 ft. north of bridge across Orbeton
Stream.
←Appalachian Trail
Poplar Ridge Lean-to
2.3 m.
Saddleback Jr.
3.62 m.
The Horn
5.57 m.
Mt. Saddleback
7.2 m.
Maine Highway 4
12.35 m.
A.T.C.

257. At 10.88 m. at Piazza Rock Lean-to.

250 Same place as No. 249.

258. Same place as No. 257.

Appalachian Trail
Redington Pond Camps
1.03 m.→
Maine Highway 16
9.2 m.→
←Bigelow Village
12.78 m.
A.T.C.
251. At 1.07 m.
Redington Pond Camps
A.T.C.

0.89 m.→

Appalachian Trail
Piazza Rock Lean-to
←Poplar Ridge Lean-to
5.88 m.
Sabbath Day Pond Lean-to 11.39 m. →
A.T.C.

←Piazza Rock
A.T.C.

.1 m.

259, At 11.95 m., where road leaves A.T.
and leads across Sandy River Ponds.
←Maine Highway 4
A.T.C.
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252. At Poplar Ridge Lean-to.

260. Same place as No. 259.

Appalachian Trail
Poplar Ridge Lean-to
←Piazza Rock Lean-to
5.88 m.
Spaulding Mtn. Lean-to
7.15 m.→
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
Maine Highway 4 (Houghton FireRoad)
4.2 m. →
←Saddleback Mtn.
4.75 m.
A.T.C.

253. At junction A.T. and side trail just
east of tower, 7.15 m.

261. On present Maine Highway 4, at
junction with road which leads across old
highway to ford between Sandy River Ponds.

Saddleback Lake Camps
A.T.C.

5.5 m. →

254. Same place as No. 253.

←Appalachian Trail
←Piazza Rock
←Saddleback Mtn.
A.T.C.

0.4 m.
1.57 m.
5.15 m.

262. At former Maine Highway 4, at side
road which crosses Sandy River Pond in .2
m.

Appalachian Trail
←Piazza Rock Lean-to
3.73 m.
←Maine Highway 4
9.0 m.
Poplar Ridge Lean-to
4.85 m.→
Orbeton Stream
7.15 m. →
A.T.C.

←Piazza Rock Lean-to
←Piazza Rock and Caves
←Saddleback Mtn. (4,116 ft.)
A.T.C.

255. and 256. (Point left and right)

1.4 m.
1.5 m.
5.05 m.

263. At Maine Highway 4, opposite
Houghton Truck Road.

The Caves
A.T.C.

←Piazza Rock Lean-to
←Saddleback Mtn. (4,116 ft.)
←Poplar Ridge Lean-to
←Orbeton Stream
A.T.C.

5.27 m.
8.95 m.
13.85 m.
16.13 m.

Section 20
264. At beginning of Houghton Truck Road
and Maine Highway 4 (west side)
Appalachian Trail→
Sabbath Day Pond Lean-to
6.12 m.
Four Ponds Camps, Long Pond 7.0 m.
Maine Highway 17
8.65 m.

266. At 7.05 m. from Maine Highway 4.
←Four Ponds Camps , Long Pond
Round Pond
½ m. →
A.T.C.
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A.T.C.
265. At 6.12 m. from Maine Highway 4.
Appalachian Trail
Sabbath Day Pond Lean-to
Piazza Rock Lean-to
11.39 m.→
←Elephant Mtn. Lean-to
8.17 m.
A.T.C.

267. At Maine Highway 17, HoughtonOquossoc Road.
Appalachian Trail→
Four Ponds Camps
1.75 m.
Sabbath Day Pond Lean-to 2.53 m.
Maine Highway 4
8.65 m
A.T.C.

Section 21
268. At Houghton-Oquossoc Road (Maine
Highway 17).
←Appalachian Trail
Summit
1.18 m.
Elephant Mtn. Lean-to
5.71 m.
Maine Highway 5
10.1 m.
South Arm
12.1 m.
A.T.C.

270. Same place as No. 269.

269. At 5.65 m., where trail leads off to
Elephant Mtn. Lean-to at bog.

271. At Maine Highway 5.

Elephant Mtn. Lean-to
A.T.C.

100 yds.→

←Appalachian Trail
Elephant Mtn. Lean-to
Summit
Maine Highway 17
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail
←Sabbath Day Pond Lean-to 8.17 m.
Squirrel Rock Lean-to
7.61 m.→
A.T.C.
272. Same place as No. 271.
Appalachian Trail→
Go north 0.1 m. and turn left.
A.T.C.

4.51 m.
8.92 m.
10.1 m.

273. At 0.1 m. north of Maine Highway 17 of
Sign No. 272.
Appalachian Trail→
Go south 0.1 m. and turn left.
A.T.C.
Section 22

274. On Maine Highway 17, 0.1 m. north of
sign 271.

279. At junction of A.T. and C Pond Bluff
Trail (5.3 m.).

←Appalachian Trail
Squirrel Rock Lean-to
3.05 m.
Andover-B Hill Road
13.03 m.
A.T.C.

C Pond Bluff Trail
1.03 m →
Built by Bates College Outing Club
A.T.C.
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275. Sawyers Notch, where A.T. meets toteroad to Andover at 2.58 m.
←Appalachian Trail
Maine Highway 5
Elephant Mtn. Lean-to
A.T.C.

2.58 m.
7.32 m.

276. Same place as No. 275.
←Andover

A.T.C.

280. Same place as No. 279.
Appalachian Trail
←Squirrel Rock Lean-to
2.25 m.
Andover-B Hill Road
7.73 m. →
A.T.C.
281. At Camp Keewadin, 5.9 m.

7.0 m. app.

Appalachian Trail→
C Pond Bluff
Squirrel Rock Lean-to
Maine Highway 5
A.T.C.

1.63 m.
2.9 m.
5.9 m.

277. Same place as No. 275.

282. Same place as No. 271.

Appalachian Trail→
Squirrel Rock Lean-to
0.47 m.
Frye Brook Lean-to
10.75 m.
A.T.C.

←Appalachian Trail
Andover-B Hill Road
7.13 m.
Frye Brook Lean-to
7.43 m.
A.T.C.

278. At Squirrel Rock Lean-to, 3.02 m.

283. On Andover-B Hill Road, north of Frye
Brook bridge.

Appalachian Trail
Squirrel Rock Lean
←Frye Brook Lean-to
10.28m.
Elephant Mtn. Lean-to
7.61 m.→
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail→
Surplus Pond
3.0 m.
C Pond Bluff
8.7 m.
Squirrel Rock Lean-to
10.0 m.
Maine Highway 5
13.03 m.
A.T.C.

Section 23
(Special signs here made by Maine Alpine Club)
284. Same place as No. 283 (on Andover-B
Hill Road), except south side of Frye Brook.

287. At junction Table Rock side trail with
A.T.

Appalachian Trail→
Frye Brook Lean-to
0.28 m.
The Churn
0.39 m.
The Cataract
0.44 m.
The Flume
0.57 m.
East Peak Baldpate
3.72 m.

Table Rock
0.48 m.→
(Extraordinary View)
A.T.C.
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West Peak Baldpate
Maine Highway 26
A.T.C.

4.6 m.
7.2 m.

285. At Frye Brook Lean-to.

288. In Grafton Notch, 0.44 m. north of
Forest Service Campground.

Appalachian Trail
Frye Brook Lean-to
←Squirrel Rock Lean-to
10.28 m.
Grafton Notch Lean-to
8.72 m.→
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail→
Grafton Notch Lean-to
Table Rock
West Peak, Baldpate
East Peak, Baldpate
Frye Brook Lean-to
Andover-B Hill Road
A.T.C.

286. On East Peak of Baldpate.

289. Same place as No. 268.

Appalachian Trail
Baldpate East Peak
←Andover-B Hill Road
3.72 m.
West Peak Baldpate
.88 m.→
Maine Highway 26 (Grafton
Notch)
3.48 m.→
A.T.C.

←Appalachian Trail
Old Speck Mountain Trail 0.44 m.
A.T.C.

0.2 m.
1.13 m.
2.6 m.
3.48 m.
6.92 m.
7.2

Section 24
290. At Forest Service Campground in
Grafton Notch.
Appalachian Trail→
Old Speck Firetower (4,175 ft.)
1.75 m.
Speck Pond Lean-to
3.05 m.
Full Goose Lean-to
7.96 m.
North Peak, Goose Eye
8.93 m.
Carlo Col Lean-to
12.5 m.
Me. – N.H. Line
12.73 m.
A.T.C.

294. At junction of Trail to Tower and A.T.
on Old Speck.

291. Same place as No. 290.

295. Same place as No. 294.

Appalachian Trail→
Follow Highway, then turn right in 0.44 m.
Katahdin
253.0 m.
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail→
Maine Highway 26
1.65 m.
Grafton Notch Lean-to
2.29 m.
East Peak Baldpate
5.57 m.
Katahdin
254.88 m.
A.T.C.

←Old Speck Tower
and
East Spur Trail
A.T.C.
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292. At Old Speck Firewarden’s cabin.

296. At Maine-New Hampshire line.

←East Spur Trail to Tower (Rough Trail)
A.T.C.

Appalachian Trail→
Maine-New Hampshire Line
Old Speck Firetower
11.13 m.
Grafton Notch
12.73 m.
Baldpate, East Peak
16.65 m.
Mt. Katahdin
265.3 m.
A.T.C.

293. At tower.
←East Spur Trail to Cabin (Rough Trail)
A.T.C.
*****
For each lean-to, there is to be:
(a)Sign
"Latrine"
(b)Sign
"Tin cans”
(c) Sign
"Spring"
(d) Forest Service Public Campsite sign, reading:
.Appalachian Trail Lean-to
Maine Forest Service Public Campsite
Be careful of fire
Maine Forest Service
(e) Waterproof printed A.T. lean-to notice
Maine Sign notes
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